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IntRoduCtIon

CultuRAl IdentIty / IdentItIes foR euRoPe:
does It seRVe foR AnytHInG?*

The identity discourse has a tragic history in Europe (both inside frontiers
and outside our own geographic space). The first part of this reflection will try
to present an overview of the most important literary, political and philosoph-
ical theories of this concept which is particularly connected to the understand-
ing of the Other in Contemporary Europe.

In the second part we will aim to discuss the importance, the need and
the utility of such a concept in our multicultural Europe that has ambiguous
and contradictory discourses about its own cultural identity/ies. 

We also will try to compare Contemporary European perspectives on this
issue with other ways of understanding identity in other continents such as
Africa, America or Asia, in order to develop and bring more complexity, ductility
and also theoretical and practical depth to this concept.

Finally we underline the main contributions of the essays that compose
this book, each one contributing to draw a complex, wider and deeper picture
of the possibilities that the concept, theory and history of identity may raise
in different European cultural, historical and geographical contexts.

1. Against the evidence

Identity has transformed itself into such a widespread concept that it
seems now absolutely transparent. This means it is no longer a provocative or
a problematic concept, both in common usage and in large academic fields of
knowledge (Barata-Moura 1995, 1999). The aim of this reflection is to recover
and point out the deepness and the difficulty of the theoretical and practical
problems involved in the use of this concept. 

The concept of identity gained academic and social status with modernity,
but it also captured its main antinomies and contradictions. As we are moving
away from the exhausted Enlightment and Modernity we propose that this is
the right moment to question against the evidence: what is identity? Do these
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concepts have any utility now in a post-modern Europe or in a globalized world
(Steger 1996)?

2.Identity/ties and the other – the globalization of europe and
Western culture

The postmodern concept of the subject lives from the endless nostalgia of iden-
tity. This is a paradoxical situation because if anything it characterizes the postmodern
condition1 (Lyotard 1987) that is the fragmentary subject, multiple and divided, non-
consistent and fluid. Unable to retrieve the unity and coherence of modern subjec-
tivity, and also after crossing the postcolonial experience and women's, gender, racial
and ecological movements, it seems impossible for Europe to come back to thoughts
of modern identity. But the problem is that in no other moment of our European
history have we seen such an interest and need (first of all for practical reasons that
are magnified with globalization) to consider identity: individual identity, social iden-
tity, national identity, postnational identity (Brágue 1997).

From our point of view, this is one of the main reasons why contemporary
intellectuals, academies and researchers changed their focus to the other side
of the identity concept: progressively the reflection about identity leaves place
for the thought of the Other.

One of the first consequences of this important change is that we can no
longer talk about identity, but only about identities, because there is not only
the Other but the multiple Others. Of course terrorism, globalization, migration
and intensive travelling imposed on us the reality of the Other/Others in a to-
tally different way. The Other/Others are no long the distant reality but they
are now our neighbors and co-citizens, some of them with the same nationality
and passport as us, Europeans. This is a totally new reality for Europe and it is
a new challenge we have to face. Our research hypothesis is that maybe this
situation of the unsurpassable otherness in Europe will oblige us to rethink
our own identity/identities in new terms. In our opinion, this will made us leave
the pseudo-evidence of the modern identity concept.

In these terms what may be new and challenging in the old identity issue
is the possibility of new research lines through the urgent and almost new
problem of the Other/Others.

Under a cultural, historical and philosophical point of view Europeans (and
Westerns in general) never had to face the radical Other1.
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The other has been the ‘rational other’ with the Greeks, the analogical
other with Descartes, the ‘transcendental and moral other’ with Kant, ‘the
same and the other’ with Hegel, the ‘others’ will and pure subjectivity’ with
the romantic pessimism, or the ‘exotic other’ that ethnography and ethnology
transformed into an object of pure curiosity and oddity. Finally, the other has
become the ‘other subject of the language’ to which linguistics and structural-
ism deny ontological consistence.

With Foucault, following Heidegger in this particular point, Western
thought faces the death of subjectivity, the death of the Self and of the
Other(s), being both the verse and reverse of the identity problem 

Without anything that may be the radical Other, inside and outside west-
ern culture, that can truly challenge the European subjectivity, the identity
issue had become transparent and may have seemed non-problematic. In a
time where almost every man has been touched by Western culture, the evi-
dence of identity appears as an axiom.

According to such apparent evidence, economic globalization, and cultural
policy could easily spread, because the resistance to the 'Other' is weak and
the desire for Europe and for the European lifestyle is everywhere, and is greater
than the resistance to and the denial of Europe itself. The ‘rasure’ of the Derrida
‘différence’ is then denied, while homogeneity and unification become the main
rule of globalization.

From our point of view, the main difficulties about thinking of European
identity in the 21st Century have their own roots in this hegemonic situation of
European and Western culture. With no significant and truly ‘Other(s)’ that could
require an effective cultural dialogue, European identity becomes an ‘obvious’
and weak reality and finally lacks interest, in particular for the Europeans.

3. european culture, science, literature and philosophy

European identity problems are not only grounded in social, economic
and cultural globalization. Within Europe, in its own geography, history and
epistemology lie some of the greatest difficulties with identity.

As Gonçalves stresses (Gonçalves 1999 a) e b)), among the most impor-
tant cultural achievements of Europe are science and philosophy, but both con-
tain a very dangerous propensity for unification and universalization and, less
strongly, for differentiation. When this tendency drives social or religious
groups or even entire nations, the concept of identity becomes static and rei-
fied. Moreover, it starts to produce a kind of ‘self full-filling prophecy’ that may
change the life of the social and historical nation. 
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That kind of identity concept, ‘obvious’, ‘self evident’ and unquestionable
has already made its own history in Europe, when it has served to justify Holo-
caust. As Habermas puts it: 

The complex preparation and network organization of the mass murder
coldly prepared, in which hundreds of thousands were implied, and indi-
rectly all the nation, took place under an appearance of normality and its
success has even depended on a social life highly civilized. The horror hap-
pened without damaging the tranquility of daily life routine. Since then it is
no more possible a conscientious life without the suspicious above all the
unquestionable continuity that pretends to legitimate itself precisely on that
continuity (Habermas 1998).

Only under a consideration of the self evidence of Aryan identity, socially
accepted and lived with tranquility, could such a horror have taken place.
Against the dangerous illusion, that comes from self evident identity speeches,
a critical attitude is absolutely required. 

In our opinion, this critical task may also find its deep roots precisely in
the same ground where static and ideological identity theories have flourished:
European culture.

4. Identity and tragic european thinking

All cultures have the tendency for universalization. This aspiration is even
more important in our European culture because we have been a continent
where metaphysics was born, but also philosophy, science and in a certain mo-
ment even a common language (Latin).

But Europe is not only uniformity; on the contrary its history is full of contro-
versy, disharmony, contradiction and internal opposition, diversity and crisis
(Queiroz 1996). This continuous internal disagreement is not only episodic, but
constitutional of European culture. It is even one of the most powerful mechanisms
of its human and cultural processes, in all the senses this concept may be taken.
Different languages and literatures, different histories, arts, poetries and behaviors,
opposite interests and positions, both inside and outside European geographic
spaces, are the most common features of our common Europe (Silva 1994).

But it is this permanent internal tension, this kind of constant state of cri-
sis that also gives Europe its deeper and more minimal identity. Moreover, it
is this state of negation and polemics, which now includes much more of the
Others' point of view than in past times that ensures European cultural pro-
ductivity worldwide interest and the power of attraction. “
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As Gadamer points out, the main task of Europe is to understand the
Other, and in particular the Other inside of us because this is simultaneously
an “(…) invitation and contribution to encounter with our selves” (Gadamer
1998). As a part of our identity has always been negation and difference, we
Europeans have the task and the responsibility to integrate the other in our
own thoughts about identity (Pires 1994).

According to Eduardo Lourenço, a 20th century Portuguese philosopher
and essayist, the right way to deal with this problem is to assume the tradi-
tional concept of European culture, that means accepting our criticism and
self-criticism, the conscientiousness of historical differences between cultures
that have to maintain an intense and creative dialogue. It is this critical con-
tinuous exercise that may be called ‘European tradition’, because “(…) only Eu-
ropeans maintain with what could be said as culture a dramatic relationship
or, if we want to be more precise, a tragic relationship (…), only for them cul-
ture has defined as an intellectual behavior without any ground than of the
dialog with itself (…)” (Lourenço 1994:160).

Avoiding the simplification of the identity concept, assuming our tradition
of a tragic and critical culture (on the Greek sense of struggle and polemics,
internal constant questioning about itself, about the human condition, the
meaning of truth, beauty and justice) we can better understand the Other and
move forward on our common European identity. In this context, identity is
care for us but also care and openness to the Other (Gadamer 1998,1999).

Of course this is now only a strong challenge for Europeans, a kind of
utopia that comes from the future and shows us a possible future, because
now we know that identity more than a descriptive content of our own histor-
ical narration (that should include the Other narration in this postcolonial
times) it also contains an idealized project, a prospective content, a Utopia
(Macciocchi 1992).

The content of this utopia has to be grounded on our historical successes
but also on our permanent difficulties (where manichaeism and classic antino-
mies are so frequent, dividing the world between us/others; civilized/non-civ-
ilized; white/black, Christians/non-Christians; woman/man, center/periphery,
North/South, human sciences/physical sciences, and so on). Above all we need
new models of thinking and acting to overlap this predisposition of European
culture to simplify in an uniformization process that forgets and darkens the
differences while suppressing the dialogue with the Other (Barata-Moura 1999).
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5. other models of identity

The spiritual and creative strengths of Europe are deeply connected with
its permanent state of crisis. Its multilingual character, internal cultural diversity
and in some cases exacerbated nationalisms and xenophobia constantly feed
this feeling of permanent crises that, in turn, instigate multiple identities and
diverse representations of the world.

A ‘community of destiny’ is Edgar Morin’s project for Europe, not as a ‘su-
pernation’, but as a ‘metanation’ (Morin 1998). Such a reality does not exist
yet. Europe has to build it: its own political, economical and (multi)cultural
model. Its identity will certainly contain others' identity, but should also create
a new concept and a new content. In any case, Europe may no longer avoid
becoming simultaneously, an universal and particular culture.

As a matter of fact, in different world contexts identity has also been, in
last two centuries, the field of important social, historical and political strug-
gles. In our opinion all those theoretical and practical identity experiences
should be the object of attention and research, for two main reasons: firstly
because we, Europeans, are concerned with the most important social and
historical identity struggles all over the world; secondly, because we all need
to learn from each other's experiences (and also so as to avoid the horror and
pain caused by some of them).

From the United States of America's way of leaving identity, we propose
that we retrieve how heavily ethno-racial becomes and how it is so deeply con-
nected with the history of prejudice that divides white Europeans emigrants
from Blacks, Latins and, more recently Indians and Asians. By transforming bi-
ological differences in cultural differences, North Americans have been forced
to assume fixed and homogeneous cultural identities in their lives, that have
transformed themselves in politics of identity. This was possible by assuming
only one part of the identity dynamic (particularity) and denying all the uni-
versal aspiration of all the cultures. In very simple terms, as Hollinger (2004)
puts it, before being White-Americans, Blacks-Americans, Latin-Americans, In-
dian-Americans or Asian-Americans, all they want to be is American citizens
and human beings. Moreover, all they want is to be able to choose with which
social or cultural group they identify themselves. 

But also in Africa, identity has become an important field of struggle against
pre-defined categories of the European colonialist thought and political action.
Even in times of postcolonialism, the struggles against the powerful distinction
between race (for the European whites) and ethnicity (for natives) still a reality:
leaving without rights or land those that Europeans considered in the past not
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to be local native tribes but emigrants from other regions, thus, colonial identity
is made perpetual. As Mamdani (2004) stresses, the Rwanda genocide lies in this
permanent colonial distinction that had become socially internalized and geared
towards the State's political policies.. While trying to explain how the
identity/ties always develop within a context of a struggle for power, Mamdani
uses the following story: 

Lenin once chided Rosa Luxemburg with being so preoccupied with Polish
nationalism that she could not see beyond it and so risked being locked in
the world of the rat and the cat. For the rat, there is no animal bigger in
presence of the cat: neither the lion, nor the tiger, nor the elephant looms
as large. For the cat, there is none more delicious than the rat. The political
world set in motion by the modern state and modern colonialism also gen-
erates paired identities endlessly. For every settler, there is a native. In a
world where cats are few and rats are many, one way for cats to stabilize
rule is to tag rats by taping their historicity through a discourse on origins –
indigenous and non-indigenous, ethnical and racial. This is why in a world
where rats have belled cats, it is entirely possible that rats may still carry on
living in the world as defined by cats, fired by the very identities generated
by institutions created in the era of the cats (Mamdani 2004).

For us Europeans, it is also time to understand that the changes of the
modern state are bringing new claims for identity and recognition. Immigrant
communities in Europe have to be seen in a new perspective, outside the clas-
sical pairing of native/non native. But that will only be possible within other
political institutions that do not simply reproduce the national modern state,
with its classical ideological discourse on authenticity or even on the already
exhausted multiculturalism. As Hollinger points out, multiculturalism in Amer-
ica has only achieved different monolithic identities that are unable to mix in
a hybridity process producing synthetic identities (Hollinger 2004). In multi-
culturalism, usually distinctiveness is reinforced and stereotypes are stronger
and more powerful in social and political discrimination.

In order to change all this process the focus has to be on cultural com-
munication, in a process of dialogue that starts with the individual, but
achieves the multiple and reticular social groups within communities. On the
other hand, identity may never become a legal imposition, frozen and reified:

All postmodernity talk about hybridity and multiple identities belong to the
domain of culture. Once enforced by law, however, identities cease to be all
these. A legal identity is not voluntary, nor is multiple. The law recognizes
you as one, and as none other (Mamdani 2004).
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Maybe it is also time to learn something from the Indian culture, which
presents a strong impact on the community concept of individual identity. As
Jayaram puts it, 

In India individuals do not see themselves as abstract entities devoid of at-
tributes. They articulate different ways of life, reflecting their circumstances
and expressing their distinctive identities. Having multiple identities, invoking
specific identities in different spheres of life, and reacting to the perceived
identities of others, all seem to be socioculturally embedded. Both, self-per-
ception of one’s multiple identities and perception of and reaction to the
identities of others, are learned as part of one’s socialization (Jayaram 2004).

All these different perspectives on cultural identity lie in very different social
and historical processes. They also reveal contradictory aspects and it is possible
that they deny each other, obliging us to review our truths and evidences. 

But no other world culture is so prepared to handle and to sustain such a
contradictory, antinomic and polemic issue as European culture. Not only be-
cause most of these contradictions and difficulties were generated by Euro-
pean philosophy and politics, but also because the most powerful dynamics
of our tragic culture are precisely contradiction, polemic, and denial.

If we, Europeans, can maintain and understand, while moving on by not sup-
pressing these dilemmas and difficulties, we certainly are on the right way to build
a multiple and reach cultural identity to/for a Europe of citizens of the world.

In this context (that in our perspective is grounded in a tragic European
culture, in the Greek sense of the concept), the most important question
should not be about the content of a Cultural European Identity (that one al-
ready exists and it is made of historical facts), but to ask in what conditions
may citizens understand their European belonging as a relevant dimension to
understand themselves, the Others and the world where they live. 

In times of psycho-sociological and national identity articulated to post-
national identities (Habermas 1998) will it be possible for Europeans to feel,
live and build the project and the desire of Europe (Marques 1993)? 

We hope the chapters that follow may help delve further into this issue.

6. Identity in europe: concepts, theories and methodologies

This book is divided in three main sections: Politics of Identity, Identity
Poiesis and Identities in Space and Time. 

In the first part the authors try to define the concept of identity in a po-
litical and theoretical way, but also giving practical examples from their own
European realities. 
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In a second moment we present four essays that show, with very different
methodologies and using different European writers, how language, literature
and cultural identity may be deeply connected, recreating each other's meaning. 

The last part of the book presents several studies that try to understand
identity in monuments and buildings in public spaces, using the historical point
of view in order to understand particular developments of this concept in some
concrete European villages, cities and regions.

The first essay seeks to articulate the issues of identity (briefly engaging
in the history of the evolution of the concept in Portugal) with the building up
of the Lusosphere in the context of strong economical, political, mediatised
and cultural globalization.

The Lusosphere, far from being a movement, is an aspiration shifted in
time. It now experiences very strong prospects to develop and assemble, no
longer as the dream of the Fifth Empire (that so deeply seduced the luso-
phones, from Vieira to Pessoa, and Camões) but as a way of articulating dif-
ferent cultural and linguistic perspectives capable of building the bridges of
intra and intercultural dialogue that the world nowadays requires. 

Our second essay brings us a particular Spanish insight to the question of
identity through the important works of the historian and anthropologist Julio
Caro Baroja. Using the concept of ‘character’ to understand the identity
processes, the author underlines the complexity and ambiguity of the national
background of this concept. In his latter works he still repeats the same idea:
identity speeches may be on the origin of stereotypes and commonplaces that
science and media echoes, usually for political and ideological reasons.

The postmodern point of view for the identity concept is the proposal
made by a Slovakian author. In this theoretical context he articulates the con-
cepts of ‘radical and plural democracy’ with the idea of ‘minimal identity’ (ap-
plied not only to Slovakia, but also to the Europe as a whole). In a second
moment of this essay he gives us two illuminating examples of this concepts
arguing in favor of the need to close some non-democratic discourses to main-
tain the possibility of democratic dissenting. Finally, the need for an ironic point
of view over identity is presented in order to cross over a modern to a post-
modern concept of identity.

The Turkish ‘complex mosaic’ of religions, languages and cultures is the
main issue of a political essay written from a researcher that deeply knows from
the inside the claims for identity recognition in Turkey. This paper presents the
particular cases of Kurdish and Syriac communities living in Turkey to show how
these citizens feel their identities going through a ‘turkification’ policy.
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The paper concludes that although there still are many problems in the con-
crete lives of the minority communities, important steps have been taken in recent
years (some of them with origin in European Community) toward the ‘introduction
of empathy’ between different cultures, languages and religions in Turkey.

The text that opens the second part of this volume aims to outline some
dimensions, taken into account when considering the identity/ies of an island.
Madeira Island was uninhabited when “discovered” (cf. Vieira 2009) by the first
Portuguese voyagers, in 1418.. Throughout the path of its History, the island
received the - either accepted or enforced - visits of multiple individuals, com-
ing from so many different parts of the world, hence building a small scale
“melting pot” and promoting Funchal, its capital, to the statute of the first Eu-
ropean town off the European continental borders. The people known nowa-
days as madeirenses congregate an extremely rich combination of
proveniences since the very beginning of the settlement. 

In the study that follows, which comes from a French context, the author
chooses a particular moment for the II World War to show us how much iden-
tity is a process of co-construction and negotiating of senses. Using the ro-
mance Silence de la mer (Vercours 1942) as an hermeneutic engine, the
researcher evokes the mirror metaphor to rescue the identity discourse from
the traditional Manichaeism such as us/others, the goods/ the bad, etc.

The reflection presented under the title “Who needs ‘italianness’? Post-
colonial and Migration Italian Literature’” follows and precisely deepens the
ways opened by the previous French study, because it strongly stresses the
need of decentring notions such as identity, colonialism, literature, exile, dias-
pora and so on. Using the theoretical paradigm of Cultural Studies, the author
reminds us of the need to see identity as a co-construction and permanent ne-
gotiation, in particular with our own migrants, our colonized communities but
also with the second and third generations which live a kind of hybridation
that requires a new and more complex concept of (cultural) translation.

The essay from a Hungarian researcher, under the title ‘In the Beginning
was the Void’ presents us the Imre Kertész Nobel Prize thoughts about identity
(European, Jewish, Hungarian, human, etc.) to invite us on a voyage of the
complexity of identity processes, concluding that there is no possibility of an
European vision on this subject out of biography, out of history, out of fiction
or memory. The holocaust showed to the Europeans, in a definite way, that
the process of denying the self is always a possibility. Under these circum-
stances, Kertész argues that only literature can save men from the void.

Using a comparative perspective between two European Cultures that seem
to have very little in common, two central words of Portuguese and Romanian
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identity common descriptions by both cultures are explored and approximated
with several important dimensions. Those words are saudade for Portuguese
culture and dor from Romanian culture. The paper discusses lexicographical def-
initions, as philosophical and lyrical dimensions of both concepts, while devel-
oping the hypothesis that, not only the common Roman roots may approach
these two far away European cultures, but this particular proximity may also be
due to historical reasons that made the Romanian live the ‘fundamental experi-
ence of loneliness’ traditionally as shepherds, like the Portuguese that tradition-
ally were sailors during their historical maritime expansion.

The third part of the volume opens with a study centered in one of the
most peculiar and important identity traits of Azorean culture (a Portuguese
archipelago in the Atlantic Ocean): the strong Catholic religiosity lived by those
communities. The author, while presenting  the history of Azorean people, tries
to inscribe and describe the Azorean identity religious dimensions, also visible
in an important collection of built heritage, in particular chapels, altars,
churches and other important religious buildings.

In order to picture the possibilities for a transnational culture, the second
text of this last part of the volume bases its research in a very particular Euro-
pean Region: the Alps Adriatic area where transnational monuments and his-
torical memories could be found in a cross-border context. But as the
researchers show, the national perspectives of the past are perpetuated. Even
when the same symbols and monuments are used by more than one commu-
nity they definitely don’t promote a shared identity but mainly stimulate sep-
aration and opposite actions.

Grounded in 20th Century Russian history, the essay “Staging the Hero:
50 years of Memorial Ensembles in St. Petersburg” studies some of the great-
est monuments, and memories of this city. It describes the way St.Petersburg-
Leningrad dealt with its memories of the ‘Great Patriotic War of 1941-45’, or
the ´Blockade’, expressed in its city monuments. Concepts of ‘veracity’, ‘au-
thenticity’, ‘public memory’, ‘private memories’, ‘individual hero’, ‘collective
hero’ among others, are discussed along the text. The author concludes that
important changes in memory are reflected on city monuments, showing the
projected identity for the city for the past 50 years:  

The intricate picture of Slavonic South identity(ties) countries/regions is
the object of a comprehensive essay that explains how may an apparent lin-
guistic continuum may hide several deep cultural differences that were made
throughout History (modern, but also pre-modern). In order to explain them,
the author uses several traditional dichotomies that still function in that region
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such as East/West, Orthodoxy/ non Orthodoxy, Balkan/non Balkan;
North/South, Ottoman Empire/ Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

Several hypotheses of understanding the relationships between yugoslav,
South Slavonia, Slovene, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Bulgaria and
Macedonia identities are displayed in this study. This last text of the volume
points out where, how and why such realities are still problematic nowadays.

Maria Manuel Baptista, 
University of Aveiro / CLC – Portugal
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tHe ConstRuCtIon of neW IdentIty(Ies) 
foR tHe lusosPHeRe: AsynCHRony And deCentRInG*

Maria Manuel Rocha Teixeira Baptista
University of Aveiro, Portugal

1. the Concept of Identity — epistemological transitions.

In L’identité, Lévi-Strauss refers to the theme of identity and analyzes it
problematically. There he states that this concept, although widely used, has
no real existence. He claims that all the approaches to this notion should first
start by criticizing it. 

Undeniably, the use of the term identity must include a critical position di-
rectly from the outset. Somehow, and at the first level of approach, it contains a
kind of appeal to tradition and to what it can imply of ‘uniqueness’ and ‘differ-
ence’. Therefore, the ‘issue of identity’ implies in itself a question, and simulta-
neously a resolution: a question, because it represents an approach that chooses
the problematical and critical procedure. It understands identity not as a re-
sponse but as an always-open problem. In addition, it is a resolution proposal
because the single choice of this approach to culture implies a philosophical po-
sitioning of resistance to the logic of post-modern societies’ cultural industries. 

The very notion of ‘Portuguese culture’ and even ‘Lusophone culture’, does
not cease to signal that space of resistance, also cultural and political (in the
broadest sense of the word) against the cultural standardization and globalization
of the contemporary age. Far from accepting the concept of culture as a rigid,
fetish form, it seems to us that, in the current cultural context, it has a strategic
value.  It therefore allows a thorough critique of modern reason instrumentality
in order to prepare epistemological and didactically the path towards a rationale
that can only avoid some of the major difficulties of the concept of identity if it
is deeply critical and historical (self-critical, since the beginning). 

We clearly know the criticism that has already undergone the concept of
cultural identity and the constant risk of instrumentalization of all kinds taken
by this cultural approach standpoint. We know how Foucault opposed the con-
cept of identity and all social constructs that implied it (including the pairs male
/ female, homosexual/ heterosexual, criminal / non-criminal, etc..), for being

* This text is also published in  «The construction of new identity(ies) for the Lusosphere: asyn-
chrony and decentring», Lusofonia – Encruzilhadas Culturais, Ana Maria Correia e Ivo Carneiro
de Sousa (ed.), Macau: Saint Joseph Academic Press, 2011, pp:16-23 (ISBN 978-99937-734-5-0).



too present the risk of passing from implicit acts to implicit identities (e.g., the
case of the identity of homosexuals throughout history). Foucault considered
not knowing who he was, not always being the same, not even wanting to be
always the same. Well, this is the very sense of critique, open problematic and
constant reversibility, which is nowadays sought of to address identity issues.

Similarly, regarding the consideration of dialectics which necessarily im-
plies a certain ‘negative experience’, Adorno emphasizes that in our day soci-
eties tend not to recognize any philosophical dignity to this kind of experience,
as they are submitted to the identitary reckoning  of a rationality abridged to
its instrumental condition. Thus, it is crucial that a theoretical path over the
question of identity allows reflection on non-identity, in order to achieve a per-
spective of the humanities potentially refractory to the interchange between
rationality and domination.

We nonetheless know that neither the matter of culture nor the identity
issue can completely evade the political question that is, moreover, the basic
assumption of ‘cultural studies’. In this domain, the greatest risk would be the
one of allegedly finding shelter under any political debate, refusing it, in order
to avoid certain issues of concern, potentially dangerous, such as identity. It is
rather, as we do in this context, to delimitate the concept and know its hitches,
tensions and ambivalences, adopting an attitude of critical vigilance, setting
off a dialectical and controversial conception of cultural identity itself.

In an even more incisive way, Marcuse (and before him Horkheimer and
Adorno, Georg Lukács and even Marx) refuses the national identity discourse, be-
cause it commonly refers to an exaggerated nationalism, which usually results from
bourgeois mercantilism now expanded and involved in the concept of nation. 

Criticism upon the identity issue, which underlies the most diverse con-
temporary nationalisms, we find it also in Savater in one of his most radical
formulations, one that points to the pure and simple abolition of a certain con-
cept of nation and even of the concept of homeland. Indeed, for Savater, men
identify with a nation firstly through the confrontation with other men and the
exclusion of other homelands. The concepts of nationalism (loyalty to an eth-
nical or cultural lineage) and patriotism (belonging to a particular place of
birth), although sometimes they are understood as essentially biological, up-
coming from a social pact, the result of a political will that creates them ar-
ranging and imposing them on others. 

We therefore consider, in the path of Savater that violence has been in-
herent to the concept of nation state, which has used the national identity as
a legitimizing myth of the centralizing function of the state, the linguistic and
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national claims akin other movements that proclaim the right to difference
(racial and sexual, difference etc.).

With Savater it appears to us essential to distinguish the national con-
sciousness of an exacerbated nationalism, considering the first as a lucid and
balanced form of national identity, while the second involves a traumatic origin
and implies an aggressive behaviour and narcissism. Nationalism has isolation-
ist logic, but also expansive, it has a fetishistic obsession for a certain concept
of national identity, a special fondness for unanimism and popularity and is
essentially heterophobic.

On the opposite, the identitary topic, issued by a Lusophone Community
would have to be very different: the current cultural and political situation re-
quires dialogue, intense communication between different cultures, accepting
the inevitable principle of ethnic, linguistic and cultural fusion within an un-
avoidable multiculturalism context. Despite the fact that language itself is also
violence, it is nonetheless the only way to escape barbaric and, in the case of
Lusosphere, the element that can serve as a powerful articulator between the
different cultures that this community shelters.

Moreover, the challenge of postmodernism is precisely to transform the
old European cultures, living in an age-old concept of nation-state (first Spain
itself, but also Portugal, France or England), so that they can integrate multiple
cultures and let cultural diversity live within their environment, while integrating
in a coherent super-structure level. In the case of Portugal and the Portuguese
speaking peoples, that super-structure level could precisely be the Lusosphere. 

2. Identity, Globalization and Multiculturalism

Formerly Eliot, in his reflections on the question of contemporary soci-
eties’ culture, highlighted the tensions and difficulties concerning the tradi-
tional concept of culture. Cultural studies particularly pluralized or sprayed the
very concept of culture while seeking to escape the discourse of cultural rela-
tivity in search of a concept of culture that would define man in terms of qual-
ity and a universal form. 

Indeed, Eliot quickly realized that a global culture would not be any cul-
ture, a finding that is nowadays particularly relevant in times of globalization.
However, on the contrary to what Eliot thought, the representatives of this
world culture are not poets or intellectuals. Rather, what we find is a ‘Mc-
Donaldization of society’ (Ritzer), a homogenization of the responsibility of
transnational economic networks and rituals of global consumption. It is pre-
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cisely in opposition to this tendency toward homogenization that the expres-
sion ‘cultural identity’ (or ‘cultural identities’) can have a decisive importance. 

We are nevertheless aware of how the manipulation of a reifying concept
of cultural identity can have negative impacts on cultural practice (the same
way that multiculturalism began as a positive concept and at present is acquir-
ing a negative connotation, sometimes bringing more trouble than solutions).
One of the authors who stressed the consequences of use (or misuse) of iden-
tity was Samuel Huntington to describe the ‘clash of civilizations’. 

It is obvious that neither the word ‘globalization’ nor the word ‘identity’
are neutral: they both represent different viewpoints on a range of social phe-
nomena, political and cultural. The whole issue is on bringing to reflection their
key theoretical assumptions, reflect on them and take positions that are pri-
marily theoretical and political choices. The challenge of Lusosphere resides
exactly here, at the critical point that requires theoretical and political choices,
that is the will and power of men, of the various Portuguese speaking worlds. 

Considering Lusosphere as a mere organizer that encloses as the sole
point of support culture and language, has been in our opinion one of the
strategies for which Lusosphere has not been achieved. Firstly because the
Portuguese language we all, Portuguese, speak is not, strictly speaking, the
same Portuguese language. Secondly, because we all, Portuguese speaking
peoples, are culturally very different. Aggravating this situation is the fact that
the very use of the term ‘culture’ is at present so inflated, that we can scarcely
fail to agree with Adorno and Horkheimer when they claim, in their Dialectics
of Enlightenment, that talking about culture, has always been an act against
culture. This inflation of the term is a clear symptom of a profound crisis of
our societies, but especially of the centres of knowledge production; the uni-
versities. The fact that the term has gained such a wide meaning has been
leading to its void. Simultaneously, culture becomes an object of fetishistic
consumption, losing all its character and essential constituent of self-reflection
and could therefore come to serve any instrumental purpose. 

The fact that culture cannot be reduced to a friendly object nor hold a
special status in any field, but be present at all levels of social practices is a
crucial piece of evidence in the context of Cultural Studies. From here, it seems
to us that one of the very first tasks of any reflection on the field of culture
must begin by deconstructing the concept of ‘culture’, a propaedeutic task to
any reasoning.

The very concept of globalization deserves to be rethought. The contem-
porary world has become an interactive system so powerful it can no longer



deal with culture without addressing issues related to new communication tech-
nologies, which are offering us an increasingly integrated world, a global culture
with the trademarks of totality and of an extreme compression of space and
time. Appadurai proposes that globalization continues to be seen not merely
as a process of standardization, but as the production of a complex system, in-
ternally diverse and accepting difference. Then there is certainly the possibility
of eruption of identity movements and differentiators. Thus, heterogeneity and
fragmentation will be an indispensable part of the globalization process. 

In turn, the alternative to globalization is not necessarily the affirmation
of cultural relativism, which would restrict the concept of culture within a
purely local, bearing only ethnographic or ethnological interest. If the notion
of culture can have some critical role within an eventual hegemonic process
of globalization, it is because there is still room for a notion of culture at the
global level.  Its premise would rely upon a global ethics grounded on human
rights and respect for cultural diversity. Culture, in that sense, is not an abstract
idea but historical and social for it is rooted in the history of culture.

At an intermediate level we propose the establishment of units aggre-
gating linguistic and cultural sense but also holding a story with a common bal-
last, by societies who claim through their wills, political and economical power
a desire for greater integration (at several levels) and of increasing approxima-
tion. That is the position where the Lusophone Community stands: an episte-
mological crossroads, but also social, political and historical. Briefly and to
summarize it all, cultural crossroads.

2.1. lusosphere and globalization - a unique opportunity

A re-evaluation and redefinition of cultural identity is closely related to
the understanding of the process of globalization. Evidently, for certain cultural
features to be regarded as marks of identity, they must be viewed in a broader
context. As stated by Boaventura Sousa-Santos, the more certain phenomena
pretend to be global, the more others seem local. The fact that the global can
be no more than a globalized localism is very often hidden and denied, in order
to give rise to a new kind of cultural imperialism.

The trend towards ethnicization of cultural identity is certainly one pos-
sible answer to the pressure of globalization and is part of an overall mecha-
nism (now designated as ‘intercultural relations’ or “dialogue of cultures”) that
connects the cultures of the centre to peripheral cultures, simulating the ab-
sence of asymmetrical power relations. With the digital age, the very concepts
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of centre and periphery are in the process of dissolution, through the com-
pression of space and time.

Therefore, both the notion of ‘interculturalism’ and of ‘cultural identity’
finds in the process of globalization some possibilities for reconstruction, de-
spite being ambivalent and tensional. Indeed, what seems to be emerging is a
new and dynamic concept of cosmopolitanism that starts from an attitude that
does not yield to the logic of a blind globalization nor accepts the simple, pure
cultural relativity. 

In this context, Lusosphere has an opportunity: escape from the ethni-
cization of cultural identity, as well as from the overwhelming centripetal ab-
sorption of globalization. Under the condition, that it is understood as a
political process, asymmetrical, from whatever point of view we want to con-
sider it, wills in construction, a community of Portuguese speaking people is a
beautiful project, a utopia that is there to challenge and test us, the luso-
phones. 

3. A lusophone Culture concept to contemporary ages

The concept of culture created and already criticized by modernity, has
undergone significant shifts in post-modernity. In this context, we have no
other purpose than to propose a concept of culture with which we can operate
within the path that we will follow on the issue of Lusophone cultural identity. 

The critical and hermeneutic perspective we have been adopting leads
us to the difficult problem of formulating a concept of culture not only didac-
tically operational, but also theoretically relevant to the Portuguese and Luso-
phone contexts  proving to be resistant to modern and postmodern criticism. 

Fernando Pessoa has said that “my language is my homeland”, meaning
the place from where I view the world, my history, personal and collective, and
even the Other or Others who engrave themselves in me through my cultural
memory, a presence that language itself is responsible both to veil and unveil. 

Obviously, in this sense, the Lusosphere is the place of construction of bilin-
gualism, which requires at least the membership of two homelands, that is to
say two worlds and two memories, which are often not compatible with each
other, communicate little and are operated at different times and cultural op-
portunities. Now all this is more frequent and common in post-Modernity than
ever before, whatever the moment in the History of humanity might be. Today,
the identity issue is a question of multiple identities and different belongings:
one world, one language, one nation, one memory can be evoked almost always
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in a rational and technical-instrumental context, while another may operate pri-
marily as a family homeland, affective and emotional (cf. Amin Malouf)

Moreover, that is why in bilingual or multilingual communities, the ques-
tion of cultural identity is far more complex, because in each subject constantly
lives the Other, the Other loved or hated, desired or tolerated, but that is in
him/her, that inhabits him/her or where we permanently inhabit. 

Difficult is, however, to know who is truly the Other or what Others dwell
in it and in us.

Ultimately, each (subject or culture) is enclosed in itself. It is just not
alone, but with its Others. Perhaps, though in other ways, Sartre was right to
say that the Others are my own hell. Simply the Others are not the pure exter-
nality, but cohabit, uncomfortably with the Self, a space made of memory and
time. To think such reality we only have our cultural memory and powers of
language.

Now this is, in our opinion, precisely the situation of cultural crossroads
in which Lusosphere finds itself.

Perhaps some light can be thrown over this issue if we understand that
each of us (as every culture) is always an Other to someone and that the Other
is never a pure externality, but is made of immanence, for it only exists in the
speech act that names it on or after our own cultural memory.

In the case of Lusosphere, misunderstanding may arise leading us to think
that way is done. Reality shows us that we stand at crossroads built upon para-
doxes and ambiguities, from which we highlight some of the most widespread,
more dangerous and stereotyped: that we have a common History and that
we all belong to the same country when and if we all speak the same language.

The most striking recent events that shook the world, and particularly the
west (I am referring to September 11) are involved in this very logic of the de-
nial of ‘otherness’ which has a logic of terror and scandal. The Other can nei-
ther be thought of as radically different and incomprehensible, irreducible to
our worldview and, ultimately, irrational, unpredictable according to our own
logic, nor can it be diluted in the sameness of a global human being bearer of
the ‘average’ American culture who speaks the internationalized English lan-
guage. Ultimately, we ought to acknowledge that, from a historical and cultural
perspective, the Other, Barbary is also caused by us or even that it never really
left us - us - the Lusophone first.

If we go deeper, we shall have to accept that in each one of us there is a
potential barbarian whom we exorcise by attributing to the Other all the bar-
barism (the Other African, Chinese, Romanian or South American...).
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The whole question is misplaced: the issue of the Other will always have
to go through the issue of the Self; the language and the foreign cultures re-
quire listening and learning. Knowing the cultural memory of the Other is the
way that allows us to access the Another not as one in itself, but other worlds,
that language in its historical and ontological density, encloses and keeps on
enclosing. Just so can we build a Lusosphere which is not made or guaranteed
in advance, but for which we can all, or not contribute.

In this postmodern era of globalization, the recognition of the Other
within and outside the Lusosphere, begins as a struggle, that only each culture
alone can fight with itself and in face of its Others, so that afterwards it can
become a battle between men, thereby saving the humanity of its own Bar-
bary. When such a struggle has no place in the spirit of each one of us, or it is
immediately resolved in favour of a static and misleading speech about my
Self, my country, my culture and my language, then the Other is permanently
lost or that is to say my Self  was hopelessly amputated and Barbary can finally
settle down. 

In short, it is the co-construction of identities, of the Self and the Other
in me, constantly rebuilding my memory from an internal and external cultural
point of view, which is unavoidably Lusophone as well, through the powers of
criticism, art and, in particular, of poetic language that the question of Lusos-
phere may come to know crucial developments so to solve the main problems;
the ethical, aesthetic, political and cultural crossroads in which it finds itself
to be immersed in this fascinating and chaotic post- modernity time in which
we were offered to live.
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WeAVInG IdentItIes In tHe sPAnIsH Context:
nAtIon And CHARACteR In JulIo CARo BARoJA’s

HIstoRICAl AntHRoPoloGy
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1. Introduction

This study falls within the comparative line of research that, in a different
article, we denomi nated ImageNation Studies (Santos Unamuno 2009), not
only in order to partly differentiate it from the imagological tradition of the
first half of the twentieth century, but also to establish a connection with the
Image Studies of Middle European origin developed by the School of Aachen
(led by Hugo Dyserinck) since the 1970s. Three vortex-notions articulate the
aforemen tioned field of study: the notions of stereotype, character and nation
(which can be approached as constellations of theoretical and historical prob-
lems). These notions are essential when it comes to understanding the Euro-
pean literary fact in its different periods and in its complex systemic
configuration. Likewise, the starting point of the following pages can be traced
back to the interest in stereotypical-based mechanisms, which are present in
the formation of auto images and heteroimages. As historical constructs, these
are fundamental when approaching the formation of modern European iden-
tities, a point that we tried to prove in our analysis of the symbolic wars that
took place regarding the definition of the image of Spain in literary and histor-
ical studies between 1990 and 2006 (Santos Unamuno 2006). Nevertheless,
as a subse quent example of the necessity of dealing with specific historical
studies about the evolution itself of human and social sciences within the cul-
tural and national contexts in which they appeared, we will succinctly examine
the important role played by the concept of character as a theoretical touch-
stone when it comes to analyzing the processes of building individual and col-
lective identities in the works of historian and anthropologist Julio Caro Baroja.
By means of this study we will try to highlight the complex and conflictive na-
tional background underlying the development and use of the concept of char-
acter by the Spanish author.
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2. the Idea of Character in Julio Caro Baroja: discourses against
the nation

Drawing a picture of Julio Caro Baroja’s (1914-1995) life and work in just
a few words, especially for a non-Spanish reader, is almost an impossible task.
It will suffice for us to say here that his multiple interests and abilities led this
global humanist to cultivate, without distinction, disciplines such as Anthro-
pology, History, Ethnology, Linguistics, Geography and Literary Studies.

The result of this is a large body of work characterized by what some au-
thors have denomi nated an “apariencia de felix diversitas” (Cid 1989: 68). Ev-
idence of this delight were dis tinguished public acknowledgments such as the
Premio Príncipe de Asturias de Ciencias Sociales (1983), the Premio Interna-
cional de las Letras Españolas (1985) or the Premio Interna cional Menéndez
Pelayo (1989), among others. Actually, his work’s political and scientific inde-
pendence, its resolute and interdisciplinary character (so opposed to university
clusters) and its location on the borderline between Anthropology and History
have led to “a kind of isolation of his work”, due also to his stiff decision of not
taking part in the academic game. As a consequence, neither historians nor
sociologists, nor literary scholars have completely assumed his legacy (Car-
reira/Ortiz 1998: X). As far as our discourse is concerned, different authors
have emphasized the centrality of identity questions in the works of Julio Caro
Baroja, especially those related to cultural identities of the people in the Iber-
ian Peninsula. For example, Davyyd Greenwood has highlighted this author’s
interest in deconstructing the political implications of many anthropological
constructions, and his efforts at proving that, beyond their apparent mono-
lithism, “those identities are historically false, quite heterogeneous and for the
most part idealized” (Greenwood 1989: 18). When describing Caro Baroja’s
characteristic interests, other authors mention “stereotypes of character, ways
of life and national history” (Carreira/Ortiz 1998: X). On the other hand, in the
introduction to a recent French reissue of the celebrated work “The myth of
National Character and its evolution in the Spanish context” (1970) —which
we will analyze later— Bernard Traimond stressed the importance of the di-
achronic study of the collective representations and their identitary projections
in Julio Caro Baroja’s long research journey. Furthermore, he identified the no-
tions of archetype (stereotype) and character as the fulcrum of his works, “the
topic that haunted him all his life” (Traimond 2004: 25). The subject of the fol-
lowing reflections will be the role played by the concept of character, one of
the manifestations of the human cognitive tendency towards stereotypia and
schematic identification, in Julio Caro Baroja’s research project.
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2.1 towards an Anthropology of Historical Peoples

First of all, it is necessary to emphasize the exceptional (and pioneering)
position of Caro Baroja in relation to hegemonic trends in European and Amer-
ican anthropology such as evolutionism, functionalism or structuralism, which
he continually criticized throughout his works. The origin of his anthropological
position is, without a doubt, Kant’s teachings, as admitted by the author him-
self, who used to refer to the solitary of Königsberg “the philosopher who had
the biggest critical influence on me from my youth” (1985b: 19).

Indeed, the two first chapters of The Foundations of Modern Anthropo-
logical Thinking (1985), a personal vision of the historical evolution of the dis-
cipline, are devoted to the figure of Kant and to an admiring commentary of
the scattered lessons (1772-1795) that would finally converge in the volume
Anthropologie in pragmatischer Hinsicht (1789). The main Kantian elements
that our author will use will be, as he himself admits, the notion of a plan or
scheme (the basis of his archetype and character theory), and the use of liter-
ature, travel books, history or biography as sources for anthropological study.
In addition to this, Caro Baroja also had a significant interest in European his-
torical peoples versus the anthropological tradition which focused on archae-
ological or fieldwork, which Johann Gottfried Herder and Theodor Waitz
denominated Naturvölker or natural peoples (cf. 1985b: 11-29). In his brief
summary of the Anthropologie, Caro Baroja refers to the Kantian distinction
between Anthropology from a physical perspec tive, focused on the knowledge
of human races, and Anthropology from a pragmatic point of view (as the title
of the book reads). It is this second perspective, which focuses on the study of
the “characters of peoples and nations” (1985b: 25), that is closer to the
philosopher’s own an thropological project. On the other hand, if Kant’s volume
was divided into the “Anthropolo gical Didactic” and the “Anthropological Char-
acteristic”, this second part would be —without a doubt— the starting point
of Caro Baroja’s own research.1 Indeed, the author points out that this second
part “is much closer to the realm of what today is considered strictly as An-
thropology” (1985b: 27), especially sections five and six, in which Kant adopts
a clearly de fined Eurocentric perspective and focuses on matters of character
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schen zu erkennen”; Kant 1964: 405). On the other hand, an anthropological characteristic would
focus on the knowledge of the internal dimension based on exteriority (“das Innere des Menschen
aus dem Äußere zu erkennen”; op.cit.: 623), be it physical or behavioural.



(be it natural, sexual, of the peoples, the races or of humankind as a whole).
Caro Baroja therefore states that the Kantian program is still valid, despite the
fact that the national characterizations traced by the Prussian philosopher in
that work could be considered as already surpassed and insufficient. In fact,
Kant himself admits the possible stereotypical echoes of such characterial
brushstrokes, and he also points out the ethnocentric aspect of the mecha-
nisms of identitary identification and warns of the resulting dangers of xeno-
phobia and sociocentrism. Caro Baroja refers to all of this when he emphasizes
the “artificial origin of ‘character’” (1985b: 28) and the need to historically
study the conscious and unconscious processes of character assumption by
collectives “because experience has shown us the worrying and devastating
consequences of the rise of different kind of nationalisms” (ibid). In light of
this Kantian influence (physical Anthropology vs. pragmatic Anthropology); we
therefore observe how the need to explore the theoretical knots presented by
the pair race/character is revealed as the real centre of the Spanish anthro-
pologist’s research project. The uncomfortable presence of the idea of nation
(an object that is more historic than anthropological) represents just the corol-
lary, the touchstone that is always behind the possible conformation and po-
litically-driven applications of the two elements in the pair race/character.
Theory and science make way to experience, to the Spanish historical context
in particular and the European one in general, to the personal vicissitudes ex-
perienced by Caro Baroja himself, as shown by a short analysis of some of the
aspects present in his large body of work. 

As a matter of fact, the ideas underlying his production can be read based
on the two fundamental pairs involved in any discussion regarding human
mechanisms of identity and identification: on the one hand, the difficult coex-
istence of permanence and transformation; on the other hand, the difficulties
that exist when articulating the human, individual and collective components.
In both cases, the concept of identity would appear as a necessary background
for the discussion. As for the first duality, some critics consider that “nothing
arouses Caro Baroja’s interest more than this complex interaction between
change and continuity” (Greenwood 1989: 16). In fact, it is not coincidental
that one of the central issues of our author in his criticism of the nineteenth-
century anthropological tradition (led by Gustav F. Klemm and Edward B. Tylor)
was his rejection of the Atavistic or survival theory, with the consequent divi-
sion between a civilized (modern) mind and a way of thinking characteristic of
‘history-less’ peoples and classes whose remnants would survive in certain
segments of the developed world (mainly among the peasantry). In contrast
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to this conception, the Spanish author always defended the complexity of the
temporal dimension of societies and the obvious reductionism that lies be-
neath the synchrony/diachronic dichotomy. Regarding the complex relations
between the individual and the collective dimension characteristic of human
beings, it can be said that this dimension constitutes one of the most funda-
mental concerns in Caro Baroja’s work, as we will see, especially in relation to
the notion of character, which participates in interests distinctive of Psychology,
Sociology, History and Anthropology. In the author’s own words, pronounced
at the end of his life, “the assimilation by individuals of what is available from
outside is the biggest problem in Anthropology” (1985a: 238). 

In the following pages we will present a brief overview of some of the
most remarkable accomplishments in Julio Caro Baroja’s large production in
order to clarify the evolution of the solutions he provided to the questions of
individual and collective identity through notions of character and nation.2 To
this effect, we will establish a chronological and thematic tripartition: if during
the 1940s and 50s, concerns about the so-called Ethnopsychology prevail in
his works, the decades of 1960-1970 can be considered as those in which the
Spanish anthropologist finally finds his own voice through his character studies
on ethnic and religious minorities, as well as through his attacks on the idea
of national character. 

Finally, from the 1980s until his death in 1995, Caro Baroja carried out a
work of recapitula tion and relocation of his own production inside the anthro-
pological and historiographical tradition, in addition to developing some fer-
ment ideas already present in the Kantian project and directly related to the
notion of character.

2.2 the 40s and 50s: the Refoundation of ethnopsychology

The first anthropological texts published by Caro Baroja, particularly those
from 1929 to the beginning of the 40s, have a marked ethnological and ethno-
graphical character and mostly focus on folklore and Basque traditions. In ad-
dition to this, we also find some reviews of anthropology texts published in
Spain or abroad. As far as the topic of our study is concerned, we will refer first
to “La raciología”, a review of Luis Hoyos Sainz’s speech on the occasion of his
admittance in 1944 to the Academia de Ciencias Exactas, Físicas y Naturales.
Caro Baroja’s starting point, the basis of his hard criticism, was precisely the
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ambiguity of the concept of race in anthropology, based on “vain generaliza-
tions” and “the most complete arbitrariness” (1944: 266), as well as the weak
methodological foundations of national Ethnopsychology. He also emphasized
the dangerous political usage of matters of race by “scholars of different na-
tionalities” whose theoretical works had favoured “radical attitudes in public
life” (ibíd.), a quite euphemistic statement if we take into account the publica-
tion date of the review and the convulsed European situation at that time.3 A
few years later, in 1951, “Sobre psicología étnica” was published, a work in
which Caro Baroja carries out a frontal critique of the discipline and presents
the foun dations of his own methodological proposal. Without a doubt, the tar-
get of the Barojian darts is the large body of historical-anthropological works
dealing with national characters understood as blocks, beyond class or sex dis-
tinctions, conscious or unconscious behaviours, perio dizations, etc. Caro Baroja
finds that the origin of such approaches in the national bourgeoisies emerged
from modernization, based on an unjustified reification of the concept of na-
tion that tends to ignore the complex pre-existing ethnic situations in the Eu-
ropean geography. For his part, our author states that a historical analysis of
these situations would allow to verify that “we must adopt a different, more
cautious position approaching the sociological and historical notions that see
the nation as a primordial form” (1990: 176). Indeed, in contrast with these
studies based on determinism,4 nationalism and abusive generalization, Caro
Baroja advocates for an ethnic psychology of casuistic base (that is to say, his-
torical) that begins with “research on people not on ideas, studies on those
peoples’ emotions and desires, on their thinking and also on their apparently
most theatrical acting” (op.cit.: 175). In other words, an analysis of the inter-
weaving of the collective and the individual that puts into relation “a substan-
tial series of states of conscience with the social environment” (op.cit.: 177).5
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3 The same insistence on the harmful nature of racist anthropology is also present in another al-
most contemporary work titled “Sobre ideas raciales en España” (1956), in which Caro Baroja
traces aspects such as the Castilian nobiliary ideal of blood purity or Spanish gothicism. In addition
to this, he condemns any type of racism and its tendency to become “a gigantic monstrosity”
(1990: 168). In this essay we can already find the origins of the works devoted by the author to
ethnic and religious minorities in Spain in the 60s and 70s.   

4 Very interesting considerations on the tradition of geographical and climatic determinism of Hip-
pocratic roots (one of the basis for the theory of national characters) can be found in “Sobre los
conceptos de región y comarca”, also dating from 1951. In this work, the author points out the
inadequacy of the rigid “nature vs. culture” opposition and the importance of revealing cultural
aspects in so-called natural aspects of the human and material sphere (1990: 307-318).

5 In a later essay titled “La investigación histórica y los métodos de la etnología (Morfología y fun-
cionalismo)” (1955), Caro Baroja identifies seventeenth-century literature with a dominating
“psychological restlessness” and opposes it to the “social restlessness” that characterized the
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It is not coincidental that Kantian anthropology appears again as a model for
this research proposal, with Kant’s idea of character used, according to Caro
Baroja, “in a narrow sense that I will not discuss now but will consider in an
appreciative way” (op.cit.: 171). Therefore, the aims of the Barojian project
could be summarized as follows: the study of “the most peculiar types of per-
sons in an ethnic group confronted with near groups” (op.cit.: 177), the analysis
of the most common states of conscience in those different types of people,
and finally the determination of the factors that “can be taken as a crucial in-
fluence on the formation of individual personalities” (ibíd.). Hence, the char-
acter perspective appears clearly and at an early stage as the fulcrum of Julio
Caro Baroja’s anthropological project. 

Its specific application on the Spanish situation can be considered another
step in the afore mentioned project. In his 1954 work “El sociocentrismo de los
pueblos españoles” the author departs from the notion of ethnocentrism (re-
baptized for the occasion as sociocentrism) as an anthropological constant in
order to test a theory on the interweaving of the different identities that co-
exist in the individual and the salience phenomena associated with this coex-
istence. In its interesting pages we witness a new attack on the privileged
position of the idea of nation (in this case, Spain) as a basis for the social iden-
tity of individuals, an identity distributed within a semi-circle of increasing ra-
dius: from the neighbourhood to the aforesaid nation, going through the
intermediate spaces of the village, the shire and the region. In order to do this,
Caro Baroja opposes a criterion of homology, by virtue of which “human beings
make a centrifugal nexus between their way of being and the others” (1990:
279), to a criterion of differentiation, based on which the individuals establish
a “more or less radical but clear detachment between their way of social being
(among other possible ways) and other human beings” (op.cit.: 280). If the
tendency to homology can be found in the foundations of all the literature on
the Spanish national character (associated again by Caro Baroja with the intel-
lectual and bourgeois middle classes), which is the origin of a “patrioterism”
or españolismo (Spain-centered nationalism), a “hostile patriotism” execrated
by the author, the criterion of differentiation may be traced back to “the iden-
tity marks used by these ancient kingdoms and states still existing within na-
tions” (op.cit.: 285). Nonetheless, against these dimensions (state, national or
regional) Caro Baroja emphasizes the historical precedence of rural and urban
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identities (small village, shire, neighbourhood…), precisely those that consti-
tute the basis of his ethnological studies during those years. In order to visu-
alize such priority, our author uses a chronological diagram where the nation
appears as the last and the weakest of all the identitary circles in the Spanish
context (never prior to the sixteenth century), whereas the previous regional
identities would not go further back than the Lower Middle Ages. In contrast,
identifications with rural areas and urban nucleus would go back in some cases
at least to the eleventh century B.C. From his diagram, the author infers that
older antiquity “implies, to a certain extent, if not a more coercive strength in
particular moments, at least more plasticity and a permanent strength of its
own” (op.cit.: 228), thus clearly expressing his suspicion of nation-based po-
litical projects. It does not seem ridiculous to see the real target of these poi-
sonous darts in the nationalist rhetoric of Francoism.

Without leaving the Spanish context as a privileged scene of his research,
faithful to his project of character-based ethnic psychology, more interested
in the peoples and the individual states of conscience (and their relations with
the social and collective dimension) than in ideas, in the 1960s and ‘70s, Caro
Baroja would undertake a series of works whose common thread was to be
the concept of character understood as the archetype or identification model.
Ruling out the idea of nation as the defining foundation of character, our au-
thor would have to resort to other possible vectors, among which the ethnic,
the literary and the professional are worth pointing out.

2.3 the 60s-70s: A Question of Character

The monumental three-volume work Los judíos en la España moderna y
contemporánea  dating from 1961, is a book in which Caro Baroja draws a
colourful history of anti-Semitism in Spain based on the deconstruction and
reconstruction of (iconic and literary) argumentative common places that un-
derlie this ethnocentric attitude (deicide, usury, a distinct arrogance and intelli -
gence, physical difference, unpleasant looks, etc). It is not casual that the
existence of a “Jewish character” plays a central role in this analysis, especially
in the first volume. The fourth chapter of this volume is devoted to the “Jewish
character” as a historical construct elaborated (in Spain and in other places)
by the anti-Hebrew thought using  “oversimplifications, arbitrary choices and
typical places” (1961: 98), which will stay objectivised in collections of popular
sayings (refranero), visual representations, theatre, literature or psychological
descriptions. Among the multiple sources used by the author not only the
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(popular and educated) fictional productions stand out, but also a large
amount of inquisitorial documentation as well as examples of legal or theolo -
gical literature, a variety of sources that follows the aforementioned Kantian
model of anthropo logy of historical peoples and would be so fruitful in the
Barojian production. As for the gathering of literary sources and their relation
with character analysis, it is worth mentioning the article “Menandro y los
campesinos del Mediterráneo” published in 1966 even though its composition
dates back to 1963 (following the discovery of the almost complete text of the
Menandrian comedy Dyskolos or The Misanthrope). Once again, the starting
point is the relation of continuity and change between the classical, modern
and contemporary world through the commonplaces and stereotypes forged
within science, philosophy or, in this case, literature. Our author advocates for
an anthropological, sociological and historical use of literary works, and cen-
sures the purely textualist attitudes of certain philological criticism that, in his
opinion, seems to know “more about words and things than about human be-
ings and their passions” (1966: 40). The aspects stressed by Caro Baroja, fo-
cused on the behavioural and psychological dimension of the characters, have
mostly to do with the topics on poverty and honour or with the stereotyped
opposition between the city and the countryside. In all the cases, the author
emphasizes “the persistence of certain characters” (op.cit.: 60). Thus, literature
appears as an indispensable element when it comes to historically analyzing
the relations between the individual and the collectivity, life and society, per-
manence and change. In other words, “religions and beliefs vanish, tastes keep
changing but social values and commonplaces coined centuries ago are still
alive” (op.cit.: 61).

The importance of the biographical element and the psychological aspect
in anthropological and historical analysis, as well as the interest in marginal
groups and inquisitorial and literary sources (features that are clearly visible
in the texts of first half of the 60s), are at the base of Vidas mágicas e Inquisi-
ción, another lengthy two-volume work published in 1967. Right from the pref-
ace of the first volume, the notion of personality and the study of the states
of con science and passional (non-rationalized) aspects ―applied in this case
to the study of Magic and its social and ideological context in the history of
Spain― appear as a tying knot between the individual and the collective. Once
again, Caro Baroja criticizes the textualist positions of phi lological base, on this
occasion the study of rhetorical topics carried out by Ernst Robert Curtius in
his celebrated Europäische Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter (1948) and his
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lack of attention to contextual aspects.6 Through the notion of archetype or
model applied to personality typification, the author outlines a theory on the
relations between literature and life, while he traces in fictional, folkloric, legal
or religious texts (from inquisitorial files to the Quixote) the footsteps of those
personalities or magic lives where real people intermingle with social, profes -
sional or characterial stereotypes. That is the case of figures such as the Ce-
lestinesque sorceress, the necromancer-poisoner Jewish doctor or the gypsy
palm-reader, entities subject to a circular logic that continually interweaves
texts and contexts. Thus, we sometimes find ourselves before “an archetype
that permeates Literature and even Sociology” and that even “prevails over
individual character” (1967: 44). In other words, “we go from the concept to
the literary character and then to reality” (op.cit.: 164).

The same logic between the archetypical and the biographical, always
threaded through the notion of character (in its multiple senses, from the eth-
ical to the rhetorical, from the literary to the psychological), also constitutes
the starting point of El Señor inquisidor y otras vidas por oficio (1968), a brief
collection of biographies supported on the methodology tested by Caro Baroja
in his works from the first half of the 1960s, to which he adds the element of
the profession or trade as a basis for the generation of prototypical characters.
In the preface of the volume, significantly titled “Sobre el arte de la biografía”,
there is another veiled mention to the controversy with Curtius when the au-
thor emphasizes the importance of “a much deeper discipline than Modern
Times judge” (1968: 12) as a heavyweight knowledge in the formation of these
ideal types, not only on the textual but also on the contextual level.7 Later on,
in the chapter devoted to the figure of Rodrigo Alemán as incarnation of the
myth of the artisan (the archetype for Daedalus and Icarus), this point is em-
phasized again by stating that “before and after John or Jane Doe exists, we
have the idea of how certain men have behaved like he/she did or it is said
he/she did” (op.cit.: 169). This notion of model or character archetype, so close
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6 Curtius´s work is mentioned in the long article titled “Reflexiones sobre Folklore”, also published
in 1967. Even though its textualist limits are described again in the same terms, this time the
book is acknowledged as “an extremely important contribution to studies on the European liter-
ary tradition” (1979: 52).

7 In the short article “De la anécdota al modelo histórico” (1970), which argues against the appli-
cation of diagrams characteristic of mathematics and natural sciences to social disciplines, the
importance of rhetorical characters is again stressed when speaking of the archetype of the am-
bitious and scheming young man. In this article a significant question is posed: “Why did Aristotle
depict youth in his Rhetoric or Art of Persuasion and not in other writings?” (1970: 66-67). Ethics,
Poetics, Rhetoric and History thus converge again through the notion of character.



to the one used by Thematology within literary studies (the so-called types),
will be subsequently developed by our author in other essays from the 70s.
Such is the case of “Arquetipos y modelos en relación con la historia de la bru-
jería” (1974), “Sobre la formación y uso de arquetipos en Historia, Literatura y
Folklore” (1979) and, especially, of the dense work Las formas complejas de la
vida religiosa (religión, sociedad y character) en la España de los siglos XVI y
XVII (1978), which the author himself considered, among his works, “the best
written so far” (1985a: 42). Indeed, in this work the theoretical elaboration of
the notion of character appears to be completed and its practical application
perfectly achieved. The influence of rhetoric and poetics as disciplines appli-
cable to the study of history is stated explicitly in the preface, where the
metaphor of “the great theatre of the world” is mentioned as a useful image
when it comes to understanding certain social realities. In addition to this, the
author asserts that the aim of those pages was to carry out “a census, an ac-
count of what in theatre is coined as ‘dramatis personae’, a little bit in the style
of the Greek ethical-based New Comedy, that of Menandro, where they are
characters not concrete individuals” (1978: 17). In addition to this, the ethical,
poetical, rhetorical, historiographical and psychological implications of the idea
of character are expressed in the names of Herodotus, Plato, Theofrastus and
La Bruyère, which are brought up in different parts of the text. On the other
hand, the counterpoint to the notion of character (be it literary, rhetorical, pro-
fessional or social) as a methodological tool in order to analyze the dialectic
between permanence and change, between the individual and the collective,
is without a doubt the idea of national character. This idea was repeatedly
called into cause, and always with a negative connotation, throughout Las for-
mas complejas de la vida religiosa, as we will see next. Actually, Caro Baroja’s
interest in this concept had already started many years before, as we pointed
out when examining his works from the 1950s, focused on a refoundation of
Ethnopsychology and on the need to undertake an analysis of the moral and
satiric common places derived from the sociocentrism or ethnocentrism of
every society and human group, including the nation as a characteristic product
of modernity. This was a project and a concern that never ceased to interest
our author in the following years.

Certainly, in a long article titled “Reflexiones sobre el Folklore” (1967), an
introduction to Anthropology and Ethnology through the complex concept of
People, Caro Baroja returns to the idea of sociocentrism and stereotyping
mechanisms of the characteristic features of exogroups on a large scale, which
goes from the village or the shire to the region or the nation. When referring
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to nation-based schematizations, he refers to the Spanish case, especially dur-
ing the period between the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the
twentieth century, with authors such as Ángel Gavinet or Rafael Altamira, re-
sponsible, among others, for what the author considers “a sort of essayistic
incontinence only equal to that happening recently in the USA” (1979: 79), in
what is a clear allusion to the theoretical positions of anthropologists such as
Margaret Mead, Geoffrey Gorer or Ruth Benedict, who, beginning from the
1950s, dusted off the old concept of national character and tried to coat it with
a scientific patina. For Caro Baroja, those were dangerous speculations “fabri-
cated by technicians and technocrats trying to impose certain ideas and dog-
mas against the freedom of individuals and wider groups of men and women
behind a supposedly scientific apparatus” (íbid.). An identical attitude towards
the notion of national character, based on the distrust and even contempt for
these attempts, can be traced in “Modos de vivir hispánicos”, an almost con-
temporary text (published in 1968) that analyzes a curious book by Fray Benito
de Peñalosa y Mondragón, Libro de las cinco excelencias del español que de-
spueblan a España para su mayor potencia y dilatación, published in Pamplona
in 1629. In the first paragraphs of the text our author points out the ambiguity
of the title of his intervention, which “reminds me of a type of very fashionable
genre of essay nowadays, one I do not like”, so he is quick to emphasize the
relativist nature of his reflections: “I will speak of ways of live ascribed to
Spaniards and also of those ways that Spaniards ascribe to themselves” (1998:
149). In this regard, the conclusions drawn by our author in relation to
Peñalosa’s discourse are significant. Peñalosa believed to see in the Greek (es-
pecially Hippocratic and Aristotelian) concept of hybris (imbalance, pride and
lack of moderation) the defining nucleus of the Spanish character.8 Caro Baroja
points out that the idea of Spanishness itself that was in force during certain
period among certain groups or classes (the social self-image) is at the base of
certain behaviours perceived by the members of that group as character istic
of that idea as long as they adjust to a previous social stereotype. In other
words (which serve to dissolve the belief in a Spanish national character), “the
type of Spaniard depicted by the Father Peñalosa and other authors in similar
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8 The use of rhetorical and literary concepts (beginning with the concept of character) was also,
as we have already showed, one of the defining features of Caro Baroja´s works. Not in vain, the
author points out that Peñalosa´s book “places us before a research method” and talks about “a
very original outcome not reached, in my opinion, by more recent authors” (1998:160-161). The
tragic conception (in a literary sense) of history that is present in authors such as Herodotus was
underscored and shared by Caro Baroja on repeated occasions, whose deserved analysis unfor-
tunately exceeds the breath of these pages.



a similar way is produced not by a particular ethnic group but by a State, or if
preferable, by a system of government” (1998: 161). The target of this attack,
as it already happened in the Barojian works of the 1950s, is once more the
essentialist positions of Spanish nationalism, which tended to take back the
existence of the Spanish nation to an almost natural, primordial phase. On the
contrary, Caro Baroja states, “The ‘Typical Spaniard’ is something very limited
even inside Spain in spite of the great effort of those who pretend to define it
looking precedents in the Ancient Times, in Greek or Roman texts, etc.” (íbid.).

Against such positions only resorting to history remains, our author seems
to think. A consequence of that attitude is his extremely famous work “El mito
del carácter nacional y su formación con respecto a España”, which gave title
to the volume El mito del carácter nacio nal: meditaciones a contrapelo pub-
lished two years later (in 1970) and made up of some short texts that flanked
the aforementioned essay, which is a bit longer. In this essay, Caro Baroja pro-
ceeds to systematize the ideas on the concept of national character scattered
in all the works examined so far, and set them into the body of a chronological
analysis referred to the Spanish case. Through his pages, a range of figures that
includes from Tacitus to Ammianus Marcellinus, from Julius Caesar Scaliger to
Cervantes, Gracián or Peñalosa, from Father Feijoo to Masdeu or Galdós, from
Mallada to Valera, inevitably parades. Caro Baroja’s irritated starting point are
again Margaret Mead’s theories, which he accuses of wanting to “nationalize”
Anthropology and considers, just like all the tradition of thought around na-
tional characters, hardly scientific and rather dangerous. In the author’s opin-
ion, “the different ways of talking about “national character” are a myth. They
always go along with a more or less elaborated tradition with no support from
scientifically observable or observed facts” (1970: 72). That tradition, referred
in this case to the Spanish context, is precisely what is exposed in the interest-
ing pages of Caro Baroja’s essay. Even though the author can never stop em-
phasizing how changeable and objectively unjustified these characterizations
are, he also cannot deny their historical importance as identification patterns
with specific and material consequences. As we have already seen, the main
target of his criticism is the latent nationalistic conception characteristic of
Ethnopsychology arisen in Europe in the nineteenth century as well as its po-
litical ramifications. Indeed, the final considerations are devoted to the con-
sequences that the process analyzed throughout the essay had in the
contemporary Spanish context. In those last pages, and in reference to the so-
called two Spains, the author states that the reification of a certain conception
of what should be distinctive of the Spanish character ended up turning into
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an unyielding opposition and “ended up into a fierce fight; as a consequence,
it was defined what was to be a “good” or “bad” Spaniard and then the Civil
War arrived” (1970:112).

Although “El mito del carácter nacional…” is without a doubt the culmi-
nation of the Barojian reflection on such matter, the author never stopped
dealing with it in those years of late Francoism and at the beginning of the
democratic transition. The commotion and relative public significance of his
1970 essay can be inferred from the publication of “Sobre caracterizaciones
nacionales y regionales” in the magazine Triunfo in 1972, where he insists again
on sociocentrism (now denominated “lejanía peyorativa”) and on the
processes of ethnic and national stereotyping, without missing the opportunity
to again criticise American anthropology focused on the study of national char-
acter.9 Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this short text for us is the insis-
tence on portraying Castile and Castilian literature as the true origins of the
heritage of pejorative commonplaces on the European and Peninsular people
(Italian, French, English, Portuguese, Catalan, Andalusian or Basque) that cir-
culated in Spain for centuries.10 In a very significant way, Caro Baroja adds the
following:  “based on this, Unity is supported. What and old and modern thing
at the same time! How poor and how dangerous!” (1972: 82). Such ill will
against the modern notion of centralized nation-State (and its expression in
the context of the Iberian Peninsula) can be considered as the real driving force
behind the Barojian attempt to unmask the mechanisms of self-images and
hetero-images that will crystallize in the national character theory from the
Renaissance onwards, even though archaeological remnants from the Greco-
Latin times (from the Galenic tradition of humours to the Hippocratic belief in
climatic determinism, and including the ethical, poetic and rhetorical theory
of the individual and collective characters) contributed to its formation. Direct
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9   In “Sobre la formación y uso de arquetipos en Historia, Literatura y Folklore” (1979), the work
by Caro Baroja that best systematizes his theory of Myth and Archetype based on the notion of
stereotypy, a chapter titled “Caracteres étnicos y nacionales como arquetipos” was inevitable.
The author traces in these pages an incipient distinction between the phenomena of individual,
moral and social characterization, linked to the mechanism of generalization, which makes
“things more understandable and placed in ordered series”, and the characterization of ethnic
and national foundation, based on “an inclination to mental laziness as a consequence of the
law of minimum effort”  (1979: 162-163). In those pages we again run into a contemptuous and
critical mention of American anthropology of national character and its lack of scientificism. 

10 In the essay titled “De nuevo sobre ‘caracteres étnicos’: lo vasco, lo vizcaíno y ciertos tópicos literarios”
(1974), a very angry Caro Baroja charges again against Castilian literature (led by Lope, Cervantes,
Quevedo or Gracián) and its hardly concealed ethnocentrism, crystallized in a battery of pejorative
clichés regarding the people from other parts of the Peninsula. ““Maybe there is not a more wretched
subject in Spanish Literature” (1974: 102), the author declared with hardly disguised anger.



confirmation of what has been stated can be found in the already mentioned
The complex forms of religious life (1978), in which Caro Baroja not only con-
siders the matter of national characters “an issue that becomes annoying”
(1978: 322), but also agrees to reveal, in the last pages, the origin of his interest
in ethnic minorities, oppressed groups or marginal personalities. The author
refers that, when asked about this matter by the French historian and philoso-
pher Michel de Certeau, his answer led him to put forward two reasons that
were very deeply rooted inside of him. First, his prolonged contact with the
Basque rural environment and its specific problems; and second, “another rea-
son that becomes stronger” and that the author defines as “my unceasing re-
action, sustained against the commonplaces coming from unifying political
Spaniard rhetoric which is supposed to come from History itself: Spanish His-
tory in the first instance” (1978: 601). Once centralist-Francoism was over and
the unsettled times of transition towards the State of the Autonomies had
begun, it seemed that the opportunity had arrived to leave those decade-long
interests behind in benefit of other possible directions. However, things would
not turn out to be so simple.

2.4 the 1980s and 90s: between the Present and the Past

In this regard, the words included in the prologue to the volume Ensayos
sobre la cultura popular española, a 1979 collection of previously unpublished
and published texts, are very significant. As far as the idea of “cultura popular
española” that gives title to the book is concerned, Caro Baroja does not hes-
itate to defend its existence, though he is hasty to make clear his suspicions of
the idea of “an absolute cultural unity for the peoples in the Peninsula” (1979:
7) and he stresses his long and important scientific contribution when it comes
to refuting this idea. The reason for such a disclaimer has to be found without
a doubt, in the debates around the national question that took place in the
Spain of the transition, with the resurgence (after the repressive Francoist pe-
riod) of the so-called peripheral nationalisms (espe cially Basque, Galician and
Catalan) and the temporary discredit of the Spanish nationalism of reactionary
and centralizing style. The exception expressed by Caro Baroja tried thus to
anticipate the objections of those who “because of the persistent overuse of
words such as Spain, Spaniard, Hispanic and Hispanity” could guess “a political
hidden agenda in everyone speaking of “Spanish” things” (1979: 7).

In that new political situation, a rather weary Caro Baroja would see him-
self immersed in arguments of a marked presentist character, especially re-
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garding the delicate social situation experienced in Euskadi during those years.
The emotional connection of our author with the Basque Country is perhaps
the most obvious feature of his life and works, so his writings from the first
half of the 80s, included in El laberinto vasco (1984) or in Escritos Combativos
(1985), present a especially heartfelt meaning. As far as our discourse is con-
cerned, we have no space here to carry out even a brief analysis of the topics
and discussions present in texts such as “Tópicos, equívocos, falsedades”
(1980), “Sobre la identidad vasca (ensayo de identidad dinámica)” (1984), “Re-
flexiones sobre el populismo” (1984), “Sobre la violencia actual y sus «causas»”
(1984) or “El espacio «natural» de los autonómicos” (1984), among others. It
will suffice us to say that the Caro Baroja’s arguments resort again to his con-
sideration of national characters as harmful stereotypes transmitted by litera-
ture and emphasize the mythical aspect of nationalist populism (whatever the
nation supporting it may be) and of ethnopsychological theories; they also
point out the ethnocentric passion as a feature characteristic of any collectivity.
Deep inside, all these works transmit the idea of a disillusioned author, of a
man from a different time tired of repeating the same arguments on situations
only new in appear ance: once again, a timeless cyclic repetition of plots and
outlines. Actually, beyond political debates, in the second half of the 1980s
Caro Baroja’s scientific activity continued giving us works of great interest on
the topic we are exploring. His position regarding the matter of ethnic and na-
tional characters will not change at all in texts such as “Tópico literario y car-
acterización antropológica: caracteres nacionales”, published in Revista de
Occidente in 1986, or in the preface of La selva de los tópicos. In this book by
Emilio Temprano published in 1988 and devoted to existent stereotypes on
Spanish regions, an elderly Caro Baroja states having accepted to write the
preface to the book due to his interest on the topic in the past, although he
adds that “I must say that now it saddens me” (1988b: 11). Otherwise, such
sadness did not prevent him from continuing his historical and anthropological
project of Kantian roots, clearly visible in his last works, most of which were
the result of publishing materials produced by our author for different courses
taught during the 1980s in the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas
(CSIC) in Madrid. The common feature of all these works is the attempt to pro-
ceed with a historical and theoretical systematization of the anthropological
thought, that is to say, of the reflection on the human being, beyond its mod-
ern compartmental ization in specialized disciplines and academic subjects.
Thus, in La aurora del pensamiento antropológico. La antropología en textos
clásicos griegos y latinos (1983), the Greek notion of character is very present
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in the chapter devoted to the ethnography of Hippocratic tradition or in the
pages focused on the climate theory and its impact in later Western thought,
without forgetting the attention given to physiognomics, an essential discipline
in the classical ancient world and neglected until recently.11 The logical and
chronological continuation to this work can be found in Los fundamentos del
pensamiento antropológico modern (1985), a very per sonal vision of the his-
tory of anthropology from the end of the seventeenth century to the mid-
twentieth century that acts as a justification of his own work and as a
vademecum for those who want to better place the Spanish author’s theoret-
ical concerns. At the beginning of the present article, we referred to the first
two chapters of this work, devoted precisely to the figure of Kant as a tutelary
numen of the Barojian project. On the other hand, chapters III-IX draw a short
history through European authors and trends from philosophy, anthropology
and sociology, while chapter X deals with American anthropology, with special
attention to figures such as Franz Boas or Robert Harry Lowie. Actually, these
chapters represent a break between the introduction of Kant as pioneer of a
never continued project (except, of course, by Julio Caro Baroja himself) and
the three last chapters of the volume, which focus on aspects of European cul-
ture that are little-known to the English-speaking world and therefore left out
of mainstream histories of anthropology. To tell the truth, those final chapters
constitute a commentary or amplification of some already-mentioned aspects
or contemplated in the Kantian “anthropolo gical characteristic”. More specif-
ically, the author pays attention to the European folklorist school of the nine-
teenth century (foundation of the so-longed for for anthropology of the
histori cal people), to a parallel trend such as Italian criminology and to the an-
thropologic-political deviations based on racism. It is not difficult to notice that
the common element to all of them is precisely the notion of character (and,
secondly, of nation), as Caro Baroja sharply observes when relating Spanish
costumbrism with Teofrasto’s or La Bruyère’s moral tradition (cf. 1985b: 140-
142), or when tracing back the origins of criminal anthropology to physiog-
nomic or phrenology (op.cit.: 146-151). As for racist anthropology, together
with the objections already examined when analysing the concept of Ethnopsy-
chology in Caro Baroja’s works, we now find streams of attacks against anthro-
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11 One of Caro Baroja´s latest works, totally constructed around the notion of character, was pre-
cisely Historia de la fisiognómica. El rostro y el carácter (1988a). This is a fascinating and scholarly
overview of a discipline that participates of the empirical and the mythical, from its Greek origins
to its explosion in the Renaissance and its modern expressions. It should not be forgotten that
Kant devoted a whole paragraph to this discipline (“Von der Physiognomik”) in his Anthropologie
in pragmatischer Hinsicht, published in 1798 (cf. Kant 1964: 638-647).



pological racism and its political ramifications (op.cit.: 164-167). Ultimately,
the intention of the Spanish anthropologist when exploring the origins and vi-
cissitudes of the ancient and modern anthropological thought was to highlight
the perdurance of archaisms, myths and hardly objective attitudes in a Western
anthropological tradition that presents itself as neutral and scientific.

The notion of ethnic character and its use by different nations and states is
therefore clearly revealed as the origin of commonplaces and stereotypes whose
remnants are deeply internalized in the public opinion even nowadays and trans-
mitted by literature and the media as well as by entire sections of the social sci-
ences, as the Spanish author never stopped pointing out. For this reason, we
consider that works like those carried out by Julio Caro Baroja can constitute an
example of intellectual honesty and a spur for the humanities and social sciences
that, like Comparative Literature, want to distinguish themselves for their critical
and scientific spirit as well as for their vocation for independence. 

[translated from Spanish by Elena Rebollo Cortés]
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A PlACe foR PostModeRn IdentIty In sloVAkIA

Matus Halas 
Comenius University in Bratislava

1. Introduction 

The early 1990s witnessed the ratification of the Maastricht treaty
establishing the European Union and many other important changes in the
European milieu. Former communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe
went (with various success) through the process of economic and political
transformation, and expressed their desire to ‘join the club’. Last but not least,
after four decades of the Cold War without an open fire (at least in Europe), and
even after dissolution of the ‘dangerous Other’ represented by the Soviet Union,
war ultimately found its way back to Europe via Balkan ethnic cleansing. Slovakia
itself went through similarly turbulent years during the 1990s. After the Velvet
Revolution that overthrew the communist rule, it took only three years for
Slovakia and the Czech Republic to become independent states by peacefully
dissolving Czechoslovakia. The mid-1990s were, however, a rather bleak era of
strengthening international isolation and illiberal internal development caused
by the democratically elected Slovak government of Vladimír Mečiar. The late
1990s brought about a general change of direction that ultimately led to NATO
and the EU accession as well as the adoption of Euro currency, which crowned
what is often perceived as the Slovak success story.

yet, since identities become questioned precisely in times of radical
changes when the feeling of insecurity increases (Bauman, 1995: 27), it would
be interesting to explore whether the understanding of Slovak identity had
changed along with the surrounding conditions. In particular, did it shift after
the Velvet Revolution from the traditional interpretation of ‘Slovakness’ that
was put on ice under the communist rule for more than 40 years, or is it still
basically the non-Hungarian othering in cover? And what exactly is the
alternative of modern national identity that has its roots in the romantic years
of the mid-19th century?  At least a few things are clear. Postmodern identity
must not repeat the mistakes of modern nationalism. Fixed, ahistoric, and
rigidly exclusionary identity formulations that draw stable lines between Us
and Them, Inside and Outside, but also West and East, is not an option any
more. Thus, I focus my attention on the postmodern approach to identity and
upon the closely related post-structuralist understanding of democracy. 
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The first part of the chapter deals mainly with works of Derrida, Mouffe,
and Connolly, both on identity and democracy. Their thoughts share some
important common points with the minimal identity concept proposed by
Klaus Eder, who developed it as a legally-based solution to the European
identity problem. All these authors saw an opportunity for postmodern identity
and radical democracy in rethinking crucial dissent/consent relationship. In
order to develop what could be labeled as a postmodern approach to identity
I thus proceed in three moves.  The path leads me from rather general
recommendations and thoughts of Derrida (1992) towards a more specific
concept of ‘radical and plural democracy’ (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001) finally
ending up with the idea of minimal identity as proposed by Eder (1999). 

How to apply these ideas to the present Slovak situation is illustrated with
help of two cases in the second part of the chapter. Both, the story of the
marginal Slovak neo-fascist party Slovenská Pospolitosť as well as David Černý’s
sculpture Entropa, highlight particular focal points of the minimal identity
formation and what should be expected of its postmodern character. They help
us see the necessary paradox of closing a discourse in order to ensure its
openness, and recognize the (in)ability of traditionally conceived national
identities to ironize and question themselves. 

2. three moves of postmodern identity

Established identities of modern nation states (and their citizens) are
based upon clear cut and fixed division between inside and outside, known
and foreign, Self and Other (Rumelili, 2004: 27). Two factors turned it into an
impossible path with respect to the future of Europe. First, current conditions
of late, reflexive, or liquid modernity – choose what you want – (Giddens, 2003;
Beck, 2004; Bauman, 1995 & 2004) bring about individualization of life, rising
insecurity, and fragmentation of classes, identities and other unifying
narratives of modernity (Betz, 1990). Fixed national identity thus seems to be
futile if everything around is becoming unfixed. The second reason, the one
that makes fixed identity not only improbable but unacceptable as well, is the
fact that the Other, a necessary condition of defining one’s own identity (Sarup,
1996: 47; Rumelili, 2004: 29; Connolly, 2002: 64), is very often depicted and
essentialized as a danger or threat, which is supposed to be overcome,
suppressed, and eliminated (Campbell, 1998; Wæver, 1996: 115; Connolly,
2002: 8). The clean(s)ing exercises intended to purify oneself from the dirt of
the Other is undoubtedly not a path to be followed, especially after what
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happened in Europe in the 20th century. “[A] repetition of the attempted
demarcation of boundaries between us and them in the digital and
exclusionary manner of the nation-state era will probably not be repeated.”
(Neumann, 1998) Applying traditional understandings of identity upon present
conditions does not pose a solution to the problem of how to cope with the
rising instability of this concept originally created by strict Self/Other,
dissent/consent differing. It would only repeat the mistakes of the past. Any
postmodern alternative must be built on the new foundations completely
dissimilar to those of the modern nation state identities.

In post-structuralist thinking any identity is a “particular, constructed, and
relational” concept (Connolly, 2002: 46), making sense only with respect to
multiple differences and in need of repeated reproduction, re-articulation, and
reformulation over and over again. “Identities are always constituted in relation
to difference because a thing can only be known by what it is not.” (Rumelili,
2004: 29). Identity can thus be understood as the subject in process to use the
words of Madan Sarup (1996: 49). Moreover, it is an inherently unstable
concept. The relationship of Self/Other, which is crucial in this respect, can never
be fixed. It is “never completely closed, never fully satiated” (Wæver, 1996: 115;
see also Neumann, 1998; and Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 111). The Other is not
something external to the Self, but instead an integral part of it. For the Self to
completely get rid of the Other, to exclude or eliminate it, is in effect to get rid
of oneself. The Self depends upon the Other as upon the necessary condition
of its own existence (Connolly, 2002: 178). The choice is therefore not between
othering and not othering. Identity is impossible without the Other. The
problem is that in the very moment you try to fix the identity of the (superior,
male, good) Self, you are also inevitably turning to violence in order to purify
the Self from the (degenerate, feminine, and bad) Other. Hence, the goal should
be to avoid attempting to fix or stabilize identity. Emergence of any unmovable,
fixed version of the Self, consent, and/or definition of the ´We´ inevitably tries
to suppress the Other and thus must be prevented. 

Derrida tried to do precisely that with respect to Europe and I would like
to generalize it according to the idea of postmodern identity. In his essay The
Other Heading, which dealt with the problem of contemporary Europe, he
defined a proper solution of identity problem as: 

“to not be identical to itself. Not to not have an identity, but not to be able
to identify itself, to be able to say “me” or “we”; to be able to take the form
of a subject only in the non-identity to itself or, if you prefer, only in the dif-
ference with itself” (Derrida, 1992: 9) 
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He does not prefer Us over Them, nor Self over Other. Postmodern
identity is conceivable only if we understand and accept the presence and the
potential of the Other, its difference, and its multifaceted nature. In close
correspondence with the above mentioned post-structuralist thinking that
Derrida himself helped to set off, the goal should be to avoid fixation of the
identity and to try to stay open to the Other: 

“it is necessary to make ourselves the guardians of an idea of Europe, of a
difference of Europe, but of a Europe that consists precisely in not closing
itself off in its own identity and in advancing itself in an exemplary way to-
ward what it is not“ (Derrida, 1992: 29)

With respect to postmodern identity (and not only the European one)
there always ought to be a possibility of change, of questioning the borders
and one’s own position. But if we do not subordinate the Other to the Self in
order to avoid their mutual closure, then we should also take a responsibility
for and express respect for these differences, as opposed to trying to assimilate
them instead: “The same duty also dictates welcoming foreigners in order not
only to integrate them, but to recognize and accept their alterity.” (Derrida,
1992: 77) 

yet, Derrida’s thoughts are still rather general, merely recommending to
stay open to differences of the Other, not to subordinate ‘Them’ to ‘Us’, and
not to fix one’s own identity but instead to question it (and even ironize it, see
Connolly, 2002: 159). This should subsequently ensure that the ever present
difference with itself is the only stable and common feature of the identity in
the liquid modernity. We need to accept that only the care for identities of
others and our support of their differences can make our own identities
flourish (Bauman, 2004: 116). Connolly refers still further to the necessity to
develop an agonistic respect that he portrays as “a civic virtue that allows
people to honor different final sources, to cultivate reciprocal respect across
difference, and to negotiate larger assemblages to set general policies” (2002:
xxv-xxvi), which is especially needed for the current democratic politics. This
bridges a connection with  the second move. 

Laclau and Mouffe (2001) offered their idea of ‘radical and plural
democracy’ as the late modernity update of democratic theory and it was in
fact Matthew Calarco (2000), who first noticed that their concept is fully
compatible with Derrida’s views from The Other Heading (see also Mouffe,
2009: 500). Similarly, as Derrida - who refused to follow the usual path of
assigning inferiority status to the Other in its relationship with the Self - Laclau
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and Mouffe did not place consensus in a superior position, which it usually
holds within the theory of democracy. From their point of view: 

“It is vital for democratic politics to acknowledge that any form of consensus
is the result of a hegemonic articulation, and that it always has an ‘outside’
[dissent] that impedes its full realization. … we do not see this as something
that undermines the democratic project, but as its very condition of possi-
bility.” (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: xviii) 

Theorists of radical and pluralist democracy do not see the consensus as
a necessary core or an ideal point of democracy. Habermas and Rorty were
criticized for doing precisely that. Even if “[c]onsensus is needed on the
institutions which are constitutive of liberal democracy”, central integrative
role is performed by political conflict between consent and dissent (Mouffe,
2005: 7-9). It is conflict, which makes politics and political identities possible,
and one cannot get rid of it without scraping the democracy as well:

“Conflict in liberal democratic societies cannot and should not be eradicated
since the specificity of ‘modern democracy’ is precisely the recognition and
the legitimation of conflict. What modern liberal democratic politics requires
is that the others are not seen as enemies to be destroyed but as adversaries
whose ideas can be fought against, even fiercely, but whose right to defend
those ideas will never be put into question without scraping the democracy
as well. (Mouffe, 2009: 551)

Conflict is unavoidable as is Us/Them, and Self/Other distinction. Actually
it is nothing to be feared of as long as we succeed in transforming this conflict
into agonism of competing adversaries instead of letting it slip into antagonism
of fighting enemies (Mouffe, 1998: 108; see also Laclau & Mouffe, 2001: 193).
Thus, the key problem is “how to establish this ‘us’ and ‘them’ discrimination
in a way that is compatible with pluralist democracy” (Mouffe, 1998: 108).
Emphasizing consensus at the expense of its Other (i.e. legitimate dissent),
while at the same time trying to close it off and to fix the historically contingent
difference between them, is the best way in which  to undermine the very
notion of democracy. This was exactly the thing that Mečiar did in Slovakia and
Milošević in Serbia. If left unchanged, this path ultimately leads to, and
prepares the land for, “the emergence of violent forms of antagonisms”
(Mouffe, 2009: 552). Pluralist democracy must turn attention to ‘polyphony of
voices’ and to the multiple ways of achieving Good. Such diversity should be
welcomed and not viewed as a danger. Therefore, “[I]n order to impede the
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closure of the democratic space, it is vital to abandon any reference to the
possibility of a consensus that, because it would be grounded on justice or on
rationality, could not be destabilized” (Mouffe, 2005: 11). On the contrary,
there is a need for institutions that would be capable of establishing a dynamic
interaction between consent and dissent (Mouffe, 2005: 8) rendering the
transformation of conflict into antagonism impossible. 

From the respect for differences of the Other(s) and their acceptance,
from identity that is not identical to itself, we slowly moved towards rejecting
the modern, consensual approach to democracy by stressing dissent, the role
of political conflict, and the unfixity of consensus: 

“the experience of democracy should consist of the recognition of the mul-
tiplicity of social logics along with the necessity of their articulation. But this
articulation should be constantly re-created and renegotiated, and there is
no final point at which a balance will be definitively achieved“ (Laclau &
Mouffe, 2001: 188) 

Democracy hence turns into democracy ‘to come’. Identity/difference
dynamics of Derrida is recreated by Laclau and Mouffe in their notion of
consent/dissent dynamics. They similarly try to link one side to the other
without sacrificing independence of either (Calarco, 2000: 65). And it is
precisely this dynamic interaction between consent and dissent that Eder
further elaborated in his concept of the minimal identity, which I present here
as the third move in my search for a postmodern alternative to the traditionally
conceived understanding of national Self. 

Eder recognized that identity formation necessitates the demarcation of
border lines between Us and Them (1999: 148). He also points out that
although culture and identity as a result of consensus building usually tend to
close off their corresponding dissent, it still inevitably remains their constitutive
element (1999: 150). Thus, from a theoretic point of view it is all about the
issue whether dissent and discussion can represent the founding principles on
which constitution and reproduction of the society will rest (Eder, 1999: 170).
He proposed a kind of reflexive cycle of transformation of dissent into consent
so that „[d]issent will come out of consent and at the same time this dissent
will be transformed in a new, even more precarious consent“ (Eder, 1999: 170)
and then again from the very beginning. The concept of minimal identity is
therefore an attempt to establish identity upon dissent/consent relationship
itself, instead of only upon particular consent. For him, the solution of situation
in Europe is „radicalization of the idea of social integration by communication:
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social order arises where people speak (argue) with each other“ (1999: 162). 
Eder’s concept of minimal identity is in fact a fine example of an identity

in process since not only is “substantive representation of the common widely”
(1999: 170), but also because of the continuous mutual transformation of
dissent and consent. At the end, in reflexive modernity „[i]t is only the change
that remains stable. The identic in change is the process of communication“
(Eder, 1999: 174). Minimal identity remains reflexive and flexible as long as it
stays open to transformation of a given consensus at the particular moment
through the process of communication and ‘quarrel’. This consent-dissent
reflexivity of minimal identity might ultimately put into praxis what Renan
famously called ‘plébiscite de tous les jours’ (Renan, 1990; see also Eder, 1999:
176). Such a daily plebiscite as the metaphor for minimal identity removes
both temporal as well as substantive barriers of dissent/consent mutual
transformation. Temporal barriers of change that are implicit in any ahistoric
fixity of identities are disabled by the daily basis upon which the minimal
identity must be (re)articulated and (re)formulated. Democratic character of
the plebiscite (as opposed to totalitarian fixation) then turns the hegemonic
outcome of any imagined referendum into a provisional result with respect to
its substantive content and especially so in the late modernity. 

At the beginning I stressed the inherent instability of Self/Other division
and emphasized the need for not closing off the Self in its identity (Derrida,
1992). I then advanced to question the primacy of consensus within the
democratic theory (Laclau & Mouffe, 2001) in order to consider its radical,
pluralist version. And finally as the third step, mutual and continuous
transformation of dissent into consent as a form of “integration through
dissent/argument“ made the idea of minimal identity possible (Eder, 1999).
However, some limits or rather enabling conditions of the postmodern identity
are still in need of elaboration. Mouffe (1998: 109) stressed the necessity of
consensus at least on basic rules of the game and Eder, with his concept of
minimal identity defined the elementary limits in the statement according to
which „the normative function of the demarcation from outside would be
restricted to a bare legal inclusion/exclusion” (1999: 175 emphasis added). 

Over the following pages I will try to show where exactly those limits that
enable free articulation of dissenting voices within the public space of open
communication lie, and to identify the conditions that, on the other hand,
render questioning identity, and radical plurality impossible. Two short cases
help me in doing this. First, the paradoxical need to exclude specific dissenting
voices from the discourse in order to ensure that it ultimately remains open
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to changes of whatever consensus currently prevails is shown with help of the
officially banned neo-fascist party Slovenská Pospolitosť in the Slovak Republic.
Then, as the second case, I tell the story of a controversial piece of art by David
Černý called Entropa, which provoked a great variety of opinions and
commentaries but most importantly a surprisingly strong reaction by the
government of Slovakia. The only thing this reaction proved was the inability
to ironize one’s own identity, and  the determination to promote the ‘correct’,
ahistoric definition of national identity strictly demarcating the Self from the
evil Other. 

3. Banning the closure 

Slovenská Pospolitosť – Narodná Strana (SP) was an officially registered
party in Slovakia from January 18, 2005 until March 1, 2006 when it was
ordered to be dissolved by the decision of the Supreme Court for reasons of
incompatibility of the party’s programme and the charter with democratic
character of the Constitution of the Slovak Republic. I do not want to pay
special attention to the post-2006 activities of the party for example, a self-
proclaimed annulment of the Supreme Court’s decision by the party’s renewed
convention that simultaneously announced in fact illegal recreation of this
party in January 2009. It is hardly possible to imagine a better example of
complete disregard of rule of law as emphasized so strongly by Eder (1999:
175). At the beginning of 2010, leaders of the former party, moreover, took
control of one of the registered parties in Slovakia, which was at that time
inactive for several years already (interestingly enough it was the Party of the
Friends of Wine). Therefore they were able to participate at the general
elections in June 2010 attracting 34 000 votes (1,33%) out of 2 529 000 that
were totally casted. 

However important is the later development, I would like to focus on the
fact that the dissolution of the SP at least temporarily precluded the
articulation of a particular dissenting voice and thus partially closed off the
discourse by reducing the number and variability of positions considered as
legitimate within the dissent/consent conflict. I argue that this decision to ban
the articulation of a specific voice is a fine example of necessary rules behind
the minimal identity. It highlights the paradox that if we desire plurality of
dissenting voices, and if we try to ensure equality of dissent and consent
(instead of fixed superiority of the later) in order to make possible their mutual
openness and transformation resulting from political conflict, then it is
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inevitable to ban those voices whose very goal is to prevent this openness.
Thus the question is, whether the program of the SP really demanded closure
of the public space? If it is so, banning the SP can be regarded as a practical
answer to calls by Eder and Mouffe for the basic rules of the game. It is the
attitude of the party towards radical and pluralistic democracy that is crucial
here. In my analysis I will focus upon the People’s Programme (SP, 2005), i.e.
the manifesto of party’s political goals. The aim is not to examine legal reasons
for banning this particular voice as expressed in the decision of the Supreme
Court, but rather to analyze the (in)compatibility between SP’s programme
and the idea of minimal identity based on assumption of open discourse of
competing voices. 

SP was a marginal neo-fascist political party that drew inspiration from
the Nazi-allied puppet Slovak state, which existed during the WWII period. SP
leaders demanded change from “current system of parliamentary democracy
of political parties to organization of state based on corporative principle” (SP,
2005: 3). According to the programme of the SP the society would be divided
into 10 corporations (or estates), e.g. industry, civil service, science and
education, national minorities etc. Participation in the individual corporations
would be voluntary and the allocation of seats in the Parliament would be
proportionate to the number of members in these organizations. The
representation of national minorities living in the Slovak Republic would be
the same as the representation of Slovak national minorities in corresponding
countries abroad. Right to cast the vote (and to be elected) would be limited
to those registered in respective corporations and members of the corporation
would be able to elect only representatives from their own estate. According
to its programme, the Party rejected the principle of civil society and instead
promoted national, Christian, and social principles. The national principle
means that the state would first of all secure the interests of the Slovak nation
and only then the interests of other citizens of Slovakia (SP, 2005: 4). According
to the Christian principle, Christian values would be incorporated into the
curriculum on all levels of education since Christianity is understood here as
„the only effective defense of the Slovak nation and Slovak state against
infiltration of malignant liberal, Zionist, communist and sectarian ideas into
the life of society.“ (SP, 2005: 5)1 Many other ideas of the programme resemble
conspiracy theories and paranoid thinking as well. For example, SP considered
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“NATO to be a terrorist organization used by the USA, that is ruled by Zionists,
to massacre other nations“ (SP, 2005: 6). It demanded rehabilitation of the
president of the WWII independent Slovakia, or even better, declared that „the
preeminent enemy of our statehood is Hungary“ thus reasserting the
traditional external Other at least for some Slovaks (SP, 2005: 6). But with
respect to the relation of the Self and the Other, it is worth considering the
next passage from the People’s Programme. Following groups are considered
as bitter enemies of Slovak nation: 

“Communists as the bearers of the malignant and destructive Marxist ide-
ology; liberals as the propagators of the freethinking and cosmopolitan ideas
that disrupt traditional national culture, and endanger morality as well as
spiritual development of youth; Zionists that spread hate among nations via
their ideology, question and disrupt the foundations of Christianity, and are
the source of the permanent tension and military conflicts among nations
with a goal to establish the new world order, i.e. the rule of the devil. Fur-
thermore, we consider Freemasons as enemies of the Slovak nation and the
Slovak statehood, which under cover of false humanity create elite associa-
tions whose the only goal is to eliminate identity of all, and especially Euro-
pean nations, and to establish a world government.“ (SP, 2005: 10) 

As the remedy for these proclaimed ills of the present state of society the
party was determined to take all necessary steps to „root out forever from the
Slovak nation and Slovak state this political programme of Antichrist together
with its lackeys“ (SP, 2005: 11). Moreover, SP would „eliminate from the society
all causes and expressions of moral degradation, above all prostitution,
homosexuality, pedophilia and other deviations.“ (SP, 2005: 11) Of considerable
interest is also the intention to ban all religious organizations except for the
Catholic, Protestant and Orthodox churches (SP, 2005: 13). If they didn’t mean
it seriously, the party’s programme would be a wonderful and sophisticated
intellectual joke. But in fact it is the very essence of the fascist ideology written
on little more than a dozen pages.

If for Laclau and Mouffe “it is only from the moment when the democratic
discourse becomes available to articulate the different forms of resistance to
subordination that the conditions will exist to make possible the struggle
against different types of inequality” (2001: 154), then the programme of this
neo-fascist party makes such a democratic discourse clearly impossible. SP not
only directly threatened to ban and eliminate plurality of dissenting voices in
the society as represented by homosexuals, various religious groups, liberals,
Marxists, or others that SP declared ‘unwelcomed’, it moreover intended to
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change the procedural rules of the game so that certain individuals and
collectives would not be allowed to participate at all in the political conflict
that leads to mutual dissent/consent recreation. The Roma minority without
any corresponding ‘own’ state upon which to draw the reciprocity criterion
would be effectively silenced out. Citizens with Hungarian nationality (still the
internal Other for many Slovaks) that represent approximately 10% of the
population in Slovakia, would be allocated less than 0,5% seats in the
Parliament since this is the corresponding number of Slovaks in Hungary.
Furthermore, any political conflict would be restricted to, and isolated in, the
individual corporations (estates) since registered members would be able to
cast their votes and chose representatives only within their own organization. 

To put it clearly, SP demanded substantive as well as procedural closure
of the discourse so that the other dissenting voices could not have been
articulated. Its leaders intended to ban dissenting voices that they regarded
illegitimate and they also attempted to severely restrict the free political
participation. Subsequent decision of the Supreme Court to outlaw the party
Slovenská Pospolitosť in fact banned the demand for the closure of the
discourse and thus protected its openness. Even if it sounds contradictory in
nature (dissenting voice is banned in order to prevent the closure!), specifying
this limit for the discourse is not only compatible with the idea of minimal
identity formation, but in fact it constitutes the necessary condition for
achieving it at all. Outlawing the voices that attempt to close off the discourse
must form the part of the basic rules of the game for the radical and plural
democracy to come true. These voices that openly ignore what Connolly called
“reciprocal respect across difference” (2002: xxv-xxvi) can hardly become part
of the agonistic political conflict. Quite the contrary, they pave the way for
antagonism and political violence. 

4. Ironizing the self 

From the postmodern point of view, in order to establish a reflexive
approach to identity one must “be able to laugh and to develop some kind of
ironic attitude towards one’s own identity” (Connolly, 2002: 180; see also 2002:
159 and Krishna, 1993). A piece of art by David Černý called Entropa that was
installed in the Justus Lipsius Building of the Council of the EU in Brussels on
the occasion of the Czech half-year-long Presidency in the EU is a perfect
example (not only in fact but also in intention) of an attempt to ironize
identities of the EU member states, or even better, to reflect on the
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stereotypes commonly held with respect to these identities (Černý et al.,
2009). If there had not been any other significant circumstances, this would
have been enough to say about that controversial sculpture. As usual, this was,
however, not the case.

Even if Černý more or less successfully tried to ironize all 27 member
states, only the governments of two of them - Slovakia and Bulgaria - expressed
their consternations. Černý intended to portray perceptual stereotypes of how
(other) Europeans view the individual member states and to simultaneously
point out in this way that the European Union is a bit more complex than those
common simplifications suggest. For example what do you know about the
Czech Republic? Ehm ... Prague, beer, Klaus? And quite appropriately, the Czech
Republic is depicted as a panel with well-known quotes by its president Václav
Klaus on environmental and European issues running one after another. The
same holds for all other countries. The first things that came in your mind with
respect to the particular member states are the very stereotypes author
intended to ironize as the improper simplifications. Great Britain – missing;
Sweden – IKEA packing; Germany – highways arranged in a swastika-like shape;
Denmark – Muhammad cartoons and LEGO; Italy – football fetishism (etc). The
reaction one would like to expect is following: ‘Good point! That’s how they
[foreigners] see us, and I’m sick and tired with that. Finally somebody showed
them how ridiculous it is!’ The effect should have been to point out the
complexity in contrast to the stereotypes and thus to stress the plurality of
possible common points between Home and Abroad, the Self and the Other,
and ultimately between various countries within the EU. According to the
Czech vice-prime minister for European affairs Alexander Vondra “(The) Project
portrays first of all the stereotypes and clichés as the barriers preventing
integration and cooperation in Europe. We begin to destroy them by
highlighting them. We get rid of the prejudices only if we realize them” (2009).
However, this intention was not always met with the understanding. 

The sculpture depicted Slovakia as a Hungarian sausage. To most people
with some knowledge of Central Europe this will seem appropriate because of
the perceived obsession of the Slovak politics with Slovak-Hungarian relations.
The depiction is even more interesting, if we consider it within the context of
language. The widely used name in Czech for the Hungarian sausage is uherák
which is etymologically very close to the word Uhorsko – the name used in the
Slovak language for the Hungarian part of the Habsburg monarchy, which also
included the current territory of the Slovak Republic. Whilst in English, for
example, the same word is used for pre- and post-1918 Hungary, the Slovak
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language has two words, Uhorsko and Maďarsko respectively. The depiction
of Slovakia as uherák (a Hungarian sausage) is therefore even more telling for
anybody with knowledge of Slovak or Czech language since it makes a direct
reference to Uhorsko (i..e. pre-1918 Hungary that included territory of the
current Slovakia). Nota bene, the Slovak nationalists after the 1989 revolution
often emotionally described Hungarian rule of the territory as a 1000-years-
long oppression of the Slovak nation. 

yet surprisingly enough, the Slovak official reaction was disapproval of
the artwork. The minister of foreign affairs Ján Kubiš, a respected professional
diplomat, expressed disappointment even if ultimately he didn’t demand
removal or cover of the portrayal. He was satisfied with an apology of the Czech
official Alexander Vondra. Almost a week later, the Slovak National Party (a
nationalist member of the ruling coalition government at that time) made
through its vice-chairman Anna Belousovová a statement that criticized the
conduct of the foreign minister and requested a stronger stance with respect
to Entropa. The art work was simultaneously described as a decadence, an
offence of Slovakia, created in a psychedelic ecstasy, and proving the stupidity
and mental problems of the author. Furthermore, the minister of education
from the same party Ján Mikolaj described the work as kitsch, but (fortunately)
Slovak reactions ceased here. 

The interesting fact is that even though the art work was meant to destroy
the stereotypes, reactions of the Slovak officials proved that they have some
ground even ´at home´. By their reactions the government officials indirectly
confirmed the validity of simplified thinking. Instead of saying: ‘Good point!
Show them, we are not like that!’, they said ‘yes, precisely! We are just like that!’
The depiction of Slovakia as anything that has something to do with Hungary is
a priori evil and bad in itself. Slovakia must remain pure, i.e. not Hungarian.
Officials drew a line between Us and Them on the basis of nationality – Slovak
vs. Hungarian – and thus corroborated the very stereotype the depiction
intended to disrupt. On the one hand, the reactions at least pro forma remained
within the limits of the minimal identity, since no official tried as the Bulgarian
leaders did to silence the dissenting voice represented by the art work.2 yet, on
the other hand it seems that the conceptual framework of one of the most
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powerful actors capable of shaping the collective identity of Slovak citizens (i.e.
the government and its officials) is still stuck with the traditional interpretation
of identity and ‘Slovakness’ as primarily non-Hungarian.

The officials in Slovakia (and Bulgaria) showed very little ability to ironize
one’s own identity that is so important for the truly postmodern understanding
of the Self and the Other in the context of radical and plural democracy. The
dissenting voice was not silenced out under the black veil as in the case of
Bulgaria, but Slovak reactions indicate that it is the traditional understanding
of identity rather than the postmodern one, which makes better sense for the
government officials. Though we should also note the fact that Slovakia was
one of only two countries (the other was of course Bulgaria) that were depicted
with the clear reference to historical, and as is shown above unfortunately still
valid, differing both in a sense of the external as well as the internal Other (see
Dhamoon & Abu-Laban, 2009). Portrayals of the remaining countries referred
only to the internal Other as in the case of the Muslim minority in Netherlands,
or to the own past as in the case of Germany. Alternatively, they referred to
some well known events or facts such as Sweden´s IKEA, fires in Greece, or
euro-skepticism in Great Britain. From this point of view, the case of Slovakia
is actually a more delicate one. The external Other interwoven with the internal
one (minority within, former sovereign outside) proved to be a very powerful
idea, and is perceived as clearly derogatory in nature when equaled with the
Self. Slovakia, however, missed a perfect opportunity to transform the
antagonism of the Self and the Other into the corresponding agonistic
relationship. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper I tried to construct a connection between works of such dif-
ferent authors as Derrida, Connolly, Mouffe and Laclau, and Eder in order to
show the possibility of postmodern identity based on dissent/consent rela-
tionship, where neither side of the pair is superior to the other, and on radical
and plural democracy, where antagonism is in political conflict supplanted by
agonism. Then I attempted to show where the limits (or rules of the game), of
the minimal identity and of the free interaction between dissent and consent
lie. I showed that the closure of discourse that the neo-fascist party Slovenská
Pospolitosť threatened to implement is a sufficient reason for banning similar
dissenting voices, i.e. the paradox of banning the closure. Expected ability to
question and ironize one’s own identity, as a constitutive part of both the post-
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modern approach to identity and also David Černý’s Entropa, then helped me
to show that officials from Slovakia were unable to understand the intended
message. Instead, they openly declared their traditional understanding of what
it means to be Slovak. The depiction on Entropa was a kind of ‘attack’ on the
Slovakia’s founding myth of 1000-year oppression by Hungarians and it was
also approached in a corresponding way. Dissent was not silenced but the pre-
vailing consensus indicates anything but proximity to the postmodern minimal
identity within the framework of radical and pluralistic democracy. Slovak of-
ficials thus missed a chance to rethink the relationship of the Slovak Self and
the corresponding Other, which is still understood either in terms of Hungarian
minority within or Hungary abroad. 

There are many other issues worth studying with respect to the minimal
identity. Take for example the persistent pattern of consensual decision-making
in the Council of the EU in spite of fierce battles over the division of voting
powers every time the basic treaties are meant to be changed. How for
example do representatives of the Slovak Republic vote within the European
institutions? Some new and still unsettled issues ask for a deep analysis too.
For instance the newly installed equestrian statue of Svätopluk (ruler of the
Great Moravia) in front of the castle in Bratislava was unveiled by the highest
officials of the country, yet thanks to its nationalistic connotations it already
served as a meeting point for sympathizers of Slovenská Pospolitosť.
Furthermore, minimal identity is not interesting only from the state-level point
of view. One can apply it also upon the European level by trying to search for
a postmodern identity for Europe. In this respect, the consensual decision-
making highlights not only the existing agreement on the basic rules of the
game (e.g. procedural rules), but in fact the sheer absence of any dissent in
the Council (substantive consensus on virtually everything). Of course, most
of the problems are negotiated at the lower level of the Council’s machinery,
e.g. with help of the COREPER, but the negotiated solution of political conflicts
and absence of any noticeable dissent goes probably too far. 

“A well-functioning democracy calls for a confrontation of democratic
political positions. If this is missing, there is always the danger that this
democratic confrontation will be replaced by a confrontation between non-
negotiable moral values or essentialist forms of identifications. Too much
emphasis on consensus, together with aversion towards confrontations, leads
to apathy and to disaffection with political participation.” (Mouffe, 2009: 551)

One can hardly think of a better description of the current situation in Eu-
rope with consistently decreasing participation at the elections to the Euro-
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pean Parliament and radicalization of the political spectrum especially on the
right. There is a clearly identifiable consensual way of doing business within
the European legislative process. Dissent is unseen and thus it is taken over by
the radicals. Contra-intuitively, less of a consensus in the Council could possibly
strengthen the democracy and political process in the EU as well as increase
the chances for the minimal identity. yet various symbols and policies of the
EU point to the attempts to create European identity in a more traditional way
á la modern nation states. All these issues are worthy of exploration if one
wants to look closer at the idea of the postmodern minimal identity.
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Eduard Alan Bulut1
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Until a recent history, it was not possible to discuss ethnicity issues in pub-
lic and claim the existence of “other” identities freely. In the same vein, it was
not officially allowed to register a child with his/her Christian or Jewish names
or any other which may be spiritually meaningful or important in a particular
community, belief or culture. Likewise, it used to be, even currently in most
cases it is, a crime to level a criticism against “Turkishness”, to state any idea
different from nationalist dogmas imposed top-down, and to put forward any
argument that still remains to be a taboo within society or that contradicts
with the “generally-assumed truths” of the Turkish people. Furthermore, not
only the intellectuals and scholars, but also the politicians and leaders repre-
senting various groups of people living in this country have hardly had the civil
liberties to bring up such issues to their agendas because it was not easy to
make any publication without being prejudiced by someone else, or to discuss
on the subjects of identity or ethnicity impartially and thoroughly. In this re-
gard, a number of intellectuals including the noted authors, journalists, singers
and politicians have been brought to court and sentenced to punishment for
years due to their thoughts and ideas on these issues.

1 duard Alan Bulut is a PhD Candidate and Researcher in the Department of Political Science and
International Relations at Fatih University, Istanbul, Turkey. (eduardalan@gmail.com) His recent
publication is the “Ideas of Europe and European Union in Turkey” (2012) in Ideas of|for Europe:
An Interdisciplinary Approach to European Identity by Teresa Pinheiro, Beata Cieszynska and Ed-
uardo Franco; Peter Lang International Academic Publishers. 

2 Data used in this paper were collected in site visits to villages, towns and other rural settlements
when the author was in the Middle East Technical University (2009-2011). 

*The author would like to thank Christian Maier, an Austrian archaeologist with PhD, for his guide
in Dara ruins and other several Kurdish settlements. Special thanks go to Dr. phil. Dr. hc Margarete
van Ess from German Archaeological Institute, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Nohlen from Hochschule Rhein-
Main, Prof. Dr. Numan Tuna from Middle East Technical University and Dr Hayat Erkanal from
Ankara University for their methodology and informative explanations about the region studied
herein. Without their site visit schedule, it would be impossible to visit such high number of As-
syrian and Kurdish settlements. 

*All necessary translations were done by the author, who is a professional interpreter with an un-
dergraduate degree. 
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Quite recently, for only a decade, there has been an awakening in
Turkey in terms of having the chance and atmosphere to discuss the long-
avoided taboo-like issues. In this sense, Turkey has undergone a radical change
in terms of discussing the identity and ethnicity issues. It is a generally accepted
fact that this process of change has not been free of problems and protests.
Despite reactions and interventions, the enlightenment on such subjects is on-
going and there have been numerous initiatives to continue with this objective.
To be more specific, an Armenian Conference entitled “Ottoman Era Armenians
during the Collapse of the Empire”3 was due to be held in Bilgi University and
Bosphorus University in May and September 2005, respectively; however, due
to strict reactions and critiques from both Turkish media and government, the
conference was cancelled twice. Ironically, the Turkish Minister of Justice from
the party-in-power, Justice and Development Party, took the lead during this
opposition. In the end, the disputed Conference was held and successfully
completed; so the scholars organizing the conference played a crucial role in
this process and paved the way for discussing questionable truths. After this
Conference, it became evident that it was quite possible to discuss some long-
avoided issues; moreover, discussing them was not bad at all because not any
unacceptable thing happened following the Conference. This occasion is con-
sidered to be a delayed milestone in that it initiated a new awakening era and
created an atmosphere for questioning. In addition, it was one of the ground-
breaking events in the recent history of Turkey and it was a sign of change.

In addition, the use of non-Moslem and non-Turkish names, which once
used to be officially rejected by the authorities, is another radical change and
it symbolises the recognition of other identities in society. Recent limited per-
mission in media to broadcast officially in a non-Turkish language under state
control has been another controversial issue in the country, as it drew much
more attention and criticism from the extreme nationalists. The amendments
proposed by the President and adopted by the Turkish Grand National Assembly
(TBMM) concerning the notorious “Article 301”4 in 2008 also imply the initial
steps taken throughout this process of change. As the process is in its infancy,
there are some other issues that need to be discussed such as the right to have
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4 Article 301 has been one of the most controversial articles of the Turkish Penal Code. Because
of this article, it used to be illegal to state anything against Turkey and Turkishness including the
identity, governmental institutions, language, or history. Even though the previous version of the
Article (before the amendment) stipulates that ‘Expressions of thought intended to criticize shall
not constitute a crime’, a number of noted people have been charged of this Article. For example:
(1) Because of the statements in the book titled “Manufacturing Consent” by Noam Chomsky
and Edward S. Herman, the editors and translator of the book was brought to court with the
claim of acting against the Article 301. (2) Hrant Dink, the murdered Columnist, Editor and Jour-
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education in the mother tongue, re-opening the “Halki Seminary”5 to offer the-
ology education to the minorities so as to meet their need for priests in their
religious institutions located in Turkey. Last but not least, the government took
a great stride in confessing that there is a phenomenon called “the Kurdish Prob-
lem” which again drew reaction from the extremists and republicans. 

The specific cases listed herein are only some of the examples that reflect
the difficulties and problems that the Moslem and non-Moslem minorities living
in Turkey have been experiencing for many years. Of the minorities, the Kurdish,
Armenians, Greeks and the Jewish are the groups that have been affected by
the state policies in a negative way, so they are the actual actors of the transition
period. In order to see the transition from a more flexible perspective, it is nec-
essary to have a look at the issue of identity and ethnicity by elaborating the
above-mentioned specific cases. Ultimately, the idea that lies behind the reac-
tions to a disputed conference, to the closure of a seminary, to the amendment
of an article, to the release of broadcast in a non-Turkish language, and to the
use of non-Moslem and non-Turkish names is more or less the same: problem
of recognizing the existence and identity of the “others”.

This paper, hereby, dwells upon two minority groups, one of which is
Christian and the other is mostly Moslem: the Assyrians and the Kurdish, re-
spectively. The reason for focusing on these two communities is that, apart
from the other Christian minorities in Turkey, the Assyrians have a different
status, and, to date, not much has been discussed about them on the interna-
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nalist with Armenian origin, was also brought to court with the claim of acting against this Article,
and he was sentenced to six months. (3) Orhan Pamuk, the Nobel Winner Author, was charged
of this Article due to his interviews with some Swiss newspapers concerning the mass killings of
Armenian and Kurdish population during the Ottoman reign. (4) Elif Safak is a woman author,
charged because of her statements and thoughts. (5) Perihan Magden is another woman author
and journalist brought to trial due to her expressions and thoughts in her publications. (6) Rahim
Er is one of the columnists convicted under the Article 301. (7) Serkis Seropyan and Arat Dink,
the Agos Newspaper’s staff, were also sentenced under this Article. With a slight amendment,
the Article is still into effect; although it is insistently emphasized the article content bears some
statements against the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and European Con-
vention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

5 Halki Seminary (Trans. Heybeliada Ruhban Okulu) was established on October 1, 1844 on the Is-
land of Halki (Heybeliada), one of the biggest islands of Princes Islands in the Sea of Marmara.
The Seminary was closed by the Turkish authorities in 1971. It had been the major seminary/the-
ology school of the Eastern Orthodox Church’s Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople. In
spite of international reactions from the United States (both Clinton and Obama urged the Turkish
Presidents to allow the reopening the Seminary: and the houses of the US Congress passed a
resolution for the case), European Union (as a part of the accession talks, the issue was brought
up to the agenda by the European Commission), the theology school remains closed currently.
Thus, not the need of the Christian citizens (Eastern Orthodox Church congregation) has been
met for years.



tional platform compared to the other non-Moslem minorities. As for the Kur-
dish, nowadays, they hold the top ranks in national agenda. Since July 2009,
the leader of the ruling party, the Development and Justice Party – AKP, has
launched an initiative to discuss the Problem openly, to find a solution to the
Kurdish Problem and he called for the collaboration and contribution of all cir-
cles, including the non-governmental organisations and individuals. 

Considering their characteristics and problems, the former community is
going to be one of the most controversial issues of Turkey in the near future
due to their land claims, genocidal issues and claims for minority rights; the
latter one is already an essential question. Therefore, concentrating on these
communities and their problems is the main goal of this paper. As it would not
be possible to consider the whole groups in detail, the paper will present these
two examples, with different religious and ethnic background, in order to get
a general idea about the minority problems from both Moslem and non-
Moslem sides. 

discussion

The Treaty of Lausanne, concluded by the successor to the Ottoman Em-
pire, the Republic of Turkey, on July 24, 1923 is one of the paramount treaties.
It contains some details with regard to the minorities and defines the scope of
the term of minority in the newly-established state. According to this Treaty,
the minorities are defined according to their religious background; namely,
under Section III Protection of Minorities, the minorities are referred as the
non-Moslem communities. Because of the fact that Treaty itself is international
and that the concept of minority, as we perceive it at present, did not yet exist,
the outstanding and determinant criteria turned out to be “religion”: i.e., Chris-
tianity and Judaism. 

In Articles 37 to 45, no specific ethnic group or any community is men-
tioned by name. Apart from the above-mentioned articles, throughout the
whole text of the Treaty, the names of Armenian or Jewish parties are not
openly stated, but that of the Greeks, and the term of Greek refers to the Gov-
ernment in Hellenic Republic, not the minorities living in Turkey then. There-
fore, depending on the interpretation that the non-Moslem nationals living in
Turkey were the Greeks, Armenians and the Jewish, no other ethnic groups or
peoples with different background were contractually and legally considered
as minority. Basically, this perception is still present and the government does
not accept the other groups to be referred to as minority except for the Or-
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thodox Greeks, the Armenians and the Jewish. Therefore, this Treaty, which
has been into effect since 1923, is considered as the basis for defining the
scope of the minority concept.

In order to clarify the difference in perception, it would be helpful to give
the perspective of a foreign approach. In his keynote address at the inaugura-
tion of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, Minority Sem-
inar held in the Polish capital, Warsaw, in 1994, Max van der Stoel, the former
High Commissioner from the Netherlands, stated that: 

“The existence of a minority is a question of fact and not of definition. (...)
First of all, a minority is a group with linguistic, ethnic or cultural character-
istics, which distinguish it from the majority. Secondly, a minority is a group
which usually not only seeks to maintain its identity but also tries to give
stronger expression to that identity.” (van der Stoel, 1994)

Whilst the approach towards minorities in some countries is as stated
above, the case is absolutely different in Turkey. Contrary to this approach,
even though the Kurdish, Laz, Alawis, Circassian, Arabic and some other minor
groups refer to themselves as minority, they are not constitutionally cate-
gorised in that way. This has been the actual exclusion policy that Turkish gov-
ernment has kept over years. Their linguistic, ethnic and cultural characteristics
have never been considered as the basis for distinction because, according to
the Treaty, the above-listed communities are predominantly Moslem and they
are not considered under the non-Moslem umbrella. For this very reason,
these peoples do not hold the right to enjoy various liberties, while some non-
Moslem ones partially do. To illustrate, it has not been possible for these peo-
ple to be educated in their own languages, which is one of the most important
parts of their identities. Besides, apart from being deprived of such a right, it
is not allowed to have their languages as an elective course in schools, either.
Additionally, whilst the non-Moslem nationals are entitled to open their
schools and conduct educational and training programmes in their own mother
tongue, which are Greek, Armenian or Hebrew, however, the Kurdish, Circas-
sians, Laz or others are not entitled to have such opportunities. 

For some reasons, the government has adopted and followed a strict pol-
icy in not recognizing the minorities. Referring to the Treaty, it has been
claimed that those groups cannot have the right to enjoy certain rights and
liberties as the non-Moslem ones do, since they are not referred therein. This
claim has been the justification point, and whenever the ethnic or religious
groups brought up the case to the agenda, they faced with this justification.
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However, as for the Turkish communities in foreign countries, considerable ef-
forts have been made in order them to be regarded as minority and to enjoy
civil rights granted to those groups. Despite the fact that the constitutions of
foreign countries do not include any specific article concerning Turkish com-
munities and that they do not have any certain treaty to clarify their status,
those particular Turkish communities claimed that they were minorities and,
therefore, had the right to enjoy their “natural” rights. Is their motivation “a
matter of fact, or definition”?

The paradox here is that when those people, who had once migrated
mostly to some European states after 1960s and 1970s, have any problem con-
cerning their education or identities, they have the right to enjoy the minority
rights. In this sense, Germany and the Netherlands stand as the best examples.
Particularly in Germany, there are only four national minorities recognized of-
ficially: the Danish minority, the Friesian ethnic minority in Germany, the Ger-
man Sinti and Roma and the Sorbs.6 Other groups, coming later on such as the
labourers, including the Turks, and immigrants, are accepted as minorities. 

Similarly, in the Netherlands, the only official minority group is the Frisian
minority7; nevertheless, the other immigrants and labour groups, including the
Moroccans and Turks, are also accepted as minority in the society. Accordingly,
some rights are granted to these groups in order to continue their existence
and identities. These governments do not compel those communities to accept
German and Dutch identities or to erase their original characteristics, ethnic
and religious backgrounds. In this regard, the existence of Turkish schools in
both countries proves the tolerance towards those communities. This is also
confirmed by the Assyrians living in the Netherlands; the Dutch Government
allows them to have education in their mother tongue, open Assyrian Ortho-
dox Churches and exercise their religious services freely. How many of these
liberties are allowed in Turkey?
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6 Four National Minorities in the Federal Republic of Germany. All four groups come under the
Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, which Germany ratified in 1997.
The minorites’ languages - Danish, North and Sater Friesian, Romany, and Lower and Upper Sor-
bian – are promoted under the terms of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Lan-
guages, which Germany ratified in 1998. URL: http://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/
federal-states/content/background-1/national-minorities.html?type=1, last access on September
11, 2009.

7 Cultural Minorities, Groups and Communities. The Frisians. In March 2005, the Minister of Inte-
rior and Kingdom Relations signed a covenant on the Frisian Language and Culture. This covenant
includes agreements concerning education in the Frisian language; the use of Frisian by the ju-
diciary, in the courts and in public administration, in the media and for cultural activities and
amenities; as well as the use of Frisian in economic and social life. URL: http://www.culturalpoli-
cies.net/web/netherlands.php?aid=421, last access on September 11, 2009.
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In the same vein, the right to choose studying Turkish language in elective
courses and to open Turkish schools teaching in Turkish is currently available
in Germany, which stands as a good example for Turkey. In the recent past,
when a German school did not allow Turkish to be spoken amongst the pupils,
the school authorities were accused of severe discrimination and repression.
In connection with this incident, it was re-emphasized that Turkish community
in Germany should be considered as minority, even though it is not openly
stated in the relevant Constitutions that the Turkish nationals are minorities.
Again ironically, those ethnic and religious groups in Turkey are not officially
regarded as minority, as the justification of Turkish authorities is that those
groups are not referred in the Treaty of Lausanne. Interestingly, preventing
these groups in Turkey to open their own schools, to be educated in their
mother tongue and to study their mother tongues or religion as elective
courses is not considered discrimination and repression. It should not be for-
gotten that Germany was once accused of discrimination and racism when
there were not elective Turkish courses in German schools; interestingly
enough, the subsequent consent of German authorities to offer elective Turk-
ish classes was welcomed as a victory by the Turks. In consequence, would it
be right and wise to call such preventions in Turkey as discriminatory and racist
acts, as the Turks once implied, because both cases bear a striking resemblance
to each other?

On the grounds of the fact that other ethnic minority groups, except for
the Greeks, Armenians and Jewish, are not allowed to have their own minority
schools, it is inevitable for these people to attend public schools. Even some
of those citizens from these three minority groups in different parts of Turkey
do not have the opportunity to go to minority schools due to administrative
barriers, so they end up in state-owned public schools.

In Turkish schools, there are some regular practices that all students have
to take, which are compulsory for all students; therefore, these students are
obliged to take part in such practices. One of these practices is the repetitive
recitation of “Our Oath” collectively and aloud, just before the classes begin
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6 Although, in the Turkish version, it says “özümden”, some translate it as “from my heart”, but it
cannot be interpreted as “from my heart and soul” in order to misguide the readers. In Turkish,
the term of “öz” means “self-”, “own” and “origin”, so the sentence should be translated as “more
than myself”. Particularly, in terms of syntax, the phrase “özümden çok” bears a comparative
structure, it is obviously clear that “-den çok” means “more than something”. Consequently, it
can be said that the content of the sentence is not appropriate for a six- or seven-year-old pupil,
because such statements promotes “self-sacrificing” and “nationalistic sentiments”. yet it would
be wiser to state that the self-sacrificing mentioned here is not a sort of self-devotion, but pro-
moting a certain “origin”. 
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every day. For decades, pupils are gathered in school gardens in the form of
squad column; and they are compelled to recite this oath orally and aloud in
a strict order, which resembles military training.

It is accepted that all students are specifically required to comply with the
procedures at public schools. At this point there is not any problem with the
regular practices, but the case of “Our Oath” is different in terms of its content
and evocations. The start-up and conclusion sentences contain some phrases
about the Turkish race and this statement is paraphrased thrice throughout
the whole oath. The oath is as follows:

“I am a Turk, honest and hardworking, 
My principle is to protect the youngers, to respect the elders and to love my
country and nation more than myself,8

My goal is to improve and go ahead. 
Great Ataturk!
I vow to take the path you paved and to the goal you targeted without ceasing,
May my existence be a present to the Turkish existence,9

How happy is he who calls himself a Turk.”

Despite the existence of other religious and ethnic backgrounds, pupils
between six and twelve years of age are obliged to comply with this obligation,
which evokes racist and extremist sentiments. When the children are not con-
scious about the concepts of “race, nation, and ethnic background” at the age
of six or seven, they face such racial and nationalist impositions at their early
ages. Upon not reciting the oath, or not doing it aloud, pupils are severely pun-
ished. The author himself is the best witness for such a punishment since he
was exposed to severe physical assault many times for not reciting it “aloud
and enthusiastically enough”.

As far as the wording of the oath is considered, it places emphasis on
Turkishness and on the superiority of this race. In spite of the fact that the ex-
istence of other ethnic and religious groups is well-known and that these mi-
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8 Although, in the Turkish version, it says “özümden”, some translate it as “from my heart”, but it
cannot be interpreted as “from my heart and soul” in order to misguide the readers. In Turkish,
the term of “öz” means “self-”, “own” and “origin”, so the sentence should be translated as “more
than myself”. Particularly, in terms of syntax, the phrase “özümden çok” bears a comparative
structure, it is obviously clear that “-den çok” means “more than something”. Consequently, it
can be said that the content of the sentence is not appropriate for a six- or seven-year-old pupil,
because such statements promotes “self-sacrificing” and “nationalistic sentiments”. yet it would
be wiser to state that the self-sacrificing mentioned here is not a sort of self-devotion, but pro-
moting a specific “origin”.

9 See Note 6.
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norities have always existed in Asia Minor for centuries, they are disregarded
and not referred in the Oath. It does not say “I am Kurdish, or Circassian, or
Laz, or Alawi, or Arabic or Armenian..., but only Turk.” Any six-year-old pupil
with Arabic origin in Antioch has to repeat this oath just before the classes
begin, as does a Kurdish one. When the children are not very aware of such
concepts and even though they are consciously unable to attach meaning or
significance to these abstract concepts, they are forced to cry out “I am a Turk,
How happy is he who calls himself a Turk, etc.” 

Indirectly, it is aimed to make the child admit unconsciously that s/he be-
longs to a particular group. These wordings and the practices obviously serve
for erasing the ethnicity and cultural colours instead of embracing them all be-
cause the emphasis is given in only one group and the remaining ones are not
mentioned. Clearly indicated point in these lines is the superiority of a race and
the pride to be taken in admitting it because the text overpraises the Turkish
identity and refers only to Turkish existence, as if other identities do not exist. 

If the goal is to create an “integrated” nation, such discourses seem to be
redundant as they tend to trigger extreme nationalist and racist sentiments.
Above all, it is not expected to list a number of ethnic and religious groups in
this oath because it would be hard and problematic to achieve it. Instead, there
is a better solution that shall serve for the good of all: exclusion of racist and
nationalist expressions, and abandoning militarist order. Moreover, reciting
the universally accepted good manners, behaviours or objectives should be
promoted as this policy seems to be purely impartial. More importantly, it
would not serve to raise ethnicity or identity problems.

Concerning the Oath case, non-governmental organisations are also sen-
sitive. In July 2009, they began to run some campaigns to abandon reciting
“Our Oath” in elementary schools. For example, Mazlum-Der (The Organisation
of Human Rights and Solidarity for Oppressed People) noted that Turkey hosts
more than thirty ethnic identities along with the Turkish one, and that Turkey
is a multi-cultural country with many identities.10 This NGO argued that making
pupils recite “Our Oath” bears ideological expressions and some statements
that may lead to assimilation. With this motivation, it launched a petition cam-
paign and decorated the commercial billboards in Diyarbakir Province with
posters. In response to “Our Oath,” in a humorous way, “I am a Kurdish, Laz,
Circassian, Armenian, Alawi ... How happy is he who calls himself a Kurdish,
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10 Online Gundem. A Campaign by MAZLUM-DER to remove the recitation of Our Outh at schools.
Released on July 1, 2009. URL: http://www.gundem-online.com/haber.asp?haberid=74490, last
access on September 14, 2009.



Laz, Circassian, Armenian, Alawi...” read the posters. However, the posters
were removed from the commercial billboards without any justification by the
police officers.

It is clear that the reason lying behind this poster removal is the emphasis
on plurality and sarcastic response to the original version. The illegal removal
of posters showed the level of tolerance to plurality and expression of thought
on identity and ethnicity issues. Nonetheless, Mazlum-Der’s attempt was a
constructive and brave step taken in the process of undergoing a radical change
and of awakening. In spite of counter-views, opposing ideas and reactions, this
campaign represents a fundamental landmark in this period of change. 

the Assyrians or Arameans 

In Turkey, there is a non-Moslem community which is not classified in the
league of other three non-Moslem minorities: the Assyrians or Arameans as
they call. According to the noted Greek geographer and historian, Strabo, both
terms refer to the same community, as he noted that “Those who call them-
selves Arameans, are called Syrians by us.” 

As for their minority status, even though the Assyrians living mostly in the
south-eastern part of Turkey are Christians, they are not considered within the
scope of non-Moslem nationals in the Treaty of Lausanne; therefore, it is not
possible for these people to enjoy the rights granted to non-Moslems despite
their backgrounds. Considering their historical background, the Assyrians are
one of the most suffering communities in Turkey due to their religion and ori-
gin. Although they were not involved in any acts of terror or attack even before
the proclamation of republic (1923), they were ill-treated in their lands. In a
sense, the Assyrians resemble Armenians with regard to their unfortunate
genocidal history. During the so-called “relocation” (tehcir) of Armenians in
1910s to the southern regions of the Ottoman Empire, the Assyrians were put
into the same pot with the Armenians and they were exposed to the same acts
of violence and de facto genocide.

When the Armenians in Asia Minor were exiled to the southern regions,
most of them were massacred en route, and the Assyrians were one of the
communities affected by these acts of violence. The Assyrians, lumped to-
gether with the Armenians, were attacked and massacred due to their religious
background, even though they had not had any hostile intent against the au-
thorities. An old Assyrian man, one of the living sources of information and
whose ancestors survived the Sayfo Genocide, reports his father’s experiences
in a private interview in 2008 as follows: 
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“They called us ‘onions’. They said ‘either red (referring to the Armenians)
or white (referring to the Arameans), both are the same, onions because
they are both Christians. That’s why we kill them; so as not to have more
tears due to the onions, removing them all is the best way.’ As a result, the
red onions were massacred; so were our relatives, the white ones.”

This is the story of “two onions”. Today, a great majority of Assyrians live
abroad in different countries such as Switzerland, Germany, Canada, France,
the United Kingdom, etc. Why do a great majority of this community live
abroad? Following the Sayfo Genocide,11 the Assyrians were forced to abandon
their lands and immigrate to foreign countries.12 The lands of those, consumed
during the Genocide, were seized and the survivors were forced to leave their
homes and properties. As a result, many Assyrians left their homes and settled
in other countries. The Assyrian population in most European states consists
of those that fled from their lands after this Genocide. Today, some of these
families follow the repatriation trend and would like to settle in their previous
lands which they once had to leave. 

This change of course has turned out to be a crucial problem. Claiming
the land, which was seized after the Genocide and which is currently owned
by someone else, seems to cause another dispute because Turkey will have to
bring up another genocide case, the Sayfo, to her agenda, which has been sup-
pressed for years. In connection with this genocidal argument, an Assyrian
scholar, in a Swiss university, was brutally murdered by a Turk after he dwelled
on this Genocide in one of his addresses.

Recently, the Assyrians have begun to make considerable investments in
their hometowns. They are now trying to continue their religious and ethnic
identities by keeping their congregation active and by restoring their ornamen-
tal houses which forms the vernacular texture of Mardin Province and Midyat
District mostly. However, this process is not free of problems. The Assyrians
still face some problems due to their backgrounds. In order to make their
voices heard, some initiatives have been launched to seek their minority rights.
On behalf of the Assyrian community, Isa Cicek, the Assyrian Metropolitan of
Central Europe, had a statement about their status and made a call for socially
and culturally safeguarding the Assyrians. The Metropolitan said that “the
Dutch Government gives us the right to be educated in our mother tongue and
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11 Assyrian Genocide Research Centre, URL: http://www.seyfocenter.com/, last access on Septem-
ber 13, 2012.

12 Documents on the 1915 Genocide, URL: http://www.aina.org/sayfo/, last access on September
13, 2012.



to study our religion. However, unfortunately we are deprived of these rights
in Turkey.”13

In 2000, a paper was drafted and released by some of the important rep-
resentatives of Assyrian community in Turkey. Under the head of Christian As-
syrian Autochthonous Community, the paper, concentrating on solutions for
the problems that the Assyrian communities have been experiencing in Turkey,
was submitted to the President and the Prime Minister. Within the scope of
this paper, the Assyrians seek for their minority rights that are not given to
their community although they are non-Moslem according to the Treaty of
Lausanne. Referring to the relevant articles under Section III Protection of Mi-
norities, the representatives claim for their rights to open Assyrian schools at
elementary, secondary and high school levels in order to use their own alpha-
bet and to run education in their own mother tongue, Aramaic, the language
that Jesus Christ used. 

In order to continue their existence and maintain their cultural elements,
the use of this language is of significance for the Assyrians. Furthermore, it is
believed that education in Aramaic will help these communities not to forget
this deep-rooted language and to keep a cultural mosaic alive in Turkey. Addi-
tionally, detaining the imported books in Aramaic or Chaldean at customs
poses a problem to continue the use and teaching of this language. Detaining
books in these locally-used languages at customs is a clear violation of the pol-
icy of safeguarding these cultural elements.

Christian minorities are deeply sorry for the barriers to seminaries. De-
pending on the claim that seminaries are politically separatist, the Government
has been strict in not giving permission to establish religious institutions or
seminaries to educate and train priests needed to run services in churches. As
a result of this barrier, currently there is not any religious school in charge of
training religious staff. As a natural result, the Christians in Turkey are having
problems in finding priests to assign to churches. Priests play an important role
in Christian communities not only for the services at church, but also for lead-
ing the religious rituals, such as funerals, baptisms, confirmations, etc. How-
ever, preventing these communities to have seminaries and to import priest
from abroad, and not considering their ritual needs seem to be inconvenient.

As it is not allowed to open Assyrian minority schools, this community does
not have any other chance, so they are educated in public schools in Turkish.
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13 NTVMSNBC: The Assyrians want minority rights. The Assyrians have taken action to get minority
rights which is a controversial issue in Turkey. The Congregation has submitted a report, con-
cerning their problems, to the Prime Minister and the President. Released on August 31, 2000.
URL: http://arsiv.ntvmsnbc.com/news/26078.asp, last access on September 15, 2009.
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Despite Turkish legislation and international conventions, pupils from religious
minorities are compelled to attend courses entitled “Education of Religion and
Ethics” in primary, secondary and high schools. As it is the case with the Alawi
community, the Assyrian children are also compelled to take these courses that
preach Sunni Islam model, the dominant religious group in Turkey. According
to the above-mentioned paper of Christian Assyrian Autochthonous Commu-
nity, the Assyrian children are kept in class during these religious courses al-
though they are exempt from taking them due to their religious identity. In
several site visits to the region, it was observed by the author on site that pupils
were exposed to Sunni Islam teachings even though they did not necessarily
have to take. No room is allocated for the Christian pupils, but they are forced
to be in the same class. School authorities do not let them go out during the
class hours. They are not taken to another class, either. Note that these pupils
never receive any religious education based on their belief, Christianity. At
schools, a curriculum of Turkish educational system is in practice. Although the
mother tongue of pupils, born and brought up in the region called Tur Abdin, is
mostly Aramaic or Kurdish, they are educated in Turkish at schools, which is a
foreign language for them. For this reason, it becomes hard for these students
to learn this new language properly and continue their education accordingly;
therefore, the level of success is less compared to the other regions.

the kurdish 

Of all ethnic groups, the Kurdish is doubtlessly the most discussed and
popular in media. The term “Kurdish Problem” was publicly pronounced for
the first time by the head of party-in-power, the Prime Minister Erdogan, in a
meeting held in Diyarbakir Province, which hosts a dense Kurdish population,
in 2005. He openly uttered that “Kurdish Problem is not a problem of only a
part of this nation, but all instead.” After he made reference to the dispute and
hot conflict that had been on-going for almost four decades, his speech drew
attention from all circles in the country because the case, termed as “Kurdish
Problem,” had been denied for decades and nobody had officially dared to
refer to the case with the Kurdish as a “problem” until then. Even the confessor
of this term, the Prime Minister Erdogan, once stated that “there is not Kurdish
Problem, but separatist problem.” Nonetheless, the attitude toward the Prob-
lem changed radically, and surprisingly it was accepted in the end.

In a sense, this confession can be considered a milestone in the history of
modern Turkey. Following the confession, rejection utterances arose in the pub-
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lic. Some political parties refused to use the term “Kurdish Problem,” but re-
sorted to some euphemised phrases such as “Kurdish Expansion” or “South-
eastern Problem”. Even these phrases were not welcomed by some circles, so
new terms were coined like “Democratic Expansion”.14 As this process is at its
dawn, the involved circles still try to coin the phenomenon, yet there is not any
attempt to take any action to find a solution. It seems that a clear definition of
the Problem, its assessment at length and mobilisation to take necessary actions
with the collaboration of the involved parties are further steps. Still, sincere ini-
tiatives to undertake these tasks remain to be seen for the time being. 

As far as the background of this problem is concerned, there are various
reasons such as economic, political, educational, geostrategic, social, etc.
When the outstanding social reasons are considered under the title of identity
and ethnicity, the suppression of these people comes forth. For many years,
the Kurdish identity and ethnic culture has been suppressed in most fields and
different methods were used to do it. To illustrate, Kurdish language was not
allowed to be used in most public institutions and schools. It was not allowed
to name children with certain names that include letters of Kurdish Alphabet
and that are specifically peculiar to Kurdish culture. Worse still, there has been
a compelling policy of turkification -according to Sunni Islam model- by chang-
ing the Kurdish names of the cities and sites. In connection with these assim-
ilation policies, Kurdish people have been subjected to ethnic discrimination
in every sphere of social life. These factors are only some of the social reasons
lying behind the Kurdish mutiny. 

As the Kurdish people are not officially regarded as a minority according
to the Treaty of Lausanne, they are not entitled to open their own schools and
use their mother tongue for education. For this reason, language has been one
of the most essential problems for the Kurdish population, particularly in the
south-east. Ordinarily, Kurdish pupils learn Turkish as a foreign language when
they start elementary school at the age of six or seven. According to the Turkish
regulations, education in mother tongue, apart from Turkish, is not legal; there-
fore these children are obliged to begin their educational life far behind the
Turkish-speaking pupils.

On the one hand, Turkish-speaking pupils directly begin with the alphabet,
writing skills, etc. in their own language in the beginning of elementary school.
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14 Not Kurdish, but Democratic Expansion. On 31 August, 2009, Mr Atalay, the Minister of Interior
Affairs, made a press conference and throughout the whole conference, he preferred to call the
process as “Democratic Expansion” and did not used the word of ‘Kurdish’ when he was explain-
ing the burning question of ‘Kurdish Expansion’ which was pronounced by the Prime Minister
previously.
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Availing of this opportunity, the speed of learning and the level of success is
considerably higher compared to the non-Turkish speaking pupils. To make the
case clearer, foreign language education in Turkey may be the best example to
describe what Kurdish pupils experience. As a foreign language, predominantly
English is taught in Turkish schools. It starts in the 4th year in elementary school
and continues in the university. However, in spite of an English education pro-
gramme over approximately twelve years, the quality of foreign language is so
poor that it is scarcely possible to find even a few people with proper foreign
language skills in speaking and listening. The overall picture of foreign language
knowledge is rather worrying that even almost half of the English teachers at
schools need interpreters to communicate with foreigners. This is neither a
speculation, nor an extreme case, but a recent general fact. Moreover, students
riot in universities against the authorities to abandon educational systems in
English because they think that they would do better in their own mother
tongue and that education in foreign language is not fair and reasonable.

When the difficulties in education in foreign language and the request for
education in mother tongue are considered, it becomes clear that Turkish peo-
ple disregard what the other non-Turkish speaking communities experience
when they are compelled to be educated in a foreign language that they have
to learn only at schools for a limited time period. There seems to be no empa-
thy amongst the Turkish-speaking groups, as they do not want to understand
the difficulties experienced by many Kurdish people even though they suffer
from more or less the same difficulties. Furthermore, whilst these activists
make a call for abandoning education in foreign language, it is termed as “free-
dom of expression”, yet that of the Kurdish people as “separatist riot”.

On the other hand, non-Turkish speaking pupils are expected to learn
Turkish to continue their educational life and no other alternative is offered,
as they do not have their own schools and do not hold the right to have, either.
Learning a foreign language afresh and trying to catch up with the other peers
makes Kurdish children fall far behind. In addition to education in a foreign
language, the poor quality of education in the region can be considered an-
other reason for failure in educational statistics. 

The strict policy of education system aims at assimilating Kurdish identity
and culture: as a social phenomenon, language is one of the most effective in-
struments to achieve it. Not to mention education in Kurdish, their mother
tongue is not given as an elective course in schools. In addition, there is no un-
dergraduate department studying this culture or language in Turkey because
Kurdish was not even regarded as a language until quite recently. 
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In Turkey, it was not allowed to have Kurdish classes because it was con-
sidered discriminatory and separatist. Interestingly enough, for several years,
there had been efforts to include Turkish language as an elective course to cur-
ricula in Germany. However, the schools were insistent on not accepting such a
request because a school had already banned pupils to speak Turkish to facili-
tate their integration. This banning was not welcomed by Turkish authorities
and it was interpreted as a discriminatory practice and violation of freedoms.
Besides, not offering Turkish language classes as an elective course was consid-
ered a hostile attitude against Turkish citizens. Ironically, whilst Turkish people
encounter such difficulties in other countries, they regard them discrimination
and hostility, but fair demand of the Kurdish is labelled as separatist.

Concerning the strict restriction of speaking Kurdish, there are other similar
cases. For instance, it is forbidden to speak “Kurdish” in the Turkish Grand Na-
tional Assembly. A group of Kurdish parliamentarians addressed their congress
in Kurdish in 1991. After this address, a detailed investigation was opened against
them, their legislative immunity was lifted and they ended up in prison.15 Simi-
larly, in 2009, the official broadcasting channel of the Parliament ceased broad-
casting when a Kurdish parliamentarian addressed in Kurdish. Interestingly, the
shorthand typists of the Parliament recorded that the parliamentarians spoke
in an unknown language. In sum, Kurdish language, spoken by approximately 15
million people in Turkey, was recorded to be unknown in official records.

By the same token, soldiers with Kurdish origin are not allowed to speak
Kurdish in the army. The author himself witnessed personally during his mili-
tary service that numerous illiterate soldiers with Kurdish origin were severely
punished “for not speaking Turkish on the lands of Turks”. The same applies
to the prisoners.16 Provided a non-educated Kurdish citizen is put into prison,
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15 On November 6, 1991, Leyla Zana, former Parliamentarian with Kurdish origin, took an oath at
the Turkish Grand National Assembly (TBMM), and at the end of her oath, she uttered a sentence
in Kurdish language: (‘Ez vê sondê li ser navê gelê kurd û tirk dixwîm’ in Kurdish) which means
‘I take this oath on behalf Kurdish and Turkish peoples fraternity’. The stenographers wrote “In
an unknown language” referring the Kurdish language. Due to her utterance, the following day
her parliamentary immunity was withdrawn. Likewise, the speech of Ahmet Turk, the Leader of
Democratic Society Party, in Kurdish language at the executive meeting was not approved by
the TGNA’s television “Meclis TV”, and the live broadcast was stopped.

16 It is not allowed in the prisons to the prisoners to speak in Kurdish. Even the prisoner or the
person with whom s/he is speaking to does not have Turkish language skills, they are not allowed
to converse in Kurdish. The case is not a new one; Harold Pinter, the Nobel Winner Author, wrote
a play about the attitude of Turkish Government in banning Kurdish language. In the play titled
“Mountain Language”, the author tells the oppression of a Kurdish woman in Turkey, and the
prisoner cannot use her mother tongue to communicate. The story carries the absurd practice
against the minorities to the literature with “Mountain Language”.
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it is not officially allowed according to the Turkish regulations to speak in
his/her mother tongue. These double standards obviously demonstrate the
level of respect to the “other”.

Another method used for assimilating Kurdish people has been the turk-
ification policy in first names. So far, it has not been possible for the Kurdish
people, as well as the other non-Turkish ethnic groups, to name their children
with a first name which is not a Moslem or Turkish name. At local population
registry administrations, officers did not accept any non-Turkish name. Even
though there was not any concrete, written regulation with regard to naming,
non-Turkish people could not register their child the way they like due to na-
tion-wide unofficial arbitrary treatment. For instance, the Mayor of Sur in Di-
yarbakir Province between 2009 and 2014, Abdullah Demirbas, was brought
to court in 1989 for naming his daughter “Berfin”, a typical Kurdish name.
While he was serving in Kutahya, a city in the west, he was exiled to a remote
place and eventually removed from his office. 

By turkification policy, a great many people have been compelled to use a
Turkish name. Certainly, the reason that lies behind this policy is not the Alpha-
bet. Under the excuse of not having some letters such as “q, x, w” in Turkish Al-
phabet, the authorities did not accept the names they did not approve. However,
this cannot be a justification because it is also acceptable to use “k, ks, or v” in-
stead of “q, x and w” respectively. Therefore, the absence of some letters does
not pose a problem to restrict it because substitution for them is quite possible.17

This assimilation approach was not welcomed by the Kurdish people. They
considered it as a violation of their fundamental freedoms as it targeted their
identities, ethnicity, customs, traditions and values in general. As a result of
intensive efforts, the restriction on non-Turkish names has been lifted. As a
matter of fact, the lifting is not the fruit of non-governmental organisations or
lobbying activities, but the Harmonisation Packages of European Union, Pack-
age 6. The harmonisation package removed the restrictions on naming, and
the list of forbidden names, which were considered to be inconvenient accord-
ing to customs, was nullified by this package. However, there is one more ob-
stacle: mentality and tolerance. The restriction was lifted, but the population
registry officers and the other relevant institutions still have not changed their
attitude and mentality with regard to this practice. In spite of the changing
regulation, officers keep raising difficulties in order to prevent the use of non-
Turkish names. Briefly, the reforms are not into practice at all. 
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17 Bianet: İsim yasagına Kürtçe İsimle Protesto (Trans. Protest against Ban on Naming with Kurdish
Names) Published on October 23, 2003. URL: http://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/25603-
isim-yasagina-kurtce-isimle-protesto, last access on September 12, 2012.



The issue was also discussed in Turkish cinema in a movie and it became
one of the most controversial movies as it was censored many times by the au-
thorities. In the end, thanks to the final verdict by the Council of State, the movie
was released and broadcasted by state television channel, TRT. In the movie titled
“Buyuk Adam Kucuk Ask”18 (Trans. Big Man, Little Love), a little Kurdish orphan
war victim girl named Hejar, meaning, “Dispossessed” humanizes and educates
an old and strict Turkish judge, who does not want to make any concession to
speak any language except for Turkish. Extrajudicial execution of a Kurdish by a
Turkish police officer despite her begging and crying not to shoot, insistency of
the Turkish judge on not using any Kurdish name, but a Turkish one and his pro-
hibition on speaking Kurdish are the general themes of the movie that make it
controversial. One of the most impressive scenes of the movie is the one in which
a Kurdish women rejects to be called by a Turkish name. Instead, she wants to
be called by her original Kurdish name. There she said:

— “Uncle Rifat, my name is Rojbin, not Sakine”. 

With these words, the Kurdish character implies that her identity and ex-
istence has to be recognised. On the grounds of political reasons, the leading
character could not see his movie released in his life time. However, the movie
played an important role in setting forth the non-recognition of a language,
culture and names peculiar to a specific culture.

The restrictions on names are not confined to people only. It was also ap-
plied on the places and settlements. It was another extension of assimilation
policy. Circular No 8589, issued in 1940 by the Turkish Ministry of Interior of-
ficially instructed to change the names of the cities and settlements which did
not have Turkish names. A number of cities and settlements were subjected
to this circular. Such that the number of settlements renamed accordingly was
more than 300 in the non-metropolitan Tunceli Province. As for the other cities
-more than twenty in number in the South-eastern and Eastern Anatolia where
Kurdish settlements are mostly located- the turkification policy underwent a
large-scale project. In total, approximately twenty eight thousand (28.000) set-
tlements’ names were changed throughout Turkey.19
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18 Buyuk Adam, Kucuk Ask (Trans. Big Man, Little Love) directed by Handan Ipekci. The film was banned
in Turkey in March, 2002 for “promoting Kurdish nationalism” and “presenting Turkish police in a
negative light”. URL: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0298780/, last access on August 20, 2009.

19 BBC Turkce: Kadir Konuksever. Kürt Açılımı ve Kürt İsimleri (Trans. Kurdish Expansion and Kurdish
Names). Published on August 12, 2009. URL: http://www.bbc.co.uk/turkce/lg/haberler/2009
/08/090812_kurdish_names.shtml, last access on November 12, 20012. 
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In order to remove non-Turkish names from the labels and maps, to re-
place them with a Turkish name and to eliminate non-Turkish elements, the
Government adopted such a circular which led to confusion. Based on paro-
masis method, city names were replaced with the closest words available in
terms of pronunciation. Whilst some names were adapted to Turkish, some
were translated into Turkish. Cultural adaptation was a part of this method.
Those names with Alawi origin were adapted to “Sunni” customs; some spe-
cific names including church, bell, and scarlet were removed in order to avoid
separatist acts.

Disregarding the deep-rooted background of the settlements, or the
meaning and the peculiarity of the names or the authenticity they bore, many
names were changed due to turkification policy. However, in most of these
cases, the compulsory change of names has not worked much in the society.
Therefore, this policy has not gone far beyond official correspondence. Local
people, particularly those above a certain age level, still call these cities with
their original names with which they are familiar. They have not been able to
get used to the new names, introduced by the Government through this as-
similation policy.

One may find this change reasonable because pronouncing or typing a
city name can be hard for a citizen if it is derived from Persian or Arabic. From
this perspective, adaptation to Turkish names may seem to be reasonable;
however, some certain examples imply the real intent behind. One of these
examples is the name for the village called “Dara”. The settlement is located
close to the Syrian border and well-known to archaeologists and historians for
its ruins and well-preserved underground city structures. yet the site is hardly
known to the Turkish. Named after “Darius” the Persian Emperor, the Village
Dara was subjected to the abovementioned circular. Is it hard to write this
name? Or, is hard to pronounce such a simple word? Or, is there any complex
order of letters? It is obvious that none of these claims justify the change. How-
ever, the new name tells much about it, and it directly reveals what the exact
purpose is. The village was renamed “Oguz” (Oghuz) officially. “Oguz” echoes
back to Turkish history, as it refers to a group of Turkic tribes, the ancestors of
Turkish people. Although there is no relation between the Village Dara and the
Turkic tribes or Turkish history, the name was replaced with an irrelevant one.
Note that the historical, architectural, archaeological and etymological back-
ground of the site was not considered at all. 

A site visit to the village in 2010 revealed an interesting finding. Even
though Village Oguz is used on the maps or at the state agencies, local people
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and academic disciplines call it by its original name. The informants reported
that they were not happy with the new name and they kept writing its original
name on envelopes for correspondence. Furthermore, in all interviews, it was
emphasised by the informants that the new Turkic-inspired name ignored set-
tlement’s long history, and it threatened the tourism potential of the ancient
city. It was observed that villagers held a similar view in this regard and they
argued that such policies aimed at erasing local colours. 

All in all, no matter what official justifications claim, assimilation policy has
been in effect and it is evident from these examples. Under these sanctions,
those people try to survive and make their identities, values and customs alive
by safeguarding and preserving, but not losing their soul and essence. In this
sense, there has been a sea change in understanding and safeguarding the Kur-
dish identity. Today, Kurdish people are one of the most active groups in pre-
serving their ethnicity and in rejecting the societal and top-down assertiveness.

In order not to be assimilated by the governmental policies, campaigns
are organised on every sphere of life. There have been initiatives to abandon
the so-called “Our Oath” which suggests that a particular race is superior to
the others although it includes the word “our”. In the same vein, there have
been initiatives to change settlement names that were once replaced with a
Turkish one by disregarding the original meaning and background of the words.
Television broadcasting20 in Kurdish language under the body of TRT (Turkish
Radio Television Corporation) is another progress, even though the broadcast
is limited to several hours and under strict state control. Political discussion of
the “Kurdish Problem” to find a solution to on-going tension in the eastern
and south-eastern Anatolia is noteworthy, although it was claimed a while ago
that there were no Kurdish, but only Turkish. These initiatives indicate that
some steps have been taken forward in making the authorities recognize the
existence of other identities. 

Conclusion 
Apart from those assimilated or erased over years, most of the minority

identities and their characteristics, cultural values have survived in spite of
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20 (TRT ŞEŞ or TRT 6) Of the channels with multi-language, TRT Şeş started 24-hour-broadcast in
Kurdish on January 1, 2009. In 1991, when Leyla Zana took her oath, she uttered a Kurdish sen-
tence at the end of her speech, and the stenographers recorded this language as an “unknown
language”. Even though Kurdish language is not officially recognized and, according to the legal
records, it is unknown, Turkish Government let “TRT Şeş” be opened. TRT Şeş is the channel, af-
filiated to the state-owned broadcasting corporation and the first official channel in Kurdish



challenges and difficulties. Still they form a vivid mosaic with their ethnic, re-
ligious, cultural and ethnographic colours. Inasmuch as these ethnic groups
would like to hand their customs down to their future generations as they re-
ceived them from their ancestors, they do not want to leave the cultural ele-
ments that have moulded their characteristics and culture, but to preserve
them as their forefathers did. In this regard, they only expect respect and tol-
erance for their practices and for their existence or identities without being
subjected to the sanctions exposed by dominant groups.

The country has undergone a process in confessing the historical and re-
cent faults and in remedying these faults as much as the political and social
circumstances allow. In this sense, it is generally accepted that it needs time
to find a solution to the deep-rooted problems. Likewise, it needs a reasonable
time to “digest” radical changes so that the society could understand and in-
ternalise the difference. The process is at its dawn, yet there has been a re-
markable change in recognizing the others, their existence, identities and the
colours they bear. Even though there are a great number of things to alter in
order to ameliorate the cases, this newly-initiated process promises hope for
the future of minority rights and their existence. The constructive steps taken
by the ruling party are particularly noteworthy in Kurdish Problem. However,
the continuity of changes will prove their sincerity. 

With the initiatives from both non-governmental organisations and ex-
ternal factors such as the Harmonisation Packages, the waves of change have
heralded a new period. With new reforms, it is expected to remove racist and
militarist expressions, recitations and order from the daily routines of pupils
in elementary schools. It is also expected that the superiority or inferiority of
nationalities will not be a matter of case to be imposed to young brains. A Kur-
dish pupil (14), interviewed in a site survey in 2011 in Sirnak Province, looks
forward to be respected for her identity and not to be compelled by force to
cry out that she belongs to a specific group. 

The objective of these efforts is to enable minorities to study their mother
tongues at least as an elective course at schools. It is also aimed to offer reli-
gious groups the chance to be trained in line with their religions and beliefs
instead of a completely different one. Common goal is to remove the con-
straints of dominant groups against minorities.

Additionally, the constraints by the Turkish Government are not limited
to the religious issues only. Assimilation policy by changing the names of set-
tlements, including a province, districts, towns and villages, and even citizens
was in full effect. This process of change aims to reject the assimilation policy
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of Turkish Government by reacting against the new settlement names that
evoke Turkish history and characteristics such as “oghuz” or “akincilar”. It is
expected to see the statements in the Constitution and regulations not only
in text but also in practice. Minorities want to enjoy their fundamental liberties
including the right to name their children with his/her Christian, Jewish or Kur-
dish name or any other that is of importance for that specific community. As
for the turkification policy, which is at the core of all problems, it is common
goal of all involved parties to make the Government and nationalistic people
understand that there is not only a single religion and nation, but several other
minorities, ethnic and religious groups deprived of their fundamental rights
and freedoms. 

During this awakening process, it was seen that discussing a problem with
different parties, instead of developing assumptions unilaterally with unsound
nationalistic claims, was possible as one can see in Armenian Conference
event. Hopefully, this progress will benefit different circles living in the same
country. Availing this opportunity, it is expected to bring up other problems to
parliamentary agenda and to discuss them in a positive atmosphere by de-
pending on facts and sound allegations.

Last but not least, referring to the rights and opportunities enjoyed in some
European states by the Turkish minorities, minorities in Turkey claim their own
rights: broadcasting in their own languages, education –at least as an elective
course- in their mother tongues, theological teaching based on their own faith
and religions, and many other. As a result of this process, it is foreseen that peo-
ple will understand the Turkish are not the only group in this country, Turkish
language is not the only language spoken in all regions, and Sunni-Moslem is
not the only religious belief to preach in books. In conclusion, the paramount
benefit of this awakening will be the introduction of empathy so as to under-
stand what the “others” experience by assuming to be in their shoes.
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Madeira is an archipelago comprised of two inhabited islands, Madeira
and Porto Santo, and a smaller uninhabited ensemble of islands, Desertas and
Selvagens (the Wild Island), the latter closer to the archipelago of the Canary
Islands and claimed by the Spanish Crown for centuries.  

The first island to be “discovered” by the Portuguese navigators, in 1418,
was Porto Santo and one year later, Madeira. The islands are situated in the
Atlantic Ocean, closer to the African coast (520 km), than to the European con-
tinent (1000 km). Nowadays, the archipelago is an Autonomous Region within
the Portuguese Republic and an Outermost Region of the European Union. The
first settlers soon realised the potential of the island of Madeira. Before long,
Madeira became the Portuguese commercial touchstone of the Atlantic routes
and the glory of sugar trade set the island at the top of the world’s wealth car-
tography (Cf. Pe. Da Silva 1935). The settlers came from different Portuguese
continental areas and many slaves - for sugarcane plantations - came from the
Canary Islands, the Guinea Coast and the north of Africa. Historians also ac-
count the presence of many Genovese among the settlers. Pirates and corsairs
very often attacked Madeira. Many stayed. The considerable advantages of
Madeira’s climate contributed to a considerable flow of visitors, especially from
European empires / monarchies / nations such as Britain, Austria, Germany
and France in search of the cure for phthisis: “ Every year, over three hundred
ships land on the island (...) Due to their illnesses, three or four hundred for-
eigners come to the island, where they can find their remedies in exchange
for considerable sums of money”(Barral 1954).

Funchal was roughly bombarded on several occasions. Moreover, signifi-
cant persons of European political influence found refugee on the island. Em-
peror Charles I, the last emperor of the Austro-Hungarian Empire came to
Madeira in exile and died on the island.  The advent of the Second World War
brought many English, German and Jewish refugees. In fact, there still are two
groups of foreigners, which outnumber the other nationalities, the English and
the German. There are differences, nevertheless, between them; the English
had – and still have – a deep influence on Madeira’s model of industrial-com-
mercial welfare, up till now dominating the wine production. Politically, the



influence and participation of the British in Madeira’s historical path intensified
during the eighteenth century. Historiography testifies (cf. Rodrigues 2008)
that between 1804 and 1807, after the Napoleonic Wars, “Madeira was Eng-
lish”; only the flag remained Portuguese. In the meanwhile, the trade had
shifted from sugar to wine. This actually illustrates the extent to which British
presence and influence were of great significance, consequently marking the
evolution of Madeira as a political entity. Important personae from the Euro-
pean royalty and nobility, writers, politicians and scientists desired to live on
the island, as stated before, for health reasons. Many returned to their own
countries, but so many others remained. Sadly, a great amount never reached
their desired destination, having perished after long and extremely harsh sea
voyages. The almost promised cure for phthisis seemed to be unattainable for
many who arrived to the island exhausted  and in very poor health. This con-
tinual flow of visitors and the subsequent need to create infrastructures to ac-
commodate them (not all bought houses) largely contributed to the fact that
Funchal, and consequently Madeira, became the first European touristic des-
tination in the Atlantic. Funchal had become a port of call of great importance,
not only for commercial reasons but also for this emergent form of trade and
wealth, tourism. 

After the Liberal Revolution, in Portugal, in 1820 the influence of the
British developed quite remarkably and an important slice of the island’s
wealth relied on their trade. Nevertheless, the two World Wars resulted in pe-
riods of extreme scarcity and consequently, social despair. Emigration was –
yet again - a solution.  Significant numbers of men (mainly) left the island in
search of the same dreams as those who had once searched for Madeira as
the “utopian paradise come truth” (cf. Vieira 1990; Mendonça 2005; Caldeira,
2011). It was nonetheless not the first time that massive emigration took place.
Paramount to this phenomenon since the very beginning of the settlement,
were the difficult conditions under which the less fortunate had to deal with
Madeira’s very peculiar and hostile landscape, making it very difficult to reach
the interior of the island. In this regard, mobility from the island of Madeira
has experienced specific periods of massive emigration:

Se paro no silêncio
Venho seguindo as migrações de outrora

Que me trouxeram até aqui
E sempre daqui me levam

Antes do declínio

Andrade in Protesto e Canto de Atena, p.15
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By 1846, the island had passed through the misfortune of famine and the
solution for many who had sought the roughness of the sea in search for a bet-
ter life, was to take to the ocean again and trust in destiny.

According to Vieira (1990), Funchal never truly became an intercultural
community. It was a multicultural society, characterized by the diversity of na-
tionalities, predominately British, as stated previously, but there was a clear
social separation of roles and modus vivendi. Mobility stayed by far, until nowa-
days, the 21st century, one of the most important identity credentials of the
island.

The political bond between the Portuguese continent and the island of
Madeira, since 1500, still lacks more detailed critical analysis. Historiography1

has collected and presented data, which demonstrates the evolution, in con-
tinuity, of a relation of dependence-usurpation that lasted until the Portuguese
April Revolution of 1974. At the time of the instauration of a Democratic
regime in the mainland, Madeira fought for the statute of autonomous region
and since then has been ruled by the Estatuto Político-Adminisrativo da Região
Autónoma da Madeira, which grants the Region the possibility of legislating
in certain areas and within the limits of the Portuguese sovereignty. This spe-
cific trait, to be developed in part 3, has deeply contributed to what could be
considered as an important feature of Madeira’s identity. 

1. the first globalization and the shaping of Madeira’s identity 

The Renaissance represented a hymn to man’s belief in a new future. A
completely novel conception of time and space (cf. Heller 1982:9), a secure
conviction in will and human possibilities led Humanity to numerous initiatives
that have positively changed the world. A time of and for discoveries of all kinds,
an innovative conception of man (cf. Heller 1982:14), made it possible for the
passionate to progress, welcoming knowledge and the new ages to come.
Thought, discourse, art and poetry responded to the key adjective “new” and
the benchmark noun “world”. Upon these words, man had chosen to challenge
space, oceans, deserts and forests, soon becoming the entrepreneur of a time
to last, heading to globalisation. Audacity seemed to be the attitude of discov-
erers, fierce men whose fate was not always the one of a happy ending story.
The Portuguese and Spanish were at that time responsible for a very different
concept of empire: the conquest of the seas (cf. Rodrigues/Devezas 2007: 60).
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History thus meant realising the Greek ideal of cosmos, order and beauty: man
could stare at the sky and feel mirrored in its perfection. Galilee, Copernicus
and later Newton, led the liberated vision of humankind to the heights of a new
glory; a new certainty which was no longer made of fear and punishment but
built upon light and order, of a physical demonstration of that blaze and that
astounding regulation. The epopee of those men who dared marking every new
land with their bravery is the same that built this island (Madeira). An idealistic
– eventually poetical - view of the discoveries would certainly ignore the suf-
fering, the pain, the hardship of the seas, the inglorious deaths and the horren-
dous diseases, which hit those darers and slaves who perished for the glory of
others, who failed to realise their dreams of a better world, of “the pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow”. Those ones empowered the survivors with the
strength to carry on; they set the basis for a new dawn. Their blood and ashes
have also grounded the new lands. Encountering History at the corner of the
first globalization may easily lead the researcher to a somehow Shakespearean
melancholy (cf. Heller 1982:155), to the silence of the seas and a promising sky.
Awaiting for time to march on and going “back to the future” of mankind,
Madeira seems to represent a loyal inheritor of this Portuguese vision of the
world, broadminded, scientifically outshining the limits and borders of time and
space, looking over the horizon, charming the torments of the rough seas, cud-
dled by the soft breezes of the Lusiads’ verses:

Que voz vem do som das ondas 
Que não é a voz do mar?

(…)
São ilhas afortunadas 

São terras sem ser lugar,
Onde o Rei mora esperando

(…)
Formosa ilha, a Ilha dos Amores

Que os navegantes viram um dia desabrochar,
Fresca e florida

No meio das ondas
(…)

Tão atraente era a vista dessa ilha maravilhosa

Luíz Vaz de Camões in Os Lusíadas, Cantos IV and X

Gaspar Frutuoso (1873) refers to Madeira as the lost Atlantis. Could this
island be the promised and lost Atlantis? Paradise Lost (Milton 1667) echoes
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the sentence for a glooming land where the bliss of divinity shall conspire in
all visitors’ hearts at the cadence of each gesture.

The splendours of the first globalisation have hence reached Madeira’s
shores, shaping its people with the certainty of fear, the ruthless will of despots
and the tender belief in a future glory. Could trauma and euphoria be the
legacy of the hydrographical (cf. Bauman 2006) matrix of the Renaissance par-
adigm? The identity of an island cannot be separable from the aesthetics of
nature, from the constraint of water, the appeal of the horizon and the balance
of the tides:

Aqui o mar vem de longe
E cerca de espanto a ilha ansiosa

(…)
No corpo íntimo da ilha
É que começa o mundo

Andrade in Ilha 2: pp.56-7

The insular inconsistent relation between nature and the cosmic order
reflects the fact that the bridge to alterity is built upon the idea of voyage, that
contradictory flow of arriving and departing which marks the contextual codes
of an islander: “L’adieu au bord de la mer reste à la fois le plus déchirant et le
plus littéraire des adieux. Sa poésie exploite un vieux fond de rêve et d’hé-
roïsme“ (Bachelard  L’eau et les rêves : 103).

Funchal, as previously stated, soon gained the statute of a primordial port
of call where ethnicities gathered in plurality (cf. Vieira 2009). At that time, the
immense influence of a disciplinary catholic church, menacing with heavenly
punishment for earthly sins could not avoid the circumstance of paradox: that
moral Schengen had not the strength to shatter the wheel of cultural fortune
(cf. Heller 1982:297), of the new times. Insularity, in Madeira, has thus been
everlastingly marked by different accents, tautologically shaping the insular
weltanschauung: instability, fluidity, fluctuation.

The globalization of 1500 represented a huge shift on the traditional
geopolitical architecture of territory domination. The great empires had relied
on a land-strategic conquest. Not even the expansion in the Mediterranean
had implied such a contrasting – in all aspects – experience of distance. This
represented one of the greatest moves in terms of the perception of time and
space. For the first time, the voyage simultaneously symbolized the will of pos-
session and power and the topos of nostalgia, the physical attempt to reunite
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what seemed to have been parted, to restore the ancestral unity, rescuing the
order after the chaos of separation. The islands could then represent the lost
pieces of mainland disintegration:

De longe observas a viagem que vem
Dessa secreta e lenta eternidade

Enquanto o mundo
Sustenta alegremente
Seu desperdício e caos

Andrade in Protesto e canto de Atena, p.17

This dimension of loss had severe historical, socio-political implications,
especially in Madeira. It defined, throughout the different ages, the way the
continents related to islands (Vide nº 3).

2. Identity, otherness, plurality

From where do islands look at the world? What does the eye of an is-
lander see? It may be that the semantics of insular identity lies within these
two questions. A thorough glance at the syntax of local and cultural history
seems to be the most appropriate path to approach this question. In 1654, D.
Francisco Manuel de Melo wrote A Epanáfora Terceira Amorosa in which he
described his version of the discovery of Madeira. In his account, an English
man, Robert Machim, in love with Ana D’Arfet, plans an escapade with her, to
France. The rough tides and the violent Atlantic currents bring them to Madeira
where Ana almost immediately dies of remorse and exhaustion. Unable to sur-
vive such pain, Robert dies a few days later. On their way back to England, the
sailors are arrested in the North of Africa where the story merges with the saga
of Zarco and the Infante D. Henrique. As for Robert and Ana, eros and thanatos
seem to describe, eschatologically, the paradoxical destiny of the island, an ev-
idence of the tellurian-hydrographical relation between man and the island.
On this subject, the Brazilian anthropologist Manuel Diegues (1998) empha-
sizes the fact that insular societies do not depend on the physical presence of
the seas, but on the social and symbolic practices concerning the seas. A scant
knowledge of islands’ orography can nonetheless explain why this issue has to
be addressed with caution. Being a volcanic island, Madeira’s orography is ir-
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regular, very mountainous, with high peeks, promontories, abrupt cliffs and
ravines, which have shaped the way in which demography is related to the
landscape. In the centre of the island, there is a deep valley - Curral das Freiras
- surrounded by gigantic mountains. Even during the 1980s, there were still
many inhabitants of that place - elderly people but also youngsters – who had
never seen the ocean. An ethnographic study of this reality would most prob-
ably add new data to the outlining of Madeira’s identity, but such an enterprise
has not been undertaken. In conclusion, insular identity credentials may also
have to deal with the concepts of periphery and interiority for they are still
determinant as far as the evolution of the islands spaces is concerned. This is
true for Madeira – within the topographic limits of the island - as for other is-
lands where not only orography but also economical activities, for instance,
determine what is peripheral. In this respect, Amin Malouf (2000) defines iden-
tity as a dynamic concept throughout peoples’ lives and underlines the shifts
and conflicts, the allegiances and attachments that comprise what he calls the
“genes of the soul”, a complex, fluid and plural concept. The question of insu-
larity, maritimity and islandness, important matters at stake when metaphor
and denotation coincide, should perhaps, after all, concern the whole Island
Earth and this precise fact leads us to the question of boundaries, stability and
mobility which, as aforementioned, concern the globalized world and not only
insular spaces: “The huge island which is the world is but a miniscule dot in
the vast cosmic scale. And a dot does not have dimension. It is the archetype
of infinity” (Andrade, 109). The “island effect” is much more than a concept
connected to insular spaces, as Wiener (1954) puts it, “Human beings are is-
lands of locally decreasing entropy”.  From the launching of the first globaliza-
tion of 1500 till the XXI century, the geopolitical situation has passed through
many changes that surely give significant contributions for Island Studies. Bal-
dacchino has pointed out the multidimensional reach of Nesology (previously
Nessology). The Foucauldian concept of “heterotopia” creates further distance
from the 20th century paroxysmal univocity. Otherness seems to connect to
the concept of de-possession of identities, much more so than the one of plural
identities. What is/are then the feature/s that trace/s the uniqueness of an in-
sular space? Is it possible to enounce? The morphological circularity of islands
seems to emphasize the discontinuity and the semantics of contrast: the island
of dreams and evasion, of closure and guilt, of sin and expiation, the prison-
island, the exile and transgression, the island space of initiation, of conquest
and power, utopia and dystopia, a two-way ticket to the samples of contem-
porary world (Goodman).  Islands are loci of an archetypical memory, an anag-
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norisis of humankind epigraphically marked in the generations of resilient is-
landers preserving the legacies of time-passed:

(…) l’identité est un processus actif, affectif et cognitif de représentation de
soi dans son entourage, associé à un sentiment subjectif de sa permanence.
Ce qui permet de percevoir sa vie comme une expérience qui a continuité
et une unité et d’agir en conséquence ; l’identité prend place dans une lignée
et inscrit les legs du passé dans la construction d’un horizon temporel (…)
résulte 
d’un processus d’attribution, d’intervention et de positionnement dans l’en-
vironnement ; elle s’exprime au travers de la participation à des groupes et
à des institutions… locales, nationales et/ou européennes !  (Abdelmalek,
2004:116).

What about Madeira island, then? As previously mentioned, these lines
may become very subjective despite an incredible effort to resist. The starting
point could actually be any. Islands are places of resilience, of retraction vis-à-
vis the other, but also of the desire of adventure. They are spaces of severe
mobility flows, consequently of paradox and duality. At this point, islands’ di-
versity is such that generalization implies analysis-danger. Each one of them is
the result of a singular social and historical process, where orography may rep-
resent an added disadvantage. Numerous islands worldwide went through
processes of colonisation and economical exploitation and some have even
done that to others (Vide Great Britain). 

If we were to refer to what we consider the main features or the traces
that really distinguish Madeira from all other places we know or with which
we have been acquainted, we could very empirically affirm that they are: the
accent of Portuguese language and some words that still subsist locally (but
will soon disappear for they are not part of the younger generations’ lexicon);
folklore and gastronomy. This exercise, we have to admit, is the result of a ter-
rific effort to ignore the Portuguese saudade when the ships are leaving the
port, the frequent anguish provoked by the bounds of the sea and the com-
pulsory air transportation, the stubborn tears when – abroad – Madeira’s pop-
ular music resounds. Having stated this, we need to make clear that there is
not, that we are familiar with, any thorough multidisciplinary investigation,
that would validate, or disprove, these statements which are very subjective
opinions from a madeirense. It is also important to add that, despite the bias,
an objective endeavour has been undertaken so as to eliminate features that
can easily be taken as “typical Madeira” but are, according to our point of view,
common to so many other insular spaces, when generally considered. This is
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of course contradicted by authors (cf. Franco, coord. 2008: 10) with whom we
gently disagree. Considering that a) the accent has been gradually “avoided”
by younger generations in an attempt to mesmify behaviours and prevent phe-
nomena such as group exclusion, teasing or even bullying; b) the words we
have referred to have also been progressively restricted to a certain number
of speakers (socially connected with “lower classes”); c) that gastronomy has
been more and more replaced by the “non-identitary” (?) MacDonald’s and
similar, what will then be left after the elder generations no longer have the
power of influence? The aforementioned authors’ arguments in support of the
concept of madeirensidade (Madeira’s islandness), is a discussion to be carried
out in part 3. Madeira Island’s cultural ID cannot be separate from the Por-
tuguese cultural genome which cannot be thought apart of the European. Fol-
lowing this path, the probability of reaching the first living cell is at stake. And
this is why cultural; social studies are so defying and exciting. 

3. Grounding the concept of madeirensidade: the ideological, po-
litical and cultural (?) issues. 

According to what has been stated within these fragments of thought
and wonder on identitary issues, criticism is aimed at a somehow fossilized
conception of identity regardless of progress and the shaping of post-mod-
ern societies. The relevance of this concept when applied to the very context
of globalization, of the search of sameness and repetition, only gains au-
thenticity and scientific validity if it comprises the social dynamics it applies
to (cf. Castells 2007: 2-10). The generational continuity, the legacies consid-
ered on a local basis and as viewed when the concept was firstly defined,
collide with a fragmentary world, plural, fluid. 

Cartography and topography represent the visual fact of a past reality, no
longer reachable. They represent the obstinacy of the art of precision to con-
tradict the flow of time, cultures, the dynamic relation of time with cultures
and vice-versa. The concept of madeirensidade is highly defended by some
Madeira’s historians, such as Rodrigues (2008). His point of view is not exempt
from political bias. As a matter of fact, small islands have never been able to
affirm – politically - the power of their economical influence, of their strategic
relevance. The typology of islands is of such diversity that it would need a case
by case focus. The political argument of small islands, the seven outermost re-
gions which are part of the EU, is that despite their huge strategic influence,
granting the EU the domination of almost all the area of the Atlantic Ocean, it
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has never had a due correspondence in the value and character of their influ-
ence. Islands’ sustainability, their economical vulnerability, their permanent
incapacities, the models of dependence on the world dynamics, rely on their
degree or capacity of superposing their voice to the countries which have once
been their colonial power. Madeirensidade claims for the Diaspora heritage as
an insular driving-force. It exhibits the specificities of language, of social strat-
ification and the ageing of population (cf. Franco 2000; Rodrigues 2008). It also
flags the argument of orography and the process of colonisation. There is a
political instance of vindication that grounds arguments of an ideological na-
ture: island spaces viewed as dynamic or enclosed spaces, as virtual au-
tonomous/independent political entities or as eternally dependent and/or
adjacent to the continents. The concept of madeirensidade advocates as
specifically Madeira’s, criteria that are generally considered to be common to
islands. The post-modern new social, cultural paradigm raises questions and
legitimates the questioning pointing the possibility of cultural collapse of these
politically - embedded arguments. Promoting madeirensidade as a cultural-
ideological-political flag may, eventually, lessen the distance between cultural
difference and political repression. The risks are more than evident considering
the weight of transnational powers over small spaces. From the aesthetic
mimesis to the political sameness, the cultural drama creates dilemma and
that is how it should, most probably, be envisaged in a framework of global
crises and insular dangers, especially the risks of natural collapse. In this par-
ticular sense, the concept of madeirensidade is no longer a political weapon
thrown at supranational powers but an argument of future-oriented cultural
differentiation and empowerment. The core-values of insular arguments for
what could be their ID-entity cannot ignore the new regional multilayered gov-
ernance that has changed the notion of community itself and the idea of be-
longing which nowadays moves from identity towards citizenship (Held et alli
1999: 325-26). The difficult confusion between insular features and identity
traits, in the sense of ethos, borders the sphere of cultural studies and social
analysis and that has a sounding impact on the theoretical groundings of the
identity issues.

Post face: Africa so near, think european

At the beginning of this text it was stated that Madeira’s archipelago is
situated closer to Africa than to Europe. Nevertheless, apart from the slaves
that have participated in the island’s economical sugar cycle and a scarce num-
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ber of migrants, after that, the connections between Madeira and Africa were
also targeted at the Portuguese continental mainland politics. That happened
when Portugal colonised Africa’s Mozambique and Angola, especially, to where
the flow from Madeira was truly significant and when the Portuguese colonial
wars started. In any case, that flow was deferred. Research lacks contribution
in the sense of determining the nature of the relations between this archipel-
ago and the African continent which is so near. The actual political framework
as an Outermost Region of the European Union states a political will, an ideo-
logical choice and a cultural consequence:

Ser livre é, sem ter fronteiras,
Saber que onde os pés pousam é seu chão

(…)
Voz dissolvida em mares inconsequentes, 

Ondas paradas de melancolia

Andrade, Ilha 2, p.49

The sea, always the sea, draws up the boundaries of cultural neighbour-
ship. History has an influence that overpowers proximity and geographical log-
ics. The mysteries of such authority have deeper reasons and contradict a
surfaced attempt of explanation. That is most probably the appeal of the sounds
and colours of a continent that remains unknown. The flow of emigration from
Madeira to South Africa had an enormous social, political and economical
weight. Nowadays, in that African country, Madeirans and their descendants
outnumber the archipelago’s population. Nevertheless the impact of that fact
remains relatively discrete as far as Madeira’s identity is concerned. Borrowing
the words of Vieira, previously quoted, the presence of Madeira’s emigrants in
the African countries never led to an intercultural experience. But like other di-
mensions outlined in this text, it lacks research and scientific validity. 

In conclusion we intend to emphasize the idea that identity, within a glob-
alized, paradoxical, fragmented, sameness-oriented world, claims for a dy-
namic theoretical definition and requires a rich interdisciplinary ground of
analysis. 

Idiosyncrasies and ethos, the facts and fiction of the identitary narratives
coincide in the mist of the bards’ sounds, and it is that music that still echoes
in the relationships between islanders and the Island Earth.    
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«tHe sun WIll sHIne oVeR euRoPe»: 
VeRCoRs’ VIeWs on euRoPeAn IdentIty

Maria Eugénia Pereira
University of Aveiro

Il faut comprendre les
Allemands pour les aimer,

il faut aimer les Français
pour les comprendre.

Kurt Tucholsky

On October 23, 1941, General de Gaulle gave the following speech from
London:  

Nous savions bien que l’Allemand est l’Allemand. Nous ne doutions pas de
sa haine ni de sa férocité Nous étions certains que ce peuple déséquilibré
ne contraindrait pas longtemps sa nature et qu’il irait tout droit au crime à
la première crise de peur ou de colère. Parce que deux des bourreaux de la
France ont été abattus à Nantes et à Bordeaux1, au beau milieu de leurs ca-
nons, de leurs chars et de leurs mitrailleuses par quelques courageux gar-
çons, l’ennemi prend, au hasard, à Paris, à Lille, à Strasbourg, Caen deux
cent, trois cent Français et les massacre?2 (De Gaulle, 19413)

According to José Fontaine and in spite of the fact that the two countries
were at war, this rising hatred against the Germans is a fleeting one and it only
relates to the fact that Germany had acted ignobly towards France. It has noth-
ing to do with the incompatibility issue between the Gauls and the Germans
(cf. Fontaine, 2003). Despite his desire to fight Germany, de Gaulle never got

1 On 21st August 1941, the militant communist Pierre Georges killed the German midshipman
Moser in the Barbés Metro Station in Paris. On 19th October of the same year, in Nantes, Lieu-
tenant- Colonel Hotz was also assassinated by another member of the Resistance, Gilbert
Brusstlein. (cf. URL: http://www.ina.fr/fresques/de-gaulle/Html/PrincipaleAccueil.php)

2 In retaliation, the German soldiers shoot down sixteen men in Nantes, twenty-seven in
Chateaubriant and five on mount Valérien. (cf. URL: http://www.ina.fr/fresques/de-
gaulle/Html/PrincipaleAccueil.php)

3 This text was transcribed from the recording entitled ‘Allocution du Général de Gaulle: Arresta-
tions d’otages par les Allemands, consignes aux résistants’, available at http://www.ina.fr/his-
toire-et-conflits/seconde-guerre-mondiale/audio/PHD98200083/allocution-du-general-de-gaulle
-arrestations-d-otages-par-les-allemands-consignes-aux-resistants.fr.html.
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carried away by nationalistic hatred because his Cornelian ethics meant that
he held any country he fought against in high esteem. However, any opponent
to Hitler’s regime would feel a profound respect for the German language, cul-
ture and philosophy and would view Nazism as a negation of one’s own culture
and of what it means to be human.

On 24th December 1943, de Gaulle gave the following message to the chil-
dren of France:

Quel bonheur, mes enfants, de vous parler ce soir de Noël. Oh ! je sais que
tout n’est pas gai, aujourd’hui, pour les enfants de France. Mais je veux, ce-
pendant, vous dire des choses de fierté, de gloire, d’espérance.
Il y avait une fois : la France ! Les nations, vous savez, sont comme des dames,
plus ou moins belles, bonnes et braves. Eh bien ! parmi mesdames les na-
tions, aucune n’a jamais été plus belle, meilleure, ni plus brave que notre
dame la France. Mais la France a une voisine brutale, rusée, jalouse : l’Alle-
magne. L’Allemagne, enivrée d’orgueil et de méchanceté, a voulu, un beau
jour, réduire en servitude les nations qui l’entouraient» (De Gaulle, 19434).

It is clear that this message is aimed at children and is therefore imbued
with pride and faith in the French nation. By using the form of a fairy tale that
is reminiscent of Madame Leprince de Beaumont, in which France is the
Beauty and Germany is the Beast, de Gaulle appeals to children’s imagination
when talking about the cruelties of war. The fact that he transforms these cru-
elties into a tangible form to which children can relate, means that he is able
to reduce the tragedy and make the stories less frightening. This story refers
to a battleground where fear, love, strength and delicacy, brutality and sensi-
tivity are waging a war against one another and which can only be overcome
by putting faith in man and all his best qualities. De Gaulle believes that behind
the Monster – Nazism – there are men with souls who are suffering and there-
fore deserve to be respected. Timothy Garton Ash tells us that «I do, however,
think that there is a place for what I call the statesman or stateswoman as a
poet, creating a story through his or her speeches. Churchill won the Nobel
prize for literature. De Gaulle might have won a Nobel prize literature» (2007:
49). 

In 1965, Barbara (her real name was Monique Serf), a singer of Jewish de-
scent, also wrote a song entitled Göttingen – the Treaty on Franco-German co-

MARIA EUGÉNIA PEREIRA

4 This text is an excerpt from ‘Message de Noël adressé aux enfants de France depuis Londres’, given
by  General de Gaulle. The text and audio are available at http://www.charles-de-gaulle.org/pages/l-
homme/accueil/discours/pendant-la-guerre-1940-1946/message-adresse-aux-enfants-de-france-
londres-24-decembre-1941.php.
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operation had been ratified by General de Gaulle and Adenauer in 1963. It was
an ode of reconciliation following the profound trauma that had been suffered
during the war5. Even though she had been forced to flee the country with her
parents between 1939 and 1943 to avoid deportation or arrest, she wanted to
reconcile the two peoples for a common future. However, this did not mean that
the events and suffering of World War II had been erased from her memory. She
sings from her soul to exorcize the demons of the past and defend the reunion
of the two peoples and the two countries: “Et tant pis pour ceux qui
s’étonnent/Et que les autres me pardonnent,/Mais les enfants ce sont les
mêmes,/A Paris ou à Göttingen.//O faites que jamais ne revienne/Le temps du
sang et de la haine” (cf site : http://fr.lyrics-copy.com/barbara/gottingen.htm).
Timothy Garton Ash explains that “(...)  the fact of recent collaboration and oc-
cupation were also forgotten on all slides. I am arguing that we cannot have that
kind of relation with history any more. Instead, most Europeans, even in Central
Europe, take peace, freedom, prosperity as given, take it for granted” (1927: 50).  

The temporal distance that separates us from the Second World War is
just seven decades, which allows us to be pacifically in accordance with the
words of Timothy Ash. As we listen to the General’s speeches, we remember
what we learned from history and what we have read. As our memory has
been unable to participate in the history of the first half of the 20th century,

«THE SUN WILL SHINE OVER EUROPE»: VERCORS’ VIEWS ON EUROPEAN IDENTITy

5 «Bien sûr, ce n'est pas la Seine,/Ce n'est pas le bois de Vincennes,/Mais c'est bien joli tout de
même,/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Pas de quais et pas de rengaines/Qui se lamentent et qui se
traînent,/Mais l'amour y fleurit quand même,/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Ils savent mieux que
nous, je pense,/L'histoire de nos rois de France,/Herman, Peter, Helga et Hans,/A Göttingen.//Et
que personne ne s'offense,/Mais les contes de notre enfance,/"Il était une fois" commencent/A
Göttingen.//Bien sûr nous, nous avons la Seine/Et puis notre bois de Vincennes,/Mais Dieu que les
roses sont belles/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Nous, nous avons nos matins blêmes/Et l'âme grise
de Verlaine,/Eux c'est la mélancolie même,/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Quand ils ne savent rien
nous dire,/Ils restent là à nous sourire/Mais nous les comprenons quand même,/Les enfants blonds
de Göttingen.//Et tant pis pour ceux qui s'étonnent/Et que les autres me pardonnent,/Mais les en-
fants ce sont les mêmes,/A Paris ou à Göttingen.//O faites que jamais ne revienne/Le temps du
sang et de la haine/Car il y a des gens que j'aime,/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Et lorsque sonnerait
l'alarme,/S'il fallait reprendre les armes,/Mon cœur verserait une larme/Pour Göttingen, pour Göt-
tingen.//Mais c'est bien joli tout de même,/A Göttingen, à Göttingen.//Et lorsque sonnerait
l'alarme,/S'il fallait reprendre les armes,/Mon cœur verserait une larme/Pour Göttingen, pour Göt-
tingen». (lyrics obtained from the site: http://fr.lyrics-copy.com/barbara/gottingen.htm). In 1964,
Gunter Klein, the director of the theatre located in the university town of Göttingen, invited Barbara
to sing on the very stage of its theatre, but the aftermath of the war was still quite vivid on her
mind and she gradually declined. Gunter Klein's insistence, however, forced her to reconsider and,
in July of that same year, her début was scheduled for this locale. The reception they gave her and
the way in which she was acclaimed led her to write the lyrics of this song while she was still in
Göttingen. These lyrics, thus, became a manifesto for the Franco-German reconciliation and, in
1968, she was awarded the Order of Merit by the government of the Federal Republic of Germany.
(cf. Site: http://francois.faurant.free.fr/gottingen/barbara_index.html)
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the only recourse we have, is to look at the reconstructions of history that are
available to us, or the subjectivity of the individual memory and the plurality
of the collective memory6. So that individual memories do not disappear when
people die, social and political initiatives, as well as commemorative events,
the spread of information and historical research take place regularly. The rea-
son for this is to prevent us from forgetting about the war, which would lead
to the disappearance of a culture and a civilisation. In the light of the historical
memory that has been left to us, General de Gaulle has become a myth, a leg-
end: a hero, a resistant, a liberator and a prophet. He is the essence of a France,
which, at the beginning of the 21st century, has doubts about itself and its iden-
tity. The way in which generations after him regard and represent him, has
lifted him to the dimension of Universal. François Mauriac had already said
that «Quand de Gaulle ne sera plus là, il sera encore là». The Oxford historian
of Mauritian origin, Sudhir Hazareesingh, has explained the force and relevancy
of his legend:  

[Il] cumule en sa personne les grandes formes d’exemplarité: libérateur de
la patrie, père fondateur de la République, éducateur civique, protecteur de
la nation – avec, en prime, de par son éviction peu cérémonieuse du pouvoir,
en avril 1969, une touche de martyr, composante obligatoire de la légende
dans ce pays toujours profondément imprégné d’imaginaire catholique
(2010: 21).

The nationalism of de Gaulle had never been as castrator or avenger, but
rather as someone who looked forward to the future of a united Europe. In ef-
fect, de Gaulle, the President of the Republic, believed in the capacity of man
to found a society based on human ideals such as justice, free thought based
on reason, and embracing reality and ideals. To him, France is a democracy, a
Republic, the country which has shown the world what human rights and cit-
izenship are and that is why it is the master of humankind. It is hardly surpris-
ing, therefore, that Charles de Gaulle considered Germany to be a great nation
and this served to remind the French that he too suffered at the hands of this
country on occasion and that he would stop in front of the Feldherrnhalle, a
monument in Munich to remember the victims of 1870 and 1914-18.

MARIA EUGÉNIA PEREIRA

6 Horst Möller tells us «In addition, the number of people who still have personal memories of the
period before 1945 is steadly declining. In 2000, fewer than 5 million German citizens – about 5%
of the total population of 82 million – were over the age of 75. In other words, more than 80% of
the Germans alive today were born after the end of the war in 1945. And the demographics in
the other European countries that suffered under German occupation are similar (2007: 36).
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It is this French identity that we are interested in, the one that seeks to
build itself on past mistakes and successes, but which is simultaneously rooted
in growth and in the future. The suffering of the past has not been forgotten,
but is rather remembered as something that fosters peace and unity between
the two countries. This union is by no means easy, since the interpretation of
the French on the past is significantly different from the German interpretation
of the same past. It is necessary to admit that there may be disagreements in
as far as the reality of the past is concerned. It is, therefore, necessary to re-
spect the experiences of both parties and to accept the lapses and misunder-
standings of the memory in order to resolve the contradictions of the past.

It is true to say that despite all its efforts, France has never succeeded in
asserting its economic development, since there has always been another
country at the forefront: Germany. However, due to the presence of its culture
and its civilisation, France has always been able to maintain its supremacy
throughout the centuries. This is what Valérie Rosoux says : «depuis la fin de
la Seconde Guerre Mondiale, la grandeur qui caractérisait jusqu’ici la France
de manière exclusive est progressivement présentée comme celle du couple
franco-allemand» (2007, http://chrhc.revues.org/623). The two nations come
together to give value to the universal nature of their cultures and the strong
civil bond that unites them. François Mitterand goes even further and sees the
whole of Europe as a Franco-German relationship: «Nous nous estimons por-
teurs d’une sorte d’espérance raccordée à des formes de civilisations et de cul-
tures, à un certain état d’esprit, à une certaine façon d’être ou de comprendre
les problèmes, à des siècles et des siècles d’antagonismes, de rencontres, à
des productions d’écrivains, d’artistes, des échanges. (Apud, Rosoux, 2007,
http://chrhc.revues.org/623).

This concept of a genuine identity being plural rather than unique, means
that identity is made up of differences in experiences and by a linguistic and
cultural plurality that should be regarded an enriching factor. This is the fruit
of a universal sigh and need to care for the humanity born in the French Rev-
olution of 1789. It can be found at the heart of work Le Silence de la mer, by
Vercors. 

Le Silence de la mer dated 1942, was published secretly, and its author,
Jean Bruller, used the pseudonym of Vercors. Other texts accompanied the
novel with the same name, but we will just mention the latter because it is in
this particular work that this feeling of identity is touched upon, this feeling
that accepts that «L’unité se fait toujours brutalement» (Renan, 1992. 41) and
that an alliance between France and Germany is possible. As Cosmos Badasu
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tells us, «la réalité socio-historique s’infiltre inéluctablement dans la produc-
tion littéraire d’une époque donnée» (1998: 47) and the job of the writer is to
make an era come alive by writing about it. Vercors, a writer from the resist-
ance, thus decided to (re)live the era of the Collaboration because, in the first
instance, and as Pierre de Lescure wrote in his preface of the first edition of
Silence de la mer, «Il existe encore en France des écrivains qui ne connaissent
pas les antichambres et refusent les mots d’ordre. Ils sentent profondément
que la pensée doit s’exprimer. Pour agir sur d’autres pensées, sans doute, mais
surtout parce que, s’ils ne s’expriment pas, l’esprit meurt» (Vercors, 1944: 6).
Another reason was the dubious feelings and contradictory attitudes, which
obliged him to express his feelings through his writing.  

If we were to describe the story from the point of view of someone in the
Resistance, we would say that Vercor’s story is based in its time – during the
Occupation – in a space – in a house of French people in an occupied zone, -
and he chooses symbolic characters – an uncle and a French niece who are
deeply patriotic and who love their country and an uppity, German official who
is proud of his country. The two French people have been forced to welcome
the German into their home and decide to resist through silence and do not
say a word to the German official.    

All in all, there is no other story that could be more reductive of the notion
of an inherent identity than this narrative discourse. In effect, in this novel, the
relationship –or rather lack of relationship – with the Other, could not have
been analysed in a more univocal way. The experiences that the author went
through would certainly have taken different routes and there would have
been a different concept of Otherness situated somewhere between trauma-
tism and sublimation.  

However, already in the post-war period in 1946, André Breton took a
critical stance towards the success of the novel:

Ses lecteurs, innombrables, se sont trouvés aussitôt repartis en deux camps
ennemis tout disposés à en venire aux mains. Les uns y voient, sans discus-
sion possible, un chef-d’oeuvre: plus encore, ils acclament en lui le résultat
d’un effort inestimable pour surmonter le conflit actuel sans pour cela cesser
de le vivre dans toute sa rigueur, pour ressaisir (…) les véritables valeurs hu-
maines. Les autres, avec non moins de passion, le dénoncent comme un
faux caractérisé, un exécrable exploit de la propagande allemande, un des
plus perfides engins destinés à miner le moral des pays alliés. (1965: 77-78) 

To sum up: the presence of a German in the plot, who is slightly Nazi, is
unacceptable. yet the position that Vercors takes in the novel seems to corre-
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spond to what de Gaulle was saying about the serenity and nobility of spirit
and his stand against violence for violence sake. The view of both men towards
war is a more humanistic one. The German soul is preserved from any kind of
Nazi contamination as if the real enemy were an ideology. 

When the incipit is opened, it seems to be true that the narrator-witness
wants to reveal his resistance to the Other when he says: «Il7 fut précédé par
un grand déploiement d’appareil militaire» (Vercors, 1951: 19). There are other
moments in the story where the narrator gives us clues about his sensitivity: 

Le lendemain matin, un torpédo militaire, gris et énorme, pénétra dans le
jardin. Le chauffeur et un jeune soldat mince, blond et souriant, en extir-
pèrent deux caisses, et un gros ballot entouré de toile grise. (ibid.: 19) 
Puis, le matin du troisième jour, le grand torpédo revint. le jeune homme
souriant chargea une cantine spacieuse sur son épaule et la porta dans la
chambre. Il prit ensuite son sac qu’il déposa dans la chambre voisine. Il des-
cendit et, s’adressant à ma nièce, dans un français correct, demanda des
draps. (ibid.: 20)

The fact that he uses the third person to talk about the German official
shows us that the narrator wishes to highlight his distance and his indifference,
as well as his coolness towards the Germans. These feelings are, however, soon
deconstructed by the way that he describes the young soldier. The reader can
immediately relate to occupied France. Nevertheless, the ambivalence of the
narrator-witness seems to create a «process of narrative reconstruction»
where «new ways of behaving, and new possibilities for the future might
emerge» (Pals, 2006: 196). 

Moving on to a later part of the narrative, we discover that the German
official, Werner von Ebrennac8, does not act as an aggressor, but rather shows
his delicacy,  good manners and sensitivity and the French characters cannot
help but notice this and they are not indifferent to it: «Il dit : ‘Je me nomme
Werner von Ebrennac’. (…) Il ajouta : ‘Je suis désolé’. (…) L’officier reprit : ‘Cela
était naturellement nécessaire. J’eusse évité si cela était possible. Je pense
mon ordonnance fera tout pour votre tranquillité’» (Vercors, 1951: 22). Given
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7 We have inserted the bold text.
8 In 1941, a literary critic who collaborated with the Germans gave Jean Bruller a war journal en-

titled Jardins et Routes, whose author was Captain Ernst Jünger. In this narrative, the author ex-
presses all his love for French civilisation. The German character from Silence de la mer is inspired
by this credible Francophile figure that is Ernst Jünger. The idea for the plot emerged following
an overheard conversation between two Germans who said: «Laissez donc les français s’endormir
sur leurs illusions. Pour les anéantir, il faut d’abord limer leurs griffes. Vous ne comprenez pas
que nous les roulons?» (Vercors, 1967: 182).  



this attitude, the narrator does not restrain himself from adding a comment
that is revealing of his feelings: «Le silence se prolongeait. Il devenait de plus
en plus épais (…). L’immobilité de ma nièce, la mienne aussi sans doute, alour-
dissaient ce silence, le rendaient de plomb» (ibid.: 22). The silence becomes a
weight on the shoulders of the French, although the German does not react
to it in a surprising way:  «J’éprouve un grand estime pour les personnes qui
aiment leur patrie» (ibid.: 23). This leads the uncle to say: «Dieu merci, il a l’air
convenable» (ibid.). The few words spoken by the young German and the
thoughts of the old Frenchman are nothing more than a crystallization of the
feelings that need to be disseminated: friendliness and mutual respect exist
between them, but the disquietude of the French forces them to remain in si-
lence. The German admires the bravery of the French and in turn, the French
value the good manners and friendliness of the German.

According to Kathryn Woodward, «Identity is, in truth, relational and dif-
ference comes from a symbolic marking which is relative to other identities»
(2000: 14) and the Silence de la mer is the mirror of this relationship between
different cultures and it is a symbolic representation of two identities that
would like to unite to attain greatness and the supremacy of humanity itself.
The subversive nature of the whole philosophy of Vercors lies perhaps in the
phrase that Werner von Ebrennac says each night that he spends in the home
of the French people: «Je vous souhaite une bonne nuit». In effect, even
though he is spending the night alongside his silent enemy, he wishes them a
good night, as if he is almost hoping that by revealing his feelings and his ideals
and hopes, they would open their hearts to him. Nevertheless, the two French
people maintain their silence, but the narrator allows the reader to share the
ambiguity of his feelings: 

Nous ne fermâmes jamais la porte à clef. Je ne suis pas sûr que les raisons
de cette abstention fussent très claires ni très pures. (…) D’un accord tacite
nous avions décidé, ma nièce et moi, de ne rien changer à notre vie, fût-ce
le moindre détail : comme si l’officier n’existait pas ; comme s’il eût été un
fantôme. Mais il se peut qu’un autre sentiment se mêlât dans mon cœur à
cette volonté : je ne puis sans souffrir offenser un homme, fût-il mon en-
nemi. (Vercors, 1951: 25)     

This last sentiment is what comes across in the discourse of the book and
more so from Vercors himself. It reveals the complexity of the author’s feelings
and his total incapacity to alienate himself from what it truly means to be
human both in an individual and social sense. 
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yet, while there is a definite yearning for union through the silence of the
two French people, as a representation for the achievement of an impossible
ideal, the feelings of the German officer are constant throughout the whole
novel as he tries to gain the approval of a union between the two countries,
shown in the way he looks at the niece: «Ses yeux s’attardaient sur le profil in-
cliné de ma nièce, immanquablement sévère et insensible, et quand enfin il
détournait son regard j’étais sûr d’y pouvoir lire une sorte d’approbation souri-
ante» (ibid.: 25-26). Like Julia Kristeva, we believe that France is that country
«where liberty considered as rebellion assumes an amplitude possibly un-
equalled in the world» (2007: 11) and that in this Vercors’ novel, the niece is
the allegory of France’s lost freedom and the resistance of its people. This glo-
rious image of France stands in opposition to Germany’s infirmity: Werner von
Ebrennac walks with a limp and so he too is an allegoric figure of a Germany
that is divided and lost in its own identity.   

However, the German official himself, who actually defines the two coun-
tries, characterises them in a way that they complement each other: 

L’hiver en France est une douce saison. Chez moi c’est bien dur. Très. Les ar-
bres sont des sapins, des forêts serrées, la neige est lourde là-dessus. Ici les
arbres sont fins. La neige dessus c’est une dentelle. Chez moi, on pense à
un taureau, trapu et puissant, qui a besoin de sa force pour vivre. Ici c’est
l’esprit, la pensée subtile et poétique. (Vercors, 1951: 27).  

The military force of Germany and the non-submissive sensibility of
France are made to unite like «man and wife» (cf. ibid.: 28). Just as de Gaulle
did, when he used the fairy tale to talk about France and Germany, Werner
von Ebrennac uses the metaphor of Beauty and the Beast to portray the love-
hate relationship between the two countries. The Beast tries to seduce Beauty
and Germany tries to seduce France and Ebrennac charms the niece. 

Il y a un très joli conte pour les enfants, que j’ai lu, que vous avez lu, que
tout le monde a lu. Je ne sais si le titre est le même dans les deux pays. Chez
moi, il s’appelle : Das Tier und die Schöne, - la Belle et la Bête. Pauvre Belle
! La Bête la tient à merci, impuissante et prisonnière, elle lui impose à toute
heure du jour son implacable et pesante présence... La Belle est fière, digne,
elle s’est faite dure... Mais la Bête vaut mieux qu’elle ne semble. Oh ! elle
n’est pas très dégrossie ! Elle est maladroite, brutale, elle paraît bien rustre
auprès de la Belle si fine !... Mais elle a du cœur, oui, elle a une âme qui as-
pire à s’élever. Si la Belle voulait !... La Belle met longtemps à vouloir. Pour-
tant, peu à peu, elle découvre au fond des yeux du geôlier haï une lueur, un
reflet où peuvent se lire la prière et l’amour. Elle sent moins la patte pesante,
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moins les chaînes de sa prison... Elle cesse de haïr, cette constance la touche,
elle tend la main... Aussitôt la Bête se transforme, le sortilège qui la main-
tenait dans ce pelage barbare est dissipé : c’est maintenant un chevalier très
beau et très pur, délicat et cultivé, que chaque baiser de la Belle pare de
qualités toujours plus rayonnantes... Leur union détermine un bonheur sub-
lime. Leurs enfants, qui additionnent et mêlent les dons de leurs parents,
sont les plus beaux que la terre ait portés... 
N’aimiez-vous pas ce conte ? Moi je l’aimais toujours, je le relisais sans cesse.
Il me faisait pleurer. J’aimais surtout la Bête, parce que je comprenais sa
peine. Encore aujourd’hui, je suis ému quand j’en parle. (ibid.: 33-34).

Werner von Ebrennac also insists on the idea that from the unification of
the two countries would lead to their grandeur. Germany has its music and
philosophy and France its literature. According to Ebrennac, they can never
fight one another, and, in order to design a promising future, they will have to
marry (cf. ibid. 32). In effect, since the Middle Ages, the quality of Franco-Ger-
man relations have determined whether there is war or peace on the continent
and these two countries, who have inherited the Carolingian Empire have al-
ways been economically and culturally ahead of Europe. Hence the countries
of Bach, Goethe and Kant and of Chopin, Hugo and Voltaire have to unite so
that each one can achieve its grandeur «gagne de la grandeur» (ibid.: 33). How-
ever, Werner von Ebrennac, who is first and foremost a humanist, believes that
the grandeur of a nation lies in the human grandeur of its people. As Marie-
Rose Moro and Annes Revah-Levy have told us «il n’existe pas d’homme sans
culture et c’est cela qui fonde notre humanité» (2005 : 111) ; therefore, the
plural cultures should be seen as «des formes d’expression différentes d’un
universel que l’on ne peut décrire (…) que par approximations» (ibid.).

In the course of an interview with Paul de Siteny and Alexis Tadié, George
Steiner defends that:

We are not eternal and we must never forget that we caused two world
wars, which were in fact European civil wars. Auschwitz has its roots in the
very heart of Europe, in European thought and doctrines.
There are probably lessons that Europe can still teach, spiritual lessons, les-
sons in irony and tolerance. Europe can perhaps become a sort of laboratory
of humanism, a private and personal humanism, in an attempt to save what
we can of the landscapes of the past. (Steiner, 2007: 85).

This is the connection, this ideal of human bonding, that de Gaulle and
Jean Bruller wanted to leave for the future generations. 

Jean Bruller from Between-Wars was a self-confessed defendant of a rec-
onciliation with Germany and despite all the suffering of the Second World



War, believed that there was still a glimmer of hope. The narrator, like his cre-
ator, keeps a humanistic vision alive and believes that the Germans are capable
of humanity, since they too had suffered during the First World War: «C’est
peut-être inhumain de lui refuser l’obole d’un seul mot» (Vercors, 1951 : 29).
His awareness and belief in humankind are greater than his need to fight for
silence and therefore the uncle expresses his feelings. The niece continues to
have the sense of proud that the war and politics have obliged her to have,
which maintain her locked away in this prison cell with no doors. This muteness
is apparently just like the silence of the sea, a whirlwind of emotions that in-
vade her soul, allowing her actions to speak louder than words: «Je la voyais
légèrement rougir, un pli peu à peu s’inscrire entre ses sourcils. Ses doigts ti-
raient un peu trop vivement, trop sèchement sur l’aiguille, au risque de rompre
le fil» (ibid.: 33).

Werner von Ebrennac has what Steiner calls «the passion for the ideal,
for the absolute» (2007: 83) which allows men to believe in a better future.
He, then, says he wants to make «une musique à la mesure de l’homme : cela
aussi est un chemin pour atteindre la vérité. C’est mon chemin» (Vercors, 1951:
36). Von Ebrennac’s way is the way of the truth: he knows that his compatriots
and the Führer are capable of pulling off the legs of the mosquito, one by one
(cf. ibid.: 41) but believes that France «les guérira (…) leur apprendra à être
des hommes vraiment grands et purs» (ibid.).

But these humanistic hopes are about to disappear. Back in Paris, disap-
pointment surrounds the German officer who does not believe in German’s
love of France. Blind, just like Oedipus, Werner von Ebrennac does not see the
reality that surrounds him and believes that he is the author of his own destiny
and the destiny of others. When he realises that this is no longer possible, he
chooses death. Like Oedipus, he wants the whole of humanity to see its own
atrocities, or those suffered by his compatriots and so he tries to break the si-
lence, which has always been maintained, much for his surprise:

Fallait-il répondre? Pourquoi ce changement? Pourquoi attendait-il que nous
rompions ce soir un silence dont il avait montré par son attitude antérieure
combien il en approuvait la salutaire ténacité ? (ibid.: 50)

On the other hand, he imposes on them, for the first time, the vision of
the military uniform, as a search for the hate he would like to see his guests
and that he needs to feel, to help him leaving for the battlefront. In the whole
episode, the narrator-witness keeps on using the word «absurd» to character-
ize the situation:
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(…) je me sentis soulevé par une absurde colère: la colère d’être absurde et
d’avoir une nièce absurde. (ibid.: 48)
Elle enroulait autour de ces doigts la laine d’une pelote, tandis que la pelote
se défaisait en roulant sur le tapis ; ce travail absurde était le seul sans doute
qui pût encore s’accorder à son attention abolie – et lui épargner la honte.
(ibid.: 52)

The decision of Von Ebrennac to leave for the battlefront should be read
as the symbolic death of the hope of a union between the countries. The uncle
is, for the first time, left totally disappointed with the German officer: «Ainsi il
se soumet. Voilà donc tout ce qu’ils savent faire. Ils se soumettent tous. Même
cet homme-là.» (ibid.: 58).The uncle had hoped to see him fight and not give in
to the power of the Führer because the Resistance would be the claim for a
cultural specificity, other than the one imposed by the Nazi administration. By
opting for death, Von Ebrennac has taken a complacent and passive attitude. 

Barbara Koehn explains that the men who opposed the Nazi regime be-
long to «un milieu trop cultivé, trop imprégné des traditions chrétiennes et
humanistes pour ne pas remarquer assez vite le fossé grandissant qui s’ouvrait
entre [leurs] propres convictions et le comportement des chefs nazis»
(2003: 258). Von Ebrennac belongs to this class of people. He represents this
other way of being German, another identity that is not from Hitler’s and does
not belong to the Nazi regime.

It is this identity that defends the real cultural identity of France, believing
that from the union of the two cultures will flourish their grandeur. Only a Ger-
many with such humanistic convictions would be able to unite itself to a coun-
try whose principles rest upon the pillars of the 1789 Revolution. Katarina von
Bülow asserts that there have been several Germanys «The Holy Roman Em-
pire, the Weimar Republic, Nazi Germany and the Federal Republic, with a
communist Germany» (2007: 26) and that German identity is itself dependent
upon a multiplicity of ideals. 

Nowadays history has come to agree with the German officer: the cou-
pling of von Ebrennac-niece has become a reality; a Franco-German union,
which despite being based on genocide and horror and on barbarianism and
death is alive and kicking. In fact the good relationship between the German
Chancellors and French Presidents are a prime example of this: Konrad Ade-
nauer and Charles de Gaulle, Willy Brandt and Georges Pompidou, Helmut
Schmidt and Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, Helmut Kohl and François Mitterrand,
Gerhard Schröder and Jacques Chirac, Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy. 
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2010’s France is going through a deep economic, financial, political and
social depression and therefore de Gaulle’s myth is all the more poignant. The
Head of a free France and the embodiment of the Resistance, Charles de
Gaulle, has once again come to the forefront to unite the French as if they
needed his image to rediscover their identity. It is true to say and we have also
verified that de Gaulle’s nationalism has never been castrating or vengeful but
rather turned towards the future of a united Europe.

Therefore, President of the Republic de Gaulle’s idea of Europe is based
upon a deep-set belief: he believed that France and Germany would be able
to construct a union between them, not based upon the atrocities of the past,
but rather upon the hopes of the future.

Jean Bruller also believed in the Franco-German alliance. This is why he
has mentioned humanism in numerous times in his novel Le Silence de la mer.
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WHo needs ‘ItAlIAnness’?: 
PostColonIAl And MIGRAtIon ItAlIAn lIteRAtuRe.

Giuliana Benvenuti

Introduction

The fact that questions such as ‘Who are Italians?’, ‘What does it mean
to be Italian?’ or even ‘Is there such a thing as an Italian?’ and ‘Is it possible to
talk about Italian people with their own distinctive characteristics?’ have been
asked, sometimes controversially and sometimes obsessively (but always
pressingly),  from the unification of Italy to the present day shows the com-
plexity and struggle involved in constructing national unity, not only in the early
Risorgimento1 phase but also afterwards. Even today, certain stereotypes
about Italians’ ‘character’ and ‘temperament’ and about the differences be-
tween North and South Italians2 are drawn upon and re-elaborated in political
discourse.

This article, however, set out to examine the representations proposed
in various phases of Italian history of the Italian character and people (as has
been done in great detail in Silvana Patriarca’s recent volume, Italianità, Patri-
arca 20103). Nor will it analyse the marked continuity – even though it does
exist and is extremely relevant – between some of these representations, the
discourse on Italianness and the use of the image of two Italies currently en-
countered in various government statements and on certain columnists’ pages.
Should a glance at the transformations of the concept of Italianness become
necessary, it will be but a rapid introduction to the issue that I wish to examine
in greater detail: the transformations brought about by the presence of immi-
grants from more than 192 countries, which are modifying the social, eco-
nomic, political and cultural framework of the country. I shall try to analyse
some elements of the transformations taking place, adopting as my starting
point postcolonial and migration literatures, writings that offer the traditional

1 Risorgimento (meaning The Resurgence) was the political and social movement that agglomer-
ated different states of the Italian peninsula into the single state of Italy in the 19th century.

2 An examination of the debate surrounding ‘internal colonialism’ would be interesting here, but
would require a separate article.

2 Silvana Patriarca’s research excludes literary texts from her sources. The importance of literature
in constructing national identity is not denied or dismissed, however; the choice is made for
methodological reasons (Patriarca 2010: XXIII).).



and widely accepted connection between language, nation and citizenship.
An examination that starts from literature may appear of marginal impor-

tance when compared to the urgency of resolving questions of how immigrants
are received into this country and their rights in the face of increasing violence
and discrimination, but I believe that the contribution made by literary studies
is not marginal, especially since literature has always been of great importance
in the construction of Italian national identity.

Who are the Italians?

Patriarca runs through how certain recurring images of discourses on Ital-
ianness have been formed, transmitted and reproduced, and highlights the
tendency – shared by politicians and intellectuals from unification to post-
WWII and beyond   to write up a list of congenital defects of the Italian race,
proposing various possibilities for correcting them and for ‘regeneration’ (cf.
Patriarca 2010). As the historical context changes, so the focus shifts from idle-
ness to excessive individualism; to a ‘womanly’ and decadent tendency to dolce
far niente; to stereotypical ‘Latin’ charm and cunning. Always, or nearly always,
the difficulty of forming a common national consciousness due to a lack of
propensity to collective thought and action – in other words, an excess of in-
dividualism or familism – is highlighted. In her reconstruction, Patriarca follows
the path traced masterfully by Giulio Bollati, who, in his volume L’italiano: Il
carattere nazionale come storia e come invenzione (cf. Bollati 1996), stressed
the characteristics of a young state in the throes of a modernization as rapid
as it was contradictory: a laboratory for trasformismo. Bollati links
trasformismo not so much to a collection of vices characteristic of Italians as
to a historical phase in which ideological crisis leaves a space for mediocre ide-
ological surrogates with ‘indifferently replaceable contents’. (Bollati 1996: XI)

Insofar as it is a confession of the degradation of political life,
‘trasformismo is appearance, spectacle, indifference to the merits of an issue.
Its goal is power as such.’ (Bollati 1996: XII). Amongst other things, this implies
a separation of politics and culture and the condemnation of politics as cor-
ruption and degradation. Those who make this condemnation, however, are
missing a vital point that is often forgotten today. Trasformismo was:

an art capable of a ‘soft’ control over violence in an age dominated by in-
creasing schizophrenia between principle and gain.  It was an art destined
to have a glorious future nationally and internationally thanks to its very
crudeness, simplification and adaptability (which seem almost to need and
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anticipate the mass media). When trasformismo (which is masked violence)
fails, open violence takes over: our brief history as a nation resembles an
experimental laboratory for this procedure (Bollati 1996: XVI).

The scientific (or pseudo-scientific) framework by way of which observa-
tions on Italian character are constructed has changed over the years: from
social psychology to the positivist school of Lombroso (Nani); from the right-
wing anti-Italian idealist fervour of Gentile, Prezzolini and La Voce to the em-
phasis on the regeneration taking place or about to take place in the person
of the Fascist ‘New Man’. What has not changed is on the one hand the criti-
cism many of these discourses level against Italian tendencies; on the other,
the constant attention paid to the distinction between North and South Italy.
In general terms, we can say that the quintessence of typically ‘Italian’ vices
and virtues has been attributed to the South, whereas the Italian of the North
has from time to time been either differentiated from that of the South and
placed nearer the industrious Teuton or Anglo-Saxon or assimilated to the
‘Latin’ characteristics of South Italy. 

Studying the rocky road towards the construction of an Italian identity for-
ever threatened by disintegration is of particular interest, especially when con-
sidered in terms of literature. The question of national identity and the South
has been raised in literature with a constant sense of urgency up until the pres-
ent day, through a long tradition of writing   about the South starting with Verga,
Capuana, Pirandello, Tommasi di Lampedusa, Vittorini, Sciascia and many others
to Saviano and his much-talked-about book Gomorra (2006), which starts from
the extremely localized situation of Naples and the Camorra and goes on to ex-
amine the multiple connections of the global economy and the movement of
people, goods, images and products of the globalized present.

To the intense debate on the formation of the nation state in Italy4 (the
capacity of which to draw widely on literary texts in reconstructing the geneal-
ogy of discourse on the nation should be praised), we need to add the levels
of awareness reached by postcolonial criticism and its thought-provoking re-
flections on the colonial and postcolonial make-up of the contemporary world
(cf. Albertazzi 2000; Albertazzi and Vecchi 2004). It is worth highlighting in par-
ticular the contribution of postcolonial criticisms to studying the processes
whereby State becomes Nation, which has led to a significant change in how
they are viewed, showing that there is a fundamental colonial dimension to

WHO NEEDS ‘ITALIANNESS’?: POSTCOLONIAL AND MIGRATION ITALIAN LITERATURE

3 Mario Alberto Banti’s works – in particular La nazione del Risorgimento (2006) and L’onore della
nazione (2005) – stand out for their innovativeness.



them. Colonial modernity is a constituent dimension of the modernity in which
today we increasingly live in an integrated Europe with all the aspects of a post-
colonial Europe. On the one hand, this can be considered a positive fact which
opens up new possibilities; on the other, it presents a dark side visible in the
conditions of subaltern and differentiated integration in which the majority of
migrants live. We should always be aware of this ambivalence in our postcolo-
nial position (cf. Mezzadra 2009 and 2008). From our being placed we can re-
read the long story of the representation and construction of national identity
in its interweavings with the representation and construction of alterity.

Contemporary migratory movements compel us to take into account the
presence in Italy of people from all over the world. This presence forces us to
rethink the entire history of European and Western colonialism, which lies at
the base of today’s globalization, as we are reminded by numerous literary
texts, and especially by postcolonial and migration literature. These are often
writings that are ‘peripheral’ or ‘semi-peripheral’ not only to urban situations
but also to the world-system (Wallerstein 2004: Vecchi / Russo 2008). They are
textualities producing, as Iain Chambers has written, a ‘re-configuration of time
and space of Western modernity in the light of the histories, cultures, bodies,
denied and obfuscated (Chambers 2007: 59). 

Postcolonial literatures have described the direct conquest of speech by
colonized subjects; this conquest, however, often takes place in metropolitan
languages and is marked by power-based relationships, as can be witnessed in
publishing mishaps, the attribution of literary prizes and in book reviews
(Sapiro). For this reason too the question of language/languages is today at the
centre of literary history and theory based on geographies that attempt to map
literatures and languages in their reciprocal relationships, which are often de-
termined by hierarchies characterizing the global circulation of books and
knowledge. In this context, universalism both old and new is questioned or, if
we prefer, we can follow Moretti in saying that we pass ‘from cosmopolitanism
to the politics of difference, by way of colonialism and postcolonialism’ (Moretti
2000). This movement has determined the repeated emergence within cultural
studies of a question already asked by Stuart Hall in the title of a famous essay,
‘Who needs “Identity”?’, in which Hall proposed a concept of identity that is
‘not an essentialist, but a strategic and positional one’ (Hall 1996: 316). 

But what does ‘politics of difference’ mean, after the crisis of the multi-
cultural model?

In order to give at least a partial answer to this question, we need to return
to the use made of the term translation by one of the leading postcolonial the-
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orists, Homi Bhabha (1994). This is a metaphorical use describing the man’s
condition in a world in which millions of people move from one place to another
every day; in which subjectivities are created in a continuous process of trans-
lation within an intermediate and interstitial in-between space. The context in
which this proposal of Bhabha’s emerges is one of extremely important changes
in culture, experience and well-being marking the age of globalization as an age
of profound anthropological change within a framework of new forms of human
movement (cf. Clifford 1988: Leed 1991) and related to the diffusion of new
technologies creating a transnational imagination (Appadurai 1996).

Nor is Bhabha the only one to have stressed how there is a constant
process of negotiation regarding the identity of nomad, hybrid, mestizo sub-
jectivities – in other words, of ‘subjectivities in translation’ (Sakai 1997). He is
in some respects near to Said’s reflections on exile (2002); Gilroy’s point of
view (1993; 2003) and studies on diasporic cultures; Glissant when he deals
with theories of creolization (1996); Laplantine, the theorist of cultural ‘métis-
sage’ (1999); Anzaldúa (1987), who proposes a complex definition of the new
mestiza and also to Kristeva who examines ‘the risk of silence’ (1988). This rich
reflexion is today re-articulated and studied in investigations into hybridization
and the ‘rejects’ it implies, that is, the zones of ‘untranslatability’ persisting in
‘contact zones’ (Pratt 1992). 

Changes of this intensity must perforce lead us to reflect on the new con-
figurations of identity that arise at the intersection between language and cul-
ture, giving life to processes of open and often conflictual negotiations. Migrant
and postcolonial writing is one of the places where this negotiation takes place;
where constructions of identity of nation states are questioned; where the
narrow relationship between language and nation is broken down. These writ-
ings demonstrated how languages do not statically belong to natural commu-
nities as their ‘authentic means of expression’, but how they instead come into
being already spurious and contaminated (Parati 2004). Furthermore, the fact
that, in Europe as elsewhere, migration is not a phenomenon limited solely to
the present day is well known and often repeated; it is less obvious, that, as
Saskia Sassen reminds us (Sassen 1998), it is a phenomenon closely linked to
the need for a workforce of a form of capitalism characterized by the intercon-
nection of production and markets at a global level.

As Gramsci wrote:

Whenever the language question rises to the surface in one way or another,
it means that a series of other problems is becoming important: the formation
and enlargement of the ruling class; the need to establish safer and closer re-
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lationships between ruling groups and the popular-national masses – in other
words, the reorganization of cultural hegemony. (Gramsci 1975: 2346).

For these reasons, numerous intellectuals in various parts of the world
have used translation as a sort of general model for understanding transfor-
mations of culture and citizenship, trying to rethink these concepts beyond
the modern and colonial state.

The theories may come to mind of Étienne Balibar (2005), who, like Um-
berto Eco (2003), has long insisted on the idea of translation as the only pos-
sible common language in Europe, without, however, ceasing to stress the fact
that borders, far from having become a marginal issue, are today once again a
central and inescapable nexus of our political, social and cultural experience.
He considers Europe itself to have become a borderland (Balibar 2005; Balibar
and Mezzadra 2006; Balibar 2009). Approaching the question of translation
from the point of view of creating borders, as Naoki Sakai does, means at-
tempting to move beyond the usual definition of translation, which takes for
granted the unity of language as a presupposition for a translation relationship
(Sakai 2009). 

This vast class of theoretical reflections and proposals makes up the
framework within which answers to contemporary Europe’s challenges of iden-
tity, language and culture are today situated. 

Italiani “brava gente”

Before examining the Italian colonial enterprise, it is worth noting that it
was then that the myth of ‘italiani “brava gente”’, of ‘the good Italian’, was
formed. This myth, along with other clichés, has been examined critically by
the journalist Antonio Caprarica (cf. Caprarica 2008), as well as historians of
Italian colonialism (cf. Del Boca 2005). The idea that Italian colonialism was a
‘good’ colonialism, along with the idea of a colonialism which was fundamen-
tally inoffensive due to its being a disorganized ‘poor man’s colonialism’, has
contributed to diminishing the importance of the Italian colonial enterprise
and its role in consolidating the nation-state. This is the very idea which is
fought against today not only by historical texts on colonialism but also, at a
different level that works on the collective imagination, by novels by various
authors who are creating in several different ways a postcolonial literature in
Italian; a relatively recent phenomenon when compared with that of other Eu-
ropean countries. I am now talking about works by authors who, as Daniele
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Comberiati has written, have to deal with ‘a double colonial and postcolonial
past, using their own works as an open space in which to reflect on Italian and
Ethiopian historical memory and identity’ (Comberiati 2008: 109).

When we read novels, lyrics and autobiographical pieces by Italian post-
colonial authors, we find ourselves confronted with an account of history as
told by the colonized, and we learn of the many stories of resistance to Italian
colonialism and the many crimes that, for many years, were passed over in si-
lence by official Italian historiography. Fortunately, recent historiography on
the Italian colonial enterprise has had a different approach (Del Boca; Labanca;
Stefani), and specific interest in the connections between colonial history and
literature has begun to be shown (Tomasello 1984 and 2004; Ricci 2005; Schi-
avulli 2009; Pagliata 2001; Bonavita 2009; Ponzanesi 2004a and 2004b e Der-
obertis 2010). There are now, for example, studies focusing on the Italian
colonial novel, a sub-genre encouraged by the Fascist Propaganda Ministry,
which gave rise to a highly racist and male chauvinist representation of rela-
tionships in the colonies. The Fascist New Man is represented as a racially su-
perior hero, but in the absence of any more articulated definition of such a
hero’s character and prerogatives, the characters of Guido Milanesi, Vittorio
Zammarano, Guelfo Civinini or Mario Appelius find confirmation of their su-
periority in their incapacity to fall in love with native women and in the ex-
tremely hierarchized relationship they have have with them. 

On the subject of relations between Italians and Ethiopians, we know that
the decrees regarding ‘madamato [biracial concubinage]’ and ‘sciarmuttismo
[prostitution by native women]’ were made more severe following the 1938
race laws. This represented, if we still limit ourselves to looking at literature,
the end of a whole cycle of colonial novels in which the central plot device was
the erotic relations between Italian soldiers and African women. The relation-
ships described in these novels were based upon an extremely powerful dou-
ble inferiorization, both racist and male chauvinist, creating a hierarchy of races
and genders with, at its summit, the white Italian Fascist male and at the other
end the black woman, with a complicated series running from black to white
and female to male including diverse racial groups.

The handful of novels not written by migrant authors dealing with Italy’s
colonial past, and Lucarelli’s recent novel, L’ottava vibrazione (2008), in par-
ticular, are indebted to the colonial novel of the Fascist era. Lucarelli does not
believe in Fascist ideology, and firmly repudiates it (even though the difference
between the Fascist representation of colonial alterity and the mimetic repro-
duction of how the colonizers looked upon the natives can at times be hard to
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perceive); however, he succeeds in a historically precise reproduction of the
colonial mindset. Novels by migrant authors, on the other hand, aim at chang-
ing the point of view taken, offering a counter-history opposing the Italian col-
onization narrative, taking as their starting point how the colonized looked at
the colonizers. 

There is not enough space here to embark upon a close reading of the
texts, so I shall limit myself to indicating certain particular characteristics of
them, underlining what we may call the ‘performative’ aspect. First of all, it
should be remembered that the experience of marginality contained in the di-
asporic author and intellectual’s personal history highlights how gaining one’s
voice corresponds to a precise taking on of responsibility, which in novels by
authors from ex-colonies is made concrete not only in a counter-narrative of
the history of Italian colonialism but also in an attempt to introduce into the
story a double voice and a double point of view and thus to involve the reader
in this double vision so as to modify their knowledge and perception of colo-
nialism through what they read – all of this using a language that is in itself
not merely a single language, but a plural one.

As Comberiati has pointed out, there is a particular aspect of authors com-
ing from the ex-colonies that makes them akin to second-generation migrant
writers: 

for them, Italian is not a language learnt later and in some way chosen, but
rather another mother tongue that exists alongside that of the family or the
country of origin. Just as second-generation authors have studied in Italy
and learnt Italian as their first written language, postcolonial authors have
very often followed lessons in Italian schools in Eritrea, Ethiopia or Somalia,
alternating with the language of their country of origin according to the sit-
uations in which they have found themselves (Comberiati 2010).

Works by authors coming from former Italian colonies are therefore also
interesting from the point of view of linguistic experimentation. Works by Ubax
Cristina Ali Farah, Erminia Dell’Oro, Elisa Kidané, Shirin Ramzanali Fazel, Luciana
Capretti, Carla Amete Ghebriel di Liberio, Martha Nasibù, Maria Abbebù
Viarengo, Gabriella Ghermandi, Igiaba Scego and Ribka Sibhatu disturb the
confines of modern Italian language and identity, making them unstable. 

Besides the recognition (which cannot be taken for granted) of the literary
quality of some of these works, it should be underlined how many novels by
writers coming from former colonies represent both the subaltern claiming a
voice for itself (cf. Spivak 1996) and a taking on of responsibility towards the
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history of colonized peoples.  In these novels, various levels of the search for
personal and collective identity often intersect, creating a re-reading of the past
that forces us to question it. These narratives stake out a position for themselves
as retelling the truth: the fictional part of the story is made to cooperate in a
search for identity that necessarily calls for a revision of history, as it displays a
complexity of points of view in its awareness of the partiality and opaqueness
of examining oneself both within and without. The quest for meaning, and not
just the meaning of one’s own life but also of the meaning of history, is difficult
and full of risks, but it is not impossible: indeed, the attribution of meaning is
often claimed to be an act of individual responsibility towards the collectivity
and the past, towards the dead; towards, at the very least, today’s urgent need
for finding new ways for people to share living space. For this reason, Jedlowski
has quite rightly spoken of a ‘memory that takes a stance’ (Jedlowski 2009); in-
tertwined with this memory – and in some cases opposing it – is the experience
of the entre-deux, in the sense of the deterritorialization taking place, which
exists in the moment of reterritorialization, leaving each and every definition
and identity suspended (Westphal 2009: 99-100)5.

These works therefore make an important contribution not only to ques-
tioning the myth of ‘the good Italian’ connected to Italian colonialism, but also,
at a deeper level, leading to a rethinking of the link between the formation of the
nation-state and the colonial enterprise, not just in Italy, but also in Italy, which is
conveniently and conventionally accustomed to representing its colonialism as
an epiphenomenon, a matter of little importance when compared with other em-
pires (this representation uses to its advantage the colonial-era view that Italy
was a ‘minor’, power compared to other European colonial powers).

Italians and migrants

‘What is “Italian” today?’, Domenico De Robertis asked in an article in the
first issue of the journal Scritture migranti, (De Robertis 2007: 27-52), noting that: 

The cross-currents of which migrant writing are a subject and object, the
open – and more fluid than ever – question of subjectivization and identifi-
cation, the presence of students born in Italy belonging to the generation
of children born to the first wave of migrants who fill Italian schools and uni-
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versities: these are all signs calling into question the standard practices of
literary criticism and historiography, which are built up around a monocul-
tural and monoethnic idea of Italian cultural and literary history; the organ-
ization of teaching work and curriculum design in literature and the
humanities is therefore also called into question. 

He continues by observing that the seemingly paradoxical question ‘What
is “Italian” today?’ refers to a question asked by Spivak in Death of a Discipline
(2003) regarding English as a common language in the composite migratory
context of the City University of New york, a context in which the well-known
academic underlines institutional incapacity to ‘face race, gender and class re-
lations’, as well as the choice of English as the hoped-for language of a working
class made up of new immigrants. Similar difficulties and tasks have charac-
terized the political choices of many European countries and, more recently
when compared to what has happened in countries with a long tradition of
immigration, have come to affect Italy too.

It is worth recalling that many experts on migration literature have un-
derlined how it ‘emerged’ at the same time as a terrible act of violence and
came into light (cf. Gnisci 2003: 85), thus signalling ‘the critical impossibility of
separating the social text from the literary’ (Derobertis op. cit.). On the 24th
of August 1989, in Villa Literno in the province of Caserta, Jerry Essan Masslo,
a South African refugee working as a seasonal tomato-picker, was robbed and
killed. This killing shook public opinion, revealing to Italy the conditions in
which immigrants found themselves and provoking the emergence of a migra-
tion literature in Italian.  Fortunato and Methnani tell the story of Villa Literno
(1990) in a book written together, which superimposes the co-author’s linguis-
tic mediation – and more besides – on the immigrant’s ‘testimony’, thus cre-
ating from the very beginning, as Portelli has acutely pointed out, a
controversial problem of authorship. The presence of the co-author represents
a form of authorization and certification of a piece of writing otherwise not
fully legitimate, at least as literary writing:

The most egregious example of this suppression of individual circumstances
and literary intention is that of Immigrato, written by Salah Methnani with
Mario Fortunato as a novel (albeit based on his experiences), but accepted
for publication only as an autobiography, as if an immigrant could only ever
offer us the raw material of his or her experience, with no right to re-elab-
orate it imaginatively (Portelli 2004).

Therefore, there exists a crucial problem of power relationships and hi-
erarchies implicit in the emergence of migration into Italian literature; this
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problem marks the twenty-year path of the difficult quest for recognition by
migrant authors outside of the initially-assigned field of autobiography and
testimony (Contarini; Meneghelli 2006). The initial idea of an Italian-language
migration literature dealing with recent events seems to have faded away,
thanks to the advent of works moving away from the documentary that ex-
press complex self-aware poetics and affirm their aesthetic value; however,
this does not change the fact that if we look at school and university curricula,
published series and collections, web sites and critical essays, then we see that
these works are still primarily specifically ‘migration’ literature, as they are
considered privileged sites of ‘intercultural mediation’. This observation should
not be taken as denying that this literature is today the principal means
through which the strong link between national identity and language is being
transformed through a new openness to transnational models by way of the
centrality of the migrant experience. 

Re-writing the canon

One of the classic ways in which migrant writers have expressed them-
selves is through re-writing canonical works, a famous example being that of
the Nobel-prizewinner J.M. Coetzee (who in Foe re-writes Defoe’s Robinson Cru-
soe – think too of the numerous re-writings, including film adaptations, of Con-
rad etc.). In the Italian context, examples include J.M. Gangbo’s Rometta e
Giulieo and Gabriella Ghermandi’s Regina di fiori e di perle (which re-writes a
key episode of Ennio Flaiano’s Tempo di uccidere). These cases demonstrate
that in Italy too, migrant literature revisits the canon, as is also the case in other
metropolitan languages.  An important work on re-writing the canon is that by
Lidia Curti, La voce dell’altra, who in the chapter ‘Maschere di conquista’ makes
extremely valuable points about gender differences in female migrant literature.
As for the canon, it suffices to quote the following affirmations of Curti’s:

The literary canon has hidden and silenced other voices, marginalizing what
was between the lines and left to one side with respect to the irresistible
flow of explicit narratives, legitimated within the (post)colonial world by the
dominant language, by the homeland and the patriarchal voice.
The articulation of a literary discipline is a form of violence equivalent to the
formation of a nation – something to which, after all, it has always been
linked. Literature has belonged to the nation since the beginning of the mod-
ern age: in order to define it, a geographical border is sought, a dominant
culture to give name and substance to its expressions however desperate
they may be (Curti 2006: 167-168).  
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Following what Said tells us, we need to oppose and deconstruct the very
idea of literature as based upon the recognition of a stable canon of texts serv-
ing as a foundation to national identity, which means not forgetting the hybrid
origin of our literary tradition.  It means making criticism a place for discussing
and redefining identity in the light of a literature, that by migrants, that inhabits
a ‘double consciousness’ and has a ‘double perspective’ (Pezzarossa 2009) des-
tined to change our perception of the classics and remind us of the need to
leave the ‘labyrinth of textuality’ (Benvenuti 2007). 

In order to do this, the literary critic is called upon to carry out a double
operation: to re-read canonical works according to the eclectic and quicksilver
method of ‘counterpoint’ and at the same time to leave themselves open to
the questions raised by migrant writing, recognizing the role they play in re-
newing language and culture in a move towards the formation of a transna-
tional literature. These are both tasks presupposing the exercise of a sound
‘critical consciousness’.

The situation that more than any other allows and encourages the man-
ifestation of a ‘critical consciousness’, according to Said, is that of the exile, but
– we should at once point out – this is not necessarily a condition of real exile,
as Said insists on the metaphorical, or ‘metaphysical’, use of the word.  Even
intellectuals who spend their whole lives as members of a society can be out-
siders, practising forms of ‘dissonance’, resistance and dissent:

Exile for the intellectual in this metaphysical sense is restlesness, move-
ment,constantly being unsettled, and unsettling others. you can’t go back
to some earlier and perhaps more stable conditions of being athome and,
alas, you can never fully arrive, be at one with your new home orsituation
(Said, 1994: 17).

Exile in this sense is similar to diaspora, a term preferred by other experts
in the field of cultural studies, especially in the work of Stuart Hall (2006a and
b) and James Clifford (1997), as well as in Paul Gilroy’s study (1993)6 of the
Black Atlantic, where the concept of diaspora is used to designate phenomena
that cannot be reduced to a national dimension and are instead characterized
by ‘multiple affiliations’ and ‘decentralization’ due to their being composed of
a mix of global and local connections. 

Crossing borders, whether real or metaphorical, characterizes diasporic
cultures, just as the condition of the intellectual in exile is that of one with a
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‘double consciousness’’ (Du Bois 1903), which we may also understand to
mean the possibility of gaining a ‘critical consciousness’, becoming aware, even
though not living in physical exile, of the ‘sited’ and ‘localized’ origins of peo-
ple’s situations, our own included, and gaining to a sceptical, secular and re-
flective attitude. 

On the one hand, working within this framework implies deconstructing
the Western canon; on the other, opening academic study up to works pro-
duced outside of the canon. It also implies, however, criticism with a strong
focus on the notion of multiculturalism and the construction of an image of
the Other that condenses around ideas of identity, culture and ethnicity and
their supposed fixedness, an idea arising from the widespread conviction that
the ability to recognize difference comes out of the universality of Western
culture. It also means, we believe, a need to guard against what we may define
a ‘jargon of inauthenticity’ that limits itself to being an apology for hybridity
and nomadism. Every essentialist notion of identity has to be dismantled and,
at the same time, the irreducible individuality of each writer has to be under-
lined, the migrant writer included. Each writer makes subjective choices unin-
telligible when they are confined within a notion of mere mirroring of codes
of ethno-cultural belonging; they are also unintelligible, however, when acrit-
ically traced back to a condition of exile, which we have to avoid making a new
essentialist definition. 

From this point of view, Jameson is right to invite us not to forget that na-
tions continue to exist thanks to globalization, and are an essential part of it
(Jameson in Eagleton / Jameson / Said 1990: cf. also Sassen 2007).

A sound critical consciousness is necessary to avoid emphasizing litera-
ture’s possibility for being a place where traumas are elaborated and divided
memories reconciled. I by no means mean to deny that it has such a capacity,
nor that imagination can offer us prospects of a future in which we can live to-
gether peacefully: I merely wish to point out that there exists a concrete risk
of establishing new, arbitrary, borderlines, fencing off migrant literature, how-
ever gilded that fence may be. This is the risk of attributing to it a social func-
tion more important than its necessary yet limited literary function, that of
making us aware of the alterity surrounding us and allowing us to imagine the
possibility of living together in peace. The risk is that, to quote Spivak once
again, of transforming migrant writers into new ‘native informants’ (cf. Spivak
2003; Adamo 2007). This is why I consider it essential to begin studying migra-
tion literature as contemporary Italian literature that, migrant or otherwise,
confronts the contradictions in the relation between the local and the global,
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avoiding the traps set by new forms of subjugation and the risk of proclaiming
that reconciliation has already taken place, something shockingly disproved
by Italian policies regarding the Mediterranean. 
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In tHe BeGInnInG WAs tHe VoId:
IMRe keRtész And tHe QuestIon of IdentIty

Mare van den Eeden

If I could just discover some time who and what I am… 
Imre Kertész, Gályanapló

“Myself? Who is that?” asks the writer Imre Kertész in Valaki más. A vál-
tozás kronikája (Someone Else. A Chronicle of the Change), and a couple of
pages further: “you don’t expect me to have an identity, do you? I will confess
to you: my only identity is that of writing” (Kertész 1997: 63, my translation).
Valaki más is an ingenious blend of essay, fiction, and diary and deals most
prominently with questions of identity. Taking Rimbaud’s quote ‘I is someone
else’ as a Leitmotiv, the text describes the estrangement of the self, the not
being able to write, the not feeling at home in Hungary (anymore), and the
paradoxical finding of a new home in Germany, which after his experiences in
the concentration camps of Auschwitz, Buchenwald, and Zeitz is more than
just an irony of fate. But it is not only in this book that Kertész deals with the
issue of identity. Identity is a recurring theme in all of his work and one of the
most difficult to deal with. Regarding his identity, Kertész defies all attempts
at categorisation.1 Moreover, when the Swedish Academy awarded Kertész the
Nobel Prize in Literature in 2002, they stated in a press release that, “In
essence, Imre Kertész is a minority consisting of one individual” (The Swedish
Academy 2002). In his work, the author, who was born and lived most of his
life in Budapest, writes that he often feels like a stranger in Hungarian com-
munity because of his Jewishness. Further, as the Swedish Academy correctly
noted, Kertész also “regards his kinship with the concept of Jew as a definition
inflicted on him by the enemy” (The Swedish Academy 2002) through anti-Se-
mitic laws, deportation, and marginalisation as a writer of the Holocaust under
state socialism. He experienced his Jewish identity as a negativism and still

1 See also: Molnár, Sara. ‘Imre Kertész’s Aesthetics of the Holocaust.’ Vasvári, Louise O. and
Stephen Tötösy de Zepetnek (eds.). Imre Kertész and Holocaust Literature. West Lafayette, Indi-
ana: Purdue UP, 2005, pp. 162-170: 168; Wilkinson, Tim. ‘Imre Kertész’s heart of stone. A detec-
tive story.’ Eurozine, 2008-01-11; Varga, Peter. ‘“Si un jour je pouvais apprendre qui et ce que je
suis.” Pensées sur l’oeuvre de Imre Kertész.’ Bulletin Trimestriel de la Fondation Auschwitz, No.
80-81, juillet-décembre 2003, pp. 201-208
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challenges everyone who says he is a Jew. Therefore, the only positive identity
Kertész ascribes to himself is that of a writer. 

So, if the author categorically refuses or challenges any identity label, why
include Imre Kertész in a book about identity? What can Kertész’s idiosyn-
crasies tell us about the broader picture of the problem of (cultural) identity
after World War II and the Holocaust? In this contribution, I will further analyse
the problematic concept of identity in the oeuvre of Kertész and explore the
more general implications of his statements on identity for European identity
in the 21st century. I will focus on Kertész’s identity-building in fiction, as well
as on the role the political, social, and cultural context plays in Kertész’s literary
examination of questions of identity. In recent years, many studies on Kertész
have been published, especially in literary and cultural studies, focusing on the
content of his work.2 yet, little research has tried to interpret the message
Kertész seeks to convey to his readers historically and within the context it ap-
peared. This, however, is one of the crucial ways to understand his oeuvre. As
Sára Molnar wrote in her intelligent and noteworthy essay ‘Imre Kertész’s Aes-
thetics of the Holocaust’: “Kertész’s texts are best analyzed in the specific con-
text of Central European history and culture by attention to the region’s
political, social, and cultural conditions as resulting from several types of to-
talitarianism and conditions of post-totalitarianism, as well as within the con-
text of European Holocaust literature in toto.” (Molnár 2005: 168). I will take
this quote as my starting point in analysing the question of identity in the lit-
erature of Imre Kertész. 

I. Auschwitz and the kádár Regime 

Imre Kertész was born in Budapest in 1929 to parents of Jewish descent,
but like the overwhelming majority of the Hungarian Jews (about 95 percent
in 1930)3 they were assimilated, non-practising Jews. He grew up in a society
that witnessed the growing power of a more radical, new right, as opposed to
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2 See for example: Szegedy-Maszák, Mihály & Tamás Scheibner, (Hg.). Der lange, dunkle Schatten.
Studien zum Werk von Imre Kertész. Wien: Passagen Verlag, 2004; Vasvári, Louise O. and Stephen
Tötösy de Zepetnek (eds.). Imre Kertész and Holocaust Literature. West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue
UP, 2005; Vasvári, Louise O. and Stephen Tötösy de Zepetnek (eds.). Comparative Central Euro-
pean Holocaust Studies. West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue UP, 2009; Simbürger, Brigitta Elisa. Fak-
tizität und Fiktionalität: Autobiografische Schriften zur Shoah. Berlin: Metropol Verlag, 2009.

3 For more statistics on the position of the Jews around 1930 in Hungary, please see: Crampton,
R.J. Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century – and after. London and New york: Routledge, 1997,
p. 174 ff.



the old, conservative, and aristocratic right that had governed Hungary from
the early 1920s onwards (cf. Crampton 1997: 91). From the mid-1930s on-
wards, the new right instigated the implementation of increasingly anti-Semitic
and nationalistic policies (i.e. banishment of Jews from government posts, from
selling liquor, tobacco, and pharmaceutical products, and a numerus clausus
restricting the number of Jews in schools and universities), but was not able
to completely break the power of the old right, who refused their full commit-
ment to the Nazi war effort, especially its racist policies. This had consequences
for the Hungarian Jews: “[U]ntil the German occupation of 1944, the Jews of
Hungary did not have to wear the yellow star and they were not subjected to
restrictions on the right of domicile” (Crampton 1997: 189). Nevertheless, the
position of the Jews, especially those living outside Budapest, worsened over
the years. In 1944, with the Nazis and the Hungarian radical right in power,
more than 400,000 Jews living in Hungary were deported, executed, or forced
into death marches. A couple of months before his fifteenth birthday, Kertész,
while on his way to work in a factory just outside Budapest, was removed from
the bus, detained, and ultimately sent to Auschwitz and subsequently to
Buchenwald and Zeitz. He was liberated from Buchenwald by the Americans
in 1945 and returned to Budapest.

By then, the Red Army had won victory over the Nazis and gradually took
control over society, the economy, and politics. From 1948, the Soviet regime
determined Hungary’s internal and external policies and had power over the
economy, the agrarian sector, and social movements (cf. Wandycz 2001: 237).
Kertész joined the Communist Party in 1946, but left it after a couple of years.
By then, Mátyás Rákosi, who called himself “Stalin’s best Hungarian disciple”,
ruled the country with an iron fist (cf. Sugar, Hanák, Frank 1994: 375). During
his reign, many political rivals were eliminated through show trials and political
purges. Kertész had to give up his job as a journalist for the daily newspaper
Világosság in 1951, when it adopted the Communist party line. As his diary
Gályanapló (Galley Boat-Log, transl. Tim Wilkinson) and some of his essays in-
dicate, he had difficulties functioning in a society with an all-encompassing po-
litical sphere that dominated and ruled the individual. In 1955, Kertész decided
to retreat from society into an inner exile and become a writer. To him, litera-
ture was one of the rare ways of surviving and dealing with the Holocaust (cf.
De Moor 2004: 205; Szilági 2004: 350). Five years later, he started working on
his first novel Sorstalanság (Fatelessness). It took him 13 years to finish Sorsta-
lanság, and the book was published in 1975 after initial rejections.

Kertész’s retreat into inner exile was strengthened during and after the
events of 1956.  Following Poland’s lead, citizens of Budapest and of other
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cities in Hungary revolted against the communist regime, and at its peak, Imre
Nagy, who was appointed Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the People’s
Republic of Hungary, expressed Hungary’s wish to leave the Warsaw pact and
become a neutral country. He appealed to the United Nations for help that
never materialised, and in the end, the Soviet Army bloodily crushed the rev-
olution.4 Kertész had largely been an outsider in this uprising and in the fol-
lowing years was not politically active. According to Susan Rubin Suleiman,
“Kertész considered himself to be a total outsider under the Kádár regime
[1956-1988, M.E.], not only politically but also in terms of the intellectual cul-
ture, whether it was the official culture or the culture of the ‘dissidents’”
(Suleiman 2009: 373).5 In his opinion, ideologies were given an advantage over
cultural values, which resulted in a loss of identity and of language – a central
theme in A kudarc (The Failure). Hence, instead of becoming involved in politics
or joining dissident circles, Kertész started writing fiction in which he created
his own socio-political commentary of the totalitarian system and the possi-
bility of life outside text and outside the system (cf. Vasvári 2005: 267). 

As the above indicates, one cannot separate Kertész’s experiences in
Auschwitz from his experiences under the communist regime in Hungary. Both
experiences have proven instrumental to his literature and even ‘secured’ his
survival. In the essay A száműzött nyelv (The Exiled Language), Kertész
broaches the issue of finding a language for (narrating the experience of)
Auschwitz. Paul Celan, Tadeusz Borowski, Jean Améry, and Primo Lévi all be-
came a medium of Auschwitz, he says. yet, those survivors of Auschwitz who
lived in non-communist countries and believed in freedom, liberation, and a
critical change in thinking about European civilisation and progress, soon were
to find out that they were mistaken. This disillusionment drove many survivors
of Auschwitz, including those mentioned above, ex post to suicide (cf. Kertész
2008: 327). Kertész argues that contrary to those intellectuals, philosophers,
and thinkers living in what he calls “the more fortunate places on earth” he
was able to survive in the aftermath of Auschwitz (Kertész 2008: 328, my trans-
lation). The imprisoned and isolated life in communist Hungary saved him from
the disillusionments about living in a democratic society, as it was impossible
to have any mistaken impressions about individuality, freedom, or humanity.
This paradoxically, gave him a sense of freedom. He had no illusions or hopes
after Auschwitz, detached himself from ‘the system’ by retreating into an inner
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4 For a well-written and informative reconstruction of the events of 1956, see: Dalos, György. 1956.
Der Aufstand in Ungarn. Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, 2006.

5 János Kádár was the appointed leader by the Soviets after the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. He
reorganised the communist party and led an attack against the revolutionaries of 1956.
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exile (which was a choice as much as it was a necessity), and stayed on the pe-
riphery (cf. Suleiman 2009: 374). The loneliness of estrangement helped him
to find a reality beyond the lie of totalitarian society. 

Writing enabled Kertész to regain his identity and to survive, or, to put it
more emphatically, to exist after Auschwitz: “The art conveys experience, ex-
perience of the world and its ethical consequences. The art conveys existence
to existence” (Kertész 1992: 269, my translation). In short, Kertész is because
he writes. Offering a harsh critique of the communist Kádár era in Hungary, the
author states that without communism it would have been far more difficult to
‘understand’ or ‘act upon’ his experiences in the concentration camps of
Auschwitz, Buchenwald, and Zeitz. Being refused the profession or title of writer
and excluded from the literary circles in the country, the communist dictatorship
helped Kertész to find a language in which he had to write to negotiate the phe-
nomenon of Auschwitz, a language in which he could create his literary charac-
ter: it was the language of the survivor who no longer belongs to humanity (cf.
Kertész 2008: 331). His works are shaped by self-criticism, self-reflexivity and
(self-)irony: an irony Kertész calls the irony of reality (De Moor 2004: 214).

II. to find a Way to survive

In his novels, Kertész cultivates a self-image that detaches itself from iden-
tity. His fictional characters are strangers to language, strangers to society, and
strangers to themselves. In this estrangement they find their identity. His first
novel Sorstalanság is a perfect example. The novel tells the story of a 14-year-
old boy, György Köves, who is deported to Auschwitz, Buchenwald, and Zeitz.
Already in the first three chapters, while he is still in Budapest with his family,
György is a stranger, determined by the outside and by the conventions of so-
ciety. Once in Auschwitz, the book documents György’s survival in an environ-
ment directed towards death and destruction from the perspective of the
14-year-old boy, who participates in a learning process.6 Curious and naive,
György looks around, observes what is happening, and undergoes life in the
concentration camps as it develops, step-by-step, day-by-day, at points more
dead than alive. In every new situation, he attempts to fathom the events of
the present and survive because neither past nor future are known to him. In
the camps, György loses his personality, everyday becoming a little more de-
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individualised, dehumanised, and demeaned, until he loses his will (to survive)
reaching the state of a ‘Muselmann’.7 yet, at the moment when he has almost
accepted death, he is miraculously saved and brought to the infirmary. 

Sorstalanság, like Kertész’s other books, is about surviving ‘la realité con-
centrationnaire’ (Mesnard 2003: 175): the one thing left to the people in the
camps. Everything else Auschwitz destroyed: the system of values, man, and cul-
ture. Kertész claims that the only story that can be told is the factual state of af-
fairs. In the novel, therefore, there is neither place for fear, pain or humiliation,
nor for identification of the reader with the main character. He “presents a to-
talitarian world where nothing remained untouched and stable, not even the
human soul” (Molnár 2005: 167). What is left of the ‘I’ in Sorstalanság is an
empty being without identity. Kertész gradually reduces the ‘I’ to empty space;
the ‘I’ becomes a hole. There is nothing left for the main character but trying to
survive. yet, in just surviving, there is no place for individuality or for a personality
to develop; the main character loses himself. However, it is in the loss of the self,
in the no longer being part of the camp setting, and in finding himself beyond
the existing world, that the ‘I’ is able to exist. In the article Der Identitätslose und
sein Ich the art theorist and literary critic Lázló Földényi formulates it like this:
“the ‘I’ appears again in the cosmic solitude, in the supra-personal” (Földényi
2005: 42). In the most difficult circumstances, in the total estrangement from
reality and from his self, the ‘I’ becomes aware of the possibility of the existence
of the mystery, writes Földényi. In the astonishment about the nature of the ‘I’,
about its mystery, the ‘I’ comes back to life and survives. 

In the last chapter of Sorstalanság, György is liberated from Buchenwald
and returns to Budapest. In this chapter, György has lost his naivety: 

In the text, we now meet a narrator, who has lost his former innocence and
ignorance. He is characterized by critical thinking and philosophical knowl-
edge and formulates theoretical insights about the conditions of the possi-
bility of the Shoah from an existential philosophical point of view. So, at the
end of the novel, the protagonist is on the level of consciousness of the au-
thor. (Simbürger 2009: 238, my translation)

Discussing his experiences in the concentration camps with others, the
main character reveals an unconventional view about Auschwitz. In a conver-
sation with a journalist who asks him about his experiences in Auschwitz,
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György explains that in the concentration camps there is no freedom and no
possibility to escape determinacy by creating one’s own fate. Nonetheless, by
following the rules of the game, by following the logic of the camp, one can
survive. Ultimately, this means that the victims cooperate in the functioning
of the camp to survive (cf. Simbürger 2009: 243). In a final scene in the home
of his former neighbours, he clarifies this point once again. He, György, and
with him all others, is not only a victim, he also had an active role in the whole
system.8 He lived fate: a fate that was not his, but which he had to make his
fate in order to survive and later to exist. 

Everyone took steps as long as he was able to take a step; I too took my own
steps, and not just in the queue at Birkenau, but even before that, here, at
home. I took steps with my father, and I took steps with my mother, I took
steps with Annamarie, and I took steps – perhaps the most difficult ones of
all – with the older sister. I would now be able to tell her what it means to
be “Jewish”: nothing, nothing to me at least, at the beginning, until those
steps start to be taken. None of it is true, there is no different blood, nothing
else, only (…): there are only given situations and the new givens inherent
in them. I too had lived through a given fate. It had not been my own fate,
but I had lived through it, and I simply couldn’t understand why they couldn’t
get it into their heads that I now needed to start doing something with that
fate, needed to connect it to somewhere or something; after all, I could no
longer be satisfied with the notion that it had all been a mistake, blind for-
tune, some kind of blunder, let alone that it had not even happened. (Kertész
2004: 259/260, transl. Tim Wilkinson) 

In the novel, Kertész turns other-directedness into self-determination. In
the end, it is the ‘I’ and nobody else who is responsible for his fate. He is the
one who has to act upon his fate. Only then, the subjective ‘I’ is able to regain
his individuality in an objective history (the system, totalitarianism). 

This not only holds true for the characters of Kertész’s novels, but also for
the author. Kertész cherishes inner freedom, the creative possibilities of man,
and the mystery of the ‘I’. Despite the fact that Auschwitz has marked him for
life, the unknown ‘I’ allows Kertész to survive and to keep exploring the mean-
ing of life. He is his biggest adventure (cf. Kertész 1992: 189). To the author,
writing opens the road to another truth that enables him to understand and
make his life experiences his own. It enables him to explore his ‘I’ and returns
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his self to him, his individuality. Moreover, in fiction, Kertész is able to create
an alternative, transcendental reality, from which he can regain his trust in life.
It allows access to an inner world. 

For me, fiction is more important than reality. I have been in Auschwitz and
in Buchenwald. But as a writer, I created Auschwitz and Buchenwald as a
world of the writer, as my world. (…) Despite my solidarity with the victims,
I cannot see myself as a victim of Auschwitz anymore. As a writer I stand in
a different reality (Kertész in: De Moor 2003: 89, my translation).

It is in this different reality that he can not only reclaim his identity, but
also exist. According to the writer, it is the creative possibilities of the ethical
human being through which man is always, everywhere, and under every cir-
cumstance able to take his own life into his own hands and regain his dignity
and personality. 

Thus, one of the major themes that dominate Kertész’s work is the dialec-
tic between self-consciousness and self-denial (cf. Spiegel 2002: 44). Kertész
had to embrace estrangement as the only possible condition to survive in a
society in which there was little space for individual creativity and self-actual-
isation. “I had understood that I could only be creative here in the act of self-
denial; that the sole creation possible in this world, as it is here, is self-denial
as creation” (Kertész 1991: 61/62, transl. Tim Wilkinson). Beyond the reality
of Auschwitz, but also beyond the reality of the Kádár regime it is possible to
create the self anew, and find another truth, his truth. Kertész’s self-banish-
ment and self-estrangement from society leads to a self-image or identity in
which he is different from the other, from himself: “I am different from them,
different from others, different from me” (Kertész in: Renhardt 1998, my trans-
lation). In this being different, he finds the freedom of self-definition. His es-
trangement leads to another reality, a reality of fiction and of language through
which he is able to bear and understand his life experiences. 

III. double Homelessness: Hungarian and Jewish Identity in the
oeuvre of kertész

As stated in the introduction, the estrangement and difference are also
to be found in Kertész’s stance towards Jewish and Hungarian identity. In his
work, Kertész distances himself from his Jewish and Hungarian identity, which
according to Maria Renhardt leads to a “double homelessness as a Hungarian
and as a Jew” (Renhardt 1998, my translation). To explain the author’s critical
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attitude towards these identities one has to take a look at the specificities of
Hungarian society on the one hand, and Kertész’s judgment of the Holocaust
as a universal European, instead of a uniquely Jewish trauma on the other. 

In Hungary, there lived orthodox, Hasidic Jews as well as assimilated, Re-
formed Jews. After the so-called Ausgleich (Compromise) between Hungary
and Austria in 1867, which transformed the Habsburg Empire into the Dual
Monarchy of Austria-Hungary, the Hungarian government launched a set of
Magyarisation policies, which aimed at imposing the dominance of Hungarian
language and culture in Hungarian-ruled regions. Large parts of the Jewish
population decided to assimilate into Hungarian society and adopt Magyar cul-
ture (cf. Seton-Watson 1975: 10). Many magyarised their family names and
choose to speak the dominant Magyar language. By World War I, they were
reasonably well integrated into Hungarian society and many of them served
in the Austro-Hungarian army during the War. yet, after the Treaty of Trianon,
in which Hungary lost about 60 percent of its territory, resentment gained
ground, and the Jews, who by then constituted the largest minority population
in Hungary, became the scapegoat for the country’s defeat. Anti-Semitism
grew, fuelled also by the perception of the Hungarian population that Jews led
the Hungarian soviet republic in 1919, which was headed by Béla Kun (cf.
Crampton 1997: 83). Nevertheless, until 1944, the Jewish-Hungarian commu-
nity of more than 800,000 people stayed more or less intact (cf. Frühling 2003:
223). Only after the German occupation of Hungary in 1944 was a large part
of the Hungarian-Jewish community deported to concentration camps. This
had devastating consequences for feelings of national identity of the Hungarian
Jewry. In an article concerning the historian’s debate about the Holocaust in
Hungary, András Kovács states that the Jews of Hungary, “who had considered
themselves to be Hungarians, perished “without a fate”. Their national identity
– which had seemed so uncomplicated until then – was devastated by the bru-
tality of the deportations and by the indifference with which the Hungarian
authorities and a significant part of the public watched the process” (Kovács
2005: 139). Hence, especially after World War II, questions of national identity
and the relationship between the Jewish and the non-Jewish population in
Hungary became very problematic. 

Kertész’s novel Sorstalanság describes this estrangement of the Jewish
population from their Hungarian identity. In a conversation between György
and ‘the older sister’ before he is deported to Auschwitz, they discuss the fact
that Jews are considered to be strangers in Hungarian society, neglected or
avoided by the non-Jewish population, and restricted in their movements. This
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has not changed upon György’s return from the concentration camps. Still
wearing his prisoner’s clothing, thus making him easily recognisable as a sur-
vivor of the Holocaust and as a Jew, György steps into the tram, but is asked to
disembark again by the tram conductor because he is not able to pay for a
ticket. To György, this is a confirmation of the perseverance of old mechanisms
and lingering anti-Semitism. This observation is only strengthened by the
image of a lady present on the platform of the tram looking away ostenta-
tiously and not wishing to have anything to do with him once György sits in
the tram. 

The resilience of nationalist and anti-Semitic movements in Hungary from
the pre-War period to their resurgence after the fall of communism strongly
guided Kertész’s feelings about Hungarian identity and he frequently addresses
this continuity in his diaries and essays. Throughout his life, Kertész is con-
fronted with his problematic Hungarian, because of his Jewish identity. Con-
sequently, in Valaki más, he asserts that just because he lives in Hungary and
writes in Hungarian does not mean that he is a Hungarian writer (cf. Kertész
1997: 93/94). He feels a stranger in the country to which he is attached only
linguistically (cf. Marsovszky 2005: 152). In the essay “Ich bin der Spuk” (“I am
the ghost”), published in the German newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung (14 March 2002), he argues that the root of identity does not neces-
sarily reside in the mother tongue: “The writer of the Holocaust is indeed, in
a difficult situation… that there is no language of the Holocaust and that there
cannot be one. The survivor in Europe is able to tell his/her story only in a Eu-
ropean language, yet this language is not his/her language nor is it the lan-
guage from which s/he borrowed it for his/her writing” (Kertész 2002: 46,
transl. Tötösy de Zepetnek). 

This attitude towards his Hungarian roots did not make him loved.
Auschwitz, World War II, and the Jewish Question were topics the authorities
did not publically speak about during communism, and they are still topics
with which many Hungarians have difficulties. According to Sára Molnár, Hun-
garian society is incapable of confronting “its proto-nazi and fascist history, the
role of the Hungarians’ in the genocide of Hungarian Jews in 1944, and the ex-
istence and continuous re-occurrence of anti-Semitism” (Molnár 2005: 162).
But the inability of the Hungarians to deal with their past is not the only thing
responsible for Kertész’s problematic position in Hungarian literary society.
Many readers also perceive his attitude towards his Hungarian identity and
language as a provocation. When he won the 2002 Nobel Prize in Literature,
heated debates took place in the Hungarian media about the fact that Kertész
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was better known abroad than in Hungary. The people on the centre-left were
mainly positive and enthusiastic about Kertész winning the Nobel Prize. They
praised the value, importance, and quality of his work, and the contribution
he had made to Hungarian literature. Others, however, especially on the right,
national-conservative side of the political spectrum, were of the opinion that
there were better, ‘more Hungarian’ (i.e. non-Jewish) writers, who deserved
the prize more (cf. Frühling 2003: 232; Marsovszky 2005: 154/155: young 2005:
272). This did not soften Kertész’s feelings about Hungary and his Hungarian
identity.

yet, the above only explains one part of Renhardt’s ‘double homelessness’.
To Kertész, Jewish identity is problematic too. Time and again, he refuses the
label of “Jew”. In his opinion, Jewish identity as such does not exist. 

I for one have no “identity problems”. The fact that I am “Hungarian” is no
more absurd than the fact that I am a “Jew”; and the fact that I am a “Jew”
is no more absurd than the fact that I “am”. (Kertész 1992; transl. Ivan
Sanders)

In a quote from Sorstalanság cited earlier, in which György says that he is
now able to explain what it means to be Jewish, György states – but it can be
read as a personal statement of the author as well – that there is nothing but
the individual going forward step by step, day after day (cf. Kertész 2004: 259).
That is, Kertész encountered his Jewish identity as something negative only,
as an external determinant, or constriction (cf. Kertész 1992: 60). As a Jew he
was never a full-member of society, as a Jew he was subject to discrimination,
as a Jew he was deported to Auschwitz, and as a Jew he died in Auschwitz. In
the concentration camps there was no room for any form of individuality. All
forms of identity were destroyed in the camps. 

Nevertheless, Kertész refuses “to harbour a victim’s grudge” and insists on
the fact “that each of us individually holds responsibility for every step we take,
even when those steps are taken under constraint” (Wilkinson 2008: 136). Ac-
cording to Kertész, life irresistibly leads through a series of chances, to some-
where. And somewhere on this road, through his deportation to Auschwitz, but
actually already earlier, Jewishness became a defining factor in Kertész’s life, a
fate he had to act upon, no matter how strange it was to him. Jews might be vic-
tims of the Holocaust, but, according to Kertész, it should not serve as an excuse
to not take command of one’s own life. Having lived through Auschwitz, Buchen-
wald, and Zeitz, it is impossible for Kertész to deny or forget his Jewishness. He
has to accept his fate and do something with it, do something with Auschwitz. 
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If I am Jewish, then I say that I am negation, the negation of all human pride,
of certainty, of quiet nights and peaceful inner life, of conformism, of free
elections, of national glory – in the book of victories I am the black page,
where no writing appears; I am negation, not a Jewish but a universal human
negation, the writing on the wall of total oppression. (Kertész 1992: 61,
transl. Suleiman)

Some of Kertész’s (Jewish) critics consider this statement to be anti-Se-
mitic. Ivan Sanders, for example, accuses him of being a “self-hating” Jew after
reading the above quote (cf. Sanders 2005: 705/706). yet, Suleiman reads it as
an affirmative statement and as something positive, turning her attention to
Kertész’s statement of being “the writing on the wall of total oppression”
(Suleiman 2009: 377). This seems to be the more correct reading. Having sur-
vived the concentration camps, Kertész considers it to be his moral duty to do
something with his fate, with his identity as a “non-Jewish Jew” (Suleiman
2009: 376). It is his moral duty to testify of the concentration camps to the
world. In his 2002 Nobel Prize in Literature acceptance speech, Kertész stated: 

Being a Jew to me is once again, first and foremost, a moral challenge. If the
Holocaust has by now created a culture, as it undeniably has, its aim must be
that an irredeemable reality give rise by way of the spirit to restoration - a cathar-
sis. This desire has inspired me in all my creative endeavors. (Kertész 2002)

The writer considers the Holocaust to be a universal European trauma.
To him, Auschwitz is the universal experience of people under totalitarianism
(cf. Kertész 1992: 61). As an individual Kertész experienced the Holocaust, but
communism was a collective experience. In having to go through this form of
totalitarianism as well, Kertész finds proof for the universality of Auschwitz.
The Holocaust is not a unique fate that has befallen the Jews, but a fate that
concerns European society as a whole (Kertész 2002). 

And here lies the crux to Kertész’s, but also to European identity. According
to Kertész, Auschwitz is the zero point of European civilisation (cf. Kertész 2008:
332). Auschwitz is a universal European trauma. Anything that was of value to
Europe, especially the values of the Enlightenment, has lost its legitimacy and
credibility in Auschwitz. yet, this does not mean that European culture is dead
or that it has lost its basis for existence. If one is willing to explain and under-
stand European twentieth century history, notably the Holocaust, even if it is
‘un-understandable’ and ‘unexplainable’, European culture can still renew itself.
As Bettina von Jagow puts it: “The Holocaust is a value creating phenomenon”
(von Jagow 2005: 86). In all its negativity, Auschwitz serves as the moral reser-
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voir for European civilisation to re-establish European culture and is a consti-
tuting element for European values and identity in the 21st century. 

Conclusion: kertész and the Question of Identity

In studying Kertész’s attitude towards identity, one can observe that bi-
ography and fiction are closely interwoven. His novels need to be read against
the background of Central European history and culture, against the back-
ground of the political, social, and cultural conditions as resulting from Nazism
and Stalinism, but also from the post-Communist era. Kertész survived the
Holocaust, and having returned to a country where another oppressive regime
had taken control over society, he chose to accept that fate, including the ex-
treme consequences it entailed. Therefore, the fact that he survived the Nazi
concentration camps, which were directed towards death and destruction, and
that he still existed after all forms of individuality and personality were de-
stroyed in the camps, required a radical reformulation of the concept of iden-
tity, of the notions of Jewish and Hungarian identity, and of the ‘I’. 

To Kertész, it is in fiction that one can narrate life and create an identity,
or a self, out of the void. Beyond the reality of Auschwitz it is possible to realise
and cultivate the self again. Kertész, thus, retreats into inner exile and finds a
way to survive in literature. He claims that the only possible way in which to
witness and testify to the Holocaust, to European civilization, to cultural values
of European civilisation, and to freedom is through fiction. He places the crit-
ical, self-conscious, and reflective individual at the centre of its practice. He
seeks to demonstrate the strength of the spirit and creativity in a totalitarian
society. In fiction, a new reality can be constructed and memory can be reju-
venated. Moreover, Kertész’s idiosyncrasy regarding identity after his experi-
ences during the Holocaust and under the communist regime of Hungary can
be understood as an existential project of seeking to live your own fate (cf.
Suleiman 2009: 376). He makes strangeness or estrangement part of his iden-
tity and does not only take on the challenge of unravelling the mystery of the
‘I’, but also turns the negative identity of non-Hungarian and of a non-Jewish-
Jew into something positive and creative through writing. 

Hence, while his work fits within the Holocaust literature, it surpasses it
as well. He transcends the boundaries of Holocaust literature. He wants to bear
witness to Auschwitz, not only for himself, as writer and individual, but also
for others who still believe in truth. Moreover, “although Kertész is not a moral-
ist and he never judges, his description of Nazism and Communism conveys
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the concept of a testimony, in a literary form with both aesthetic and strong
ethical connotations” (Molnár 2005: 165). He does not seek to point a moral
finger. Instead, aesthetics becomes a form of ethics through striving for ideals
in art. To him, art, the aesthetic and creating value of his work ensure his ex-
istence. His mission is to make the totalitarian past (Nazism and communism)
an integral part of European memory. And thus, he does not only seek ways
to become an individual (with a dignity and personality) again after Auschwitz,
but also addresses the big questions or problems of life and the validity of Eu-
ropean values after the Holocaust. He directs his books to a wider European
public and indicates that Europeans have a duty to self-consciously, critically
and thoughtfully keep alive and feel responsible for the heritage of the many
European writers, thinkers, and artists who defended these values. According
to him, this could bring the ‘European identity’ back to life. 
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“A monograph could be easily written about the meanings and the variants
of the word dor, just as one might be written about the richness and the af-
fective nuances of the word saudade. Moreover, a foreigner cannot write a
page of impressions on Portugal without using at least once the word
saudade; likewise, there cannot be a book or an article on Romania without
the word dor appearing immediately, in the first lines or on the first pages.”
(Eliade 2006: 330).  

Introduction

Portuguese and Romanians share a common cultural and historical matrix
that dates back to the origins of the European civilization: the Roman Empire.
At a first glance, apart from their Latin heritage, Portugal and Romania don’t
appear to have much in common. Portugal gained its independence nearly nine
centuries ago and has been – with a brief interruption – an independent state
ever since, having the oldest borders in Europe. The Portuguese created an em-
pire that included territories across the world, thus spreading their culture and
language on three continents – Africa, Asia, and South America – and became
a pluricontinental and multiracial nation. The Romanians, on the other hand,
had a different historical destiny. The current territory was divided for centuries
into three principalities – Moldavia, Wallachia and Transylvania – under the
dominance either of the Ottoman or the Austro Hungarian Empire. The Unifi-
cation of 1918 configured the modern independent state, but the further ter-
ritorial losses which occurred during the Second World War redesigned the map
of the Romanian state as it is known today. These differences have seriously in-
fluenced the ways in which the national identity and history have been con-
ceived: while the Portuguese mythologized their glorious past (Lourenço 2001:
89-93), the Romanians take great pride in claiming that they never fought a bat-
tle for conquering, fighting only to defend their land and defeating superior en-
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1 Lucian Blaga was an ambassador in Lisbon for almost two years at the end of the 1930’s. During
his stay in Portugal the poet wrote several poems grouped by the literary critics in the so-called
“Ciclu lusitan” (Lusitan Cycle) published in the volume La curțile dorului, probably influenced by
the volume Na corte da saudade, by the Portuguese author António Sardinha. Mircea Eliade
served as a press officer and cultural attaché during the Second World War. Eliade established
contacts with the cultural elite and published a few articles in Portuguese journals, including an
essay on saudade and dor.
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emies, such as the Ottoman Empire. Being the last Christian fortress and de-
fending the West against the Muslim invasion is one of the historical myths that
created the national Romanian identity. (Boia 2001: 155-157). 

Given the dissimilar historical contexts in which the two nations have
evolved, it might seem far-fetched to seek any resemblance as far as national
identity is concerned. However, surprising similarities may be found at the deep-
est level of cultural identity. Both Portuguese and Romanian peoples have un-
consciously and separately created a symbol of cultural identity though the
notion of longing: the Portuguese saudade and the Romanian dor respectively.
Any direct influence seems improbable, as any consistent relationship between
the two nations is mostly connected to the 20th century. The relatively recent
cultural rapprochement between the two nations is due to the activity of several
Romanian personalities who have established the first contacts with the Por-
tuguese culture and have observed comparisons with their native cultural her-
itage. The historian and politician Nicolae Iorga visited Portugal and described
his experience in a book published in Bucharest in 1928 Țara latină cea mai în-
depărtată din Europa: Portugalia. (The most distant Latin country in Europe:
Portugal). Lucian Blaga and Mircea Eliade, two of the most prominent person-
alities of the Romanian culture and authors of theories regarding the meaning
of dor lived in Portugal1 in the first half of the 20th century and this experience
would influence their lives, literary works and the way in which they defined
this symbol and integrated it into the concept of the Romanian identity. 

In this paper we will analyze to what extent dor and saudade are compa-
rable within the specific cultural framework of each country, focusing on the
following aspects: what saudade and dor mean according to various definitions
given by linguists, philosophers and writers; the way in which these symbols
are reflected in written and folk literature as cultural identity markers. 

semantic configurations of dor and saudade

Equivalent phrases to convey dor and saudade can be found in other lan-
guages, although a perfect symmetry would be difficult to find. The common
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opinion shared by Romanian and Portuguese cultures is that these two concepts
have no equivalent in any other language and are almost impossible to trans-
late. Carolina Vasconcelos found other similar concepts: the German sehnsucht,
the Castilian soledad, the Asturian senhardade or the Catalan anyoransa (Vas-
concelos 1914: 34), but culturally specific nuances render any absolute identity
impossible. The German sehnsucht has a metaphysical connotation, aspiring to
an ideal world. Lucian Blaga also emphasized the differences between dor and
sehnsucht: “transposing the word dor as sehnsucht is not a translation, but
merely the delimitation of an impotence” (Blaga 1994: 219). Based on the com-
mon Thracian origins, other researchers have compared dor with the Albanese
concept mall, but the analysis has showed that the two concepts have various
meanings which are not used interchangeably (Topciu 2004). 

Given the esthetical and stylistic forms and the typical Portuguese and
Romanian weltanschauungs, dor and saudade gained specific cultural mean-
ings, revealing an autonomous destiny. At first sight, speaking about dor and
saudade may seem the most natural thing to do. Both concepts express states
of mind so present in the existence of Portuguese and Romanians, that they
are reflected in the literary and philosophical works of the two nations.   

The etymological research regarding the origin of dor is quite vast and au-
thors often have divergent opinions. Although the unanimous opinion is that
dor has Latin origins, some of the researchers claim that the etymon is dolus
(derived from the verb dolere), others that it is dolere (to hurt) or desiderium
(desire), which might explain the variety of the different meanings of the term.
Elena Bălan-Osiac considers that dor may originate only from dolus or desider-
are, or even from the two words, thus explaining both the connotation of pain,
physical suffering and the affiliation to the lexical field of desire, derived from
the Latin desiderium and not from dolus. (cf. Bălan-Osiac 1972: 100).

The origins of saudade are also controversial. Several hypotheses have
been formulated so far, connecting this concept to the Latin or the Arabic cul-
tural heritage of Portugal. According to Adelino Braz, one hypothesis is that
saudade is a distorted form of the word soidade (from the Latin solitate), de-
rived from soidão (from Latin solitudine), both words reminding of the original
etymon solus, that means “alone” (Braz 2006: 102). Regardless of their direct
etymon, all three terms – soidade, soidão or saudade – have in common the
notion of “alone”, which expresses the feeling of “physical and spiritual lone-
liness” (Joaquim de Carvalho 1958 cf. Braz 2006: 103). Another interpretation
relates the origins of saudade with the verb saudar (from Latin salutare which
means “to greet”), thus explaining the second meaning of the word, “greet-



ings”. A third hypothesis accounts for the Arabic influence on the Portuguese
language and culture and finds the etymon of saudade either in the Arabic
word saùda, which means “deep sorrow, caused by a broken heart”, or in the
toponym Ceudda, the Berber name of Ceuta, ancient Portuguese fortress in
northern Africa (Braz 2006: 104). 

We will continue the linguistic research and analyze the lexicographical
definitions2, as our hypothesis is that they may be used as a starting point for
the analysis because they contain a number of specific elements that help
defining the semantic features of dor and saudade. Dicționarul Explicativ al
Limbii Române (The Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language) con-
tains the following meanings for dor: 1. a strong desire to see or to see again
someone or something dear, to return to a favorite occupation; nostalgia. 2. a
state of mind of someone who aims at, craves for, aspires to something; aspi-
ration, desire. 3. A suffering caused by the love for someone (who is far away);
4. craving, taste (for eating or drinking something). 5. lust (DEX 1998: 316).
Other dictionaries identify it with the meaning of “physical pain”, consistent
with the meaning of the Latin etymon dolus. Adela Bradea provides an inter-
esting analysis of the meaning of dor comparing it to dorință (desire) and states
that dor is rather an inner feeling, related to the inner structure and does not
incite to action” (Bradea 2009: 15). The author observes that the lexicograph-
ical definitions of dor would have the following semantic formula “emotion
state” + towards (for) somebody and / or for something”, concluding that all
synonyms of dor have the same semantic structure: /noun/ + /regarding af-
fection/ + /interiorization/ + /caused by absence/ (Bradea 2009: 19). 

In Dicionário da língua portuguesa contemporânea (Dictionary of Por-
tuguese contemporary language) we find three meanings of saudade: 1. a mem-
ory of something pleasant currently distant both in time and space. melancholy,
nostalgia. 2. a feeling of sadness for the death of someone of the loss of some-
thing with whom one was affectively related. grief. 3. greetings for someone
who is absent (dar/enviar saudades a alguém). The definitions from Brazilian
and Portuguese dictionaries, such as Dicionário Aurélio, Dicionário Houaiss da
Língua Portuguesa or Dicionário Priberam da Língua Portuguesa have approx-
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2 We are aware of the shortcomings that an analysis of lexicographic definitions may present. Firstly,
one may claim that the corpora are not fully equivalent as the Portuguese dictionaries are more
comprehensive than the Romanian ones, and thus we might risk overlooking important semantic
features especially of the Romanian dor. Secondly, the two terms have complex cultural significa-
tions and lexicographical definitions do not and cannot grasp all the nuances found in the language.
That is why we use the information in the dictionaries only as a starting point for our analysis and
continue with further explanations of the terms given by philosophers and writers.      



imately the same structure. Taking into consideration the data in the lexico-
graphical corpus we may conclude that the semantic formula /noun/ + /regard-
ing affection/ + /interiorization/ + /caused by absence/ can apply to the core
meaning of saudade as well. The core meaning of both terms is “feeling of sad-
ness, grief, nostalgia, caused by the absence of someone or something dear”,
as shown by the first definition of dor and the first two definitions of saudade.
The Romanian dor has a further meaning of “aspiration”, “craving” or “lust”,
while the plural form saudades might mean “greetings”. These definitions allow
us discover further differences between the two terms: while saudade seems
oriented only towards the past, expressing the longing for someone or some-
thing no longer present, dor has a additional future dimension, given by the
meanings “aspiration”, “hope”, “desire”, which are future-oriented.

Comparing saudade and dor, Mircea Eliade, who wrote a short essay on
dor and saudade during his stay in Portugal, concluded that both term are
equivalents, a slight difference between them being the broader usage of dor.

“As saudade for the Portuguese, dor is the word that best characterizes the
Romanian people. It is not an erudite or a mystical word. Nor is it a word
found every once in a while in the everyday language, as Senhnucht. […] It
is above all a common word, obviously of folk origin and with enormous cir-
culation among all Romanian social classes. If we want to find a minimum
difference between saudade and dor, that would be undoubtedly the power
of circulation of the Romanian word. It is unlikely for a Romanian peasant
not to utter at least once the word dor while speaking for half an hour.” (Eli-
ade 2006: 329, our translation)

We believe that this difference in terms of usage is not entirely accurate,
as saudade is a frequent word in Portuguese as well. Further differences be-
tween the two terms and their influence on the Romanian and Portuguese iden-
tity will be analyzed in the following sections, by presenting the reflections of
saudade and dor in philosophical discourse and its expression in literary works.

dor and saudade as states of mind 

Lucian Blaga and Constantin Noica have demonstrated that dor is a defining
element for the Romanian ontology and that this feeling had found its outmost
expression in folk poetry, the literary genre which reflects the ancestral Romanian
weltanschauung. As far as the written literature is concerned, starting with the
19th and 20th century, dor becomes a fundamental lyrical and esthetic category
in the works of Mihai Eminescu, Octavian Goga, Lucian Blaga and others.
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The Romanian philosopher Constantin Noica discusses this etymological
ambivalence and its significance in the essay Întroducere la dor (Introduction
to dor). According to Noica, the word dor is a complex oxymoronical concept
created out of the infinite power of the Romanian people to convey various
meanings in a single word: a complex inner tension with shades of anxiety,
pain, pleasure, love, aspiration etc. 

“dor are în el ceva de prototip: este alcătuire nealcătuită, un întreg fără părți,
ca multe alte cuvinte românești cu înțeles adânc și specific. Reprezintă o con-
topire, și nu o compunere. S-a contopit în el durerea, de unde vine și cuvântul,
cu plăcerea, crescută din durere, nu pricepi bine cum”. (Noica 1987: 206)
“dor has something prototypical in its nature: it is an unmade making, a
whole without parts, as many other Romanian words with deep and specific
meaning. It is a fusion, not a compounding. Pain, that originates the word,
fused with pleasure, grown out of pain, one can’t really understand how”.
(our translation)

Other studies on the genesis of dor in the Romanian language correlate
its meaning to one of the main traditional occupations of the Romanians, sheep
breeding. Dor as the desire to see their loved one(s) again is a component of
the shepherds’ psychology, since they were forced to live a lonely semi nomadic
life. This solitary life of the shepherds, who spend half of the year3 away from
their families, created a feeling of longing, later enriched with further nuances.
Dor, as a deeper feeling is one of the main themes of the doina, a lyrical folk
chant which expresses all the torments of the inner self: jalea (grief, mourning),
urât (an overwhelming feeling caused by fear, loneliness, lack of occupation,
ordinary life, boredom, etc), desire shaded by the fear of failure, the sadness
of the young men forced to join the army (a common practice several centuries
ago). The doina is fundamentally a solitary experience, created out of a feeling
of loneliness, and dor can be sung only in solitude. (Iorga 1925: 64).

In conceiving his philosophical system, Lucian Blaga relies especially on
the semantic values that dor acquires in Romanian folk poetry. In his work
Mioritic space4, the author provides a complete depiction of the Romanian
culture, describing the matrix-space, a spatial horizon of the unconsciousness

3 A traditional custom for Romanian shepherds was transhumanță, the moving of flocks to and
from alpine pastures according to the seasons. 

4 Mioritic refers to Miorița, one of the most important Romanian folk lyrical creations, in which a
young shepherd is warned by a ewe that two of his fellows plan to murder him and steal his
flock. The young shepherd accepts his fate without fighting and asks the ewe to tell his mother
that he married a beautiful bride, thus transposing his death as a transcendental wedding. 
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which represents an important factor for the stylistic structure of a given cul-
ture or weltanschauung:  

“Sa numim acest spatiu-matrice, inalt si infinit ondulat, si inzestrat cu speci-
ficele accente ale unui anumit sentiment al destinului: spatiu mioritic. […]
Poporul romanesc s-a nascut in momentul cand spatiul-matrice a prins
forme in sufletul sau, spatiul-matrice sau orizontul inconstient specific, care,
alaturi de alti factori, a avut darul sa determine stilul interior al vietii sale
sufletesti” (Blaga 1969: 196 - 201)
“Let us call this matrix space, high, infinitely wavy, endowed with typical ac-
cents of a certain feeling of destiny: mioritic space. […] The Romanian people
was born at the moment when the matrix-space gained shape in his soul,
the matrix-space or the typical unconscious horizon which, together with
other factors, was able to determine the inner style of his spiritual life” (our
translation)

According to Blaga, the doina was born out of the influence of the typical
Romanian matrix-space, plai (open highlands, with green pastures and gentle
valleys). This would not only result in a landscape present in folk song and
poems, but also a spiritual line made up of “accents and lines”. That is why, for
this philosopher the doina is the most typical creation in all Romanian culture:
“Our doina and ballad have the typical resonance of the wavy infinite” (Blaga
1969: 47). The hill-valley alternation present in all doinas is not a mere reflec-
tion of the landscape, but an expression of a conflicting state of mind: a melan-
choly that is not too deep, nor too shallow, a feeling of pessimism caused by
the implacable destiny and a state of optimism for hoping that fate might be
overcome5. The doina expresses:   

“dorul unui suflet care vrea să treacă dealul ca obstacol al sorţii, şi care tot-
deauna va mai avea de trecut încă un deal şi încă un deal; sau duioşia unui
suflet care circulă sub zodiile unui destin ce-şi are suişul şi coborâşul, […] în
ritm repetat, monoton şi fără sfârşit.”
“the longing of a soul who wants to cross the hill as an obstacle of fate and
who will have to cross another hill and another; or the tenderness of a soul
who wanders under the sign of a destiny which has its ups and downs […]
repeatedly, monotonously, endlessly” (our translation)

5 We think that these characteristics can be encountered and taken into consideration when an-
alyzing the Portuguese fado, but a comparative study on doina / fado will be developed in an-
other paper. Here we only emphasize the univocal relation between saudade and dor and the
two musical genres in both cultures: the central pillar of fado is saudade as the central pillar of
doina is dor. 
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Since dor is the recurrent emotion in Romanian folk poetry, Lucian Blaga
considers that for a Romanian the existence itself is the equivalent of dor:
“Dacă se ţine seama de omniprezenţa dorului în poezia noastră populară, s-ar
putea aproape afirma că existenţa e pentru român dor” (Blaga 1969: 222). “If
we take into account the omnipresence of dor in our folk poetry, one might
state that for the Romanians existence is dor.” (our translation)

Saudade is also an ancient concept in the Portuguese culture and spiritu-
ality, it appears in the first lyrical creations, cantigas do amigo or de amor. The
first thorough analysis of saudade was done in the 15th century by D. Duarte
in his work Leal conselheiro. The Portuguese philosopher (and King of Portugal)
compares saudade to other feelings, nojo (disgust), pesar (sorrow), desprazer
(displeasure), aborrecimento (boredom) and concludes that it is a superior
feeling: “A suidade nom descende de cada uma destas partes, mas é um sen-
tido que vem da sensibilidade e não da razão” (D. Duarte 1841: 150), “Saudade
doesn’t not come from any of these parts, but it is a feeling which comes from
sensitivity, and not from reason” (our translation). Moreover, D. Duarte em-
phasizes the unique nature of this feeling, typical for the Portuguese, without
any equivalent in Latin or in other languages and continues with a psychological
analysis, based on his own experience: 

“E para entender isto, não cumpre ler por outros livros, ca poucos acharão
que dele falem, mas cada vendo o que escrevo, considere seu coração no
que já por feitos desvairados tem sentido, e poderá ver e julgar se falo certo.”
(D. Duarte 1841: 150-151)
“And in order to understand it [saudade], it is not enough to read other books,
as you will find few that speak about it, but when each person who reads
what I have written can already consider what they have already felt in their
hearts –  they will be able to see and decide whether I speak the truth.” 

For Duarte Nunes de Leão (1530-1608) saudade is also a typical Por-
tuguese feeling which reunites both memory and desire:

“este afecto como he proprio dos Portugueses […] Porque os latinos chamão
desiderium, naõ e isso propriamente […] Polo q parece que mais lhe podia
quadrar esta deffiniçaõ, q he lembrança de alguma coisa como desejo della”.
(Nunes de Leão 1606: 124-125)  
“this feeling is typical for the Portuguese […] Because the Latins say
desiderium, which is not exactly the same thing. […] It seems that nothing
could explain this definition, which is both the memory of something and
the desire for it” (our translation)
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Towards the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th, Teixeira
de Pascoaes proclaims saudosismo as a psychological necessity of the Por-
tuguese nation. He also defines saudade as a unique Portuguese notion of di-
verse ethnic and racial origin that expresses the pain caused by someone or
something dear: “sentimento que nasceu do casamento do Paganismo greco-
romano com o Cristianismo judaico, o qual tomou na nossa língua uma forma
verbal sem equivalente nas outras línguas”. (Pascoaes, 1988: 46-47) “feeling
born from the marriage of Greek and Roman paganism with Jewish Christianity,
which assumed in our language a verbal form with no equivalent in any other
languages.”; “A Saudade é o desejo da Cousa ou Criatura amada, tornado do-
lorido pela ausência. […] Pelo desejo, a Saudade descende do sangue ariano,
e pela dor, do sangue semita.” (Pascoaes, 1988: 47), “Saudade is desire for the
thing or the being one loves, which has turned into pain because of their ab-
sence. […] Through desire, saudade originates from the Aryan race, and
through pain, from the Semitic blood.” (our translation)

A few decades after Teixeira de Pascoaes, Eduardo Lourenço created the
concept of Portuguese hyper identity caused by a deficit of a real national iden-
tity. The Portuguese compensated for their deficit of identity by using the col-
lective imaginary myths which appeared in critical historical moments, thus
dreaming and imagining both future and past. “Descontentes com o presente,
mortos como existência nacional imediata, nós começámos a sonhar simul-
taneamente o futuro e o passado” (Lourenço, 1988: 22). “Dissatisfied with the
present, dead as an immediate national existence, we have started dreaming
of the future and the past simultaneously” (our translation). Saudade would
be the link between the past and the future. 

dor and saudade in literature

In this section we will focus our attention not on the possible influences
between the two cultures6, but we will analyze the nuances of this feeling and
its expressions in the Portuguese and Romanian literatures. As far as Romanian
literature is concerned, we believe that the folk poetry is a starting point in dis-
covering the meaning of dor. Unlike Portuguese literature, which has a strong

6 The influences that the Portuguese culture had on Lucian Blaga’s works have long been noticed.
The Romanian Cultural Institute in Lisbon organized a conference on Blaga and his relationship
with Portugal, in which several Portuguese and Romanian scholars analyzed various aspects of
this influence, such as the similitude of the philosophical system between Blaga and Teixera de
Pascoaes (Santos 2008).
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written tradition, with authors like Camões as early as the 16th century, the Ro-
manian literature has been for centuries rather an oral tradition. The first im-
portant period for Romanian written literature began with the second half of
the 19th century and coincided with the awakening of the Romanian national
consciousness. Romanticism was almost over in Western Europe when Mihai
Eminescu, the Romanian national poet wrote his poems, influenced by the tra-
ditional folk poetry. As an inexhaustible source of inspiration for written litera-
ture, folk poetry - such as doina - represents one of the most authentic
documents of the national spirituality. Given the social and cultural functions
of doina, the expressions of dor in Romanian folk poetry will allow us to under-
stand the deep significance of this concept for the Romanian spirituality. The
genesis of this feeling is related to the human ancestral contact with nature. As
we mentioned above, the feeling of dor was created during the pastoral tradi-
tion of transhumanță (the moving of flocks to and from an alpine pasture). The
shepherd wandered the mountains leaving his family for a long time. His life
was a lonely one, away from home, family, friends and the women he loved:   

Doamne, cătrănit ce sunt,/ Nu vad iarbă pe pământ,/ Nici luna pe cer
mergând./Face-m-aș lună sub nori/ Să mă duc unde mi-e dor…. (Bulboacă
1989: 1970)
God, I am so sad / I can’t see the grass on the ground / Or the moon traveling
across the sky. / If only I became a moon under the clouds / To go where I
long for… (our translation)

The dor is caused both by the passage of time and by the distance. Thus,
we may find certain symbolical places in which dor finds its strongest manifes-
tations (the woods, the hills, the mountains, etc).  

Nici un dor nu vine greu / Ca dorul din satul tau / Nici un dor nu vine lin / Ca
dorul de la straini,/ Nici un dor nu vine iute / Ca de la cioban din munte.
(Jamik & Bârseanu 1964 : 87)
No longing comes as hard / As the longing for one’s village / No longing
comes as smoothly / As the longing from the strangers / No longing comes
as fast / As that of a mountain shepherd. (our translation)  

Throughout their history, the Romanians were forced to live inside exile
in their own country, hiding in the mountains and in the woods during the mi-
gration period or the Ottoman or Tartar invasions. These temporary isolations
could have created a feeling of melancholy, nostalgia of regret towards a quiet
past. In the doina – whose rhythm, according to Lucian Blaga, is the reflection
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of the typical Romanian horizon, made of rhythmical and indefinite heights of
hills and valleys – Romanians sing their bond with the nature. We could find a
similitude with the destiny of a Portuguese sailor who spends a lot of his life
alienated from home and from his beloved ones. The existential condition of
a navigator doesn’t differ too much from that of a wandering shepherd, as
loneliness seems to be a presence in both their lives. In the doina chants from
all the Romanian territory dor is a current motif, a quintessential expression
of the typical solitary existence. Adela Bradea proposes an interesting classifi-
cation of the semantic values of dor in folk poetry (Bradea 2009: 54-58): Dor
is a burning desire, expressed allusively: 

“Mult mi-i dor de chipul drag; / Mult mi-i dor de chipul tău, / Mândra sufle-
tului meu / […] / Dorul n-am cui să mi-l spun /  […] Și-mi alină dorul mare /
De când a venit iarna/ Nu mi-ai dat gurița ta. (Bulboacă 1989: 158) 
“I long for your lovely face / I long for your lovely face / Love of my soul / […]
/ I don’t have anyone to whom to tell my longing /  […] / And alleviate my great
longing / you haven’t kissed me / Since the winter came” (our translation)

Dor is love, in folk poetry most of the times dor substitutes love: “Nici o
boala nu e grea / Ca dorul și dragostea”, “No disease is as hard / As longing
and love” (1972: 15). Dor is also grief, the semantic nuances of the two words
intertwine in folk literature: 

“Ursitoare, ursitoare/ Nu ți-a fost frică de soare / Să mă arzi cu dorul mare
/ Nu ți-a fost frică de nor / Să-mi urzesti atâta dor / Nu ți-a fost frică de stele
/ Să-mi urzesti atâta jele.”, “Oh fate, my fate / you were not afraid of the sun
/ So you burned me with the great longing / you were not afraid of the cloud
/ So you gave me so much longing / you were not afraid of the stars / And
you gave me so much grief.” (Bulboacă 1989: 37). 

Dor is pain, suffering, disease when love is unshared or when the lovers
are apart from each other. Sometimes dor is used in curses cast by broken
hearted lovers. 

“Să te-ajungă dor cumplit, / Să lași lingura din blid, / Să ieși afară plângând
/ Și părul din cap smulgând”, “May terrible longing come upon you / So that
you leave the spoon in the plate / Go out crying / Pulling your hair out”
(Jarnik & Bîrseanu 1964: 170). 

Dor is longing for the places one loves, the native village, for family and
friends: 
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“Trandafirul rău tânjește/ Dacă-l smulgi de unde crește; / Tot așa tânjesc și
eu / Fără de sătucul meu / […] / De la maica-mi vine dor”, “The rose will
deeply yearn / If pulled out from where it grows / Likewise I yearn / For my
small village / […] / I long for my mother” (Jarnik & Bîrseanu 1964: 278-279)

As we can see from these examples, Romanian folk poetry is created
around several main concepts that express existential feelings: dor, love, des-
tiny, good, evil, suffering, etc. in our opinion, dor is present in folk literature as
an ontological component of life, which invalidates the opinion of Adelino Braz
who states in his study that the Romanian term dor “lacks the ontological di-
mension”. (Braz 2006: 17)

We will continue with a few examples taken from the works of Mihai Em-
inescu, the most important poet of the Romanian literature. Also known as
the last great romantic, he found inspiration for his poems in Romanian folk
literature and myths. In Eminescu’s literary works dor is expressed in its deep-
est and most complex nuances. The recurrent romantic themes in Eminescu’s
poems are dor, loneliness, sadness, nostalgia and the Romanian folklore. Some
of the dor metaphors in his poems are: endless dor, the last dor, nameless dor,
dor for death, dor for the country. In his poems dor means “love” and / or “de-
sire”, than it becomes “dream” (in O rămâi) and “thought” (in Luceafărul, trans-
lated as Lucifer by Corneliu Popescu): 

“O rămâi, rãmâi la mine, / Te iubesc atât de mult! / Ale tale doruri toate /
Numai eu stiu sã le-ascult” (O rămâi); “O remain, dear one, I love you,  / Stay
with me in my fair land,  / For your dreamings and longings  / Only I can un-
derstand.” (translation by Corneliu Popescu); Cum izvorind il inconjor / Ca
niste mari, de-a-notul... / El zboară, gând purtat de dor. / Pân’ piere totul,
totul; (Luceafărul); Still further flew he ere the start  / Of things of form de-
void, / Spurred by the yearning of his heart, / Far back into the void.  (Lucifer,
translation by Corneliu Popescu)

From the point of view of a proxemics of dor, Tudor Cătineanu argues that
Luceafărul (Lucifer) is the poem which contains a complete diagram of this
feeling: psychological and ethical dor (longing for the parents), erotic dor
(Cătălina’s longing for Lucifer) and ontological dor (Lucifer’s flight back into the
void) (Cătineanu 2002: 166-189). 

Dor in Eminescu’s works assumes also a cosmic dimension in the poem
Scrisoarea I (The First Epistle). It appears as the primeval force which created
the universe and controls the matter in its cosmic eternal movement: 
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De-atunci negura eternă se desface în fâșii, / De atunci rãsare lumea, lună,
soare și stihii... / De atunci și până astăzi colonii de lumi pierdute / Vin din
sure văi de chaos pe cărări necunoscute / Și în roiuri luminoase izvorând din
infinit, / Sunt atrase în viață de un dor nemărginit. (Scrisoarea I )
Ever since the vasty dimness has been splitting slice by slice, / Ever since come
into being earth, mysterious courses, chaos-bred and chaos-tossed, / And in
endlessness begotten, endless swarms of light are thronging / Towards life,
forever driven by an infinite of longing; (Translation by Leon Levitchi)

In the One wish have I, a philosophical poem on death as initiation,
dor is the last wish of the poet who wants to return in death to his native cos-
mos, represented by the sea, the forest and the clear sky, as symbols for the
grave and the eternity: 

Mai am un singur dor: / În liniștea serii / Să mă lãsați să mor / La marginea
mãrii; / Să-mi fie somnul lin / Și codrul aproape, / Pe-ntinsele ape / Să am
un cer senin. / Nu-mi trebuie flamuri, / Nu voi sicriu bogat, / Ci-mi împletiți
un pat / Din tinere ramuri.
One wish alone have I: / In some calm land / Beside the sea to die;  / Upon
its strand  / That I forever sleep, / The forest near, / A heaven clear /
Stretched o’er the peaceful deep. / No candles shine, / Nor tomb I need, in-
stead / Let them for me a bed  / Of twigs entwine. (Translated by Corneliu
Popescu)

With Lucian Blaga dor assumes further significance, especially in the vol-
ume of poems dedicated to dor, La curțile dorului (At the court of yearning).
Finding his inspiration in traditional Romanian Christmas carols which refer to
the royal courts, the poet imagines a kingdom of dor and creates the sublimated
feeling: dor – dor. Living in dor is living in the “new lights” close to the sky:
“Oaspeţi suntem în tinda noii lumini la curţile dorului. Cu cerul vecini.”, “We are
guests in the parlor of the new light at the court of yearning” (our translation).
In another poem, the concept dor – dor is fully described. In using the same
word both as a noun and as an adjective, the poet suggests that no other com-
parison is possible and that dor can be explained only if reduced to its essence.  

“Cel mai adanc din doruri e dorul-dor./ Acela care n-are amintire/ şi nici sper-
anţă, dorul - dor./ Pe-un drum ne duce dorul –dor / pe-un drum/ ce dincolo
de orice călător mai are-o prelungire./ Nesfarşit e dorul-dor.” (Dorul - dor). 
“The deepest of the dor is dor-dor / The one that has no memory / nor hope,
dor-dor. / Dor-dor leads us on a road / on a road / which had a prolongation
beyond any traveler / Dor-dor is endless” (our translation)



As for the Portuguese literature, we will focus on a few authors, Luís de
Camões Almeida Garrett, Teixeira de Pascoaes and Fernando Pessoa. In one of
Camões’s sonnets, saudades are perpetual feelings and false hopes, deceptive
memories of a past that will never return. Time passes without coming back
and past assumes idealized meanings. 

“Que me quereis, perpétuas saudades? / Com que esperança inda me en-
ganais? / Que o tempo que se vai não torna mais, / E se torna, não tornam
as idades.” (Camões 2004: 27)
“What do you want from me, eternal longings? / With what hope will you
trick me again? / Time that passes never returns / And if it returns, the ages
never will.” (our translation)

A few centuries later, Almeida Garrett, would describe saudade in one
note of the first part of his poem Camões as a typical Portuguese notion. Prob-
ably influenced by his own exile in France and by Camões’s destiny, who died
in misery due to the indifference of his contemporaries, Garrett explores this
feeling to its deepest nuances, relating it to the longing for his country. As to
the nature of saudade as a feeling, in Garrett’s poem it acquires a dual con-
flicting dimension, pain and pleasure: “Mas dor que tem prazeres - Saudade”,
“But a pain which has its pleasures - Saudade”.

“A palavra saudade é porventura o mais doce, expressivo e delicado termo
da nossa língua. A ideia, o sentimento por ele representado, certo que em
todos os países o sentem; mas que haja vocábulo especial para o designar,
não o sei de outra nenhuma linguagem senão da portuguesa.” (Garrett 1825)
“The word saudade is probably the sweetest, most expressive and delicate
term of our language. The idea, the feeling it represents is obviously felt in
all countries; but there is no special word to name it, I do not know it in any
other language but Portuguese” (our translation)

In his poetical works, Pascoaes recreates saudade, as a more tangible state,
assuming almost an anthropomorphized dimension, as in Romanian folk poetry: 

“A Saudade vem bater / Vem bater à minha porta / Quando o luar é de lá-
grimas / E a terra parece morta. […] / Tudo vem com a Saudade, / De noite,
bater-me à porta, / Quando o luar é de lágrimas / E a terra parece morta...”
(Canção saudosa. Pascoaes 1997)
“Saudade comes knocking / Comes knocking on my door / When moonlight
was made of tears / And the earth seems dead […] / Everything comes with
saudade / At night, knocking on my door / When moonlight seems made of
tears / And the earth seems dead.” (our translation)
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Another poem that reminds of dor as deep homesickness in Romanian
folk poetry was written by Fernando Pessoa. The feeling of saudade is caused
by the distance from home and family.  “Ó sino da minha aldeia, […] A cada
pancada tua, / Vibrante no céu aberto, / Sinto mais longe o passado, / Sinto a
saudade mais perto.”, “Oh, bell of my village, […] With every peal blow of yours
/ Vibrant in the open sky / I feel the past even more distant / I feel the longing
closer.” (our translation)

In the following pessoan poem, Horizonte (Horizon) we find a description
of the matrix-space that might have lead to the creation of saudade in the Por-
tuguese culture. The sea and the line of the horizon assume symbolic values
as they help to define the hopes and aspiration of the Portuguese sailor in his
perpetual conquest to discover new worlds. From the Portuguese coasts an
open, infinite and wavy space opens to the eye of the sailor. The land is almost
immaterial and the infinite sea becomes the defining symbolic space, which
reminds of the theory of the Romanian matrix space by Lucian Blaga. If the Ro-
manian wavy space of hills and valleys was crucial for the creation of dor, in
the same way the infinite and wavy horizon of the sea was a factor for the crys-
tallization of saudade as typical feeling.  

“Linha severa da longínqua costa - / Quando a nau se approxima ergue-se a
encosta / Em árvores onde o Longe nada tinha; / Mais perto abre-se a terra
em sons e cores: / E, no desembarcar, há aves, flores, / Onde era só, de
longe, a abstracta linha. // O sonho é ver as formas invisíveis / Da distancia
imprecisa, e, com sensiveis / Movimentos da esp’rança e da vontade, / Bus-
car na linha fria do horizonte / A árvore, a praia, a flor, a ave, a fonte- / Os
beijos merecidos da Verdade.”
When the ship comes near, the slope raises up / In trees where the Distance
had been empty; / Closer by, the land opens up in sounds and colours: /
And, on disembarking, there are birds, flowers, / Where, from afar, there
had only been a meaningless line. // The dream consists in seeing the invis-
ible shapes / Of the hazy distance, and, with perceptible / Movements of
hope and will, / Search out in the cold line of the horizon / The tree, the
beach, the flower, the bird, the spring- / The well deserved kisses of Truth.

Concluding remarks

In our paper we have analyzed lexicographical definitions, philosophical
discourses and lyrical expressions of saudade and dor in the Portuguese and
Romanian cultures. We have focused especially on the role of the lyrical di-
mension, in both written and folk poetry, in constructing the cultural identity
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of each nation, favoring the relationships between poetry and philosophy (Lu-
cian Blaga, Teixeira de Pascoaes) and have tried to present examples from sig-
nificant works of Portuguese and Romanian poetry: Lucian Blaga, Luís de
Camões, Almeida Garett, Mihai Eminescu, Fernando Pessoa. 

With this comparative approach, we hope we have demonstrated two
aspects: the different evolution of the concepts saudade and dor, based on
the emotional and cultural specificity of the two nations; the role that the ma-
trix-space, the forest and the hill for the Romanians and the sea for the Por-
tuguese had in the creation of a feeling, which, together with a devotion
towards memory, leads to the cultural construction of saudade and dor, in
which sadness and enthusiasm, loss and retrival merge.

We conclude by quoting Micaela Ghitescu who synthesizes the relation
between the two cultures, comparing the genesis of the two concepts in the
Portuguese and Romanian cultures:

“Lucian Blaga […] grasped a certain symmetry between the two concepts,
identifying the Romanian word “dor” – derived from the vulgar Latin “dolus”
– as the feeling of the shepherd who, as a sailor among the waves, is travelling
in a wavy landscape (hill – valley – hill - valley), guided by the stars, in a voyage
of eternal return; but Blaga avoided indicating a perfect identity with the Por-
tuguese “saudade”, feeling ascribed rather to the horizon and the maritime
destiny of the Lusitanians” (Ghițescu 2000: 289-290; our translation)

The observation of Micaela Ghițescu draws a parallel between two uni-
verses in which dor and saudade appeared. The fundamental experience of
loneliness, of alienation from home that sailors and shepherds lived with for
centuries created the two concepts which became expressions of the Por-
tuguese and Romanian identities. 
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1. Introduction

There was always a great concern about religious assistance since the be-
ginning of the settlement of the Azores. As a result, all the islands were gradually
and quickly endowed with priests. Submitted to the General- Vicariate of Tomar
and to the patronage of Infante Dom Henrique as the administrator of the
Order, the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Order of Christ soon created and pro-
vided churches across the archipelago. Great ecclesiastical power was early es-
tablished and, nowadays, it is still present and respected throughout the region.

By the end of the 16th Century, the island of Sao Miguel was organized
into six towns - Ponta Delgada, Ribeira Grande, Lagoa, Água de Pau Vila Franca
do Campo and Nordeste – each with their own churches, chapels and convents.
“If the village didn’t initially result from the existence of a church building, it
demanded a religious building to give it unity and to organize community life”1

(Enes, 1991: 233), through the construction of altars, chapels and shrines, and
the organization of brotherhoods.

To facilitate ecclesiastical government, the Order of Christ created an ec-
clesiastical court in each island. However, in 1698, the socio-economic devel-
opment that already characterized S. Miguel justified the institution of three
ecclesiastical courts on the island, thus increasing the power of the clergy and
providing a profusion of many other places of worship.

On the 12th June 1514, the papal bull Pro Excellenti established the cre-
ation of the Diocese of Funchal, which integrated the Azores and appointed a
non-resident Bishop for the islands. 

The Diocese of Angra and the Azores islands was only created in 1534,
after a request from King Dom Joao III. Although subdued to the Diocese of
Funchal, until 1550, the new Diocese of Angra allowed the Azorean people to
have a stronger and more cohesive religious structure. The Bishop visited the

1 Author’s translation.
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Azorean parishes regularly and when he could not do those religious visits, he
delegated his functions and ecclesiastical authority to representatives who
were the main agents of the church’s power on the islands. The relationship
between the Azorean Diocese and the mainland was profound and consistent.
It was “an obligation and interest of the Portuguese crown to have control over
the development of the Azorean religious practice, obviously echoing the re-
cent guidance in the defense of the counter-reformation”2(Costa, 1998: 149)

In S. Miguel, the religious consolidation had fundamental support from
the religious orders, especially from the Franciscan Order and from the Society
of Jesus, which from an early stage had a very important role in providing spir-
itual care and education, in building churches and encouraging the arts. The
Franciscans promoted spirituality and retreat, building monasteries throughout
the archipelago. From the fourteen Franciscan monasteries created in the
Azores, ten were located in S. Miguel, confirming the supremacy of the island
also in religious terms. The Jesuits had a strong part in education and in the
promotion of Counter-Reformation guidelines for religious art. They built lav-
ishly carved wooden altars, like the ones at Igreja de Todos-os-Santos, in Ponta
Delgada, as an answer to Protestantism which refused the idea that sacred art
could express religion and spirituality.

Nonetheless, in the 18th century, reforms implemented by the Marquis of
Pombal were made to fight the political and economical power of the clergy
and resulted in the expulsion of the Jesuits, circa 1760, and in the decrease of
convents, which were considered by the crown as being economically damag-
ing. This process caused profound changes in the places of worship and devo-
tion to the saints. The Azores, in general, and S. Miguel, in particular, did not
escape these changes.

2. the places of worship built in s. Miguel 

The building of sacred places was due to the action of various agents:  the
King and the religious communities and orders were the most important, con-
cerning parish churches and convent churches. Other private agents and the
population itself promoted the building of small local public worship places,
shrines dedicated to patron saints. The priest Jacinto Monteiro stated that
“some parish churches and convents were built after former shrines made by
the population, as the monastery of S. Francisco in Vila Franca do Campo and
the mother-church of S. Sebastião in Ponta Delgada.”3 (1985: 202)

RUI FARIA AND SOFIA DE MEDEIROS
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From the 15th century to the 16th century, 57 churches and 41 chapels
were built in S. Miguel, confirming the framework and the strength weight of
devotion in the main Azorean island. The religious houses established during
the 15th and 16th centuries were for men and women. However, the convents
were in a larger number and proliferated in the island’s major urban centers,
shortly after the settlement. The first one was the Convent of Vale de Cabaços,
built in 1523. After that, the construction of convents increased during the 16th

century; the nobility founded convents for their daughters and other female
relatives. Apart from isolated cases, such as the shrine of Our Lady of Sorrows,
in the town of Água de Pau, later church of the Convent of Vale de Cabaços,
places of worship were mostly built in the main religious centers.

In Ponta Delgada, the monastery of Sao Francisco was built in 1525, and
the convent of Our Lady of Hope was finished circa 1545; the mother-church
of S. Sebastião was built between 1531 and 1545, and the church of S. Pedro
was developed in 1544. In Ribeira Grande, the Church of Our Lady of the Star
was built in 1507 and the Church of Our Lady of Conception in 1534 (as a result
of degradation, the first one was rebuilt in 1680 and the second from 1728 to
1766.). In Vila Franca do Campo, the church of the convent of Santo André was
built in 1533, the mother-church of S. Miguel in 1524 and the monastery of S.
Francisco between 1524 and 1525.

The political and economical consolidation after the Restoration (1640)
and the abundance of newly available Brazilian gold were important factors
for the growth and widespread of artistic impulse and, in the 17th century, re-
ligious architecture grew and so did the number of buildings, along with the
enhancement of the churches’ interiors. Consequently, in the 17th century, two
important buildings have to be highlighted amongst the sacred art of S. Miguel:
the Jesuit College (started in 1625) and the Retreat of Santa Barbara (1612),
both located in Ponta Delgada.

Contemporary of the Baroque and Manueline architectonic styles, S.
Miguel’s worship buildings of the 16th century were frequently damaged by
natural disasters and therefore suffered some modifications when rebuilt. Be-
longing to the Manueline phase, the mother-church of S. Sebastião, in Ponta
Delgada, was the only one to remain intact. Other temples, also built in the
first decade of the 16th Century, such as the church of São Miguel, in Vila Franca
do Campo, do not follow the Manueline style but the Baroque, in terms of
décor. Such as the latter, most churches changed at various levels during the
centuries that preceded them. Besides the previously mentioned church of
Our Lady of Conception and church of Our Lady of the Star, in Ribeira Grande,
others were also rebuilt in Ponta Delgada and Vila Franca do Campo.

ASPECTS OF THE AZOREAN RELIGIOSITy - BRIEF ITINERARy OF SACRED ART 
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In Ponta Delgada, the church of the Jesuit College was rebuilt in 1657, the
church of the monastery of S. Francisco in 1709, the church of Sao Pedro be-
tween 1642 and 1645, and the Retreat of Santa Barbara in 1737. In Vila Franca
do Campo, the church of Sao Pedro, built in 1529, was completely rebuilt in 1746
as a result of the devastating earthquake that hit that area of the island, leading
Ponta Delgada to become the most important urban district of the island.

In the Azores, the 18th century is undoubtedly the century of the Azorean
Baroque and it was to last until the 19th century, due to the religious strength
that characterized the Azorean people. The influence of the Council of Trent in
Portugal, besides being slowly assimilated, did not have place in the overall aes-
thetic program. Thus, in the Azores, the Baroque period was essentially assumed
in terms of decoration, with preference being given to the wood carvings which
ended up filling spaces which were empty prior to the arrival of the Baroque.

3. the provision and maintenance of devotional spaces

Several social groups actively participated in the maintenance of worship
spaces. Initially, the construction and maintenance of parish churches was the
responsibility of the Order of Christ, due to the right of patronage. Gradually,
the action of the patronage and the mandatory participation of the people,
concerning the temples’ expenses, were defined.

The monarch was responsible for the construction, maintenance and pro-
vision of parish churches and of the apses. Nobles chose the patron saints of the
parish churches, keeping the provision and maintenance of those saints’ chapels
and altars under their responsibility. Common people were responsible for the
side altars and for the establishment of fraternities and sororities. “Previously,
each chapel or altar that had no patron or rich administrator, responsible for its
maintenance and repairing, was assisted by a fraternity whose brothers elected
amongst them the stewards to support its revenues, which derived from their
own properties or from charity. From all the altars of our old parish churches, if
one did not have a patron saint, it had a confraternity with autonomous status.”4

(Dias, 1946: V: 97). In S. Miguel, during the 17th and 18th centuries, the interior
decoration of churches was due in large part to the confraternities which dedi-
cated themselves to the altars of the patron saint of the parish or other saints.

In a permit dated from 1568, it was established that throughout the king-
dom the apses and worship utensils of the parish churches - fabrica maior
(major factory) - would be under the responsibility of the royal treasury, while

RUI FARIA AND SOFIA DE MEDEIROS
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the body of these worship places  - fabrica menor (minor factory) - would be
under the responsibility of common people. However, this determination was
already practiced in the archipelago, according to a letter from the Board of
Conscience and Orders of Registration of the Provisions, dated April 10, 1566:
“I have agreed that factories should be built in all the churches of the Azores,
at the expense of my treasury. This is my obligation so those churches can be
better provided and repaired as required (…) and if I have the obligation of the
factory to repair the apses of those churches, the parishioners and the people
should take care of the body of the church (…). Customarily, the apses and the
vestries are obligation of the Master, and the bodies are responsibility of the
parishioners of the churches, it has been and will be.”5

Therefore, the seriousness with which the Azorean people lived their re-
ligion is noteworthy. Thus, the places of worship have always stood out for the
way in which they were preserved, along with their decorative and architec-
tural uniqueness. In S. Miguel, many were the masters and stewards who in-
vested large sums of money in the decoration, provision, maintenance and
restoration of public and private churches and chapels. This situation is very
different from the one on the mainland. Moreover, the establishment of con-
vents and monasteries by individuals provided their respective religious orders
with movable goods and / or properties and with a certain annual income that,
along with the contributions of the royal treasury, added to a better mainte-
nance of the place of worship.

The great care and the excellent provision and maintenance of churches
and chapels in S. Miguel were cause for celebration during institutional visits.
The reports of visits to this Azorean island display aspects of religiosity con-
cerning the acts of worship, the field of spiritual indoctrination and the behav-
ior of the faithful people and the clergy. After the visit, the ecclesiastical
authority - the Bishop of the Diocese or its delegates - recorded his impres-
sions, the admonitions and advice to reform the church and parishioners - in
the Book of Visits. Architectural and ornamental alterations were recorded in
the Book, sometimes referring not only to liturgical or aesthetic requirements,
but also to the deterioration of the temple.

By the 15th century, some visits were made to the churches of S. Miguel,
but this procedure became more intense and frequent from the late 16th cen-
tury on. In S. Miguel, 59 reports of visits were found that occurred between
1581 and 1740. In the records of these visits there are constant and repeated
admonitions regarding the general state of the church, namely about the altars,
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the retables, the tabernacles and the images that were degraded. Regarding
the spiritual life of the people of São Miguel, there were few or no reprimands
registered. We may conclude that the state of conservation of the places of
worship depended essentially on a financial and economical availability that
the island did not seem to have.

4. Religious practices and invocations

According to the iconography imposed by the Council of Trent, we witness
the rehabilitation and strengthening of the images of saints, of the Virgin and
of Eucharistic elements, with appropriate devotional restrictions. The cult of
the Virgin has always been particularly important in Portugal, “in the first half
of the 18th century, people had to swear to defend the Immaculate Conception
in several diocesan synods”6 (Almeida, 1967-1971, III: 558) and, in 1646, King
Dom João IV proclaimed the Virgin as Portugal’s patron saint; this proclamation
was confirmed by Pope Clement X in 1671.

As a result, in the Azores, the cult of the Virgin, of the Blessed Sacrament
and of other devotions post-council of Trent were reinforced. Between the 16th

and 18th centuries, there was a significant amount of confraternities that
helped to consolidate the faith, including to Our Lady of the Rosary, to the
Souls of Purgatory and to the Blessed Sacrament, devotions promoted by the
Council of Trent and by the Franciscans, which the Jesuits implemented and
developed in the archipelago.

In order of importance, the confraternities of the Blessed Sacrament oc-
cupied an eminent position, followed by the confraternities of the patron saints
of each parish and of Our Lady of the Rosary. As the Eucharist became the
most important of sacraments, after the Council of Trent, the largest number
of fraternities to be created at the time was exclusively dedicated to the wor-
ship of the Blessed Sacrament.

Nonetheless, despite the growing worship of the Blessed Sacrament,
which as a rule was displayed in the side chapels, in terms of architecture, in
many churches of São Miguel the most important place inside the church con-
tinued to be the main chapel, where the main invocation could be found. In
apses, it is mainly the devotion to Christ, the Virgin or the patron saint.

Invocations to Our Lady appear in 171 places of worship scattered
throughout the nine Azorean Islands, and 82, i.e. more than 50%, are located
in S. Miguel. Approximately half of the churches, chapels and shrines of the
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150 parishes in the Azores have Our Lady as their patron saint. This devotion
is due to the fact that the first convent built in S. Miguel - the Church of Our
Lady of Sorrows of the Convent of Vale de Cabaços, today’s Convent of Caloura
– was dedicated to the Virgin. This devotion grew from the second half of the
16th century onwards, when the construction of places of worship significantly
increased. Invocations of the Virgin are mainly related to the mysteries of her
life, with Conception and Sorrow being the most reverenced ones.

For example, most of the retables invoke Our Lady: on the high altar of the
Church of Our Lady of the Rosary in Convent of S. Francisco, in Vila Franca do
Campo; in the side chapel of the Gospel side, in the mother-church of S. Se-
bastião and on the side altar to the nave in the Church of Our Lady of Conception
in the monastery of S. Francisco, both in Ponta Delgada, there is an invocation
to Our Lady of the Rosary. On the main altars of churches of the same invocation,
one in the monastery of S. Francisco, in Ponta Delgada, and the other in Ribeira
Grande, we can find altars that invoke Our Lady. On the high altar of the church
of the Convent of Our Lady of Hope, in Ponta Delgada, the altarpiece invocation
honors Our Lady of Hope; in the mother-church of Ribeira Grande, the retable
of the main altar is an invocation to Our Lady of the Star, and in the Convent of
Caloura, the main altar is dedicated to Our Lady of Sorrows.

The iconographic representations of these invocations vary in the coats
of arms located in the trim of the retables and, sometimes, have no connection
to the invocation itself, but to the religious order for which the altarpiece was
made or to figures associated to the symbolism of the Virgin.

The coats of arms of the retables of Our Lady of the Rosary and Our Lady
of Conception, in the Franciscan churches of Vila Franca do Campo and Ponta
Delgada, represent the Franciscan Order. In the church of S. Sebastiao, in Ponta
Delgada, and in the church of Our Lady of Sorrows, in the Convent of Caloura,
the coats of arms of the retables of Our Lady of the Rosary and Our Lady of
Sorrows display the figures of the phoenix and the dove, respectively.

In other retables of the mentioned churches, we can see coats of arms
with monograms and symbols of their invocation, an anchor, the monogram
AM, Ave Maria, and a star accompanied by the letters AVEMA (Ave Maria).

As for the invocation of saints and other practices, there are many par-
ticularities in the churches of S. Miguel. Patron saints usually appear in the
main retable while on the side panels we can find other holy figures. José Mar-
inho dos Santos noted that, on the one hand, “the partiality for those who be-
long to the group of the Apostles (St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Andrew, St. Matthew,
St. Bartholomew, St. James, St. John the Evangelist, St. John the Baptist ...) is
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notorious; on the other hand, the predilection goes for biblical figures of the
New Testament (St. Anne, St. Mary Magdalene, St. Lazarus ...). The martyrs
(like St. Sebastian, St. Catherine, St. Lawrence, St. Cosmas, St. Damian, St. Qui-
teria) appear next to the patron saints of religious orders, especially the men-
dicant ones (St. Benedict, St. Francis, St. Claire of Assisi ).” (1989: II, 710). 

5. Conclusion

Briefly, as we can clearly observe notoriously notice, the Azorean religios-
ity is based upon the strong Christianization made during the beginning of the
settlement of the islands. The examples that we provided to construct gave to
build the itinerary of sacred art, particularly in S. Miguel Island, are the living
proof of the Azorean people’s beliefs. God, the Holy Sacrament and the Virgin’s
invocations had a great importance in people’s life and it remains thus.

The construction of a large number of places of worship intensified the re-
ligiosity that characterized – and characterizes – the Azorean Islands. As people
felt quite far from the main land, as they were living in the middle of the ocean,
turning all their hopes, fears and joy to religion was the most frequent attitude.

Nowadays, Azorean people still continue to preserve all their cult and in-
vocations. What was a place of worship five centuries ago became, in one
hand, an architectonic symbol of the presence of Catholicism in the archipelago
and, in the other hand, an element of a great itinerary of sacred art.
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Image 1 - Shrine of Our Lady of Sorrows, in the town of Água de Pau, turned into the
church of the Convent of Vale de Cabaços (nowadays Convent of Caloura)

Image 2 – The Mother-Church of Our Lady of the Star in Ribeira Grande.
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Image 3 – The Mother-Church of S. Sebastião, in Ponta Delgada

Image 4 – Church of the Convent of Jesuits, in Ponta Delgada
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1. Introduction1

In the year 2006 a rather bizarre argument came up between the Republic
of Slovenia and the Austrian federal state of Carinthia. It was the year when
Slovenia as a (new) member of the European Union introduced the Euro as its
currency. The stumbling block – literally – was the imprint of the Slovenian 2-
cent-coin. The pictured motive on this coin is the so-called ‘Fürstenstein’ (in
English: the ‘block of the sovereign’) which was strongly disapproved of by the
conservative right wing federal government of Carinthia as well as a number
of its citizens. The rock is an upside-down base of a roman-ionic column that
was used for the ritual nomination of the sovereign of Karantania between the
12th and 14th century2. Karantania roughly covered the area of today’s federal
state of Carinthia and the Republic of Slovenia. From a Carinthian perspective
the rock is considered the oldest historical judicial monument. The place where
the ceremonies were held is located on today’s Austrian national territory. At
the same time, according to historic sources, the nominations were carried
out in Slovenian language (e.g. Wakounig 2001: 133-136). The historic details
are not relevant in our context, plus the fact that this argument was presum-
ably motivated by right-wing populism can be ignored at this point. The rele-
vance of this anecdote for this article derives from (at least) two reasons: First,
it points out that the area this text deals with can be considered ‘transnational’.
Furthermore, it provides clear evidence of the importance memorials, and
more specifically: historical monuments, can achieve. Not only did this provoke
an argument in politics and in the media about which nation is entitled to claim
this monument as its own; but also the fact that the Slovenian government
considers the rock so important that it was imprinted on a national coin more
than 500 years after its last use in a ceremony documents the enormous and
permanent significance with which material (historic) artifacts of various kinds
are attributed.

1 We gratefully thank Anita Grillitsch for the translation and the comments on the article.
2 At least it is documented for this period of time.



Finally, a consequence of the described argument was that the ‘Fürsten-
stein’ was taken from its previous location; the museum of the federal state
of Carinthia, to the entrance hall of the government’s building. Furthermore it
became the declared icon of the Carinthian federal government and since then
the image has been used on almost all official documents.

This anecdote shows evidence that historic events and remembered his-
tory contribute essentially to the development and creation of a collective
presence as well as a shared identity. 

What connects collectives of all kind, keeps them together and causes its
members to feel a sense of common ground are shared memories. The past
and, above all, its reproduction in the presence are constitutional for single in-
dividuals as well as for communities. That is probably why the term “collective
memory“, characterized by Maurice Halbwachs (cf. Halbwachs 1980, 1992), has
gained enormous popularity in the field of cultural and social sciences and the
identity-establishing capacity of a mutually remembered past is emphasized.
As Halbwachs has already demonstrated himself, material artifacts usually carry
a high significance in this field. This especially applies to historic monuments
that embody an important point of reference for shared memories, especially
(but not only) because of their permanent presence in public space. 

Public monuments are the most conservative of commemorative forms pre-
cisely because they are meant to last, unchanged, forever. While other things
come and go, are lost and forgotten, the monument is supposed to remain
as a fixed point, stabilizing both the physical and the cognitive landscape.
Monuments attempt to mold a landscape of collective memory, to conserve
what is worth remembering and discard the rest. (Savage 1999: 4)

In this sense the article at hand deals with the role of historic monuments
in the discourse of collective and cultural commemoration. It will be shown
that monuments have frequently served to mould a national identity and that
scientific research predominantly operated from this point of view. The inves-
tigation on which this article is based goes beyond the national perspective by
asking for the presence of a (common) culture of historical monuments in the
so-called Alps-Adriatic Area (s. section 4). Before we focus on the results of
the study (section 5) the empirical investigation will be outlined shortly (section
2). Subsequently, the theoretical framework of memory research will be taken
up and tendencies of empirical research will be described (section 3). Conclu-
sively, the empirical results of our study shall be discussed in the broader con-
text of a (potentially) arising common European identity. 
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2. data and Methods

This article is based upon a qualitative-empirical study that is dedicated
to the question of the existence of a common culture and identity in a transna-
tional European region, the so-called Alps-Adriatic Area. It is an interdiscipli-
nary study at the interface between cultural studies, communication studies
and sociology, completed in 2008. Starting with the assumption that a common
culture is essentially influenced by the existence of a shared memory that is
expressed through historic monuments (but also originates from them), we
systematically photographed such monuments in three cities of three different
nations (Ljubljana/Slovenia, Klagenfurt/Austria and Trieste/Italy) between No-
vember 2007 and January 2008. The study is therefore based upon empirical
data material, collected by the researchers themselves. Analysis followed the
principles of Grounded Theory.3. 

With this strategy, monuments are examined from a rather extraordinary
perspective. The research was neither driven by an interest into the reception
or the production of the monuments nor was the relationship between the
monument and the remembered historic facts are at the center of interest.
Above all, we perceived the monuments to be landmarks in public space and
icons of a cultural memory. We examined what they ‘communicate’ to the ob-
server, which strategies are being applied, what the monument ‘does’, which
messages it tries to submit as a symbol in public – and if those messages indi-
cate a transnational culture of remembrance.

As the transnational aspect was fundamental we focused on events which
affected all countries to the same extent and which require a special form of
remembrance because of their traumatic impact: the two World Wars. The the-
oretical framework of this study is the social scientific discussion about memory
and remembrance that will be outlined shortly in the following section. 

3. Memory and Remembrance
As indicated above, the analysis of the topics ‘memory’ and ‘remem-

brance’ has a long tradition in social sciences and can be considerably traced
back to the French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs.4 He has developed the term
“collective memory“ as well as the insight that it is affected by social and cul-
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3 For Grounded Theory see Bryant/Charmaz 2007; Glaser 1978, 1992; Glaser/Strauss 1967; Kelle
1994; Lamnek 1995; Lampert 2005; Strauss 1987; Strauss/Corbin 1996; Strübing 2004.

4 At about the same time, Aby Warburg delivered central contributions. In the same way, the
emerging field of analytic psychology engaged in the topic of remembrance. For lack of space
we are not able to deal with both theory traditions here.



tural factors (cf. Halbwachs 1980, 1992). The meanwhile well-known and ap-
proved assumption that ‘memories’ do not simply preserve the past but rather
reconstruct it from the perspective of the present moment is fundamental: 

[…] a remembrance is in a very large measure a reconstruction of the past
achieved with data borrowed from the present, a reconstruction prepared,
furthermore, by reconstructions of earlier periods wherein past images had
already been altered. (Halbwachs 1980: 69)

It follows that memories are always only “versions of the past” (Echter-
hoff/Saar 2002: 18; our translation) and by being such they are alterable for
different intents and purposes. Moreover, Halbwachs can be given credit for
outlining the central significance of the social observer as well as the cultural
background for the development of memories. 

The fact that the mastermind of remembrance research in the field of so-
cial and cultural sciences had been buried in oblivion for many years seems al-
most paradoxical. Until the 1980s his theories have basically not been
acknowledged. But since this moment, a downright scientific ‘boom of remem-
brance’ initiated with the participation of many different scientific disciplines
like sociology, neural sciences, history, but also literature, anthropology, psy-
chology and so on. For German-speaking countries Aleida and Jan Assmann
laid the foundation for the arising engagement with the topic. Both of them
can already today be considered ‘classics’ of contemporary research on re-
membrance. They took on Halbwachs’ terminology and continuously expanded
it throughout the last years. The differentiation between communicative and
cultural memory (cf. J. Assmann 1992) can be considered their most important
contribution. Moreover, they emphasized the importance of media in the
broadest sense for remembrance. For example, language and everyday com-
munication is the central medium for the communicative memory. The cultural
memory, which is of interest here, is in contrast disconnected from everyday
life, and “is based on (...) a pool of experience and knowledge, which is de-
connected from its living mediums“(A. Assmann 2006: 34; our translation).

Such a disconnection is possible only when remembrance is being as-
signed to other (non-living) mediums, when artifacts of various kinds become
communicators of (versions of) the past. Historic monuments count as such
artifacts as a matter of course. There is possibly no other medium that is being
used for supposedly conserving the past this frequently. Literature on this topic
is correspondingly expansive (and spans various disciplines). Schnettler et al.
(2010: 4) comment to the point in a recent publication: “The amount of scien-
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tific studies about remembrance marks is almost as big as the number of mon-
uments that exist in our public space. “ (our translation)

For this reason we can’t provide an overview of existing work here. How-
ever, we would like to point out two distinctive features: First, the major part
of existing studies comes from history and focuses on the connection between
the actual historic event and its embodiment in the artifact (cf. for example
Hoffmann 2000; Klinkhammer 2003; Rettl 2006; Savage 1999; Schneider 1998;
Thünemann 2003; Welzer 2003, 2007; Winter 1995; young 1993). Second, a
national perspective on monuments has clearly been dominating. Big research
projects that deal with national spaces of remembrance in Europe are worth
mentioning in this context (for Germany see François/Schulze 2001a, 2001b,
2001c and Koselleck 1994; for France Nora 1984, 1986, 1992; for Italy see Is-
nenghi 1997a, 1997b; for Austria also the contributions in Heinz 1995 and
Riesenfellner 1998). This perspective, characterized by a concentration on the
nation, has been changing slowly but steadily over the last fifteen years and
questions around the term ‘transnational memory’ emerged (for example
Rider/Csáky/Sommer 2002). Currently, the ‘Europeanization of remembrance’-
meaning the emergence of a shared European memory - influences research
on remembrance in the broadest sense. It is constantly emphasized that this
would be essential for the formation of a shared European identity. Especially
with an economic and political crisis as a background, the foundation of a com-
mon Europe apart from legislation, prescriptions and economic rules seems
to be a desire of many people, including scholars in social studies and human-
ities. Again and again it is suggested that shared memories would be beneficial
in such a regard. In spite of this awareness and interests empirical studies to
this topic are still rare:

As expansive and meaningful the theory of a possible cosmopolitization of
the memory is, as astonishingly sparsely are the empirical findings that are
available up to now. The answer for the question how the emerging Euro-
pean and, respectively, the global remembrance of the Holocaust is being
displayed as a phenomenon of knowledge and culture via media, historic
monuments, memorials and commemorations is insufficiently answered in
the existing scholarly works. (Schnettler et al. 2010: 5; our translation)

Apart from the present lack of precise, empirical studies, this assumption
leads to another characteristic of the current discussion about the issues
‘Transnationalization/Europeanization of remembrance’, precisely the impor-
tance of the Holocaust in theory and empirical studies. Discussing the Holo-
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caust as the ‘negative foundation myth of Europe’ has become immensely pop-
ular and seems to be a guiding motivation and influence for a large part of sci-
entific research (s. for example Alexander 2002; Levy/Sznaider 2001). By
observing the official European discourses of remembrance it becomes evident
how omnipresent and relevant this topic really is. This, however, is not essential
to our work because the Holocaust does (paradoxically) not play an important
role in the collected data material. Only very few historic monuments dedi-
cated to the victims of the Shoah could be found in the examined cities. The
concentration of war memorials in the classical sense is considerably higher.
The characteristics of the examined Alps-Adriatic Region, which are explained
in the following section, suggest that in this specific geographic area the Holo-
caust is not a connecting element in the sense of the aforementioned ‘negative
foundation myth’. 

4. the Alps Adriatic-Region 

First and foremost, the term Alps-Adriatic Region is a geographic term and
it seems obvious that it identifies the area that is located between the Adriatic
Sea and the Alps. The foundation of the ‘Alps Adriatic Working Community’ on
20th November 1978 can be considered as the official start of the formation of
this European region5. This foundation act had been prepared already some
time before, especially in the Austrian federal state of Carinthia, in the au-
tonomous Italian region Friuli-Venezia Giulia and in Slovenia as a federal republic
of yugoslavia (cf. Moritsch 2001: 12f.). As the definition is rather broad it is too
imprecise and diffuse for scholarly purposes, Moritsch decides on a “hypothet-
ical geographic definition“ (ibid.), which spans Carinthia, Styria, Slovenia, Istria
and Friuli-Venezia Giulia. For our research we further narrowed this definition
down and considered Carinthia, Slovenia and Friuli-Venezia Giulia as the core
area of this region. We concentrated on the respective capitals of these regions,
namely the cities of Klagenfurt, Ljubljana and Trieste. Throughout the last
decades the term ‘Alpen-Adria’ (Alps Adriatic) penetrated the general language
use. Almost everything can be (and is) labeled with this term: there are Alpen-
Adria schools, Alpen-Adria cookery books, Alpen-Adria hotels, Alpen-Adria track
racings, Alpen-Adria Galleries and so on. This list could be continued ad infini-
tum and it is characteristic that even the University of Klagenfurt includes the
term as a part of its name (‘Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt’). Therefore we
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can assume the concept is deep-seated in the minds of the people living in this
region and forms at least part of their collective cultural identity.

Considering the question of a European identity, the region described is
particularly interesting because not only are there three bordering nations, but
also three different areas of culture and language. At the same time, the affili-
ation of the three cities to today’s nations Italy, Slovenia and Austria has not
been a matter of course throughout history. For a long time they all were under
Habsburg rule and belonged as such to one single country. After the downfall
of the Habsburg monarchy there were hard fights about the borders in World
War I as well as in World War II. A part of today’s border between Italy and
Slovenia was not fixed under international law until 1975. After all, the political
development of the countries differed very much after 1945, especially regard-
ing their integration into the European community: while Italy was a founding
member of the European Union, the accession of Slovenia (as a successor state
of socialistic yugoslavia) did not occur until the early 21st century. 

Therefore, we are dealing with questions of a possible European collective
memory (and a corresponding transnational identity) by studying the example
of a ‘core region’, the Alps Adriatic-Region, considering it a ‘Europe en miniature’. 

There are good reasons to assume that transnational commonalities have
been represented through the culture of historic monuments and remem-
brance. At the same time, the non-existence of such commonalities would be
able to unmask the discourse about the Alps-Adriatic Region as a pure hypo-
thetic rhetorical construct. 

In this sense our work looks into if and how this interplay of togetherness
and apportionment manifests in historic monuments, which events are being
displayed and which are being blinded out, where connecting or separating
elements can be identified. To sum up, we aim to find out if the discourse
about a transnational region can be justified or must be identified as a flowery
phrase by researching a possible collective memory in this region.

5. Memorial Culture vs. Memory Culture

Our research shows that historic monuments are rather ambiguous: they
are connecting as well as separating, cross-national as well as deeply national.
This paradoxical statement shall be illustrated on the basis of our data material,
starting with the connecting, transnational elements. The first argument that
can be made is the enormous similarity considering the outward appearance
of war monuments. Even if one would not be capable of understanding the
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(national) language, one would more or less easily be able to recognize a mon-
ument as such.

A specific structure and composition are inherent in almost all monu-
ments. To name some examples, certain construction materials are being used
for historic monuments (stone and metal), all artifacts are provided with an in-
scription that is designed with similar letters and in most cases even with the
same colors (gold, silver or black), most of them are displaying symbols in some
form (e.g. lions, laurel wreaths, warriors or engraved characters) (cf. picture 1,
page 193) and there are considerable cross-national parallels in the embedding
of monuments in townscapes. Memorials are almost always visually separated
from their immediate surroundings, be it with cobblestones, low murals or sim-
ilar. Additionally, the inclusion of plants of any kind is a prevalent attribute of
historic monuments. Frequently they are located in parks and surrounded by
flowers, bushes or other plants as identifiable on picture 2, page 194. 

These typical visual characteristics of memorials are intensified with regard
to their contents. Almost all memorials can be assigned (more or less clearly)
to one of four categories, that is, they follow certain ‘strategies’. Of course, those
categories can’t always be clearly separated from each other and frequently
more than one stylistic element can be found. But in general, every memorial
we examined can be more or less classified into this evaluated scheme. 

These strategies are 1) heroization, 2) personalization, 3) collectivization
and 4) nationalization. Historical monuments with these attributes can be
found in Klagenfurt as well as in Trieste and Ljubljana; and can portray either
World War I, World War II or local exoneration wars. 

1) Historical monuments, which allegorize war as well as warriors in a
heroic way fall into this category. In the foreground military symbols are dis-
played that usually indicate a supposed victory. Soldiers killed in action are
usually labeled as ‘heroes’ who shall be awarded ‘fame and glory’ for their ful-
fillment of duties. Frequently, bellicistic elements can be found and the war it-
self is portrayed as an opportunity to attain or maintain an important status. 

It is remarkable that heroization is mainly expressed through symbolism
(for example the lion with the laurel wreath on picture 3, page 194) and that
monuments which fall into this category attract attention through their out-
standing height (cf. picture 4, page 195). 

2) On some monuments, single persons who fought in war come to the
fore. Mainly they are affiliates of the army or a paramilitary unit and are show-
cased as ‘heroes of the nation’ (or of the nation’s citizens). Prevalently, such
‘heroes’ are being remembered through memorial tablets, sometimes also a
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portrait of the commemorated person is installed. Picture 5 (page 195) shows
an example of this means of commemoration in Trieste. 

3) In the third category, which we call ‘nationalization’, the respective na-
tion and above all the sacrifice given for the nation becomes the center of in-
terest. ‘Nationality’ as a category is being massively overemphasized through
depicting soldiers killed in action as victims and awarding them a heroic status
because their death served a (supposedly) higher purpose, namely the faith
of their fatherland. These memorials are usually equipped with national sym-
bols like flags (cf. picture 6 and 7, page 196).

4) The last category, which could be evaluated from our data material and
shall be presented here, is called ‘collectivization’. In these cases, what legit-
imizes human sacrifice it is not explicitly the nation (like in the previous exam-
ple), but is anchored one level below: at us, the individuals of this nation. The
soldiers fought ‘for us’, they died ‘for us’. Picture 8 (page 197) was taken in Kla-
genfurt and identifies a memorial of this category. Different to the previous
categories, where visual attributes like the size and symbolic displays indicate
the heroic or national status, collectivization, can exclusively be revealed on
the basis of inscriptions. 
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Picture 1: Memorial in Trieste, Warriors on top of monument
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Picture 2: Cenotaph in Klagenfurt

Picture 3: Memorial in Klagenfurt, Lion-sculpture on top
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Picture 4: Trieste, ‘Faro della Vittoría’,
monument dedicated to World War I

Picture 5: Trieste, Statue of ‘national
hero’ Nazario Sauro
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Picture 6: ‘Stätte der Kärntner Einheit’ (‘Site of Carinthian Unity’) in Klagenfurt 

Picture 7: Detail of flag on 
Monument picture 6 
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With this short overview about single findings of our research we tried
to demonstrate that transnational elements are mainly reflected through the
external appearance of monuments. Certain elements that are repeatedly
being used allow the classification of a monument – and these elements are
the same across national borders.

Every existing form points to the social and political circumstances that dom-
inated when they came into being, and for which it shall stand for. But the
forms are being repeated and refer – accordingly – back or exceed their
cause. (Koselleck 1994: 10; our translation)

For this reason it is possible to speak of the existence of a transnational
culture of memorials, which can be identified in all three countries covered by
our research, probably beyond them and possibly even worldwide. There are
striking similarities in the creation and – as Koselleck states the forms are re-
peatedly used. In this way not only the commemorated event is being dis-
played, but also that the construction represents a memorial. 

The assumption that these attributes contribute to the formation of a
transnational identity would, however, be much too hasty. By concentrating
on what the monument ‘does’ in public space and, above all, which message

SHARED MEMORIES OF SHARED FORETIMES? 
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Picture 8: Memorial in Klagenfurt on the rear side of a church. The inscription says:
‘Wir sind für euch gefallen’ (‘We died for you’)



it communicates, it becomes evident that the content of the memorials cannot
be described as transnational. Rather, they establish and carry forward sepa-
ration and mark boundaries. Even if form, visual appearance and materials are
very similar, the communicated messages, however, are tailored to the own
(and exclusively the own) nation, even more: they serve for the cultivation of
a national body of thought and consciously blind out other countries. 

This statement can be reinforced by the categories which we developed
out of our material and which we identified, first of all, as common elements of
a memorial culture. It becomes obvious that heroization, nationalization, collec-
tivization and personalization refer always and exclusively to one single nation. 

The ‘heroes’ of the nation are being emphasized, they ‘died in action’ (and
never had a meaningless death) ‘for us’ members of a nation, or ‘for the fa-
therland’, the nation itself. In many cases the commemoration remains strictly
regional by listing the roll of honor of a region, a place or a selected town. Not
a single example for a transnational, cross-border commemoration could be
found in our collected data material. On the one side, this can be explained
through the fact that, after all, the wars have affected and formed Europe the
way it is today. “War wove the European network of the states within it.” notes
Charles Tilly (1990: 76). From this, the strong ties between war and national
consciousness follow as a matter of course. At the other side, historical mon-
uments are influenced by politics to the highest degree. It is usually the gov-
ernment of a nation that establishes and takes care of them. “Through
monuments, political power is being visualized in public space.” comments Bil-
jana Menkovic (1999: 1) in her study on ‘Political Culture of Commemoration’
(our translation). For a long time it has been the essential objective to transfer
a positive image of the own nation and to legitimate traumatic events (and
war is undoubtedly a massive collective trauma) via monuments. Memorials
still seem to serve this purpose.

6. Conclusions

We pointed out that in the examined area a transnational culture of me-
morials could be identified, but a transnational culture of remembrance defi-
nitely does not exist. Obviously there is a massive gap between the economical
and political will and claims for a shared, cross-border Alps-Adriatic Region and
the current empirical reality of historical monuments. It becomes evident that
they are not adequate means for fostering the growth of transnational mem-
ories. On the contrary, they perpetuate national perspectives on the past. As
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illustrated in the initially mentioned argument about the use of the ‘Fürsten-
stein’ as a symbol, the shared history definitely seems not to foster the devel-
opment of a shared identity and culture. In particular, references to historic
events, which are definitely seen in a cross-border context, regularly provoke
separating attitudes and actions. 

This contradiction (‘positive’ emphasis on common ground in the Alps Adri-
atic-Region vs. ‘negative’ separating actions regarding historic events) seems to
manifest all over Europe. Even more intensively than in the examined region,
there are official, political initiatives, which strongly call for the establishment
of a shared European culture of remembrance within the European Union.

Europe needs symbols that inspire, integrate and provoke identification, Eu-
rope needs popular hymns, flags, devotional items, needs culture, needs
shared public holidays, Europe should beam with pride and be attractive.
And this means also that Europe must transform into a transnational, con-
tinental community of remembrance. A lot of action is taken on this. Adver-
tising campaigns try to give Europe a modern outfit, to make Europe trendy,
to popularize European symbols. (König 2008: 21; our translation)

But how ‘effective’ are these efforts? Seemingly, they are not notably suc-
cessful. Other empirical studies also show that remembrance remains gener-
ally connected to a national framework. In group discussions with German and
Polish people, Breuer (2010) finds out that “similarities in terms of a collective
European memory is (sic) not likely to be found on the content level (i.e. mem-
ory narratives), but rather in certain modes of memory” (Breuer 2009: 2).

This insight strongly matches the results of our study. The finding of a
‘non-existence’ (yet) of a transnational remembrance culture does not affect
only solid cultural representations of memory (like memorials) but also the
area of ‘memories from below’, the “vernacular memory”, as Breuer (2009,
2010) puts it.

This proves evidence that official efforts to introduce a ‘top-down-model’,
aiming to establish shared memories from top to bottom, are not successful.
Carrier (2005) also mentions this problem in his comparative study of two holo-
caust memorials in Germany and France. For him, it’s obvious that political ef-
forts often lead to an effect just opposite to what was intended. “The transfer
of authority to a European level (…) appears to be evolving parallel to the main-
tenance of memory cultures at a national level, as if memory cultures com-
pensated for political devolution and shifting economic loyalties by upholding
cultural tradition.” (Carrier 2005: 5) g
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Such a holding on to “cultural traditions” is also reinforced by means of
collective remembrance, as we hope to have demonstrated. Considering that,
it becomes clear that remembrance is fundamental to the establishment and
stabilization of collective identities, but it shows also that there is still a long
way to go until transnational cultures of remembrance and therefore a transna-
tional European identity will come into existence.
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stAGInG tHe HeRo: 
50 yeARs of MeMoRIAl enseMBles In st.PeteRsBuRG

Olga Rusinova 
Russia

The subject of this paper is city monuments, memory, and war. Precisely,
I am going to discuss some Blockade memorial ensembles of Petersburg
(Leningrad) inaugurated for the last fifty years.1 Why them, and not other sub-
jects one may consider of the most importance for discussions of Russian cul-
tural identity?

First of all, a monument is not only the visible symbol, but the statement.
In our case, monuments declare the attitude to the Great Patriotic War of
1941-1945, or rather to the Blockade of Leningrad, which became the main
symbol of its tragic and ambiguity aspects.2 It is important that this attitude
was altering up to the present time, though the War is still among the last na-
tional values accepted by all the Russians. With this exception, there are almost
no other values shared by the majority of the ex-empire (VCIOM-Levada Center
2010). The meaning of the statement becomes even more visible due to the
specific characteristics of the city, with its highly structured historical, geo-
graphical, and ideological space. Therefore, there exist conditions that make
certain permanent notions of national identity reveal their essence.

As for the monuments, the paper examines the huge memorial construc-
tions, which unite architecture and sculpture. These shall be hereafter referred
to as memorial monuments or just the memorials. But what they are, exactly? 

Their inaugurations always were (and continue to be) the great event in the
everyday life of the city, unlike others countless smaller memorial pieces.3 They
deal with the large-scale synthesis of arts, and their specially organized space is
to produce the images of memory - merge them into the sacral, in the words of
Pierre Nora. Thus, it is no longer the subject of the pure aesthetical contempla-
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1 The paper continues my studies for the project “The Leningrad Blockade in the Collective and
Individual Memory of the Inhabitants of the City” of the Oral History Center at the European
University at St. Petersburg (Russia)

2 The concept of large-scale ensemble was demanded in 1960-s—1980-s. The idea rose again in
2000—2003. Unlike other cities, in Petersburg-Leningrad ensembles are used mainly as war me-
morials. Their subject is the defense of the city in the Great War - and neither October 1917
Communist revolution, nor symbolic effigies of the revolutionaries and state leaders could com-
pete with it, if to compare their scale and size. Thus, the war (Blockade) memory was understood
as fundamental in the self-representation of the city, though sometimes it merged with the con-
cept of the war in general or continued images of the October revolution.

3 As statues or stone plagues, tombstones, even memorial parks and gardens.



tion; it does not suppose the critical judgment (at least at the moment it is seen).
These memorial monuments just are, and the audience is affected by the same
fact of their existence. It makes them similar to some sublime phenomena of
Nature, for example, a cliff, ocean or evening glow (S.Schama, 1996). The image
structure of the huge artificial lieux de mémoire 4 comes from the most archaic
strata of mentality, from the utmost generalizing mind. Here the subject is
grasped in its simple state, as stone\air, sky\ground, dark\light, etc. As well the
use of primitives (obelisk, stela, sphere, cube, slab and their derivatives) can also
refer - if accented - to the hidden (i.e. forgotten) source of genuine meanings
(G.Revzin, 1994). The archaic, pseudo-natural strata in the structure of the mon-
ument appear to be the “device of memory”, whilst its concrete forms (the story
and composition) indicate what exactly – and which way – is to be remembered.
It suggests the perspectives, which are examined in the paper.

The key images for these monumental pieces were selected from the
whole Blockade memory. The history-sociology studies stress that memory has
a social nature, and that the identity of social groups is formed on the basis of
stories fixed by memory (M.Halbwachs 1992; P.Nora 1999). When the monu-
ment states the certain set of these stories, it works as a device to establish
the identity (J.Assmann 2004). Meanwhile, the memorial monuments under
examination are too different for the Social realism period of the 1960s-1980s
and even for the Post-modern art of the present day. Does it mean that there
are different social groups to be addressed, or does it mean that the official
requirements for monumental art have changed? Both are possible. But this
paper studies the monuments as system of images - the cultural manifestation
of identity, and not the social mechanism. So, if one system is substituted for
another quickly enough, it makes us focus on the shift of identity. The preced-
ing image does not fit the new aims, new tasks, or finally, new social rituals.

Interpretations of the Great Patriotic war and of the Leningrad Blockade af-
fected the image system of that or another monument. The re-thinking of the
past had some important results. At first, the huge monument ceased to be the
only way of commemorating the war memory. Then, in the midst of 1980s, the
doubts arose regarding their necessity in general. However, in the present time,
the conception of the Blockade memorial monument was restored and renewed
in order to indicate its significance for the city. The chronological list of monu-
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4 P.Nora and some other specialists describe material, symbolic and functional places of memory,
including both empiric matters and abstract images. So, we use the term not so much in this sense,
but rather in the sense of Frances A.yates who analyzed the art and architecture as forms fixing the
images of memory and supporting their permanent reproduction (F.A.yates 1997), and of Jan Ass-
mann who suggests to understand the monuments as the set of “stories” (J.Assmann 2004).



ments under discussion includes the Piskaryovsky Memorial (Piskaryovskoye me-
morial cemetery-museum),5 “The Broken Circle”,6 the monument to the Heroic
Defenders of Leningrad,7 and the monument to the Women-soldiers of anti-air-
craft defence.8 Each of them represents the Blockade in its own version. 

The sequence and change of versions play important roles in terms of re-
search but another question is more important. Is it possible indeed to realize
the Blockade memory by means of monumental art? If so, the memorial mon-
uments could be seen as semantic nodes (junctions) of the whole texture.
Thus, they represent the resuming challenge of possibilities and limits of art.

1. sacrifice and Civic feat: 1961. Piskaryovsky Memorial.

The Decree of the Leningrad city committee of CPSU, in 1961, stated that
“[w]ith the aim to immortalize the memory of fallen Leningrad residents and war-
riors of the Leningrad battlefront in the days of heroic defense 1941-1944, Piskary-
ovskoye memorial cemetery must be considered to be the principal monument
to the heroes, who gave up their lives for the happiness, freedom, and independ-
ence of our Motherland” - the Decree of the Leningrad city committee of CPSU
stated (Decree 1961). The official discourse obviously considered the Blockade
image represented by Piskaryovsky Memorial (fig.1) to be the most topical.9
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5 A.Vasilyev, E.Levinson, V.Isaeva, R.Taurit, M.Veinman, B.Kaplyansky, A.Malakhin, M.Kharlamova.
1956-1960 (Inaugurated 9th May 1960)

6 K.Simun, V.Filippov, I.Rybin. 1965-1966 (Inaugurated 29th November 1966)
7 S.Speransky, M.Anikushin. 1971-1975 (Inaugurated 9th May 1975)
8 L.Smorgon, I.Matveev, I.Uralov 2000-2002 (Inaugurated 7th May 2002)
9 Piskaryovskoye Memorial Cemetery located at the North of the city, was the main site of mass

burials of Leningrad residents who starved to death or perished during the unprecedented 900-
days siege of 1941-1944 (over 470,000 civilians and 50,000 military men). The territory of 26
hectares comprises 186 earth mounds of common graves. It became a necropolis in 1945.

fig.1. Piskaryovsky Memorial. The statue of Mother-Motherland and the memory wall
in honor of those who died in Blockade are in the end of the long main alley and the

cube with the Eternal flame is on the way to the feet of the statue.
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The notion of sacrifice matured to the end of 1950s. The most valuable was
the voluntary sacrifice for the sake of the State ideals; it was understood as the
ultimate civic feat, in reward the “gratitude” and the eternal life in the “memory
of descendants” was promised (S.Adoneva : 2001). Those, who survived, and
the generation born after the war, had to ensure the longest memory: to “live
life instead” of the deceased and to dedicate the long-lived monuments to
them.10 It was believed that succession will be realized in future: so, it was guar-
anteed by the succession already realized in the past. The idea of the civic feat
goes deeper into retrospective, towards the Field of Mars memorial (fig.2) for
the Revolutionary victims (1919-1957). Thus, the Blockade civic feat equates to
that in the years of the Revolution: both are represented thus as voluntary sac-
rifices during the struggle for (i.e. the war for) communist ideals.11

fig.2. Field of Mars. The
Eternal flame surrounded

with the granite walls
springs from the squad in
the center of the memo-
rial to the victims died for

Revolution.

The role of the Blockade memory is twice substitutive in the Piskaryovsky
Memorial: it replaces the people of the war time with the revolutionaries, and
in the same clear way the images of recently deceased people were substituted
for their likenesses in stone. Firstly, there are many symbolic features that make
the memorials of the Field of Mars and of Piskaryovsky similar one to another.
For instance, the architecture of the inner space, the semantic and stylistic re-
semblance of the epitaph texts, and, finally, the unique role played there by
the Eternal Fire. Secondly, the stones, or stoned figures from the Piskaryovsky
Memorial play the role of eyewitnesses, as if it is them who contemplate that

10 See also: V.Kalendarova 2006
11 The similarity was mentioned by S.Adoneva (S.Adoneva 2001). The Field of Mars Revolutionary

monument-cemetery was inaugurated in 1919. The Eternal fire was constructed there as late
as the 40th anniversary of the Revolution, in 1957. From it was lit the Eternal fire of Piskaryovsky
Memorial, on the 9th of May 1960. (B.Kalinin, P.Jurevich 1979: 179) It clearly set up the transition
and succession between two memorials.



point in space and time, where the memory is set in motion. The sculpture lit-
erally represents the witnessing of heroic death and the Eucharist of the prom-
ised (even post-factum) Eternity. 

One can find the necropolis tradition in the high-reliefs representing fig-
ures of soldiers and civil people, and reliefs (fig.3) representing the mourning
figures near the overturned torch (symbols of the interrupted life). They fea-
ture poetry inscriptions (“Nobody is forgotten and nothing is forgotten”) as a
sort of honoring epitaph near the portraits of the deceased, which traditionally
are placed on cemetery tombstones. As well, mourning figures are associated
with the “weepers” of neo-classical tombs. Figures of victims on the Memory
Wall are represented in a generalizing manner, as they are devoted to the
Blockade common graves. The Memory Wall (150m) is located in the far end
of the long alley (480m) just opposite the entrance, whilst side walls with
mourning figures close the solid central space of the Memorial. 

Before the Memory Wall there is the monumental bronze figure of the
Motherland – the semantic and compositional focus of the ensemble.  She
holds a garland of oak leaves, which are plaited with a mourning band. It is
this gesture that becomes the key for the whole Memorial – the gesture of
crowning the tombs with the garland, like a reward of memory from those who
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fig.3. Mourning figures near the overturned torch are represented in heroic manner,
as they are standing over the Blockade common graves.
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are alive to those who have fallen (fig.4). Due to this meaningful figure the en-
semble achieves artistic and psychological unity (Of Bronze and Marble 1965:
454). Inside the city of the dead she represents the life, albeit in quite compli-
cated way.

fig.4. Statue of Mother-Moth-
erland. The face is of the
same type as in the war

posters.

First, this solemn figure inherits the tradition of the city’s public monu-
ment, and not the necropolis statue. The traditional role of such monuments
was to translate the general image of Power, to symbolize the State. Secondly,
the Motherland sculpture continues the sequence of images of the “Sacral
wars” of the Modern history (for freedom, for revolution, for the human rights,
etc.).12 (fig.5) Furthermore, the urban sculpture in the city of the dead repre-

12 Here one can find the same iconography: from the “Liberty leading the people” (E.Delacroix,
1830, Louvre) or the Statue of Liberty (F.Bartholdi and A.-G.Eiffel, 1886, USA) up to the Statue
of the Soviet Constitution (N.Andreev, 1919, Moscow) and, finally the famous war poster “The
Mother-Motherland calls!” (I.Toidze, 1941). The figure in more peaceful way was also embodied
in the statue of “Worker and Kolkhoz Woman” (V.Mukhina, 1937, Moscow) and in the poster
“Death to infanticides!” (V.Ivanov, 1942). The Motherland from the Piskaryovsky Memorial in-
herits both aspects of war and peace. 
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sents the idea of the life in the Present tense, and much more clearly than
even the mourning figures. Its persuasive vitality is achieved by the simple
mimetic means – by the humanlike figure (different from the plain figures of
reliefs), and by the effect of slowly stepping forward, towards and over the
graves. Finally, the statue of the Motherland brings the spirit of the post-war
city (in the broad sense to eternity, where is no more time or movement.

fig.5. I.Toidze, 1941. “Mother-Mother-
land calls!” The most famous poster of

the war time.

The first version of the memorial (1945) had no figure: the artistic team
developed the ensemble just as the memorial cemetery. Almost all of the
artists experienced the Blockade,13 and for their memory the immense space
of common graves was the part of the Blockade reality. The figure of Mother-
land appears in the versions from 1948, when time had passed and the Block-
ade Past became slightly distant. The final project allowed a height of 4m for
the wall, the pedestal of the statue was 6 m, and the height of the statue was
also 6m. The artists rejected the adjustment of the “Golden Proportion” to the
human body, instead they accented the horizontal and vertical symmetry, so

13 Though the project of architects A.V. Vasilyev and E.A. Levinson was approved at 1948, they en-
gaged sculptors V.V. Isaeva, R.K. Taurit for the figure of Motherland. Sculptors M.A. Veinman,
B.E. Kaplyansky, A.L. Malakhin, M.M. Kharlamova made the reliefs of the Memory wall. Poetic
inscriptions belong to O. F. Bergholts and M.A.Dudin.



the whole structure of Memorial corresponds to the severe grid of absolute
(supra-human) coordinates.

Meanwhile, as early as in 1963, the new Memorial conception appeared. It
demanded the abandonment of the passive idea of feat-sacrifice with all its ret-
rospective qualities. Now, the image of the active feat-fight was deemed appro-
priate, considering the Present Tense and, more important, the future. The
resolution to build a new memorial referred the initiative “from below”: the poet
M.Dudin articulated the wish of the citizens14 to celebrate the 25th anniversary of
the break of Blockade by establishing the monument in the Hero-city of Leningrad.

“Nobody is forgotten, and nothing is forgotten. These words flame on the
red granite of Piskaryovskoye cemetery, on the monument to millions of people
who died during the Blockade. But the cemetery is a cemetery; its memory is
special… The time came to establish the monument to heroes of the Leningrad
defence inside the city… We will carve in stone the words of the most cordial
gratitude. Let these words will be like oath for the all times, and let them in-
spire in the souls of the descendants the courage and the great feeling of the
bonds of the next generations, marching to the happy Tomorrow.” (The
Leningrad Truth 1963: 3). 

Since then the demarcation between the official discourse and private
life increased gradually. The official notion of the Blockade triumph would be
realized later, in the Memorial at Victory Square. And the private memory
would be evicted to the periphery, even almost forced out of the city. yet it
would be implemented in the monument named “The Broken Circle”.

2. Memory of a Private Person: 1966. The Broken Circle.

“The Broken Circle” memorial monument (fig.6) marks the start of the
Ladoga ice Road (“The Road of Life”). It was inaugurated in 1966 at the
Vaganovsky Slope of the Lake of Ladoga.  The author of the project is the sculp-
tor K.Simun (with the support of architect V.Filippov and engineer I.Rybin).

“The Broken Circle” differs from other memorial pieces of the long “Green
Belt of Glory” (200 km), the former first line of defence of Leningrad. Although
it differs in some aspects, like all others it is devoted not to the person, but to
the time and event: from here began the route across the lake which was used
to bring bread to the dying Blockade city and to evacuate people from there.
As other pieces in that memorial chain of 19 sites15 the monument was estab-
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14 In order to “join leningradians in their enthusiasm” M.Dudin suggested that people would do-
nate the Memorial. It was executed by compulsory way for all residents of the city.



lished according to the Decree of the Leningrad city committee of CPSU (1965).
As with almost all others, it is located on a small platform in the natural envi-
ronment. Here the similarities come to the end. “The Broken Circle” is the most
known monument of the “Belt of Glory”. It is not used for official visits, rather
it is to here that the ordinary people come, the Blockade veterans and their
families. People consider it as an alternative to the official State monuments.16

Appropriated by the private (civil) memory of Leningrad residents, the me-
morial is the piece of absolute art at its highest degree, or – the “image” per
se. It makes its meaning absolutely transparent and the description of it almost
impossible. This special feature of the monument lies in its keen laconic form.
The shape is included into the space: the narrow arch cuts off the segment from
the panorama of the shore up to the horizon. The part of framed Nature be-
comes the piece of organized art. And it offers the base for the whole image.
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fig.6. “The Broken Circle” memorial belongs to the monuments, which all together
mark the Blockade ring. This one honors the only way of escape from the city – the

dangerous route by the Ladoga Lake.

15 In relation to the geographical division of the city regions. See (B.Kalinin, P.Jurevich 1979: 125-126).
16 Especially in Soviet time before Perestroika, for example, private opinions often used the word

“humane”. Some cultural and sport events are bound to it too. For instance, it is marathon “The
Road of Life”, official and informal cycle races, and tourist routes, etc. “Every year to pay tribute
to our Blockade parents still alive or already died either, to our grand-parents fighting for our
life we are running this marathon in the Day of the break of Blockade”. See, for example:
http://video.yandex.ru/users/tashalimova/view/59/ 12.11.2009 (in Russian). 



First of all, the Nature set in the frame symbolizes the “historical perspec-
tive”, when the landscape becomes the part of the History. The beholder here
is “another”, who follows behind and after the people already departed. The
effect becomes stronger when one understands that the treads’ traces go to-
wards the water of the lake, and disappear suddenly over the edge of the plat-
form. The position of the beholder is not strictly fixed. From any new point of
view the monument is enriched with new meanings. For example, the asym-
metrical arch itself is combination of the two short curves. They are not joined,
the gap is in-between them. It is the modus loci, the essence and the figurative
culmination of the memorial image. The short rupture in the arch echoes in
the sudden loss of visual balance, when the landscape from outside seems to
flow inside the arch “frame”. The narrow piece of the sky gripped in colossal
cement pincers is the focus. It draws the eye immediately, and is dazzling in
its explosive dynamic of sudden release from hardships (of the Blockade). The
real environment is filled with meaning while the pure visual effect of the break
is used instead of the pathos of narration.

The use of simple forms play important role in making the effect. The di-
mensions of the arch are 2:1 (14 m width, 7 m height, approximately 4 human’s
heights). Anchoring one of two piers of the arch is the cement sphere – the
“projector”.17 It visually established fixes bottom\up direction, and converts it
to heaviness\ease. The end point put on the sphere is another important
metaphor in the story of salvation from the city of thousands of dying people.
The primitive forms are traditionally understood as archaic: to the Ladoga land-
scape it raises an additional sense of the ancient myth. In this context the lake
turns into the “river of Time”, the leaden Ladoga waters refer to the waters of
Lethe, which divides the universe of the alive from that of the dead, with all
connotations of the image.

The monument was set like ancient Russian churches, i.e. taking land-
scape into account.18 The striking demonstration is illustrated by the following
passage from the memoirs of the artist - author of the monument (K.Krikunov:
2004).19 At first, he remembers Leningrad after the blockade, when he returned
from evacuation: “The war still continued. I saw trees in Leningrad with regret;
it recalled the life in evacuation. I thought: the city had to have no trees. It
must be the stones only”. Then the story of making the monument follows:

Actually, one of my best works is on the “Road of Life”… This one is “The
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17 It was added later besides of the original conception.
18 “Establishing the ensemble of the churchyard preceded with the selection of the site that took

into account the best look from main directions” (V.Pilyavskiy 1984: 71). 
19 Memoirs published by K.Krikunov are similar to which I heard from K.Simun in the end of 1980s.



Broken Circle”… I made the draft in 1965. It was not ordered… If it would be
a competition and all what is appropriate, you would never see this work.
Nobody ever permitted anything to anybody, you know… I will tell you, why
this work appeared. Nobody would make it, no one who was not born in
this city. It is for sure. 
… It was Ladoga. Enough low-lying sloughs it was… The architect got out
from the car and said that seems it is necessary to set up anything here. All
this was thought up not in Smolny...20 I thought the space had to remain
free. “The Broken Circle” is the memorial. As if it is a prayer. It is the prayer.”

As one can see, the artist declares the unofficial nature of the monument21

and the necessity of spontaneous perception. The dramatic concept of “The
Broken Circle” is set up on the silent pure forms (higher\lower, further\nearer,
etc.). Due to this, to a certain extent, the piece depends on the changes of nat-
ural context. Like the known landscape seems always to be the new one, “The
Broken Circle” must be grasped again and again as unaccustomed one.

Since linear sequence of narration was eliminated from the monumental
conception, nothing could provide us with the recognition of the accustomed
visual figures. Thus, it speaks mutely and it involves a person into the artistic
structuring of memory. In other words, “The Broken Circle” addresses the pri-
vate peculiarities of the person and to his\her own experience and memoirs.
The values of the private memory were not in use among the official memorial
Soviet practices. It was so, because such were the memory and images it pro-
duced, they could not be controlled and unified. They resisted to be used in
State social rituals, resisted strongly even in comparison with images and mem-
oirs produced by the Piskaryovsky Memorial.

3. Vision of triumph: 1975. Monument to Heroic defenders of
leningrad.

The memorial zones in Leningrad had been fixed in the midst of the 1970s.
The Northern area featured parks, together with the 26 hectares of the Piskary-
ovskoye memorial cemetery. The Southern area was rebuilt after the War with
triumphal pathos (together with the Square of Victory understood as the Main
Square). (cf A.Zaytsev 1985: 148-155). There it was decided to establish the
monument representing the victorious version of the Blockade. The memory
about the victims had to be erased there, as the sense of mourning to be re-
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20 Smolny was the name of the house of the city Government.
21 See below comments on “sincerity” in sculptural ensemble of M.Anikushin.



placed for that of triumph. In fact, it meant establishing the myth about the
Blockade, about the Past and, respectively, about the Present.

The inauguration of the monument took place in 1975. This huge complex
succeeded the Piskaryovsky Memorial both in its official commemorative role,
and in its common unofficial name (“Memorial to Defenders”). Thus, it became
the “last word” in the series of Blockade monuments of the Soviet period. Des-
tined to be the Principal Monument of the city, it also captured the most im-
portant topographic position in city’s symbolic hierarchy.

The center of the urban space of pre-Revolutionary Petersburg was the
Palace Square with the Emperor’s Winter Palace, General Staff and Ministry
of War buildings, and Alexander Column.  The ensemble which was finished in
1830s became the culmination and the most sublime symbol of classical Pe-
tersburg. A hundred years later, according to the General Urban plan of the
1930s, it was conceptualized the new city center in the Southern zone, as a
communist alternative to the city center of the Old Regime. In the after-war
period the Southern zone was finally reconstructed by the team headed by ar-
chitect S.B. Speransky. They developed the area and designed the representa-
tive entrance to the city on the way from Moscow. (M.Astaf’eva-Dlugach,
V.Speranskaya  1989: 115). The idea build/create the round square there rose
as early as 1950; the project was finished in 1958, and in 1962 it was officially
inaugurated as Victory Square (or the Square of Victory) (USSR Achitecture
1960: 8; Building and architecture of Leningrad 1960: 5; Building and architec-
ture of Leningrad 1962: 22-23; USSR Achitecture 1975: 20-21; M.Astaf’eva-
Dlugach, V.Speranskaya  1989: 205-207) (fig.7).

In 1963 (the 20th anniversary of the Break of the Blockade) the Decree of the
Council of Ministries of the USSR approved the establishment of the monument
at the Victory Square, which later would gain the title of the Monument to Heroic
Defenders of Leningrad.(cf R.Mikhaylova, A.Zhuravleva 1983: 107). (fig.8). The
competition was announced and its first stages took place in 1963 and 1966. In
the final stage (1971) previous competitors joined into one team: architects S.B.
Speransky and V.A.Kamensky, sculptor M.K. Anikushin, and some others.

Whilst the site was identified relatively quickly, the memorial could not
obtain its final shape for a long time:

“The monument is the focus of the square’s composition; it is located strictly
on the axis of Moscow prospect. Before 1973 the image and spatial concep-
tion of the monument included the broken circle and vertical shape crowned
with statue… In the final version it is the pure architectural form without
decoration, and the sculptural group is located at the foot of the obelisk”.(
M.Astaf’eva-Dlugach, V.Speranskaya  1989: 140-141)
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fig.7. Aerial view to the Southern zone made in the early 1980s. The role of the offi-
cial entrance to the city from Moscow is played by the round Victory square with its
lofty monument. From there to the center of the city springs Moscow prospect with
the white “plate” houses along it. From the official road nobody can see anything be-

yond the representative facades.
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fig.8. Monument to Heroic Defenders of Leningrad at the entrance to the city. The
principal facade with the statues opens to the South, to Moscow.

Even the earlier version of Speransky’s 1958 conception brought the in-
clined pylon with the statue of soldier and the broken circle. (fig. 9)  It was the
statement of the “inner force” raised from the depth, the idea of the Blockade
circle broken from inside.22 Besides, the vertical structure gave the same classic
effect, as in the case of the “Motherland” statue at the Piskaryovsky Memorial.
( T.Malinina 1991; Architectural projects 1978). In the final version of 1973,

fig.9. Competition project of 1958 had the motto “Breakthrough”. The pylon soars up
swiftly bearing the figure of the soldier on the top: it is the Unknown Soldier and not

a State leader.

22 Preferred by people of the city, though official (so to say, “Moscow”) version stressed the joined
military help of the armies from outside.



the image is totally different. The sculpture “walks down”, Speransky’s solitary
soldier turns into 34 bronze figures of Anikushin’s suite called “War Front and
Home Front”. Now, it is no longer the swift movement towards the sky, but
the slow story brought down to earth. Meanwhile, the triumphant soldier of
1958 did not completely “dissolve” in the crowd of statues; his presence above
echoed in the inscription “1941-1945” in golden letters on the top of the pylon.
The image was replaced not even for word, but for date with all its clear mean-
ing. However, this date refers to the Great Patriotic War and not to the Block-
ade.23 The timeframe was widened and with it the meaning changed.

One can see that the architectural whole of the monument and of Victory
Square clearly refers to the Palace Square. (fig.10) The Triumphal Arch turns
into the sequence of arches set up in the renovated zone. The waste front, al-
most two-dimensional, of the Ministry of War building is imitated in the new
area by so called “plate” houses that surround the monument. Finally, the
same way, the straight pylon of the monument of 48 m height correlated with
the aforementioned Alexander column of 47, 5 meters. This example is quite
eloquent and thus deserves for public attention. The Alexander column at the
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fig.10. Palace square is the core of the pre-revolutionary city. The victory in the First
Great Patriotic war of 1812 is symbolized by the Triumphal Arch of the Ministry of

War building (to the right), the Alexander column with the Angel on the top glorifies
the Peace in Europe.

23 The Great Patriotic War was: June, 22th, 1941—May, 9th, 1945. The Blockade was: September,
8th, 1941—January, 27th, 1944. The Circle of Blockade was broken: January, 18th, 1943.
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Palace Square glorified the triumph of Russia in the Napoleonic war of 1812.
The statue of the angel on the top of the column symbolized the “Peace in Eu-
rope”. As it was said, the Monument to Defenders of Leningrad bears no figure
above, though S.Speransky “considered ways in which to crown the top for the
long time.”(M.Astaf’eva-Dlugach, V.Speranskaya 1989: 154) (fig.11-12). The
oblique cut, which was finally selected to top the pylon, was reminiscent of
the original inclined movement of 1958. However, this strange sharp angle and
absence of the crowned figure was immediately noticed by residents of the
city, sensitive to any falsification and deformation of classical models. The al-
most immediate result was that the monument gained an appellation of dis-
dain and mockery -“the chisel”.  

fig.11. Speransky’s
sketches show some mili-
tary symbols he was seek-
ing for to crown the pylon
instead of the simple slant

of the top.

fig.12. Back view
to the monument
(from inside the
city). The circle

bears the solemn
words in bronze

“In honor of your
deed, Leningrad!”,
though the pylon
looks deformed

and strange
enough. Really,

one could find the
resemblance to a
huge chisel there.
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The same names of the key-nodes of the region (Square of the Triumphal
Arch, Moscow park of the Victory, Victory square) “associated the heroic Past
of the city with heroics of the modern Leningrad”. (A.Zaytsev 1985: 155)  For
architect and war-veteran S.Speransky, the entire City becomes the symbol of
the Blockade memory. 

The sculpture of the monument is to include the Past into Present. The
concept is based on the authenticity, as if the Blockade memoirs return to life.
As sculptor M.Anikushin described his bronze suite: “I liked to show the life
such way, which it was at that time”. (M.Anikushin 1975: 18-19; R.Mikhaylova,
A.Zhuravleva 1983: 112). The artist implemented that idea by merging, so to
say, the sublimity with the sculpture genre, intending “to lift the ordinary [life]
onto the pedestal” (Ibid: 112). As the sculpture relates to out-of-art matters,
it inevitably becomes the narrative story about the sublime instead of being
the sublime image. Additionally, it implies that the portraiture of ordinary
Blockade life is separated from the History, being its mere illustration.

In fact, the History with its most eternal verities is symbolized by the groups
“The Blockade” and “The Invincible ones”, remain alone on the stage. The side
wings bear rather genre scenes (groups such as “Aviators”, “Seamen”, “People’s
Volunteer Corps”, etc.). (fig.13). Their prototypes we find not in the original
sketches, but in the Soviet posters and photos of the War time. (fig.14). It
demonstrates the list of common places known by the art and print media of
1940s. More than any scene or event it is the artistic language of the War time,

fig.13. Gestures and equipment of the
statues of the side group “Seamen”
reproduce images and media of the

Great Patriotic war.

fig.14. M.Alpert. Battalion commander
(“Combat”). 1942. The world-famous

photo looks like a poster.
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which becomes the principal fact of the memory here. Consciously or not, sculp-
tor M.Anikushin imitates that language with its emblems. He says: “…Here a
girl rushed toward a sniper, there is the youth with the gun, and here the brain
worker drags the metal… All that we saw in Leningrad” (Ibid: 112) – and seems
he speaks about the ordinary life (“To lift … on the pedestal”). This life deserves
to be fixed in sculpture only because of the unique Blockade tragedy of the city,
- and it is that sad story, which is removed. (fig.15-16). Thus, the ready-made
images purported to bear emblematic meaning by demands of that language,
which is restored and copied by Anikushin. Highly politicized, it implied that
genre images are easily identified and “widely known”.24 The language of art of
1940s imitates the sculptural suite which appears to be the main characteristic
of the statues. In fact, these figures may serve as emblems for any story of the
War, so general is their meaning, and so stilted the symbols they bear. 

The surface was deliberately left carelessly: as if statues were made after
real models in praesentia and remained unfinished. First, it simulated the veracity
of the Blockade scenes. Second, it provided images with sentimental exposure
which is against the demands of monumental sculpture and is usually called

fig.15. D.Trakhtenberg. The first bombing. 1941. The photo was taken in Leningrad
soon after the Blockade circle closed around the city. It was only the beginning of the

900 days tragedy.

24 This language was used, for instance, by the stage-documentary photography of that time, with
it’s supposedly “reportage” character. See: Unknown Blockade 2002.
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“lyrics”. It is as if the artist wished to say something to us confidentially on his
own  behalf, and not on behalf of the State Principal (independently of content
it would provide the message with high persuasiveness in the culture of 1970s).

Anikushin’s vision of the Blockade is rooted in time, rather than in space.
The historical dimension is represented here by the set of well-known iconog-
raphy, while the Present tense is implemented by means of modern genre sculp-
ture with characteristic impurity.  To “lift the ordinary [life] onto the pedestal”
makes the concept senseless, it means “take the Sublime off the pedestal”.

The Monument to Heroic Defenders of Leningrad proved that it is impos-
sible to implement the Blockade idea by means of realistic art corresponding
to official discourse. The more its authors accent the “veracity” the more visible
become rhetoric and illusion. Thus, in accordance with Speransky’s idea, the
monument includes the image of the real city surviving in the war. Meanwhile,
his city is the immaterial white phantom with “plate” houses and “screens”
bay windows, and the architecture of the Victory Square refers to the Palace
Square with its triumphal conception. Anikushin’s version, whilst not so sharp,
suggests universal war images. The bronze suite lacks concrete features in
order to be truthful, and lacks generalization in order to be monumental. As
an entity the monument fixes the beginning of the “crisis of memory”. Vivid

fig.16. The main group “Blockade” rather describes the sorrow by narrative means of
well-known iconography than becomes the incarnation of sorrow by means of art.

Here is the difference between drama and tragedy.



and clear memoirs start to fade away. This crisis is represented in the shift of
meaning, when the Blockade story is substituted with general illustrations. Sig-
nificantly, it renders the same idea of Memorial senseless. 

4. Crisis of understanding: 1980-s. Words for the War and Block-
ade memorials.

The State program of establishing memorial monuments resulted in a lot
of books, special issues, albums, even tourist guidebooks starting to mention
the new ensembles. As one can find, the period of 1960-1980s was also the
peak of the art critics’ interest.25 Their interpretations and re-interpretations
let us put the question, whether monuments could always affect the same
ideas shared by the society?

In the beginning the more powerful conception in general was of brother-
hood: “In the still burning city…the soviet man establishes the monument to
his soldier brother…”26 Later in 1960 it is the sorrow at the loss of perished com-
patriots (Piskaryovsky Memorial). The attempt to address not to the “soviet
people”, but to private memories (“The Broken Circle”) was singular and vain.
Partially in order to stop possible further attempts in 1966 the Decree of both
the Communist Party Central Committee and of the Council of Ministries was
published. It demanded to take into account “the social significance of the mon-
uments” before establishing them (Decree 1966). Meanwhile, the most signif-
icant monument shows the delusion of the official project to represent the
Blockade by means of the huge memorial ensemble (the Monument to Heroic
Defenders of Leningrad). In 1985 (the 40th anniversary of the Victory) the Min-
istry of Culture refers to the Decree of the Communist Party, and states that it
is necessary to reduce the program of memorial monuments substituting them
“for other ways of commemoration” (M.Anderson 1985: 10). The requirement
“to draw attention to…reconstruction of real historical atmosphere” officially
broke off with the monumental sculpture as the principal memory device.

In the mid 1980-s the art history discourse draws to a close - it no longer func-
tions in the context of Blockade monuments. Meanwhile, the local history dis-
course (guidebook texts) uses idioms and phraseology of Soviet times. The modern
art historians are not interested in War and Blockade studies: does it mean that
Blockade monuments cease to be sufficiently transparent for comprehension?
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25 See, for instance N.Voronov 1984; I.Azizyan, I.Ivanova 1976; A.Ikonnikov 1985; A.Zaytsev 1985;
N.Polyakova 1982.

26 The words belong to Lithuanian sculptor Ju.Mikenas quoted by: I.Azizyan, I.Ivanova 1976: 103



Retrospectively it is evident, that serious studies of this area were under-
taken at the same time, when the monumental program being reduced/wan-
ing. Their intention to summarize the material is clear; the certain stage comes
to its end. The Blockade memory translated by means of sculpture could ar-
ticulate its meaning only in the context of a certain conceptual system. And
this same system collapsed in the mid 1980s. One can trace it even at the pe-
riphery of special studies. 

Thus, monuments exhaust their meaning first in the special art history
discourse; then become senseless in the everyday language. And, finally, the
State program expunges them from the city landscape.

5. epilogue. the theater of Memory: 2000. The Mon ument to the
Women-soldiers of anti-aircraft defence.

It seems that the age of Blockade commemoration came to the end in
monumental art, when the consolidating memory disintegrated and the great
topics collapsed. Meanwhile, one more ensemble was inaugurated in 2002
(the eve of celebrations of the 300th anniversary of the city), evidently including
the Blockade memory into the list of the city symbols. Whilst the monument
is evidently “modern”, at the same time it inherits the tradition and uses it for
its special tasks. The bronze figure set at the firewall of the house (one of the
traditional residential areas in the center of the city) has the monumental char-
acter (an indication of the significance of the topic), laconic expression, and is
sympathetic to the outdoor reality. (fig.17).

The ensemble was made by the team of artists (sculptor L.Smorgon, ar-
chitect I.Matveev, the chief city designer I.Uralov) after the competition of 2000-
2001. yet at the primary stage of competition L.Smorgon’s project offered the
outline of the future concept. In the words of the sculptor “the tragedy is there…
it is not courage, but it is grit”.27 Where did this concept come from? Both the
sculptor Smorgon and the architect Matveev dealt with the War. The sculptor
returned to Leningrad in 1944 after having been evacuated. Later he would say
that most importantly for him, as a teenager was to recognize what remained
in the ruined city. The architect belongs to the post-war generation, but in 1984-
1985 he was the head of the afore-mentioned project for the “Green Belt of
Glory”.28 Thus, neither biography completely explains the key image. 
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27 Here and further I quote the fragments of interviews and my conversations with L.Smorgon
(2003).

28 The information was kindly provided by St.Petersburg branch of the Union of Russian Architects.
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Let us try to understand the monument then in the context of tradition,
when its distinctive features produce the meaning. The first, which draws at-
tention, is the sculptor’s statement “it is not courage, but it is grit”. Precisely,
in this opposition “the courage” is the Civic behavior model and official rhetoric
figure used for Blockade commemorations. “The grit” is the private behavior
model, dependent on personal temper and character as much as on the edu-
cation and moral principles. The same way, one can find the monument to be
of “character” (in the sense we talk about the character’s ballet dance). The
statue of woman is fixed on the corbel as high as the third floor (over twelve
meters high), and her silhouette is especially expressive from a profile view.
The head is pulled into the shoulders, but the face is turned towards the sky,
and feet stand firmly on the tiny base. (fig.18). As well, the involvement into
the outdoor life stresses the “character” role of the monument. The ensemble

fig.17. Monument to the “Women defended Leningrad”, as the bronze memorial in-
scription says. The heavy brass with inscription is of the same size as the real window

above; both together make the sort of visual rhyme with rich associations.



merges sculpture and architecture, being set on the firewall of the usual house.
The beam of the anti-aircraft projector (in graffiti) cut on the firewall of the
house corresponds to another spotlight, the real one. Together, both connect
the monument with the city space. Another meaningful detail is that the only
window at the waste side wall cut by graffiti beam becomes part of the mon-
ument, facilitating new understandings of the whole ensemble. 

Particularity, character and privacy are of no help, unless they are regarded
as essential. Here we deal with tradition of “privacy” (consider “The Broken Cir-
cle” with the tradition of private memory or “Photographer” as private person),
or, better, with the same matter of privacy, realized in that half-inhabited and
half-imagined ensemble. Thus, the monument becomes of dual nature, existing
on the verge of reality and memory. “I am aware that 50 or 60 years more will
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fig.18. In fact, neither it is not “the War nurse or the brave soldier”, nor “the guardian
angel of Leningrad sky” (by the words of a critic). As a base for the image the charac-

ter portrait of the poet Marina Tsvetaeva was taken.
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pass, and the house will go to ruin…” – as the sculptor said. Any action, any
deed are understood as flimsy, not stable, far from eternal and doomed in that
image of brittle life. Everything appeared to be ephemeral, except private mem-
oirs – in that sense the ensemble is rather the monument in honor of our time,
than in honor of the Blockade. Actually, the matter is not the “glory”, but the
stoic “disdain of glory” – is that not the source of “the grit” of the statue?

There is another statement of the sculptor: “the monument does not ex-
cite pride, but pity…” He stresses, that it is not because of the woman hero.
Rather it rises “from nothing”, spreading from the lonely figure there, above,
at the wall over the void, in the ray of the spotlight. The state of the bronze
woman, as sculptor realizes it, is the loneliness of a target, of a doll, who ob-
tains her inner grit at the measure of conscience of her doom. (fig.19).

As for the firewall itself, it traditionally plays the special role in the urban
aesthetic of Petersburg-Leningrad. Since the early twentieth century, it has
been treated as a medium (=carrier) for certain “city projection”. So, here it is

fig.19. Crossing projectors’ rays is one more well-known symbol of Leningrad Block-
ade. Here the real projectors are turned on every night. The scene recovers and re-

minds the historical reality. 



both the theater “backdrop” scaling the whole “stage”, and a sort of screen,
where images of the Past are projected and manifest themselves. From the
side view the firewall is that edge, which divides\joins times and spaces. All
the wall functions as a visible trace of another construction detached and al-
ready crashed down. “The vague associations” stressed by sculptor are justified
at this context, because among the all memorial monuments mentioned here
the last one is, actually, “the memorial to memory”.

During the last 50 years the construction of image of the Blockade has
been altered. It begins to become unfocused, unclear and vague (partly be-
cause the blockade topic was moved to the periphery of official discourse). In
the modern monument to the “Women-soldiers” the view at Blockade is the
alternative both to the preceding idea of “civic deed”, and to the city’s Post-
perestroika symbols (Saint Alexander Nevsky or poet Josef Brodsky). Regarding
the visual style of the monument under observation, it is concluded that the
image of Blockade dissolves gradually, becoming a ghostly figure.   It would
appear that it is “the ghost of memory” that guarantees the further images of
the War, of the city and of selves there. For what is more lasting than the stone
and the bronze? Only the absence of stone and bronze.
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IdentIty And IdentItIes In tHe slAVonIC soutH

Francisco Javier Juez Gálvez
Universidad Complutense

1. Preliminary

Unable to consume as much History as they produce, as the common lieu
about the Balkans – attributed to Winston Churchill (1874-1965) – says, South
Slavonic Countries & Peoples have suffered constant changes in their History,
with late turning points after the supposedly definitive status quo reached at
the end of World War II (as a renewal of the one after World War I), in the
form of dramatic events during the last decades of 20th century.

That is why the current view is much more complex than that of most of
the 20th century, in which South Slavonic peoples were located (making ab-
straction of the national minorities “abroad”) in only two States: Bulgaria in
the East and yugoslavia –in its various forms and denominations – in the West.

Now the situation is on its way towards stability, at the beginning of the
second decade after the last Balkan wars (1991-1992, 1992-1995, 1999), and
after almost a century of the former, or original, Balkan wars (1912-1913,
1913), and the national identities of older or newer origin tend to show their
distinctive features.

Nevertheless, there is a factor that greatly influences South Slavonic iden-
tities – it is the fact that the States which these peoples have formed, or were
integrated in, after the unmaking of the two big European Empires after the
European War (1914-1918) could hardly represent nations of a civic kind, but
they should represent nations of an ethnic kind (cf. Garde 1992 and 2004: pas-
sim) finally reaching the current sub-division.

2. A south slavonic/yugoslav Identity?

The question of the general kinship of the Slavs, which is based – objec-
tively? – not in racial bases but only in a merely linguistic relationship was in
the past a strong enough argument to speak about a Slavonic people or even
nation (cf. Niederle 1923: 245, but 38)1 on the basis of the common Slavonic
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language, even if it is not witnessed but merely reconstructed, as a kind of
(Slavonic) Latin, though a quite ambiguous one.

Nevertheless, a sensitive, undoubted linguistic kinship among South Slavs,
from the Alps to the Black Sea, is felt by the speakers of the respective Slavonic
languages, or dialects. In contrast with speakers of Romance languages, Slavs
– the speakers of Slavonic languages, and maybe specially those of the South-
ern group, live in a remarkable continuum, geographical but above all linguistic,
with no solution of continuity – more or less of the same extension as the
Balkan peninsula, yet the terms South Slav and Balkan Slav are not exactly
equivalent.

On this basis, first of all on the grounds of a misunderstood or mystified
interpretation of their own (historical?, genetical?) origins, there is an identi-
fication of all the South Slavs with the Illyrian people of ancient times – as a
way also to vindicate their autochthonous character. The beginnings of Illyri-
anism are strongly rhetoric – one of its appearances occurs in Vinko Pribojević’s
speech pronounced in the Dalmatian island of Hvar in 1525 (cf. Pribojević
1951)2, but it enjoyed a bigger diffusion with the noteworthy historical mysti-
fication by Mauro Orbini Il Regno degli Slavi (Pesaro 1601). In the field of lin-
guistics Illyrianism appears with the grammar of the Illyrian language
Institutiones linguae Illyricae (Rome 1604) by Bartol Kašić. It is worth noting
that the three aforementioned authors are not only Croatian Catholic authors,
but church men (a Dominican, a Benedictine and a Jesuit). Actually, Illyrianism
is one of the characteristic features of the rich Croatian Baroque, as one of the
last, epigone manifestations is the book by the Dubrovnik Franciscan Martin
Rusić (Martinus Rosa) Breve compendium nationis gloriosae totius linguae Il-
lyricae (Madrid 1638). 

At the same time, another Indo-European people, the Albanians, claim,
with more success, but no more capacity of conviction, to be the real descen-
dants of the Illyrians.

The re-appearance of the term, with a few exceptions, happened with
the Napoleonic State creation on the soil of the conquered territories among
the South Slavs, the Illyrian Provinces (1805/1806 or 1809-1813), only
favourably accepted by the Slovenes – it is among them that the old-new term
succeeded in awaking a national conscience or identity, expressed in the verses
of the Catholic priest Valentin Vodnik (1758-1819), the first Slovenian poet.
This is reflected in the urban geography of Ljubljana (the capital city of the Il-
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lyrian Provinces) by means of a monument in the square consecrated to the
French Revolution.

The Illyrian name re-appeared with a new strength in connection with
the so called Croatian National Revival, which is also called Illyrianism – in the
spirit of German Romanticism. The Croatian “Illyrians” of the ’30 and so on of
the 19th century really believed in the common national provenience of all
the South Slavs from the ancient Illyrians, in the fact they constituted a single
people with a single language, maybe with a wide diapason of nothing more
than dialects, whose resemblance or likeness, really their kinship, was trans-
ferred to the blood kinship of the Volksgeist (cf. Rapacka 2002: 78-84).

That led to a consequence: the term Illyrian acquired a specifically dan-
gerous political nuance, so that it was finally banned in 1843 by the Austro-
Hungarian authorities, and for the purpose replaced by Croatian etc. It is the
case with Ljudevit Gaj’s Danica Ilirska (1836), which was previously called Dan-
ica Horvatska, Slavonska i Dalmatinska (1835), a name that was recovered be-
tween 1843 and the end of its publication in 1849. The fundamental cultural
institution, founded in 1842 in the spirit of Pan-Slavism, and following the ex-
amples of other “national” maticas, the Matica ilirska, could preserve its orig-
inal name until 1874, when it was rename as Matica hrvatska, ‘Matrix Croatica’.

Ljudevit Gaj (born as Ludwig von Gay, 1809-1872) is now considered the
leader of the movement – in fact, the orthography commonly used by the
Croatian literary language is practically the one he devised for his bilingual Ger-
man-Croatian book Kratka osnova horvatsko-slavenskog pravopisanja (Buda
1830), following the Slavonic model of the Czech Jan Hus’ orthography Or-
thographia Bohemica (s a., but from the first years of the 15th century).

The acceptance of the new all-South-Slavonic identity even led to the
(self)renouncing of these “regional” dialects in favour of the new Štokavian – that
is the case of the Slovenian writer born as Jakob Frass (1810-1851), who began
writing in his mother tongue language, but led by his linguistic-political convictions
became an Illyrian with the name Stanko Vraz – one of the most eminent writers
and Kulturträger (cultural workers) of the so called Croatian National Revival, and
probably the most eminent lyrical poet of the Croatian literature of this period.

Stanko Vraz was also the editor of the literary review Kolo (from 1842), in
which all the South Slavs were called Illyrian (for example, Illyrian from the
Carniola – that is to say, Slovene…) and all the Štokavian literary texts in a wide
sense of the word (Kajkavian texts, Slovenian or Croat, are excluded) were ad-
mitted without “translation” (for instance, the Bulgarian popular songs edited
by Vraz himself).
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The term yugoslav, originally in its etymological meaning, as “South
Slavonic” represents a continuation or widening of the term Illyrian, under-
stood in a literal way as all-comprehensive South Slav, and used specially in in-
tellectual or cultural context, in its beginning on Croatian floor as an opposition
to the exclusive Croatian orientation, in the way it was understood by the so
called otac domovine or “Father of the (Croatian) Country”, Ante Starčević
(1823-1893), and his followers (cf. Horvat 1990).

The term “yugoslav” and even, the concept behind it, is tightly linked to
the name of the Croatian Catholic bishop Josip Juraj Strossmayer (1815-1905)
– mixing ideas of ecumenism and of union of the churches with the Slavonic
reciprocity and the South Slavonic peoples’ community. In Strossmayer’s vision,
Croatia was to be the South Slavonic Tuscany – he founded the fundamental
cultural institutions, as for instance the South Slavonic Academy for Sciences
and Arts (Jugoslavenska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, or Academia Scien-
tiarum et Artium Slavorum meridionalium, abbreviated JAZU) in 1866, to be
at the service of all the Slavonic South. The name of that Academy was re-
newed in Croatian (not yugoslav or South Slavonic) during the Independent
State of Croatia (1941-1945), as well as after the independence of the Republic
of Croatia (1991 onwards). With this aim in view, Strossmayer financed, for in-
stance, the publication of Miladinov Brothers’ remarkable Bulgarian Folk Songs
(Bălgarski narodni pesni) in Zagreb 1861, the bedside book of the Patriarch of
Bulgarian Literature, Ivan Vazov (1850-1921).

A new form of yugoslavism, not oriented in a Habsburg spirit, but under
the influence of the Serbian achievements in the Balkan Wars, led after the
World War I to the formation of a monarchy, called First or Older yugoslavia,
at the beginning under the name of Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
Nevertheless, the fulfilment of this yugoslav project led to a general disen-
chantment, at least among Croats (cf. Rapacka 2002: 97-100).

It is worth mentioning a certain exceptional case, as the one of the
Slovene (Styrian) Bogumil (born Bogomil) Vošnjak (1882-1955), who embraced
the cause of yugoslavism (he was a member of the yugoslav Committee) re-
nouncing and opposing his central-European and Germanic cultural features,
and the same time using the archaic nom de plume “Illyricus” (cf. Vosnjak 1917:
5).3 Vošnjak supported Serbian prevalence in First yugoslavia and chetnik move-
ment, and thus was forced to flee to the USA after World War II.
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Even though the last form of yugoslavism was anchored in and fomented
the “Balkanness” of the South Slavs, we shall see how not all the South Slavs
identify themselves with Balkan Slav, or even less with Balkan peoples, in gen-
eral. (cf. Núñez 2009: passim)

3. note about the slovenes: Mi smo slovenci zaradi svojega jezika

It is difficult to have a distinctive language in general in the Slavonic world
on which to base, as we shall see, the differential national fact – but only the
Slovene, with its very specific, (archaic?) features, could do it inside the South
Slavonic Sea. That is why the commercial slogan at the beginning of the Ency-
clopaedia of Slovenia (Enciklopedija Slovenije) in the 1980s read the headline
we have used – “We are Slovenians because of our Language.”

If this declaration of lingocentrism was targeted to “place” the (cultural)
product also among the so called zamejci, the Slovenes living in minority be-
yond the borders (in Italy, Austria, Hungary…), it is at least doubtful.

Really, the Mitteleuropean conscience even of Germanic type prevailed,
before the Anglo-Saxon globalization which has reached (part of) the younger
generations, and a special link with Mitteleuropean cities, as Trieste, Graz or
the former capital of the Empire, Vienna.

As an aside, the spirit of Protestantism seems to have permeated the
Slovene society, even though it is nowadays by a majority Catholic, since the
times of Primož Trubar (1508-1586), the first superintendent of the Slovene
Protestant church and the first Slovenian writer.

That implies a negation of the Balkan identity of “Slovenedom” – but dur-
ing yugoslavia, specially the Older one, a kind of comparative Balkanism was
held, as it gave the Slovenes the opportunity the be “the first Balkan people”
in many achievements. After the war that put an end to the 2nd yugoslavia,
and joining the European Union, anti-Balkanism would be a part of Slovene
national conscience.

The national Slovene poet France Prešern (1800-1849), the “Slovene
Puškin”, is inevitably a factor in the creation of the national identity – in the
Slovene lands, in his time (he died immediately after the Spring of the Nations,
1848), and afterwards. But in the 21st century, he is also proclaimed National
Hero in the bilingual Slovenian-Spanish edition of his Pesmi published 2006 in
San Sebastián… (cf. Prešeren 2006: 5).4 Slovenians prefer to call him a myth
(the Internet, passim).
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4. the Croats: Mediterraneanism and the Balkan

The Croatians are in a very specific position in Europe, which marked and
still marks their own national and people identity – they are conscious of their
three-border (triplex confinium) cultural belonging: the Central European one
in the Northern (or “High”) lands, the Mediterranean in Dalmatia, the Croatian
Coast, the islands, and the Balkan in the Dalmatian hinterland (Dalmatinska
Zagora) and in Bosnia & Herzegovina with its numerous Croatian population.
These three elements are always in interaction with other territories and in
particular with the bigger cities, including the Croatian metropolis. Neverthe-
less, the negation of the “Balkanness” of (a part of) the Croatian people is a
constant in contemporary national conscience.

This leads to controversial identity feelings, in the search of strengthening
Europeism – as opposed to (Asian?) Balkanism. It is evident that Western Eu-
ropean culture is predominant, not only through the omnipresence of the
Catholic Church and Catholicism, but also through the long-lasting Latin tradi-
tion, especially in their national literature: Croatian national literature from its
very beginning was a plurilingual one, in which the cultivation of literature in
Latin, far from being a marginal phenomenon, was in several periods at the
core of it.

The Latin language was, and still is, the link with Classical civilization and
with the Ancient world, present in their own soil, with Catholicism and, espe-
cially in the past, the koiné to get understood, also in political terms, over the
wide Austria-Hungary (cf. Birnbaum 1993).

The complex of being on the border, or the edge, between civilizations,
or West and East, arises during the Turkish Wars, when after the fall of Bosnia
in the Turk’s hands in 1463, the Croatian lands lie in the first line of the front.
From then comes the label Antemurale Christianitatis, and the sacrifice of the
Croatian nation for the sake of Christendom, as in the Siget battle in 1566, with
the martyrdom of Croatian hero Nikola Zrinski before Sultan Süleyman the
Magnificent’s troops (a kind of Croatian Leonidas) (cf. Rapacka 2002: 156-158).

So, national identity, as it happens with many other nations, stands basi-
cally in contrast with the other: in the Croatian case, in the moments of failure
of the (South) Slavonic reciprocity with the “brothers Serbs”, or from the point
of view of the Croatian Right Party – the other is the Serb. In a cultural symbolic
representation, the image of the Croatian language is intrinsically linked to the
Latin alphabet, what only makes sense in contrast with the Cyrillic one, that
was in its turn a very strong sign of identity of Christian Orthodoxy, meaning,
in former (1st or 2nd) yugoslavia, of Serbdom.
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But vis-à-vis the other peoples, Slavonic or not, there is another alphabet
as sign of identity of the Croatians – the Glagolitic alphabet, the oldest of the
Slavonic ones, used and preserved in usage until the 20th century in parts of
the Croatian lands (the Kvarner bay area, Istria, etc.), as a proof of the (Slavonic)
antiquity of the Croatian culture, traditions, writing.

But in a contradictory way with this, there are some recurrent myths
about the non-Slavonic origin of “old” Croatians – beside the less accepted,
quite eccentric theory of the Gothic origin of the Croatians, there is a much
more popularized one, the Iranian one, born in the 20th century. According to
it, at least the national name Hrvat should be Iranian by origin, as some Greek
inscription from Crimea with the anthroponym Horoathos should prove. In
fact, between the Slavonic and the Indo-Iranian language families the ties are
closer than with, for instance, the Germanic language family.

The name of the nation, and of the language, is a decisive issue – in Croa-
tian national identity the defence of the name Hrvat or of the language,
hrvatski has a great meaning: now refuting the (local) Dalmatian character of
older Croatian literature by means of the quotation of Marko Marulić’s Judita
(1501) “written in verses harvacki”, now in the Declaration on the Status and
Name of the Croatian Literary Language of 1967, as a part of the so called
“Croatian Spring” (or MASPOK, Masovni pokret ‘Massive movement’), now in
recent times in the fight to avoid the old fashioned, mystified syntagm srp-
skohrvatski ‘Serbocroatian’.

The agrarian conservatism of the Croatian Peasant Party (HSS, founded
in 1904 as Croatian People’s Peasant Party) was to be the perfect representa-
tion of the Croatian identity – especially in the First yugoslavia and in the em-
igration period. It offered also its martyrs to Croatianhood – the Radić brothers
and their comrade Djuro Basariček were killed in Belgrade Parliament or
Skupština in 1928. But nowadays, after the Patriotic War, another party, forged
in an almost conspiratorial manner, took the torch – the Croatian Democratic
Union (HDZ, founded in 1989).

Last but not least, without getting into the last 20th century wars – World
War II caused a series of (collective) traumas that had a big influence, in a con-
flictive way, on the way of feeling national identity among Croatians. Both
bands developed a rich imaginary of identity points: on the one side antifas-
cism or partisanship and their place of martyrdom (camp Jasenovac), on the
other, the ustaše, supporter of the Independent State of Croatia (1941-1945)
– Bleiburg, even speaking of holocaust (cf. Studia Croatica 1963 and Prcela
2001).
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5. the serbs

The Serbs knew very early in their history the union of the destinies of
the secular and the ecclesiastical – as early as at the beginning of the 13rd cen-
tury the autocephalous Serbian Church was established. This was achieved by
Saint Sava in 1217, its first archbishop, whose real name in the world was
Rastko Nemanjić, brother of Stefan Nemanjić, the first king of Serbia (Stefan
Prvovenčani), and both – sons of Stefan Nemanja (the future Saint Simeon).
The older brother Stefan became the (Orthodox) King of the Serbs in 1219 as
he was crowned by his younger brother, after being Grand Župan from 1196,
and in 1217 received the title of king of Raška from Pope Honorius III (cf.
Ćirković 2004: 38-44; about the more recent role of Church in Serbian identity,
cf. Schoenfeld 2006). The church, the State and the nation blend from the very
beginning of the Serbian Kingdom.

The real myth of Serbian identity is linked to the heavy defeat suffered
by the Christian troops before the Ottomans in the Field of the Blackbirds on
St. Vitus’ day in 1389 in Old Serbia: Kosovo polje. In this disastrous battle not
only Sultan Murad I and most of the Serbian noblemen died, but also knez or
prince Lazar (Stefan Lazar Hrebeljanović) perished – as the folk epics says, he
preferred to choose a heavenly kingdom rather than an earthly one, because
it “lasts for ever and ever”. He chose “Heavenly Serbia”, and the conclusion is
that the earthly Serbia is holy Serbia (cf. Anzulovic 1999: 11-12, 22-23). 

That is why, as place of the birth of the myth, Kosovo, both the battlefield
and the homonymous province, is a holy place for Serbdom which cannot be
renounced, even though in recent times (Autumn 2010) it seems to be a little
more negotiable for the sake of the newer political pro-European identity of
the Serbian people, and especially of its leaders, who have renounced to any
non-European manifestations, in order “not to lose more elections”, as the
leader of a radical party recognised publicly.

From this time on, there has been a linking of the Land and the Dead – the
Heroic past, as witnessed in epic folk tradition, made a people of warriors whose
blood sanctifies the earth, and “where there is Serb dead, that is Serbia”.

In the times when Croatian “Illyrians” tended to a “Pan-Slavism” in the
form of yugoslavism, but usually with another name, based on the “common”
languages, the major reformer of the Serbian language, Vuk Karadžić, pro-
claimed in 1832 in his treatise Serbs All and Everywhere (cf. Brandt 1993: 85-
104; in original, Brandt 1991: 81-98) that all the speakers of Serbian, regardless
of their faith, are Serbian – it is to say, every Štokavac is a Serbian: language as
bearer of national identity.
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Having its origins also in the Orthodoxy, as all of the Orthodox people dis-
tinguish themselves from the “Latins” by one alphabet deriving from the Byzan-
tine, i. e., the Cyrillic, the use of it –sanctioned as exclusive by the Constitution
of Serbia currently in force– is one of the signs of identity of the Serbs every-
where, as it includes in itself religion, history, culture. The co-existence with the
Latin alphabet, made possible by the means of an automatic transcription, is
felt always secondary, as that Latin transcription follows the orthographical rules
of Cyrillic and it also transcribes other Latin alphabets, due to the fact that –as
a transcribed Cyrillic alphabet, as it is– it is strictly phonetic.

Serbia and the Serbs felt, especially in the period after the Berlin Congress
of 1878, that they were, in the game of the Great Powers, as if they were the
Piedmont of the South Slavs, or even of the Balkan5 – and they realised their
dream of a State in which all the Serbs were together with the creation of the
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1918, but with two breaks – during
World War II and with the (definitive) collapse of yugoslavia in the 1990s. It is
this feeling of victimism and loss that the new policies towards integration in
the European Union strive to compensate.

6. newer Identities? – the Montenegrins and the Bosniacs

Montenegrins have a splendid epos as a national poem – Gorski vijenac
or The Mountain Wreath (Vienna 1847) by the prince-bishop and poet Petar II
Petrović Njegoš. Highly estimated as “one of the most precious jewels of the
yugoslav literature [sic, in the singular] of every age” (Njegoš 1987: 9), it was
edited and translated in Chile by two Croatian émigrés.

In this epic Montenegrins appear linked to the Mountain which is the ori-
gin not only of the name (cf. Brunnbauer 2002), but of the whole country in
its beginnings – because after that, it rose in every treatise or war (Treaty of
Berlin 1878, Balkan Wars 1912-1913…).

Maybe all through their history Montenegrin felt “the most Serbian of
the Serbian” – that is reflected also in the initial dedication of The Mountain
Wreath, which is “Dedicated to the Ashes of the Father of Serbia”, that means
Karadjordje, “George the Black”, the leader of the First Serbian Uprising (1804-
1813) against the Ottomans, which led – after a second Uprising– to the inde-
pendent Serbian Principality in 1817.
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The Montenegrin people was recognised as one of the peoples of the 2nd
yugoslavia, with its own socialist republic, and until recent times, it was a firm
ally of the Serbian – that is why only two republics, Serbia and Montenegro,
remained as the only integrants of the 3rd yugoslavia or Federal Republic of
yugoslavia (1992-2003), and after that of the State Community “Serbia and
Montenegro” (2003-2006). 

But, in 2006 independence was proclaimed after a referendum with re-
sults of 55.5% for it. Is there a new Montenegrin identity, from the “Black
Mountain” identity to a new, Mediterranean one?

A new Montenegrin language is been standardized, as well as a Montene-
grin orthography – the official language in the Constitution of 2007 is called
“Montenegrin language”, and the first Grammar of the Montenegrin Language
appeared in 2010, confirming the expectations of recent, ambitious studies
(cf. Greenberg 2004: 88-109).

the Bosniacs

We have already seen the name “Montenegrin language” in public docu-
ments for the Republic of Montenegro – but it is much more common to meet
documents which are said to be written in Bosnian. Is this another “new” lan-
guage, created in the maelstrom of the last wars? In fact, the Constitution of
1994 of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina mentions three official lan-
guages: Bosnian, Croat, and Serb.

However, in Austro-Hungarian Sarajevo, a Grammar of the Bosnian Lan-
guage was published as early as 1890.

In the formation of communist yugoslavia, several constituent nations or
peoples were recognised, which usually coincided with the majority of the cor-
respondent popular republics. Except in Bosnia and Herzegovina – where there
was the problem of the undetermined yugoslavs, between the other two big
population groups, Serbs and Croats.

Both groups claimed the main population of Bosnia and Herzegovina as
theirs, converted to Islam – the historical Croatian Party of Rights even con-
sidered them “the flower of the Croatian People”, and lots of them considered
themselves Croats (cf. Studia Croatica 1965), while others, as the famous con-
temporary writer Meša Selimović (1910-1982), had himself for a muslim Serb
and a Serb writer.

That is why in the 2nd yugoslavia the figure of “nationally undetermined”,
or even simply “yugoslav” was created. But it was a convenient solution – and
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an amendment of 1968 in the yugoslav Constitution created the “Muslims by
nationality”, or, as it was more popularly known, “Muslims with capital M”,
while with lower case letter it would simply mean the religion.

So, if the Serbs and Croats could also be nationally identified by their re-
ligion, respectively Catholic or Orthodox – religion was the only distinctive issue
to characterize “the third” population of the Republic, although, as the major-
ity, this population should have been considered the first.  This was very prob-
lematic, because then and now, most of the Muslims in Bosnia and
Herzegovina were and still are laic, usually Sunni, Muslims.

During the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina there was a rebirth of the old
name Bosniac, to substitute the “national” term Muslim, as different from the
general, purely geographic, Bosnian. And that causes also problems with the
name of the language – should it be called Bosnian or Bosniac language (cf.
Greenberg 2004: 135-159), while usually the first prevails, and it is also in com-
mon use the all-comprehensive denomination “b/h/s jezik”, that it is to say,
“Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian language”.

National term “Bosniac” has also an advantage before “Muslim” – it al-
lows the cultivation of  the identitary cult of the pre-Ottoman past, freshly
present in the Bosnian and Herzegovian imaginary, as the grandeur of the me-
dieval Bosnian kingdom, the Bogomils or members of the Bosnian Church and
their stećci, and so on.

8. the Bulgarians: A Monk’s Call for national Pride

In the oldest Bulgarian period, there is supposed not to be a special national
conscience – at least if we think about the fact, that even the national name was
in fieri: the first documentation speaks about “Slavs”, later the name “Bulgarian”
is found, relatively early, as a kind of synonym. Nevertheless, the anonymous
treatise “On the Letters” (by an enigmatic Černorizec Hrabăr) puts the beginning
of the Bulgarian-Greek controversy on cultural and religious bases. 

The so called “Byzantine yoke” during the 11th century and the rise of
Bogomilism during that period and against it seem to have awoken the first
national, patriotic feelings that provoked the uprising of the Asen brothers in
1185 and the restoration of the Stateship with the Second Bulgarian Tsardom.

The attacks of the Ottomans and the subsequent fall of the Bulgarian
lands into their hands are reflected in the works of the members of the Tărnovo
Literary School, all of them churchmen, maybe the first generation of Bulgarian
intellectuals with a pre-modern national conscience.
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During the five-century Ottoman rule the role of the Bulgarian church be-
came more decisive, as holder of the Bulgarian character of the population as
well as Bulgarian culture and literacy. The movement known as Bulgarian Na-
tional Revival began in the 18th century with a literary-political book by a monk
living in the Holy Mount Athos, Paisij Hilendarski or Paisius of Hilendar, from
the name of the (Serbian!) monastery where he wrote his work in 1762.

Paisius of Hilendar’s role for National Awakening is enormous – to such
an extent that 1762 is considered the beginning of the period in Bulgarian his-
toriography, as well as in history of the Bulgarian literature.

What makes Father Paisius such a big factor in Bulgarian History? The fact
that, writing his Slavobulgarian History, which is not of the same value as a
history book, acritical in the using of its sources, written in a difficult language,
which does not want to be colloquial Bulgarian, but cannot be old Bulgarian
nor Church Slavonic, he openly encourages national belonging and pride
against extreme Hellenophiles or gărkomani, much more intensive than against
Ottomans or Serbs: it is a question of language, culture, civilization, religion
(cf. Pitassio 2006, and Brucciani 2009).

“you unreasonable and foolish men! Why are you ashamed to call your-
selves Bulgarians, why do you not read and speak your own language? Did the
Bulgarians not have their own kingdom and state? […] But why are you, silly
fellow, ashamed of your race and favour a foreign language? […] you, Bulgarian,
do not fool yourself, know your ancestry and language and study in your own
tongue!” (Paisy Hilendarski 2000: 156)

In spite of the fact that Paisius of Hilendar is a saint of the Bulgarian Or-
thodox Church, he was much quoted and promoted in the former communist
régime. Furthermore, Father Paisius is also considered the “Apostle of the Bul-
garian Nation” by the Bulgarian Catholics, even those in the diaspora, for in-
stance, in the Rumanian Banat (Anonymous 1938), and by the one time
anticommunist emigration after World War II exiled in Western Europe (cf.
Popoff 1951: 5-7).

Perhaps Father Paisius’ myth is one of the historicist myths of the past
promoted by the communist régime to encourage National Pride, together
with the Saint Brothers from Thessalonica, and their democratic labour, the
threefold component of the Bulgarian modern nation (Slavs-Protobulgarians-
Thracians), the heretic Bogomils, resistant to the official church, and side-by-
side the Party leaders.
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9. A Comment about Macedonians

The same Paisius of Hilendar should be the promoter of Bulgarianhood
in Macedonia – that is Skopje’s official opinion. The general Bulgarian-Mace-
donian question in its tri-unitary parallel systems (Moesia-Thracia-Macedonia,
on the one hand; Vardar-Pirin-Aegeus, on the other) is reasonably exposed by
Lory (2005), as the official Skopje’s position promotes the search of an impos-
sible past, by means of a retro-projection of the present on the past (cf. Fine
2006: 3-5), as for example with the cult of the figure of Alexander the Great,
who used to be a common issue of all the South Slavs, inherited from the An-
tiquity through the Medieval legend (cf. Rapacka 2002: 13-15).

10. Afterword

The continuum which the Slavonic South represents linguistically is much
more fragmented than such a language unity allows thinking. The same
North/South dialectics that exist in Europe and in the world are reflected
among South Slavs, as well as another divide between West and East. 

The East/West divide can be roughly identified with Orthodoxy / non Or-
thodoxy, more or less in the way Slavists divide Slavonic world into Slavia Or-
thodoxa and Slavia Romana – the former including (mostly) Orthodox peoples
(Bulgarians, Serbs), the latter Catholics and others, such as the Bosnian Mus-
lims or Bosniacs, or the protestants, present in Croatia and Slovenia.

This distribution coincides partially with the division Balkan / non Balkan
peoples – the core of both would be the same, Bulgarians and Serbians on one
side, and Slovenes and Croatians (but not all!) on the other. 

The Balkan dimension in some way responds better to the horizontal
North / South division, but not completely – it coincides also with the historical
vicissitudes of the region, as Balkan lands would be those formerly under the
Ottoman Empire, and non Balkan, the dominions of the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy. There are other non Balkan lands – those formerly Venetian, that
would be Mediterranean.

The problem lies in the countries where both empires had alternated
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, the so called “Turkish Croatia”…)

All these factors have a vivid influence nowadays in national self-identity,
but they are balanced in several lands (as in Croatia) by the strong presence
of a regional identity (Slavonian, Dalmatian, Istrian), while in other areas the
region is more felt as a mere geographical dimension (for instance, in Bulgaria).
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The identity discourse has a tragic history in Europe (both in-
side frontiers and outside our own geographic space). The first
part of this reflection will try to present an overview about
some of the most important literary, political and philosophical
theories of this concept which is particularly connected to the
understanding of the Other in Contemporary Europe.

In a second part we will aim to discuss the importance, the
need and the utility of such a concept in our multicultural Eu-
rope that has ambiguous and contradictory discourses about
its own cultural identity/ies. 

We also will try to compare European Contemporary Euro-
pean perspectives on this issue with other ways of under-
standing identity in other continents as Africa, America or Asia,
in order to develop and bring more complexity, ductility and
also theoretical and practical deepness to this concept.

Finally we underline the main contributions of the essays that
compose this book, each one contributing to draw a complex,
wider and deeper picture of the possibilities that the concept,
theory and history of identity may raise in different European
cultural, historical and geographical contexts.
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